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A B S T R A C T
User-generated video has attracted a lot of attention due to the success of Video Sharing
Sites such as YouTube and Online Social Networks. Recently, a shift towards live consump-
tion of these videos is observable. The content is captured and instantly shared over the
Internet using smart mobile devices such as smartphones. Large-scale platforms arise such
as YouTube.Live, YouNow or Facebook.Live which enable the smartphones of users to live-
stream to the public. These platforms achieve the distribution of tens of thousands of low
resolution videos to remote viewers in parallel.
Nonetheless, the providers are not capable to guarantee an efficient collection and dis-
tribution of high-quality video streams. As a result, the user experience is often degraded,
and the needed infrastructure installments are huge. Efficient methods are required to
cope with the increasing demand for these video streams; and an understanding is needed
how to capture, process and distribute the videos to guarantee a high-quality experience
for viewers.
This thesis addresses the quality awareness of user-generated videos by leveraging the
concept of content adaptation. Two types of content adaptation, the adaptive video stream-
ing and the video composition, are discussed in this thesis. Then, a novel approach for the
given scenario of a live upload from mobile devices, the processing of video streams and
their distribution is presented. This thesis demonstrates that content adaptation applied to
each step of this scenario, ranging from the upload to the consumption, can significantly
improve the quality for the viewer. At the same time, if content adaptation is planned
wisely, the data traffic can be reduced while keeping the quality for the viewers high.
The first contribution of this thesis is a better understanding of the perceived quality in
user-generated video and its influencing factors. Subjective studies are performed to under-
stand what affects the human perception, leading to the first of their kind quality models.
Developed quality models are used for the second contribution of this work: novel qual-
ity assessment algorithms. A unique attribute of these algorithms is the usage of multiple
features from different sensors. Whereas classical video quality assessment algorithms fo-
cus on the visual information, the proposed algorithms reduce the runtime by an order of
magnitude when using data from other sensors in video capturing devices. Still, the scala-
bility for quality assessment is limited by executing algorithms on a single server. This is
solved with the proposed placement and selection component. It allows the distribution of
quality assessment tasks to mobile devices and thus increases the scalability of existing ap-
proaches by up to 33.71% when using the resources of only 15 mobile devices. These three
contributions are required to provide a real-time understanding of the perceived quality
of the video streams produced on mobile devices.
The upload of video streams is the fourth contribution of this work. It relies on con-
tent and mechanism adaptation. The thesis introduces the first prototypically evaluated
adaptive video upload protocol (LiViU) which transcodes multiple video representations
in real-time and copes with changing network conditions. In addition, a mechanism adap-
tation is integrated into LiViU to react to changing application scenarios such as streaming
high-quality videos to remote viewers or distributing video with a minimal delay to close-
by recipients.
A second type of content adaptation is discussed in the fifth contribution of this work.
An automatic video composition application is presented which enables live composition
from multiple user-generated video streams. The proposed application is the first of its
kind, allowing the in-time composition of high-quality video streams by inspecting the
quality of individual video streams, recording locations and cinematographic rules.
As a last contribution, the content-aware adaptive distribution of video streams to mo-
bile devices is introduced by the Video Adaptation Service (VAS). The VAS analyzes the
video content streamed to understand which adaptations are most beneficial for a viewer.
It maximizes the perceived quality for each video stream individually and at the same
time tries to produce as little data traffic as possible - achieving data traffic reduction of
more than 80%.
K U R Z FA S S U N G
Videoportale wie YouTube oder soziale Netzwerke wie Facebook verhalfen nutzergener-
ierten Videos zu einem enormen Erfolg. Zuletzt vera¨nderte sich jedoch das Produktionsver-
halten hin zu einer echtzeitnahen Verbreitung als Live-Videostrom. Dies ist mo¨glich, da
Mobilgera¨te in der Lage sind aufgenommene Inhalte instantan an entfernte Betrachter zu
verteilen. Heute mu¨ssen große Anbieter wie YouTube.Live, YouNow oder Facebook.Live
jene Videostro¨me an zehntausende Betrachter gleichzeitig verteilen. Dies erreichen sie nur
fu¨r geringe Bitraten und Auflo¨sungen.
Jene Anbieter sind noch nicht in der Lage die Videostro¨me hochqualitativ und effizient
zu sammeln, zu verarbeiten und zu verteilen. Ein Ergebnis hiervon ist eine vergleichsweise
geringe, wahrgenommene Qualita¨t. Effiziente Methoden werden erforderlich, da die ak-
tuellen Kommunikationsnetze mit zunehmender Nutzung der Dienste u¨berlastet sind.
In dieser Thesis wird das Konzept der Inhaltsadaption als eine Lo¨sung zur effizienten
und qualita¨tssensitiven Sammlung, Verarbeitung und Verteilung nutzergenerierter Video-
stro¨me diskutiert. Zwei Formen der Inhaltsadaption sind hierbei im Fokus der Arbeit:
adaptives Videostreaming und Videokomposition. Beide Konzepte werden an verschiede-
nen Stellen des Videoproduktions- und Videoverteilungsprozesses angesiedelt um die
wahrgenommene Qualita¨t der Videostro¨me zu verbessern und den verursachten Daten-
verkehr zu verringern. Dabei werden die Adaptionen stets wohlu¨berlegt und geleitet durch
die fu¨r den Betrachter eines Videostroms wahrnehmbare Qualita¨t gesteuert.
Der erste Beitrag dieser Thesis ist ein besseres Versta¨ndnis was wahrgenommene Qualita¨t
bei nutzergenerierten Videos bedeutet und welche Faktoren diese beeinflussen. Hierfu¨r
werden in Nutzerstudien Qualita¨tsmodelle erstellt, die in dieser Form einzigartig sind.
Jene Qualita¨tsmodelle erlauben den Entwurf neuartiger Qualita¨tsberechnungsalgorithmen.
Gleichzeitig nutzen jene Algorithmen nicht ausschließlich visuelle Daten zur Berechnung,
sondern vor allem Kontextinformationen. Dies ermglicht eine signifikante Beschleunigung
der Verarbeitung und damit eine fu¨r Live-Videostro¨me notwendige echtzeitnahe Berech-
nung der Qualita¨t ermo¨glicht. Der dritte Beitrag dieser Thesis ist eine Komponente zur
Erho¨hung der Skalierbarkeit der Qualita¨tsberechnung durch die Nutzung von stationa¨ren
und mobilen Rechenkapazita¨ten. Jene Selektions- und Platzierungskomponente erlaubt die
Bestimmung des besten Qualita¨tsberechnungsalgorithmus und dessen Ausfu¨hrungsloka-
tion. Hierbei wird eine Erho¨hung der Skalierbarkeit um bis zu einem Drittel erreicht, wenn
die Ressourcen von 15 mobilen Endgera¨ten genutzt werden. Jene drei Beitra¨ge erlauben
die fu¨r die restliche Arbeit so wichtige echtzeitnahe Qualita¨tsberechnung.
Die Bereitstellung der Videostro¨me ist der vierte Beitrag dieser Arbeit. Jene Bereitstel-
lung nutzt Inhaltsadaption um sich an vera¨ndernde Netzwerkbedingungen anzupassen
und ferner Applikationsanforderungen oder Szenarienwechsel zu ermo¨glichen. Hierbei
wird eine Form der Inhaltsadaption gewa¨hlt, die es auf Mobilgera¨ten ermo¨glicht ver-
schiedene Repra¨sentationen desselben Videos zu enkodieren und in Echtzeit zwischen
diesen zu wechseln. Hiermit kann zum einen eine echtzeitnahe Bereitstellung von Videoin-
halten ermo¨glicht werden, aber auch ein hochqualitativer Videostrom mit gro¨ßerer Latenz
an entfernte Nutzer verteilt werden.
Die zweite Form und damit der fu¨nfte Beitrag dieser Thesis ist die Videokomposition. Hi-
erzu wird ein neuartiger, automatischer Videokompositionsalgorithmus fu¨r nutzergener-
ierte Live-Videostro¨me vorgeschlagen, der Kompositionsregeln von manueller Komposi-
tion lernt. Der vorgeschlagene Algorithmus ist der erste seiner Art, der echtzeitnahen Kom-
position einer Vielzahl an Videostro¨men erlaubt und dabei Kriterien wie Videoqualita¨t,
-inhalt und kinematographische Regeln beachtet.
Der letzte Beitrag dieser Arbeit adressiert die Verteilung von Videostro¨men durch den
Einsatz einer inhaltsabha¨ngigen, adaptiven Videoverteilung. Das vorgeschlagene System
untersucht die zu verteilenden Videoinhalte hinsichtlich ihrer verschiedenen Repra¨senta-
tionen und schla¨gt Adaptionen vor, die vorteilhaft fu¨r den Nutzer sind. Dabei zielt das
System auf eine hohe, wahrgenommene Qualita¨t bei gleichzeitiger Datenverkehrsreduk-
tion ab. Das System erlaubt eine Datenverkehrsreduktion von u¨ber 80%.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Digital video streaming places an enormous burden on existing communication networks.
In the first six months of 2016, Internet-based video delivery of Netflix and YouTube ac-
counted for 54.9% of North America’s wired, downlink data traffic [155]. A shift is ob-
servable for users who not only consume, but increasingly distribute their own videos.
Today, User-Generated Video (UGV) accounts for a huge proportion of daily data traffic
- both download and upload - as YouTube accounts for 5.5% and Facebook for 19.09%
of the upload traffic in wireless networks [155]. This trend is driven by the availability of
smart mobile devices, e.g., smartphones. These devices include video cameras and a nearly
ubiquitous access to the Internet for distributing captured videos. Their functionality and
versatile capabilities are key to the idea of UGV, as anyone can capture videos anywhere at
any time. Thus, mobile-generated data traffic is predicted to grow on average 54% per year
until 2020, whereas the fixed network traffic grows by less than half (22% per year) [74].
Similar to the trend of shifting from fixed to wireless networks, an observation can
be made for the type of video streaming. It started in 2015 with Twitter’s acquisition
of Periscope1 and Facebook’s launch of Facebook.Live2, and continued in 2016 with the
relaunch of Google’s YouTube.Live3. Video production behavior changed from recording,
validating, and uploading to instantly broadcasting the recorded video as a live stream.
This thesis shows the challenges of reliably recording, uploading, and distributing user-
generated live video streams. The aim of the thesis is to reduce the costs and increase
the utility of user-generated live streams by proposing solutions to these challenges. The
central concepts to achieve the goal are content adaptation and quality awareness. Content
adaption describes the dynamic transformation of video to the requirements of the user’s
demands, device capabilities, and network conditions [143]. Quality awareness implies that
content adaptation is performed in a way that maximizes a viewer’s utility (perceived qual-
ity). In contrast to previous works [24, 50, 147, 242], this requires an end-to-end perspective
- from the recording device to the playback on the receiving device.
This thesis looks at the challenging scenario of both video production and consumption
of a video stream on a mobile device. Figure 1 illustrates the thesis’ scenario, showing the
upload of live video from a mobile device, its distribution through a fixed network, and
the video’s playback.
Figure 1: Overview of the live video upload scenario discussed in this thesis.
1 https://techcrunch.com/2015/03/13/how-periscope-works/; Visited on: 09/15/2016
2 https://techcrunch.com/2015/08/05/facescope/; Visited on: 09/15/2016
3 http://www.theverge.com/2016/6/23/12021232/youtube-launches-live-mobile-streaming-app; Visited on:
09/15/2016
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2 introduction
The arising challenges are many-fold, with the most difficult being the recording and
distribution of high-quality content under the given resource constraints of recording de-
vices and wireless networks. Recorded video streams are often of degraded quality, as the
users lack professional hardware, such as tripods, for stabilizing a video, and recording
skills. For assessing the perceived quality, the processing time is limited as the real-time
characteristics of the produced video require instant transmission. This transmission is of-
ten realized using cellular networks, where a high throughput is only allowed for a capped
data volume per user. As soon as a data cap is reached, the available throughput is throt-
tled to transmission speeds which do not allow high-quality video streaming. Also, the live
upload of a video competes with other video streams and application traffic in the wire-
less networks they are connected to. These networks may have highly varying throughput
rates and delays.
As the prediction of the network resources is uncertain and a single device has only lim-
ited capabilities to improve network conditions, the focus of this thesis lies on adaptation
of the content - and not the network. This thesis proposes an efficient and quality-aware
video collection and distribution service that leverages content adaptation.
1.1 research challenges
The major research challenges in this thesis are listed as they influenced both the design
decisions and the evaluation setup.
Research Challenge 1: Understanding Quality in UGV
Until recently, limited knowledge was available on the difference of professionally pro-
duced videos and user-generated ones, especially regarding the perceived quality. One
difference between professional and amateur productions is that the lack of good record-
ing equipment and skills induces further degradations to UGV. Models and algorithms are
missing, which can detect and quantify the impact of these degradations on human percep-
tion. An understanding of the perceived quality is required to support quality awareness
in content adaptation. Video inspection cannot be based on an in-depth analysis of the
video itself, but must comply with the real-time constraints.
Research Challenge 2: Wireless Communication Networks
Devices considered in this thesis stream live video in wireless networks. What these tech-
nologies have in common is shared network access with other devices. In these networks,
the available throughput for each device declines with increasing participant numbers.
Similar to their demand for throughput, participating device numbers can rapidly change.
As a result, each device has to cope with varying network conditions. Besides throughput
constraints, different network technologies suffer from changing delays and have to cope
with the mobility of the connected devices.
Research Challenge 3: Real-time Constraints
Live video implies strict timing constraints, which do not only apply to the transmission
of the video but also for all associated tasks such as quality assessment. This constraint
limits the possibilities for in-depth inspection of a digital video, which makes sophisticated
mechanism designs necessary.
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Research Challenge 4: Content Adaptation
The last research challenge is the proposed content adaptation, which is realized in this
thesis as a switching between varying quality versions of the same video (adaptive video
streaming) and selecting the most appropriate time segments from different videos (video
composition). Both concepts require an understanding of the perceived video quality. The
effects of performing content adaptation on the perceived quality are unknown.
1.2 research goals
From the described challenges, the research goals are derived. The main objective is the
design, realization, and evaluation of a live UGV uploading, processing, and distribution system
leveraging quality-aware content adaptation. Six subgoals are derived from this objective:
Research Goal 1: Real-time quality assessment of UGV
This thesis examines different influencing factors on the perceived quality in UGV. In
an extensive study, the available algorithms are reviewed on their capabilities to reliably
and in real-time predict the perceived quality of UGV. Quality models are derived from
subjective studies, which build the basis for novel quality assessment algorithms proposed
in this thesis.
Research Goal 2: Content Adaptation: Investigating adaptive video streaming
The second goal of this thesis is to investigate if adaptive video streaming can improve the
efficiency as well as the achieved quality of digital video. Understanding the video content
and the network conditions is required during the video streaming session.
Research Goal 3: Content Adaptation: Investigating video composition
The second form of content adaptation investigated in this thesis is the concept of video
composition. We design a video composition application which dynamically selects the
source of the next streamed video at a given time. The decision is made in a quality-aware
manner. Similar to adaptive video streaming, video composition applications require a
quality assessment of video streams in real-time.
Research Goal 4: Network-efficient content adaptation
Besides improved video quality, both forms of content adaptation shall address how mini-
mal network costs for a user can be achieved while keeping the perceived video quality.
Research Goal 5: Design of quality-aware video upload mechanisms
Understanding the quality in UGV allows the design of an efficient upload mechanism,
which extends existing work in the area. The upload mechanism has to cope with varying
network conditions and mobility of the recording devices. Part of this mechanism is the
investigation of content adaptation in the form of adaptive video streaming.
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Research Goal 6: Design of quality-aware, content-adaptive video distribution
Finally, the video stream distribution to receivers is improved by investigating the potential
for content adaptation when delivering video streams in a quality-aware manner. This dis-
tribution combines the results gained for real-time quality assessment, network efficiency,
and content adaptation.
As a result, content-adaptive live UGV uploading, processing, and distribution were
designed and realized, which were assessed according to their costs and utility. Two met-
rics measure the performance of the proposed contributions: the perceived quality of the
delivered video streams (utility) and the generated data traffic (cost).
1.3 thesis outline
This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 elaborates on the fundamentals for digital
video streaming, video broadcasting from a mobile device, perceived quality of UGV, and
content adaptation. Besides an understanding of these fundamentals, the chapter offers
insight into existing work, and gives a state-of-the-art survey on both quality-aware live
UGV streams and content adaptation. A chapter summary shows missing links that are
contributed by this thesis in the remaining chapters. In Chapter 3, quality models for UGV
are presented. Derived from the related work on objective video quality metrics, a gap has
been identified for the impact of recording degradations and recording positions. Chap-
ter 4 presents novel quality assessment algorithms for detecting recording degradations
and quantifying their impact on human perception. Furthermore, an approach for scalable
processing of the algorithms is presented, which leverages not only the resources of a sin-
gle server, but also the capabilities of smart mobile devices for efficient quality assessment.
Chapter 5 introduces a novel, so-called Mobile Video Broadcasting Service (MBS), which
allows a flexible and efficient upload of live UGV. Our approach abstracts from device
mobility or network infrastructure and introduces adaptive video streaming into the do-
main of live video upload. Such an MBS is required for delivering the videos in time to the
proposed video composition application in Chapter 6. It consists of two interchangeable
approaches: A semi-automatic and an automatic video composition. The proposed video
composition approaches show the first type of content adaptation. The second type of con-
tent adaptation is the adaptive video streaming, which is discussed in detail in Chapter 7.
The proposed quality-aware video distribution offers a new way to ensure a high-quality
video streaming experience and reduces the generated data traffic. An adaptive video
streaming system is enhanced both by mechanisms for understanding the perceived qual-
ity on mobile devices, as well as by reliable content analysis and classification mechanisms.
Chapter 8 concludes this thesis by giving a summary of the contributions and an outlook
on further research directions.
2
B A C K G R O U N D A N D R E L AT E D W O R K
This chapter introduces the background on real-time quality assessment of UGV, its effi-
cient upload from mobile devices, and its distribution. Furthermore, we discuss two types
of content adaptation: adaptive video streaming and video composition. Afterwards we
present a discussion of existing work on quality assessment of UGV in Section 2.3, the
live video upload from mobile devices in Section 2.4, video composition in Section 2.5 and
adaptive video streaming in Section 2.6. The following subsection highlights background
information on digital video streaming and the understanding of the scenario discussed
in this thesis.
2.1 digital video streaming
Digital video is the result of mapping real-world motion captured by a camera into the
form of digital data. Video consists of digital images (frames), which are played back in
sequence at a constant rate (frame rate). Independent frames consecutively played back are
perceived as motion from around 14 to 18 Frames per Second (FPS) on [88]. Even for cases
in which rapid changes are captured, the individual frames are not seen as independent
images but as a smooth motion as soon as the frame rate reaches 60 FPS [88].
In this work, the focus lies on two-dimensional video, which maps the three-dimensional
world onto a two-dimensional plane. Each of the video frames represents a raster image,
in which each point contains visual information. These points are called pixels. The more
pixels are available in a frame, the more visual information can be stored - usually allow-
ing one to visualize more details. The number of pixels in a video is determined by its
resolution, which is the width of a frame multiplied by its height in pixels.
Common video resolutions range from 768x576 (576p), which represents analog televi-
sion, over high-definition resolutions 1280x720 (720p), 1920x1080 (1080p) up to 3840x2160
(2160p), also termed as ultra high definition. A common, minimum representation of each
pixel requires a bit depth of 8 bits per channel, where recently the evolution to 10 bits per
channel has begun [183]. It is evident that an encoding of each pixel in each video frame
would cause an enormous size of a video. For example, for one second of 720p video at a
frame rate of 30 FPS the resulting video would be of a size of approximately 79.1 MB.
Particularly for high resolutions, areas in a digital frame may have very similar struc-
tures and colors. Instead of describing these areas multiple times, a significant data size re-
duction can be achieved by describing redundant information only once. This step, which
compresses the digital video is termed as video encoding. As this cannot only be applied
to a single video frame, a compression can be extended to leverage redundancy between
video frames. If areas in a single or different video frames are detected with similar char-
acteristics, they need to be encoded only once. Note that for this thesis video encoding is
solely discussed for compression reasons.
Prominent and widely applied video codecs - software or hardware which can com-
press and uncompress digital video - are H.264/Advanced Video Coding (AVC) [209] and
H.265/High Efficient Video Coding (HEVC) [183]. These codecs determine the level of
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compression and specify how many bits are required per second of digital video, the bit
rate1. Besides many codec-specific features, they achieve this compression by quantization.
The concepts of frame rate, resolution, and bit rate are essential for the understanding
of this thesis, as they describe the dimensions that allow adaptation2.
Video streaming refers to the download of a digital video over a communication network
and the in-parallel video playback before the download is completed. It is a delivery mode
for digital video. A device capable of streaming video must be able to receive, decode,
and render small parts of a video - so-called chunks. Also, it needs to ensure that the
video chunks arrive in time. Thus, the network throughput should be equal or higher than
the bit rate of the video. To compensate for small variations in the achieved throughput,
streaming devices leverage the concept of a playback buffer, which stores video chunks
before playback. Download rates higher than the video bit rate allow for filling the buffer
faster than chunks being consumed by the video player.
Video streams can be distinguished by timing deadlines of the stream: Video on Demand
(VoD) and live video [113]. Whereas VoD represents completely encoded video files - which
can be requested and consumed at any time - the live video is distributed instantly while
the content is being recorded and encoded. Well-known VoD services include the UGV
platform YouTube3, as well as the video streaming portals of Netflix4 and Amazon Instant
Video5.
In contrast to VoD, live video streaming describes the real-time production, delivery and
consumption of video. All these steps are realized during an event is happening. Environ-
mental and legal conditions also affect what is perceived as a live video. For example, a
live video broadcast from United States Television (TV) stations can be delayed between
five seconds and five minutes6, due to artificial delays invoked by stations to avoid fines
for broadcasting explicit content. Still, in comparison to VoD the technical possibilities for
distributing, caching and preloading of live video are rather limited.
2.2 application scenario
The scenario described in this thesis assumes an end-to-end transmission of a live video
recorded on a mobile device using an access network technology, routing it through the
core of a fixed network to a remote viewing device, which receives the stream (see Figure 2).
In this scenario, the upload and distribution of a live video stream are decoupled by a
server which receives the provided stream and prepares it for distribution.
The streaming server does not only consume a single video but can potentially process
multiple, in-parallel recorded streams at the same time. It acts as a decoupling element
of the video upload and its distribution. Preparation for the distribution on the server
can be transcoding of different versions of a video for adaptive video streaming (see Sec-
tion 2.2.2.1) or video composition (see Section 2.2.2.2).
1 In this thesis, bit rate describes a property of the video and not of the channel.
2 Recent codecs additionally allow to adapt the bit depth and the color gamut [183].
3 https://youtube.com; Visited on: 09/14/2016
4 https://netflix.com; Visited on: 09/14/2016
5 https://amazon.com; Visited on: 09/14/2016
6 http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/entertainment/3478467.stm; Visited on: 09/14/2016
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Figure 2: Options for content adaptation in the scenario introduced in Figure 1.
2.2.1 Smart Mobile Devices
The devices discussed in this thesis are assumed to be smart mobile devices. They incor-
porate four features: 1) they are capable of real-time capturing, encoding, decoding, and
rendering of digital video, 2) they have additional sensors that describe the geographic po-
sition and capture the environmental conditions, i.e., the context, 3) they can be connected
to at least one wireless communication network, 4) they are battery powered and can be
freely moved.
2.2.1.1 Video Recording
Smart mobile devices are also termed recording devices when their functionality of cap-
turing a real-world scene as a digital video is in focus. Video recording is achieved by
using the camera sensors in a recording device. In conjunction with a microphone, visual
information and audio can be stored in a single digital video stream. This thesis focuses
on the visual part of a digital video.
The recording device generates a two-dimensional representation of a scene. What a
camera sensor captures is very much dependent on its technical capabilities: the technical
design of the sensor, its resolution, angle of view, and focal length. For simplification
reasons, the result of these different attributes is described as the Field of View (FoV) [13].
The FoV describes what is being captured in a scene and encoded in a digital video frame.
Figure 3: Illustration of the concepts RoI, AoI and FoV.
In a video frame, the Region of Interest (RoI) captures what is of specific interest for the
recorder. The RoI represents a region in the video frame, which captures the visual and
semantic information of a scene that is needed for understanding the captured content.
Mapping the RoI of a recorded video to the real world allows retrieving coordinates, e.g.,
in the format of the Global Positioning System (GPS) as longitude, latitude, and altitude.
For simplification reasons only the latitude and longitude values of a recorded scene are
used to describe the Area of Interest (AoI). Within an AoI different Points of Interest (PoIs)
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can be positioned, which depict marks of interest, e.g., persons. The three concepts of FoV,
RoI and AoI are illustrated in Figure 3. The concepts of FoV, RoI and AoI are not only
required when different devices collaboratively record the same scene, but they as well as
many algorithms proposed in this thesis can be applied to independent UGV streams.
2.2.1.2 Video Playback
Each smart mobile device is capable of not only capturing live video but also receiving it.
These devices leverage electronic circuit-based decoders for uncompressing digital video,
and a media playback software (i.e., a video player) for rendering on the display. The
playback experience is very much dependent on the context while watching a video stream.
Section 2.6 discusses which influence the video stream, the encoded content and content
adaptations have on the quality of a video playback.
2.2.1.3 Sensors
To capture not only video and sound, smart mobile devices have also auxiliary sensors to
understand the environment and context of a video recording or playback session. A rea-
sonable classification of the different sensors available in today’s smartphones is found in
the documentation of the Android Operating System (OS). Available sensors are classified
into motion, environmental, and position sensors7.
Motion sensors measure forces applied to the smart mobile device, and differ depending
on the type of force. What all of these sensors have in common is that they represent
the forces in a tri-axial form (x,y,z). Accelerometers measure current acceleration forces in
m
s2 on each of the three physical axes. Gravity sensors are affected by the current gravity
force without any device motion in all three physical axes ([ ms2 ]). A gyroscope measures the
rotation applied to a device in each of its axes in rads . An example of its use is to measure
the orientation of the device.
Environmental sensors measure parameters to describe the context around a device. Ex-
amples of these sensors include ambient air temperature and pressure, humidity, and prob-
ably most famous the illumination sensor, which is used to adapt the screen brightness. A
device’s camera and microphone are also classified as environmental sensors.
Finally, position sensors describe the physical position of the device in longitude, latitude,
and altitude. The most prominent example is GPS. The geographic orientation of a device
is the fusion of the gravity sensor and a magnetometer to measure the geomagnetic field.
Compass readings provided by some location providers are thus from a virtual sensor,
which fuses gravity and magnetometer measurements.
2.2.1.4 Network Access
Communication networks are used to allow different devices to communicate with each
other. A communication network uses a single technology to interconnect autonomous
devices to allow them to exchange data [184]. A network can be part of other networks,
so-called networks-of-networks, where the most prominent is the Internet [184]. Here, the
single technology used by all devices is the Internet Protocol (IP), which allows the ad-
dressing of devices and the routing of messages. Thus, IP offers a rich set of functionalities
but by itself is not sufficient to enable communication between different devices. The con-
cept of protocols reduces the complexity in communication networks, which encapsulate
7 https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/sensors/sensors overview.html; Visited on: 09/14/2016
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well-defined functionality. Protocols are classified to belong to specific layers in a proto-
col stack to illustrate how they communicate. Protocols on different layers do usually not
know of each other. On the same layer, it is assumed that two communicating devices use
the same or at least compatible protocols.
Communication networks can be further classified as wired or wireless communication
networks. The latter use wireless connections between communicating devices. Usually,
at least one participant of the wireless connection is a mobile device. This thesis follows
the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)/Open Systems Interconnection
Model (OSI) protocol stack (see [184]). We mainly discuss innovations on the application
layer of the stack. Due to the layered concept of the stack, the contributions of this thesis
are not aware of the underlying network. IP and upper layer protocols hide the underlying
technology from the application layer, making the proposed contributions independent
of the used technology. A simple classification of wireless communication networks into
cellular networks and Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) is used. For each of the
categories, a prominent example is used, such as Long Term Evolution (LTE) [11] for cel-
lular networks and Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11 [184] for
WLANs. For this thesis, it is assumed that two metrics can be easily calculated on the
application layer for describing the performance of the communication network: the end-
to-end application-layer throughput and delay. For this thesis, the delay describes the total
time from sending a message until it is completely received. The throughput depicts the
actual transmission speed of a channel. In contrast, we understand the bandwidth as a
description of the theoretically, maximum amount of data that can be transmitted over a
channel per time unit.
2.2.1.5 Mobility
The mobility of the smart mobile devices induces challenges for both video recording and
playback. First, to achieve mobility the devices are battery powered - this limits their maxi-
mum operating time. The investigation energy consumption of video recording, uploading
and streaming is outside of the focus of this work.
Also, mobility affects the connection to a computer network, the reliability of individual
hosts, the throughput, and the delay. In wireless networks, mobility can mean that the
communication range of a stationary cell tower or access point is left so that connections
are lost, and streaming or uploading of video is interrupted. An assumption in this thesis
is that a detection of the device position and its mobility, i.e., at which speed it moves into
which direction, is provided by a location provider on the smart mobile device.
2.2.2 Content Adaptation
The core of this thesis is the investigation of different types of content adaptation to achieve
a reliable, high-quality streaming from mobile devices to mobile devices. Content adapta-
tion is a concept already used in the web for the delivery of websites. It is the process to
transform a page based on the capabilities of the device or a communication network, as
well as to the user and his experience or preferences [143].
Similar concepts are proposed for the creation, transmission and consumption of live
video streams. In this work, two types of content adaptation are discussed: the adaptive
video streaming and video composition. Both concepts can be placed on the recorders, the
servers and the receiving video streaming clients (see Figure 2). The conceptual difference
of the two content adaptation types is illustrated in Figure 4. Whereas adaptive video
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streaming provides adaptation within a video, video composition leverages adaptation
between videos.
Figure 4: Conceptual difference of adaptive video streaming and video composition.
2.2.2.1 Adaptive Video Streaming
Adaptive video streaming is usually applied to the delivery of a digital video to compen-
sate variations in the network conditions, mostly the throughput, during playback [30]. A
digital video is made available in different versions, where each version is different regard-
ing the average bit rate. The video could also change in the other dimensions such as the
frame rate or the resolution.
Adaptive video streaming allows devices to switch between different versions of a
video, e.g., for adjusting the video stream bit rate to network conditions. Adaptive video
streaming can be supported by the video encoding. Two categories of video encodings
are discussed: the Single Video Layer enCoding (SVLC) and Multiple Video Layer enCod-
ing (MVLC).
Single Video Layer enCoding (SVLC)
The advantage of SVLC is the wide support regarding hardware encoders and decoders
and software video players. When using SVLC each video version is a single, independent
decodable video file. Currently, all of the supported video encodings on mobile phones
are based on SVLC, such as H.264/AVC, VP8, H.265/HEVC or VP9 [44, 126, 183, 209].
Multiple Video Layer enCoding (MVLC)
MVLC supports adaptive video streaming by organizing the video representations as in-
terdependent layers. Each layer encodes the delta of information to the next lower layer. It
reduces the redundancy between video representations to a minimum. Additional data is
needed to organize the interdependencies. The main advantage of using MVLC for many
streaming applications is solely a reduced storage requirement on the streaming server.
Some of the latest SVLC approaches have multi-layered variants, such as H.264/Scalable
Video Coding (SVC) [158] and H.265/Scalable High Efficient Video Coding (SHVC) [19].
Besides its complexity in decoding, it has been shown that the imagined benefits are very
limited in practice. The overhead using MVLC is higher than the saved data traffic in
comparison to SVLC, when more than three layers are encoded [57, 199].
Note that multiple description coding is a related approach to MVLC which has been
omitted due to lack of support on today’s mobile or stationary devices [160]. Details on
the current state of adaptive video streaming systems are given in Section 2.6.
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2.2.2.2 Video Composition
Whereas adaptive video streaming leverages different versions of the same content, video
composition combines segments of different videos to create a new video stream. In the
case of a given application scenario, the content that can be selected is represented by the
recording devices. Video composition can select which view to show at a given time from
all the available video recording sources.
The concept of video composition, as well as influencing factors like its effect on the
perceived quality, are discussed in Section 2.5.
2.3 perceived quality of ugv
A central aspect of content-adaptive media streaming is to gain a detailed understanding
of the perceived quality for the viewer. Quality is defined as the ”[...] evaluated excellence
or goodness [...]” or ”[...] the degree of need fulfillment [...]” [20, p. 4]. The focus lies on the
discussion of quality as it is perceived for UGV, as well as existing methods to determine
it.
2.3.1 Overview of the Video Streaming Process
The process of UGV streaming, from the capturing of a video until the playback on a mo-
bile device, is an extension of the recording steps proposed by Jang et al. [84]. To determine
the perceived quality, influencing factors from all process steps (see Figure 5) need to be
considered.
Figure 5: Video streaming process and its problems as understood in this thesis.
It starts on the video recording side, where the users’ actions influence the perceived
quality. The process continues over the compression of the video (encoding) and the trans-
fer over a communication network such as the Internet. It ends at the viewer’s side with
the decoding and rendering of the video on a display.
2.3.1.1 Recording Step
The first step is the recording of a real-world scene by a non-professional cameraman. In
this thesis, it is assumed that the recording device is a smart mobile device as discussed
earlier.
There are two essential differences between professional productions and UGV: 1) the
skills of recording users and 2) the equipment used for capturing a video. Professional
equipment consists of cameras, which include physical or digital stabilization mechanisms
to create stable video frames. These mechanisms allow a controlled focus, panning and
tilting of the camera without any disturbing (unintended) motion to occur. Professional
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cameras are mounted on tripods, dollies or cranes to support a broad range of applications.
Further optical and digital mechanisms help to capture videos, e.g., adjustable lenses to
capture different distances.
In contrast to professional cameras, today’s smartphones have cheap lenses with large
apertures causing degraded quality in low light settings [36]. Also, sensors need to comply
to low energy consumption requirements, making recorded frames less attractive. As a
result, the recorded videos are not of the same quality as if produced by professional
cameras.
Also, most degrading effects occur due to the lacking skill of users. Especially the degra-
dations caused by camera shakes, harmful occlusions and camera misalignments are to
be mentioned. Camera shake is caused by uncontrolled movements of the recording user
due to the lack of a stabilizing tripod. If such movements occur continuously with varying
directions, they are named camera shakes. In contrast to camera shakes, intended motions
of the camera include tilting and panning. Tilting describes motion about the horizontal
axis of the camera, whereas panning occurs about the vertical axes. In contrast to shake,
these intended forms of motion do not include repeated direction changes [203]. Some
recent high-end smartphones compensate unintended motion using optical image stabi-
lization8. An extra gyroscope is used to control movements of an adjustable camera to
compensate for unintended movements. It works in the range of tenths of millimeters for
each exposure [89, 163].
Harmful occlusions, also termed as occultations, depict that a foreground object blocks
the view of a background object, which is in the RoI of a video frame. The RoI illustrates
that such an occlusion is perceived as distracting if the viewer is interested in watching
the background object. Other occlusions may not be perceived as distracting as they are
a natural part of a scene. A harmful occlusion often occurs in UGV as users move while
recording, and objects cross the line of sight of a recording device.
Camera misalignments represent the case when smart mobile devices do not capture the
commonly agreed AoI, e.g., the stage during a concert. Misalignments start from slightly
drifting away from the RoI [18] to its worst form, where the recording does not capture the
RoI at all. A second type of misalignment addresses the orientation along the axis describ-
ing the device’s viewing direction (z-axis). Users may change from a perfectly aligned ori-
entation to slightly tilted recordings. This tilt is measured as the difference of the recorded
plane (consisting of horizontal and vertical axes) to the reference plane of a scene.
2.3.1.2 Encoding
Typical compression algorithms lead to a lossy conversion of the input, which results in
information loss that cannot be compensated on the decoding side. As discussed earlier
in this chapter, compression is achieved by leveraging the redundancy available in and
between video frames. Common encoding degradations address both spatial effects within
a single frame and impairments reducing the perception of motion in the video (see [84,
114] for an overview on degradations). Encoding is a very resource-consuming process,
which does not always achieve satisfying results on smart mobile devices. If the resource
demand is too high, this usually results in the skipping of captured frames before encoding
- thus reducing the possible frame rate. Stohr et al. conducted work illustrating this effect
for the live streaming platform YouNow [179]. The authors show that the average and
for most technologies, the highest frame rate observed is still lower than what the average
8 http://www.cultofmac.com/390139/optical-image-stabilization-iphone/; Visited on: 09/15/2016
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human perceives as smooth motion [88]. The resulting video streams are perceived as jerky
(motion jerkiness), which degrades the perceived quality.
2.3.1.3 Transmission
Degrading effects can also occur during the transmission of a video stream over a network.
Degradations consist of packet losses that result in a degraded video decoding, the initial
startup delay, and freezing playback for rebuffering (stalling) effects.
In best effort delivery schemes, sent packets of a media stream can be lost or delayed
so that the video receiving side cannot completely decode the video [36]. Such a packet
loss may affect an entire frame or only a part of its data [114] and existing video encoding
standards implement methods to compensate a small percentage of packet losses without
significantly degrading the viewing experience [183, 209].
Besides that, user experience can be degraded due to the initial waiting phase for the
video stream or frequent interruptions during playback, i.e., stalling [67]. Both happen
when network capacity is lower than the video bit rate, which implies that an in-time
delivery of the video stream is not possible. Simply said, the video is being consumed
faster than it is delivered. Recent studies show that stalling significantly degrades the
viewing experience [67, 69, 71].
2.3.1.4 Playback Context
User perception, device capabilities, and environmental conditions affect how a video
stream is perceived at the receiver’s side.
User perception is composed of characteristics which can be any (in)variant property
of the person, which describes its demographic and socio-economic background, current
emotions, or physical as well as mental constitution [20]. Such characteristics can be user’s
viewing habits as well as disabilities such as color blindness.
The device can influence the perception by any of its features that determine the tech-
nically produced and measurable quality of the video stream [20]. In the context of video
playback, this addresses factors such as the decoding quality, display size, and brightness,
as well as available decoders on the device.
Finally, the environmental conditions and the context describe any property of the phys-
ical, temporal, and social context of a video playback session [20]. It contains lighting
conditions, ambient noise or any other distraction, as well as the time of day and cost of a
service.
The integration of the context during video playback for the perceived quality has at-
tracted research initiatives that have not yet been widely accepted [100, 116, 125, 156]. This
area is not in the focus of this work, but the effects of using mobile devices with reduced
display sizes for video playback are considered in Chapter 7.
2.3.2 Subjective Quality Assessment
The most reliable method to determine the quality of a video streaming session is to ask
the viewers of the stream. This method can be reproduced as large-scale subjective exper-
iments, where multiple subjects assess the video stream’s quality regarding standardized
assessment scales [234]. Another advantage of subjective quality studies is that it can be ap-
plied to degradations occurring at any step of the video streaming process (see Section 2.3.1
and Figure 5).
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For performing a subjective quality study, multiple subjects are used to mitigate subjec-
tive preferences and retrieve a mean opinion on the quality. The subjects conduct their judg-
ments on standardized quality assessment scales. Following the rules of the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU), the subjective experiments are conducted under con-
trolled conditions [76, 232]. Quality assessment scales discussed in this thesis include the
ITU recommendation Single Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale (SSCQS) [76].
Judgments are then aggregated into subjective quality metrics. In this thesis, the met-
rics Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [81] and Just Noticeable Difference (JND) [204] are used.
Conducted subjective experiments and resulting quality metrics build the benchmark for
all objective quality metrics [234]. For the interested reader, further subjective metrics are
introduced by Hossfeld et al. [68], and quality assessment scales are discussed by the re-
spective ITU recommendations [76, 81].
2.3.2.1 Assessment Scales
Subjective experiments conducted in the thesis ask users to rate the quality of video se-
quences one-by-one, or select the highest-quality sequence between a reference video and
an impaired sequence.
Evaluations that assess the absolute quality of a video sequence individually leverage the
SSCQS, which ranges from one to five. Here, one represents the worst quality imaginable
(bad) and five the highest possible quality (excellent) [76]. In a User Interface (UI), the scale
is usually represented as a slider, where each integer values is annotated by the respective
quality descriptions - 1: bad, 2: poor, 3: fair, 4: good and 5: excellent (see Figure 6).
Figure 6: Subjective quality assessment scales: Single Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale (SSCQS)
and Forced Choice Experiment.
This evaluation methodology is suitable to determine quality as perceived in real stream-
ing sessions, as the viewer does not know in advance if a degradation is present or not.
The SSCQS is the basis for the subjective quality metric MOS.
A forced choice experiment (see Figure 6) is set up when it should be determined if a
degradation can be detected in a direct comparison of two video sequences. Instead of a
continuous scale, the viewer decides which video sequence has the higher quality. This
binary decision is the basis for the JND [90].
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2.3.2.2 Metrics
As mentioned above, MOS is a concept to describe the subjective perception of quality, and
is calculated from the SSCQS [182]. The MOS of a video ranges from 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent).
The MOS is calculated as the average of the subjects ratings as
MOS =
1
N
N∑
i=1
rij (1)
where N represents the number of assessments for a video j and i is the index of a subject.
Thus, rij represents a quality rating of one user for one video.
As ratings of individuals may be very diverse, a data cleaning and a rating normalization
task are performed. The data cleaning is recommended by the ITU-R BT.500 and identifies
inconsistently rating subjects. The procedure is discussed in the Annex B of ITU-R BT.500
in Section 2.3.2 [76].
For the resulting ratings, a normalization is conducted. It ensures that subjective assess-
ments are comparable and is proposed by Simone et al. and refined by Horch et al. [31,
66].
For normalizing the ratings we calculate the value r ′ij, which is derived from the original
rating rij corrected by the average of ratings of the assessor ri. Also, the mean across all
assessors and video sequences r is used for normalization:
r ′ij = rij − (ri − r) (2)
The MOS aggregates all ratings by:
MOSj = rj =
∑N
i=1 r
′
ij
N
(3)
A second quality metric is the JND, which is determined in a forced choice experi-
ment [90, 204]. The JND is an ISO standard for the assessment of quality in images and
videos. This method tries to determine the minimum difference δΨA,B = ΨA −ΨB between
two video signals A and B, which is noticeable by a human. ΨA represents the perceived
quality of the video A and ΨB the quality of video B. The JND can be determined using
forced-choice tests in which each subject rates the same two video sequences - one being an
impaired sequence and the other an unimpaired video. The viewer does not know which
of the two video sequences is unimpaired. The order of comparisons is randomly selected
and repeated several times for different subjects. In each evaluation round, the subject has
to decide which stimulus is the best. If a stimulus receives 75% of the votes, it achieves a
JND of one [186]. The generalized model is that the δΨA,B is represented in JND units as
δΨA,B =
12
pi ∗ arcsin(
√
v) − 3, where v is the fraction of votes ([0,1]) for one video [186].
2.3.3 Objective Quality Assessment
Objective quality assessment predicts the quality an average user would perceive when
watching a video sequence [234]. The algorithms can be divided into Full Reference (FR),
No Reference (NR) and Reduced Reference (RR) metrics. Video quality metrics belonging
to the FR category require a perfectly preserved reference video sequence, which is often
used in conjunction with the potentially impaired test sequence [234]. FR metrics detect
the physical differences (pixel differences) in the two sequences easily. The challenge is
to map the detected differences to human perception to understand their impact on the
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perceived quality. Since every pixel of every video frame of a sequence is compared with
its reference, the processing time and required computational resources can be enormous.
The practical usage of FR metrics in streaming scenarios is often limited as the delivery of
the unimpaired video sequence is inefficient or unrealizable.
NR video quality assessment examines solely the test video without any need for a
reference [234]. The accessibility of the original video may be impractical or problematic
because the output of a camera may already be compressed. NR quality assessment ap-
proaches are more suitable to be used for assessing video streaming scenarios as only
a single video is needed for assessment. At the same time, these metrics achieve a sig-
nificantly reduced correlation with subjective quality assessments in comparison to FR
approaches [232].
RR metrics describe an intermediate approach, which does not require a reference video
sequence, but solely some metric-specific features which are extracted from the reference
video. The RR metric uses the test sequence and the extracted reference features for the
quality prediction.
In the remaining section, existing objective quality metrics are described and compared.
This discussion is split into the assessment of user-generated degradations and the analysis
of standardized algorithms which detect impairments induced by the compression, the
transmission or the playback of the video stream.
This distinction is chosen, as the set of standardized and evaluated algorithms focuses
on the effects of compression and transmission effects on the video, thus, excluding degra-
dations occurring while recording.
2.3.3.1 Recording Quality Assessment
Degradations caused by the user’s actions are termed as recording degradations. As men-
tioned above in this thesis, some of the most severe degradations are discussed: camera
shakes, harmful occlusions and camera misalignments. For an extensive discussion of other
degradations in UGV, please refer to the work of Jang et al. [84].
It is important to know that only NR metrics can be leveraged, as no reference video
is available. The algorithms discussed for camera shake, harmful occlusion and camera
misalignment assessment are thus NR metrics.
Camera Shake Assessment
Camera shake assessment on mobile recording devices is achieved by either analyzing the
video or auxiliary sensor samples gathered during a recording session. Video-based algo-
rithms are the most prominent ones; they achieve a high reliability at the costs of a high
runtime. An early approach towards the detection of camera shakes is proposed by Cam-
panella et al. in their work targeting at summarizing home videos automatically [22]. The
approach leverages the Luminance Projection Correlation (LPC) algorithm on each video
frame and compares consecutive video frames to detect occurring panning and tilting, so
the horizontal and vertical movements of a camera [128, 192]. The consecutive frames are
put into fixed size segments to be analyzed. A threshold is used to filter only significant
motion that is then classified as a shake using the following equation:
S =
1
N
N∑
i=1
√
(pani − fpani)2 + (tilti − ftilti)2 (4)
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Here, N represents the number of frames in a video segment, pani and tilti are original
pan and tilt values, fpani and ftilti are low-pass-filtered pan and tilt values. Here, i repre-
sents the current frame index. The quality impact of the detected shakes in a video segment
is then determined as QCM = Smax−SSmax . Values for Smax are not given by Campanella et al.
- limiting the reproducibility of results [22].
The approach of Campanella et al. has attracted interest in the research community [22].
Many of the video composition applications leverage (and slightly extend) the approach [14,
153, 167]. Saini et al. replace the low-pass filter preprocessing step by a median filter to bet-
ter distinguish intended camera motion, i.e., pan and tilt, from camera shakes [153]. Also,
the final shake score is the sum of absolute differences of the original motion vectors and
median filtered motion vectors, and follows Equation 4. The score calculation is applied to
a window of 100 frames and post-processed in order to normalize the values to the range
of [0,1].
Abdollahian et al. introduce a machine learning approach for the classification of camera
motion [3]. On the basis of detected panning and tilting using a pixel matching approach
called the Integral Template Matching, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) is trained to clas-
sify shakes, blur, stability, and zooms [103]. On the given dataset, a classification rate of
around 87.32% is reported - but no relation to the perceived quality is given.
On the other side, auxiliary sensor-based algorithms are proposed for camera shake
detection. Cricri et al. propose to leverage the compass on smartphones and applying a
low-pass filter to identify camera pan, tilt and shakes [27]. The algorithm maps the real-
time gathered compass sensor readings to the video. Next, motion detected by the compass
is classified in three steps: 1) low-pass filtering of raw compass data, 2) computation of
the first discrete derivative on the compass readings, and 3) a peak detection based on
a predefined threshold. Camera shake can be detected and removed in the first step by
applying the low-pass filtering. This approach only works for very short shaky segments
of a video.
This work was extended by investigating the accelerometer as a source for reliably de-
tecting camera shakes [27]. The underlying assumption is that frequency contributions
between 10 to 20 Hz are caused by camera shakes [238]. The resulting algorithm leverages
a high-pass filter at a frequency of 10 Hz in all three axes of the sensor (y,y,z). On the basis
of the filtered values for each axis, the variance is calculated as σ2x, σ2y and σ2z. The
median of the three values is chosen in order to avoid outliers on a single axis to impact
the shake intensity measurement.
Bano et al. propose another auxiliary sensor approach, leveraging the gyroscope of
smartphones [15]. They aim at dissecting pan and tilt from the camera shakes. In a first step,
the radial component of a gyroscope sensing is computed as Gr(t) =
√
Gx(t)2 +Gy(t)2,
where Gx(t) represents the degree of motion sensed on the x-axis, and Gy(t) the propor-
tion on the y-axis. A shake is then detected and stored as a binary variable S(t) as
S(t) =
{
1 if Gr(t) > β,
0 otherwise
(5)
β = 0.06 is an empirically determined shake threshold.
Liu et al. [115] propose an algorithm to classify camera motion into intended motion
or unwanted motion. They leverage similar, previously mentioned models by using the
accelerometer as a source. Similar to other approaches, these are either video- or auxiliary
sensor-based, and no mapping to the perceived quality is given.
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Harmful Occlusion Detection
Occlusion detection is a required step in object or template tracking [97, 131, 172, 205].
Weng et al. present one example of this category [205]. The proposed algorithm can track
moving objects even in the presence of occlusions. An object is tracked after it is annotated
manually. To track the object, a region growing segmentation approach is applied in the
frames t, t− 1, t+ 1. Similarly, a segmentation is performed on the dominant colors of the
respective video frames. An occlusion of an object is detected when the ratio of the object’s
area in the frame t compared to t− 1 shrinks, and similarly, its size decreases from frame
t to t+ 1. Those models try to detect occlusions but give no reasoning on the impact of the
occlusion on the quality.
Saini et al. propose the most promising approach when it comes to a low computational
complexity and an application to UGV [153]. The underlying assumption is that occluding
objects must be closer to the camera and thus show a lower edge density than the occluded
objects, which exhibit a higher distance to the recording camera. By continuously checking
for significant differences in the edge densities in a scene, candidates for occlusions can
be detected. Each video frame is first represented in an edge representation using the
Canny Edge Detector [23]. A binary representation of a video frame is derived, which
depicts an edge pixel as 1 and a non-edge pixel as 0. A convolution matrix is applied to
the binary edge representation using a unity kernel matrix W (usually a matrix of ones):
Id = Ie W where  represents the convolution operation. As harmful occlusions occur
at specific regions and seldom occlude the whole video frame, subblocks of the frame are
constructed, where each block has a size of b× c. For each block, it is determined if it is
occluded by calculating the sum of the edge densities and determining if it is less than
the threshold Te. The authors state that Te should represent a meaningful, empirically
determined value for separating foreground from background objects. As neighboring
blocks could indicate diverging statements on whether the whole frame region is occluded
or not. Then a connected component analysis is conducted, which tries to find the largest
group of connected (occluded or non-occluded) blocks in a frame. Gaps are labeled as
occluded if the majority of their neighboring blocks are occluded. An occlusion score SO
is computed by the fractional occluded region f as
f =
NO
NTotal
(6)
where the resulting occlusion score is represented as SO = 1 − e−f. NO represents the
blocks labeled as occluded and NTotal the total number of blocks. The authors state, that
for a block size of 20 ∗ 15 pixels an occlusion score of more than 0.2 can be classified as
disturbing. Further information on the relation of the algorithm to the perceived quality is
not given.
Camera Misalignment and Orientation
Similar to the camera shake assessment, the misalignment detection can be classified into
algorithms either inspecting the video or leveraging auxiliary sensor data. An additional
criterion is the detection of either misaligned recordings for a given RoI or the issue of
tilting the camera during the recording. Most of the existing algorithms focus on camera
orientation, but none quantifies the impact of a view not being perfectly aligned with the
RoI [29, 153].
Saini et al. propose a video-based algorithm for camera orientation detection relying on
the distinction of horizontal to non-horizontal edges [153]. It is assumed that the majority
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of edges are horizontally aligned, when a smart mobile device records in landscape mode.
Camera orientation is thus defined as a rotation of the camera around the horizontal axis of
the recording device. From an edge representation of the video frames, a Hough transform
is performed in order to detect straight lines, where li represents the length of the ith
line and oi is the angle in relation to the horizontal plane. It is assumed that a camera
is tilted by less than ±pi4 , corresponding to ±45°. Thus, any higher angle describes that
the respective line is noise. The resulting orientation is oi for a line i, which is used for
determining the camera orientation as:
CO =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1Nl
Nl∑
i=1
oi ∗ li
∣∣∣∣∣∣
pi/4
(7)
Here, the score is obtained on the basis of the absolute mean orientation being weighted
and normalized by pi4 (45°).
Cricri et al. propose a method for orientation detection by making use of auxiliary sen-
sors (accelerometer or compass) of smartphones [28]. The wrong orientation is determined
by analyzing the static component of accelerometer readings without any motion of the
device itself. For each intended display orientation, either landscape or portrait, a contri-
bution to the accelerometer axis can be determined. In a properly oriented camera, one
axis should not sense any contribution to another axis, e.g., on the y-axis in the landscape
orientation. The approach of Cricri et al. leverages the low frequency accelerometer pro-
portions by preprocessing the data using a low-pass filter at 10 Hz. The resulting filtered
readings are used to combine the instantaneous orientations OI as
OI = arctan
Ay√
(Ax)2 + (Az)2
(8)
If OI is larger than a predefined threshold TOI - which represents the acceptable deviation
angle - the recording is classified as the wrong camera orientation.
Discussion
Except for the camera shake assessment, only a limited set of algorithms exist for detect-
ing severe recording degradations. All algorithms suffer from a lack of validated quality
models. Existing work does not quantify the perceived quality but solely detects a degra-
dation. Thus, quality is mapped to a binary value, i.e., a low quality when a degradation
is detected, and a high quality if no degradation is found.
Camera shake assessment and camera misalignment algorithms use visual and auxiliary
sensor features. These algorithms show the trade-offs between accuracy in detecting degra-
dations and runtime. Whereas auxiliary sensor-based algorithms are quick to process, but
usually suffer from imprecise sensors. These existing approaches neither compensate for
the imprecision nor leverage visual features to support auxiliary sensor-based algorithms.
In general, it can be concluded that despite the overwhelming success of UGV, a limited
set of algorithms exist to detect degradations common in UGV.
2.3.3.2 Compression and Transmission Effects
Instead of discussing assessment methods for single impairments such as macro block-
ing, comprehensive objective quality metrics are discussed [201]. These algorithms ana-
lyze the most common and most deteriorating degradations occurring while encoding
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and transmitting a stream. The section describes the objective quality assessment method
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity Index (SSIM), Video Quality
Metric (VQM), Video Quality Model with Variable Frame Delay (VMAF), and Video BLI-
INDS (V-BLIINDS).
PSNR
To calculate the PSNR, a pixel-by-pixel comparison of two video frames is performed that
investigates the impaired frame on noise in relation to the reference frame. Even though
PSNR can be quickly calculated, it neglects features such as the ”[...] content, [...]” [231,
p. 2] and ”[...] viewing conditions on the actual visibility of artifacts [...]” [233, p. 202].
Thus, it shows a weak correlation with perceived quality, but the PSNR is often used to
assess the performance of video codecs and streaming applications [182, 234].
The PSNR [174, p. 472] is expressed as
PSNR = 10× log10( L
2 × r× c∑r−1
i=0
∑c−1
j=0 [R(i, j) − I(i, j)]2
) [dB] (9)
L determines the maximum pixel values, which is usually 255 in a 8 bit, monochrome
representation of a video frame. i and j represent pixel indices, r represents the number of
rows and c the number of columns in a frame. R is the reference frame whereas I represents
the impaired video frame.
SSIM
The Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) is an objective quality assessment metric that has
been designed to determine the closeness of two still images [200]. It relies on the investi-
gation of the luminance, the contrast and the structure in the images and achieves a good
correlation with subjective study experiments. For analyzing video sequences, it neglects
the impact of motion.
The SSIM is calculated as
SSIM(R, I) =
[
l(R, I)α × c(R, I)β × s(R, I)γ] (10)
where α+β+γ = 1. α, β, and γ build weights for the individual components of the SSIM.
The three components analyze the luminance (l(R, I)), the contrast (c(R, I)) and the struc-
tures (s(R, I)) of two video frames R and I. R and I are represented as array of pixel values
of a gray image, where each pixel has a bit depth of 8 bit and a single channel.
The luminance component of the formula is calculated as
l(R, I) =
2× R× I+ c1
R
2
+ I
2
+ c1
(11)
R is the average of frame R and I is the average of frame I. c1 = (k1 × L)2 is a stabilizing
factor in cases when the averages of R and I are close to zero. The authors state that k1
should be a small constant << 1 and L = 255 for 8 bit gray images.
The contrast component is calculated as
c(R, I) =
2× σR × σI + c2
σ2R + σ
2
I + c2
(12)
Here, σ2R and σ
2
I are the variances of R and I. Again, a stabilizing factor is used and
calculated as c2 = (k2 × L)2, where k2 << 1.
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Figure 7: Essential steps of a VQM assessment inspired by Pinson et al. [139].
For the calculation of the structural component, the luminance component is subtracted
from the frames. S(R, I) is then determined as
s(R, I) =
σR,I + c3
σR × σI + c3 (13)
σR,I represents the covariance of R and I. The reference implementation leverages k1 = 0.01
and k2 = 0.03 by default. The weight factor c3 is calculated as c22 .
The result is a single integer in the range of [-1,1], where a value of 1 is reached when R
and I are identical frames.
VQM
Pinson and Wolf propose a perceptual FR, as well as an RR objective quality metric, called
the Video Quality Metric (VQM) [139]. It provides an analysis of video degradations in the
spatial as well as the temporal domain. A Spatio-Temporal Region (ST-Region) is extracted
from a video sequence, which represents n×m pixel blocks tracked over multiple video
frames. As an FR method, a potentially impaired video sequence is compared with a
reference sequence. The steps of VQM are depicted in Figure 7, consisting of a Sampling
(S), a Filtering and Smoothing (FS), a Quality Feature Calculation (FC), and a Quality
Parameter Calculation (PC) step. The two results of the reference and the impaired version
are then combined in the Model Calculation (M) step.
Reference and impaired video sequence must have the same frame rate and resolution
before they are decoded into the YCbCr color space. This color space contains one lumi-
nance channel (Y) and two chrominance channels (CbCr). The first step is Sampling (S),
and it is conducted for each of the video sequences independently. S converts each of the
video frames into floating-point representations as it offers the required accuracy for a
precise estimation of the perceived quality.
Filtering and Smoothing (FS) applies the Sobel edge filter to the synchronized frames of
the reference and the impaired video [171]. To analyze the quality degrading changes, an
edge difference metric is calculated for a spatial metric, and a temporal metric is computed
for detecting degradations.
The Quality Feature Calculation (FC) step determines visual features in a single video
frame and across frames, which are combined in an Spatio-Temporal Region (ST-Region).
It pans across 8× 8 pixels and 6 frames at a frame rate of 30, i.e., 0.2 seconds of video.
Five different feature sets are extracted from the ST-Region, including two features that
focus on structural information whereas the others address color information, contrast, and
motion. The resulting ST-Regions from both representations are compared by the PC step,
resulting in an ST-Region error matrix quantifying the differences between both videos.
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Afterwards, the errors of each feature across the ST-Regions are condensed into a single
value - and for different ST-Regions. A linear regression model determines the resulting
VQM value in a Model Calculation (M) step. The regression models were validated in
extensive subjective studies. The VQM values range from 0 (reference video sequence) to
1 (impaired video sequence).
VQM achieves high correlations with subjective experiments but requires a reference
video for conducting the assessment. At the same time, the runtime for processing is rather
high, making it unusable for real-time applications.
VMAF
VMAF is the recently proposed recommendation of the video provider Netflix [109].
VMAF leverages the strengths of different metrics to predict the perceived quality by
fusing them using an SVM regressor. The SVM regressor generates the weights on the
impact of each metric on the final quality score. The leveraged metrics comprise the Visual
Information Fidelity metric, which measures the loss of information. The second metric
determines the loss of details and the loss of content visibility, which distracts viewers.
Both metrics measure the spatial impact of degradations. Also, the impact of degradations
on the motion is assessed by calculating the average absolute differences of the pixels on
the luminance plane.
The learned model has shown to reliably detect compression and transmission artifacts
for a broad range of datasets.
V-BLIINDS
V-BLIINDS is a NR objective quality assessment algorithm combining spatial and temporal
artifact detection and achieving comparable correlation rates with subjective studies [152].
The algorithm leverages the concept of natural scene statistics, which relies on the observa-
tion that undistorted videos show statistical regularities. Irregularities in distorted videos
allow a determination of the quality loss. V-BLIINDS leverages irregularities when repre-
senting motion in a video by using a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) representation of
a video, or specifically of two consecutive frames. A joint spatial and temporal distortion
detection and assessment is performed on the DCT representation. A two-dimensional
spatial DCT is applied on n×n pixel subblocks of a video frame. Between two related sub-
blocks, frequency differences are calculated. From these differences, a statistical analysis is
performed to detect irregularities from undistorted frequency coefficients.
Discussion
Table 1 shows the performance of the algorithms regarding processing time for a 15 second
video and the correlation with subjective assessments. This correlation gives the capability
of an objective quality metric to predict the perceived quality by an average human. The
performance is measured on a commodity server9. The basis for our results is the LIVE
video dataset, which contains ten 720p videos, each available in 15 distorted versions [197].
Each video has been manually annotated by a quality value by 38 subjects in controlled
experiments.
An advantage of the simple PSNR is the low execution time of 1.6 seconds. Due to the
low correlation, the PSNR is only the baseline for other algorithms. None of the other FR
9 Hardware setup: Intel Xeon CPU E5-1650 with 64 GB of dedicated memory
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Table 1: Comparison of objective video quality assessment algorithms. The columns depict the met-
ric classification, the algorithm execution time in seconds for analyzing 15 seconds of video
at a resolution of 720p and 30 FPS (lower is better), the SROCC with subjective studies (CC,
higher is better), and the metric’s recommendation status.
Algorithm Type Runtime [s]
Correlation
LIVE DS [197]
Recommendation
PSNR FR 1.6 0.4035 -
SSIM [202] FR 104 0.658 -
VQM [139] FR / RR 88 0.770 ANSI/ITU [37, 79]
VMAF [109] FR 198 0.872 Netflix Inc.
V-BLIINDS [152] NR 14.2 0.759 -
algorithms can perform a reliable estimation of the perceived quality in real-time, which is
essential in live streaming. An appropriate processing time for a live scenario is less than
15 seconds. Especially, highly precise algorithms such as VMAF and VQM have execution
times far beyond real-time capabilities. VQM was validated in large-scale user studies and
standardized by the American National Standard Institute (ANSI)/ITU. A recent modifi-
cation of the VQM algorithm allows to run it on a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), which
achieves the same correlation in real-time. This version, called Real-Time Video Quality
Assessment (RT-VQM), has been co-developed by the author of this work, but is not dis-
cussed in this thesis [208].
The VMAF, as proposed by Netflix, relies on an SVM for quality estimation. Once
trained, the classification should be quickly achieved. Still, the processing times are even
higher than the ones for VQM. The discussed V-BLIINDS algorithm achieves a consider-
able correlation at a low runtime. The algorithm is thus suited for efficient UGV assessment
when no reference is present.
2.3.4 Summary
Findings can be gained from the previous discussion of the recording quality and the
video quality. Existing recording quality assessment algorithms detect degradations, but
do not assess their impact on human perception. Quality models are needed to fill the
gap to not only detect a degradation, but also to allow one to assess its impact on the
perceived quality. Algorithms need to be redesigned to not only detect a degradation but
also quantify the individual characteristics of each degradation.
In the live UGV streaming scenario pursued in this thesis, a real-time assessment of
the perceived quality is required. The presented recording quality assessment and video
quality assessment metrics are too slow for real-time processing. Exceptions are algorithms
that leverage auxiliary sensors to detect recording degradations. They usually suffer from
a reduced correlation with subjective studies and have to cope with noise in the sensor
readings. Approaches need to be found to improve the speed of the algorithms while
keeping a high correlation with subjective studies.
Existing algorithms discuss the assessment of a single video stream. None of the algo-
rithms addresses how to scale the quality assessment to multiple video streams, as, e.g.,
needed in the video composition proposed in the thesis.
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2.4 mobile video upload
An essential step in the video streaming process (see Section 2.3.1 and Figure 2) is the live
upload of a video stream from a smart mobile device. The mechanisms that allow live up-
load to nearby or remote receivers are combined in a so-called Mobile Video Broadcasting
Service (MBS). In the remaining section, the MBS is defined, and challenges in the scenario
of mobile live video uploading are discussed. Finally, the existing MBS approaches from
both academia and industry are compared.
2.4.1 Description of an MBS
The description of MBS is derived from the Personal Broadcasting Service (PBS) as defined
by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [1]. The term MBS is used in contrast
to PBS to emphasize the focus on mobile devices that provide live video. A PBS allows
providing any media from any device.
An MBS leverages smart mobile devices capable of recording and uploading video, i.e.,
broadcast or multicast them to a large set of receiving users. In the case of live broadcast,
the video needs to be delivered to multiple users simultaneously. The technical implemen-
tation of a broadcast is not described by the 3GPP, allowing it to be implemented on any
suitable layer of the ISO/OSI network stack. For the collection and the distribution of video
streams, the MBS uses network technologies supporting IP.
Different roles exist in an MBS. The MBS provider is an individual generating a video
stream to distribute it to other users. In the remaining thesis, this role is replaced by the
terms recorder or recording user. The MBS user consumes the media stream received from a
recorder. A consumer can be any device, but is assumed to be another smart mobile device.
In the remaining thesis, the MBS user is called a viewer. MBSs may include independent
service providers, such as Facebook, which offer servers to coordinate recorders and view-
ers. A service provider is responsible for the media delivery between the recorders and
the receivers, possibly involving intermediate servers for processing. In many cases, the
involvement of such an intermediate service provider is not required. In the remaining
work, service provider is represented by a server.
2.4.2 Scenarios for Mobile Broadcasting Services
Scenarios for MBSs consist of the remote, the in situ, and the hybrid streaming (see Fig-
ure 8). All scenarios take place with no dedicated network infrastructure for the MBS;
rather, they share networks with other applications and devices.
2.4.3 Remote Streaming
The remote streaming scenario consists of two roles: the recorder and the receiver (or
server) of a video stream. Any distance can be between the recorder and the server, but
an IP-based network connects both. In this scenario, the focus lies on the nearly ubiqui-
tously available cellular networks. Their available resources are limited. LTE, for instance,
achieves an average of 9.86MBits in 2015 in the United States of America [173]. Universal Mo-
bile Telecommunications System (UMTS) connections achieve in the same year and region
an average throughput of 1.75MBits [173]. Upload speeds of end user Internet connections
are lower, as they are asynchronously configured in relation to the download speed. LTE
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(a) Remote Streaming
(b) In Situ Streaming
(c) In Situ Streaming
Figure 8: Overview of the MBS scenarios discussed in this thesis.
achieves upload speeds of up to 75MBits when the setup supports 300
MBit
s on the downlink
at 20 Mhz [56]. Empirical studies by Shah et al. report for 2016 that the upload speeds
are very different depending on the geo-location [162]. Whereas in North America upload
speeds of up to 23MBits could be achieved, the speeds in India and Pakistan ranged from
300 to 600KBits and in South America from 200 to 300
KBit
s . The latency of the connections
in cellular networks are in average below 150 milliseconds, and thus not critical for the
remote streaming scenario [173].
This thesis discusses scenarios where the movement speed is limited to pedestrian walk-
ing speeds. Thus, transmissions during vehicular movements are not in the focus10. These
speeds usually have only a slight impact on the available throughput in cellular networks.
Thus, in the remote streaming scenario, mobility plays a minor role, as cellular networks
shows a comparably high coverage (up to 86.73% [173]) in developed countries, and auto-
matic handover mechanisms exist, which guarantee a low probability of connection losses.
This scenario is throughput-constrained, and rather insensitive to pedestrian mobility and
latencies.
2.4.4 In Situ Streaming
An in situ scenario consists of at least one recording device and one receiving device in
close proximity to each other. This distance should be less than the communication range
of the wireless network technology in use. As a communication network, IEEE 802.11 is
assumed to be used. Whereas in a remote streaming scenario an initial hop has to be
10 The evaluation in Chapter 7 shows that our contributions reliably work at vehicular speeds.
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made to access the core network via a cellular network tower (LTE or UMTS), a regional
distribution of the video is intended in the in situ streaming.
As the receivers are in close distance of each other, the focus lies on low-delay stream-
ing. Ideally, a user receiving a video stream should not notice any delay between a live
performance and the recording played back on a mobile device. In comparison to the re-
mote streaming case, a single device may distribute the video to more than one receiver.
A specific challenge in this scenario is the mobility of the devices. It does not necessarily
lead to varying throughput conditions. But, if the devices move, the sender and receivers
may leave the communication range. A direct communication in a single-hop communica-
tion pattern may no longer be possible. In these cases, other devices in the range of both
sending and receiving devices help to establish and maintain communication.
2.4.5 Hybrid Streaming
In a hybrid scenario, mobile recorders stream media to nearby receivers as well as to a re-
mote streaming sink, e.g., a server. Until now, no MBS has been proposed which addresses
this hybrid scenario. One reason is the challenge to combine low-delay in situ streaming
with a high-quality, bandwidth-constrained remote streaming.
In a hybrid streaming scenario, a single network interface may not reach all the intended
receivers of a media stream. Another engineering challenge may thus be multiple network
interfaces, i.e., IEEE 802.11-based and cellular networks. Appropriate MBS protocols are
required for an efficient transmission of the media streams.
2.4.6 Existing Work on MBSs
2.4.6.1 Categorizing MBSs
We now classify existing work on MBSs. The discussion focuses on assessing the abilities
to cope with varying network conditions, to leverage content adaptation, and whether a
prototype of the MBS was developed.
The live streaming support is essential for an MBS so that each evaluated proposal is
classified regarding the live streaming support (LS). A live streaming support can be at the
heart of a protocol (+), be supported (◦) or not discussed (-). The scenarios (S) introduced
in Section 2.4.2 needs to be supported by an MBS. Scenarios range from remote (R), in situ
(I) to hybrid streaming (H).
Related to the streaming scenario is the classification of different MBS applications with
respect to the supported network technologies (NW). Either IEEE 802.11 or cellular net-
works such as LTE or 3rd Generation Mobile Networks (3G) networks are used. Further-
more, the support for ad-hoc streaming is denoted by ”A”.
Mobile support (M) describes the characteristic that a proposed MBS makes assump-
tions which do not hold for smart mobile devices. If mobile support is not provided, no
working prototype of the system can be built on retail phones (-). An existing prototype or
a simulative model, which can be mapped to a prototype supports this characteristic (+).
In any of the described networking scenarios, a common phenomenon is the uncertainty
about the network conditions, which includes varying delays and throughput rates. Con-
tent adaptation in the form of adaptive video streaming (AS) is a promising solution to the
challenges. If a proposed MBS uses an adaptive streaming approach and realizes it on a
smart mobile device, it is perceived as supporting this feature (+). Theoretical approaches
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that cannot be realized with existing technology are described by a ◦ in our classification.
A system without support for adaptive streaming is described with a -.
How media streams are distributed can be classified into push-based (P) delivery, where
the recorder sends the media stream to the viewers, or pull-based delivery in which the
viewer requests the media stream (PL). The type of distribution is termed scheduling
(SCH).
Besides media streams, mobile recording devices contain a broad range of sensors, which
can be used to understand the context of a recording. The auxiliary data support (ADS)
of each protocol is evaluated. A protocol can support auxiliary data including monitoring
data, or sensor samples (+) or not (-).
The next two characteristics indicate if the proposed methods have lead to a real proto-
typical evaluation (Pr) of the system, and if standardized protocols (SP) are used for the
design of the MBS. SP represents a list of the used transmission protocols.
Limited throughput rates are a major, but common challenge for MBSs. We evaluate the
different prototypes, if they can cope with challenged network conditions such as limited
upload capacities (LMU). We distinguish, if a proposed system addresses changing and
poor network conditions (+) or not (-) in the protocol design.
Another challenge is the streaming delay (DS), which is critical in the in situ streaming
scenario and still essential in remote streaming scenarios. It is distinguished, if the protocol
does (+) or does not consider the streaming delay (-).
The proposed upload protocols are used by multimedia applications. The last character-
istic describes, if the protocol supports specifications and requirements of the multimedia
applications (MAR). It is distinguished if a protocol does not support (-), can in general
support requirements of the application (◦), or can adapt to requirement during a session
(+).
2.4.6.2 Comparison of MBSs
Table 2 gives an overview of existing MBSs and gives a comparison of the systems regard-
ing the discussed characteristics.
Industry Solutions
The most widely used protocol for efficient media streaming is the Real-Time Messaging
Protocol (RTMP). The protocol relies on the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and thus
ensures in-order and error-compensated transmission of messages. It is thus a stateful
media streaming protocol, which is message-oriented. RTMP establishes a reliable, low-
delay end-to-end connection between a mobile device recording a digital video and a
server. A streaming session is established using a three-way handshake procedure, which
exchanges authentication information of both the recorder and the receiver. The rather
complex handshake procedure is depicted in Figure 9. RTMP establishes a secure applica-
tion layer coordination to ensure, that sender and receiver of a media stream use the same
protocol version. Random bytes are sent to test the network connection and make an initial
guess of the best fragment size. The fragment size determines the maximum payload of
a media message. It shall ensure proper live streaming, without congesting the network
or receiver. RTMP is able to transfer multiple synchronized audio and video tracks in par-
allel. An established connection is able to transmit media segments of variable lengths
with a compressed header and thus reduces the overhead. As a consequence of the join
procedure, RTMP requires a rather long time until a connection is ready for media stream
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Table 2: Overview of related work for Mobile Video Broadcasting Service (MBS). Features used for
comparison include LS: live streaming support; S: Scenario; NW: network access technol-
ogy; M: mobility awareness; AS: adaptive streaming support; SCH: scheduling; ADS: aux-
iliary data support; Pr: prototype available; SP: list of standardized protocols used; LMU:
limited upload capacity; DS: delay sensitive. MAR: multimedia application requirements
support. +: implemented; ◦: compatible; - unsupported;
LS S NW M AS SCH ADS Pr SP LMU DS MAR
Twitch.tv [242]
YouNow [179]
Periscope [168]
Facebook.Live
 + R 802.11,3G+ - - P ◦ + RTMP - ◦ ◦
NEWSMAN [162] - R (802.11,3G) + ◦ P - - - + - -
DMUS [243] - R - - - P - - - + - -
DASH-POST [159] + R 802.11 + ◦ P - + HTTP - + -
ASMA[142] + I 802.11,A + + P - - - + - -
CoStream [35, 34] + I 3G + - P - + RTP - + -
[168] + R - - ◦ P - - HTTP + - +
MoviSode [195] - R 3G,802.11 + - P + + - - - +
MediaQ [92] ◦ R - + - P + + - - - -
SODiCS [75] + R 802.11 + - PL + + - - - -
[41] + R LTE - ◦ P - - - + - -
DAVII [86] + R - + + P + + HTTP + - ◦
[147] + R,(I) 802.11,A - ◦ P + - - + - +
Figure 9: Joining procedure of the protocol RTMP [4].
transmissions. Today, MBSs are required which contain a join procedure that does not de-
lay the transmission of initial video segments. An advantage of the protocol is the message
structure when a connection is established. Header overhead is minimized as long as the
connection exists.
Twitch.tv [242], YouNow [179], Periscope [168], and Facebook.Live use RTMP as a stream-
ing protocol, and add HTTP for the transmission of auxiliary data such as network metrics
or GPS coordinates. None of the approaches supports in-time adaptive streaming. The
design of RTMP allows a delay to be kept low during a streaming session but the initial
joining procedure is time-consuming. The system does not support any mechanisms to
cope with very low upload rates. For Periscope, it is reported, that due to the streaming
setup a minimum of 2MBits is needed for a stall-free upload [168].
Mobile Video Upload
Besides RTMP, new research prototypes have risen to compensate for weaknesses of the
reliable, but rather static standard. NEWSMAN allows the upload of news videos from mo-
bile devices [162]. It does not aim for live streaming in the classical sense as middleboxes
are introduced, which decouple transmission to the middleboxes from the long-haul trans-
fer to remote servers. It optimizes the scheduling of the videos created by the recorders
and selects an appropriate video quality for each recording. Quality selection and transcod-
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ing are performed on the middleboxes. A simulative study without a modeled underlying
network was performed to evaluate the transcoding and scheduling of the videos. Besides
NEWSMAN, a range of similar protocols exist, which do not focus on the immediate, but
the delay-tolerant distribution of video streams recorded on a mobile device. One example
is DMUS by Zhang et al. [243].
Support for Auxiliary Data
MoviSode does not offer live upload of video streams, but was one of the first systems to
introduce auxiliary data upload [195]. The application allows video streams to be anno-
tated with the PoI coordinates. Remote users can query for the PoI and retrieve a list of
devices offering the respective video streams. The list determines the priority of the video
streams being uploaded. A similar approach is pursued by Kim et al. with MediaQ, a mul-
timedia collection and management framework [92]. The proposed mobile application uses
a sensor to describe when, where, and what has been recorded including the detection of
PoIs. The focus of neither MediaQ nor MoviSode lies on the efficient upload in challenged
networks. Thus, aspects such as adaptive streaming support or flexible scheduling are not
discussed.
SODiCS can collect video in a pull-based manner from mobile devices [75]. The basic
idea is that videos and sensor data are gathered and stored by servers or cloudlets. Mo-
bile cameras always try to save their videos on the remote server. It copes well with any
breakdown of a cellular network.
Adaptive Live Uploading
Media upload protocols can learn from the distribution protocols for video streams. Thus,
Seo et al. discuss how the Moving Pictures Expert Group (MPEG) Dynamic Adaptive
Streaming over HTTP (DASH) standard can be applied to media upload [159]. For this
purpose, they leverage the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) POST method to upload a
segmented video stream to a server. The proposed MBS uses a server-driven adaptation
and transcoding scheme and achieves a start-up delay of about the duration of one video
segment in WLANs.
Siekkinen et al. extend the idea of using DASH by using an MVLC for allowing adapting
video content to the upload conditions [168]. As no prototypical real-time production of
MVLC is possible, the proposed scheduling strategies are evaluated in simulations. No
validated wireless channel model has been used to model the upload, but the proposed
SVC-DASH shows that an optimal selection of the bit rate of each video chunk improves
the continuity and the overall quality of video streams.
El Essaili et al. investigated the process of uploading a video when a central entity can
coordinate the scheduling of transmissions in an LTE network [41]. The system is described
as QoE-UL for its ability to support quality-driven uploads. They show an optimal decision
for the uplink transmission and determine which client should upload the video at what
point in time. They optimize the resource usage and offer both low complexity as well
as optimal scheduling strategies. Additionally, a centralized approach allows multi-device
and cross-layer optimization. Their system is based on a significant number of require-
ments that cannot hold in a real deployment. For example, mobile devices are assumed to
leverage MVLCs which is not possible in real-time. Additionally, the assumption that cur-
rent MVLCs result in less data traffic in comparison to non-scalable encoding has shown
to be incorrect for current standards [57].
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The DAVVI system is designed to generate video segments and upload them imme-
diately after recording in order to generate a low-delay video streaming experience [86].
Johansen et al. report how they dynamically adapt the bit rate of a video during the up-
load, which is achieved using a middlebox server for transcoding and segmenting. Also,
DAVVI allows the distribution of metadata and uses HTTP for media upload.
In Situ Streaming
The idea of in situ streaming is driven by CoStream [34, 35]. Their work describes beneficial
UI design and collaboration styles when using an MBS. Their research supports the easy
retrieval of media streams shared by a group in a live streaming manner. The system
leverages a nearby server that mediates the streams between recorders and viewers. The
upload is conducted in a push-based manner using the Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP),
achieving upload delays of around one second.
An in situ streaming scenario is used by Adaptive Strategy for Mobile Ad-hoc streaming
(ASMA), which focuses on the optimal push-based scheduling of video streams encoded in
different video layers using an MVLC. The method assumes that MVLC can be efficiently
produced on a mobile device. This work specifically addresses varying network conditions
using adaptive streaming. Specific features of IEEE 802.11 in ad-hoc mode are used to
support the probabilistic scheduling and layer selection process.
A simulative model for a collaborative upload of video streams produced by phones is
proposed by Richerzhagen et al. [147]. The system leverages multiple network interfaces
to share video streams in situ and with remote receivers. The in situ distribution is used so
that each device can act as a relay for accessing remote servers when no cellular connection
is available. The simulation assumes that video streams are efficiently produced as an
MVLC, which is not possible on smart mobile devices till today.
2.4.7 Discussion
A set of protocols exists that supports live upload of digital video. Only a few systems exist
that cope with changing network conditions by integrating content adaptation (adaptive
streaming support). Also, most of the proposed protocols do not address how to cope with
varying application requirements and are specifically designed for a single multimedia
application. The combination of content adaptation and a feature to react to application
requirements promises to be beneficial for an MBS in order to cope with both limited
upload capacities (LMU) but also delay-sensitive applications (DS). Most of the existing
MBSs focus on a push-based scheduling and neglect the advantages of a receiver pulling
video stream segments, as, e.g., proposed by SoDiCS.
Also, modern protocols for MBSs must support the transport of auxiliary data to an-
notate media streams with context information. Only a small set of existing protocols is
capable of transmitting this data.
In summary, there is a lack of an MBS - supporting mechanisms to cope with varying
network conditions - that aims for a low-delay, high-quality streaming experience and
addresses the requirements of multimedia applications (auxiliary data, adaptive video
streaming and scheduling).
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2.5 video composition
Live upload of video streams does not only offer the opportunity to apply adaptive video
streaming but also another form of content adaptation: video composition. Video com-
position applications offer the unique opportunity to improve the perceived quality and
reduce generated data traffic in challenged networks [10, 153, 167, 236]. In contrast to
adaptive video streaming, video composition achieves the quality increase and data traf-
fic reduction by wisely selecting which video source should upload its video stream at
a given time. Out of a set of different close-by recording devices, only one (or a subset)
is actively uploading its video. Over time, different devices are allowed to upload, and
the video composition algorithm ensures that exactly one composed video is created. This
section discusses the background on video composition and gives an overview of related
systems conducting automatic composition for UGV.
2.5.1 Background on Video Composition
Video composition is described as the ”[...] arrangement of film properties, such as images
[...], which create the total film [...]” [117, p. 31]. Many works, including this thesis, focus
on the visual arrangement [203], and especially the video shot selection.
Figure 10: Video composition: Central questions when switching between different video views.
The video shot represents ”[...] the smallest unit of visual information captured at one
time by the camera that shows a certain action or event [...]” [18, p. 2]. It represents a
consecutively recorded set of frames by a single camera. If the position of the camera
is stable during the recording of a shot, it is classified as a static shot, whereas camera
movement during the recording classifies it as motion shot [117]. In a composed video,
shots should be selected so that they do not distract viewers [18]. Essential is the concept
of ”content, then form”, which expresses that a composed video shall express the semantics
and action intended by the director [117].
Figure 10 shows the concept of video composition that leverages different video sources
to create a single quality-improved video. For UGV, a wise composition selects the best
view at any given time. The question as to which video view is the best at a given time is
dependent on the perceived quality of individual sequences, the history of selected views
and cinematographic rules. An understanding of the influences on the perceived quality
in composed videos is given in Section 2.5.1.2. Also, video composition can reduce the
generated data traffic in live video streaming scenarios as, ideally, only a single video
source is used for video delivery.
2.5.1.1 Video Views
It is assumed that the video composition aims at creating a video that leverages recordings
capturing the same PoI. Different video sources thus capture different views of the same
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PoI. These views differ regarding the recording position, thus, the distance and the angle
to the PoI. The exact orientation of a device and the recording position can furthermore
determine the shot type (often termed as shot size), which is known to have a specific
impact on the perceived quality [18, 117, 203].
A close-up is a magnified look at an object or a person, which contains very fine-granular
visual information [18]. If a person is recorded, the close-up often represents the so-called
”head shot”, as the frame usually begins just below the chin. It is often used to depict a
character’s emotions [117].
A medium shot reflects the common perception of a human in a close environment and
is thus often used as the standard shot size [18]. A person recorded in the medium shot is
shown from the upper part of the legs and above. The medium shot is usually recorded at
a distance of 3 to 5 meters from the PoI [18].
In contrast, a medium-long shot includes the full person, possibly cutting off the feet.
It allows for retrieving and identifying clothing details. At this distance, details on facial
expressions and gestures are harder to see [18].
For capturing the whole scene in an inclusive manner, the long shot is used [18]. Between
the camera and the PoI is a significant distance which allows framing the objects around a
person. However, details cannot be identified.
Different approaches [10, 153] have shown that the automatic, exact framing (shot size
selection) is not possible. However, a good approximation is achieved when using the
recording position in relation to the PoI for determining the shot size (without camera
zoom).
2.5.1.2 Quality of a Composed Video
An assumption of this work is that by leveraging different sources for constructing a com-
posed video, the overall quality of the stream can be improved. Related composition sys-
tems support this assumption, as video composition can increase the coverage of an event
and ensures diversity compared to a single video stream [10, 153, 167, 236]. Also, by ap-
plying cinematographic knowledge, e.g., rules, the perceived quality of a composed video
can be greater than the sum of the best parts of all single videos. Cinematography gram-
mar supports a told story by appropriately framing the action, proliferating emotions and
strengthening the storyline.
Coverage and Continuity
Single UGV streams generated by MBSs can be rather limited in duration. From UGV
datasets, it is known that 90% of the recording sessions are less than 10 minutes long,
where the average is 3 minutes 54 seconds [154]. These findings are supported by an
analysis of the productive MBS YouNow. The median is slightly higher than in the afore-
mentioned dataset with approximately 16 minutes [179].
Video composition allows compensation for the fact that a single video track does not
cover a full event. It does this by stitching content from different sources together into a
composed video. Ideally, all single video streams overlap to some extent and still allow the
composed video to cover the duration of the full event.
In contrast to the completeness, continuity describes that the temporal sequence of a real-
world event shall be kept in the composed video. Furthermore, the composition ensures
that each segment of a video view should have a noticeable duration, so that viewers can
perceive the view change.
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Diversity of Video Recordings
Different composition applications have shown that the major quality improvement in a
composed video is the generated video view diversity [10, 153, 167, 236]. Diversity in video
composition is defined as the ”[...] use of a variety of views in the camera selection process
to increase the information content in the generated video [...]” [14, p. 7199]. In professional
productions, the diversity ensures that the perceived quality is enhanced [17, 240]. Shrestha
et al. support this concept for UGV composition [167]. For automatic composition, some
general guidelines are proposed. Saini et al. discuss that diversity should be guaranteed
by inspecting the spatial and the temporal aspects of video views [153]. Wu et al. add that
diversity should not affect motion consistency, i.e., the direction and amount of motion in
a frame [236]. Ideally, static shots should be preferred and stitched to other static shots.
How video views should be switched is dependent on the content and genre of a com-
posed video. In the case of music videos, rapid switching between different views leads to
specific composition styles, e.g., the Music Television (MTV) composition style [203].
Existing composition applications report that the diversity of video views promotes the
attraction of the video and avoids boredom, but it must be ensured that view jumps are
not too frequent [10]. Professionally created video diversity is improved when cinemato-
graphic grammar rules are applied such as the ”180° rule” and the ”30° rule” [10, 236].
Cinematographic Rules
Human directors learn guidelines on when a view switch shall happen and which views
can be selected for composition from a cinematographic grammar [38]. A cinematographic
or film grammar describes ”[...] theories that describe visual forms [...] and their functions
as they appear [...] during the projection of a film [...]” [117, p. 96]. These rules shall be used
to not distract viewers and support the storytelling of the video. Dmytryk et al. gathered
rules that describe how recording devices should be positioned [38].
Figure 11: Illustration of the cinematographic rules discussed in this thesis: ”30° rule”, Framing
rule and ”180° rule”.
Most essential is the rule: ”Content, then form”. It describes that the understanding of a
scene being recorded helps to select a view. The story and continuity of a composed video
should be more important than other cinematographic rules.
Other examples of cinematographic rules are illustrated in Figure 11. The point in time
when a switch between video shots takes place is named a cut. Jump cuts break the conti-
nuity in a video - either spatial or temporal. Temporal jump cuts imply that between video
shots no jump in time should be perceivable for the viewer. This can be caused if the same
subject is being recorded from the same or slightly varying recording positions.
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Thus, when a video composition switches from one view to another, it needs to be
ensured that the angle and distance of the two views are significantly different. Cuts that
preserve the temporal continuity but change the recording location should comply with
two cinematographic rules. The ”30° rule” should be respected regarding the recording
angle. It is applied if the same object or PoI is recorded in two consecutive shots. The
rule recommends that between two consecutive video shots, there should be at least 30°
of distance in the recording position. At stable shot sizes, this rule is especially important.
The rule can be broken, i.e., the recording angle stays the same, but then the shot size
needs to vary between two views [141].
The second rule discusses the framing. From one shot to another, the framing of the two
views should be different. This may lead to a long shot following a medium shot in a
composed video.
The switch should not conflict with the ”180° rule” [17]. It introduces the axis of action,
which is of importance if any ”[...] spatial (right-to-left or left-to-right) relationship between
a character and another character or object [...]” [141, p. 8] is recorded. This axis connects
two or more major points of a view, e.g., interacting persons. It describes the positions of
objects, as well as the motion direction of objects or characters. This axis should never be
crossed, as a scene should never suffer from a direction reversal when switching between
views. Thus, a scene should not be captured from two opposite sides, as this may confuse
the viewer. Arev et al. have shown that such a switch from one side to another can be per-
formed efficiently within a sequence of a few switches, but not within a single switch [10].
For example, if objects leave a frame in a shot and return in a frame of the next shot, it
needs to be ensured that they return to the same side (consistent screen direction or axis
of action) [141].
2.5.2 Existing Work on Automatic Video Composition
In the remaining part of this section, existing approaches towards automatic video com-
position are discussed, which specifically deal with UGV. The approaches are classified
reaching from a manual composition to automatic composition of UGV.
2.5.2.1 Categorizing Video Composition Applications
Our discussion of related approaches is limited to composition algorithms for UGV pro-
duced by smart mobile devices, e.g., retail mobile phones. Professional productions or
static camera recording issues are not discussed. The interested reader is referred to [102,
140].
A video composition as understood in the thesis has to be realized for live streaming
scenarios in an automatic manner. Thus, intuitive characteristics describing existing video
composition approaches address their capability to automatically (A) compose video in
real-time (RT).
As the video recordings are provided by an MBS, it is assessed if composition applica-
tions address that additional challenges arise such as synchronization of media streams,
packet losses, and network-impaired delays. This characteristic is termed network-awareness
(NW).
Composition applications potentially receive a rather unlimited number of video streams
which need to be processed. Scalability (S) assesses if complex processing can be conducted
in a manner which allows distribution of tasks.
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Table 3: Overview of related work for automatic video composition applications. Features used for
comparison include – A: automatic composition; RT: real-time processing possible?; NW:
network-aware; S: scalable; RQ: recording quality; VQ: video quality; AQ: audio quality; D:
diverse composition; RP: recording position awareness; CR: compliance to cinematographic
rules; CA: content-awareness; VS: algorithm used for view selection; CPS: algorithm used
for cut point selection; F: features used for decision making. Values used are: +: imple-
mented; ◦: compatible; - unsupported; V: visual; A: audio and AS: auxiliary sensors.
A RT NW S RQ VQ AQ D RP CR CA VS CPS F
LACES [48] - + ◦ - - - - + - - - H H -
WWM [196] ◦ ◦ - - - - - - - - - - R AS
MotionHMM [198] + - - - - - - ◦ - - - ML - V
LPC [22] + - - - ◦ ◦ - - - - - R R V
AMGS [167] + - - - ◦ ◦ - ◦ - - - O O V
MoviMash [153] + - - - ◦ ◦ - + ◦ - - ML R, ML V
TComp [10] + - - - ◦ - - + ◦ + - O O V
MoVieUp [236] + - - - - ◦ + + - - - O O V,A
AudioCut [149] + + - - - - ◦ ◦ - - - - ML A
ViComp [14] + - - - ◦ + + + - - - R R A,V
SensorComp [27] + + - - ◦ - ◦ - - - - R R AS,A
Furthermore, the video stream quality can vary over time. Three additional character-
istics for classifying existing systems are if the composition system inspects the recording
quality (RQ), video quality (VQ) and audio quality (AQ). For these categories, a ”◦” rep-
resents that algorithms exist for detecting quality degradations, whereas a ”+” represents
approaches which quantify the perceived quality. The quantification can be achieved either
by using novel quality models created in subjective studies, or by leveraging established
and validated objective quality metrics.
Essential for a high-quality composition is a suitable view diversity, which implies that
views can be switched during composition. The composition applications should mimic
human composition, which ensures diversity over multiple switches. Thus, the composi-
tion algorithm should keep track of a history of selected views to ensure diversity (D) in
upcoming selections. If the algorithm considers both the view selection and duration, the
system fulfills a suitable diversity (+).
The diversity can be influenced by both the consideration of different shot sizes and
recording positions (RP), complying with cinematographic rules (CR) as well as the sys-
tem being aware of the video content (CA), i.e., different video genres require different
composition styles.
The characteristics view selection (VS) and cut point selection (CPS) describe which
underlying algorithms are used. Algorithms are classified into human decision making
(H), rule-based decision making (R), an optimization problem (O), and machine-learned
decision making (ML). Regarding the perceived quality of the composed video, human
and machine-learned decision making (H,ML) are assumed to be the most beneficial [153].
Which features are used in the decision making for VS and CPS are described with the
feature characteristic (F). Features are classified to be visual (V), audio (A), and auxiliary
sensors (AS).
2.5.2.2 Human-supported Composition of UGV
The manual composition system Live Authoring through Compositing and Editing of
Streaming Video (LACES) shall be representative for applications, which allow the compo-
sition of UGV, but which do not offer automatic composition. LACES [48] is a composition-
supporting application for directors of live UGV. On a tablet, all recorded live video
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streams are gathered, and the director is allowed to manipulate the composed video. It
is well suited for in situ streaming scenarios, as the composed video can be provided as
a live video stream. Editing allows view and cut point selection, as well as frame editing
and injection of non-live video.
The We want More! (WWM) system [48] offers an automatic, but not very sophisticated
composition. Switching between views is initiated by detecting panning using the compass
of the recording devices. The view selection is not described so that a random selection is
assumed. An automatic composition is possible, but the provisioning and preprocessing
of the video are done manually.
2.5.2.3 Automatic Composition Application
Wang et al. [198] proposed the first Hidden Markov Model (HMM)-based composition
of video (MotionHMM). While MotionHMM was not designed for UGV, the model can
be applied to it. It learns view switching based on detected camera motion. A cut-point
analysis is omitted.
Quality-aware Composition
Campanella et al. introduced the assessment of camera shaking and motion, such as pan-
ning or tilting [22]. The proposed motion assessment algorithm is successful and reliable,
and it is the basis for camera shake assessment in many composition applications [14, 153,
167]. The composition itself is very simplistic, solely relying on the detection of a camera
shake and the video quality approximated by the brightness.
Shrestha et al. propose a quality-aware video composition application for mobile phone
recordings [22]. The Automated Mashup Generation System (AMGS) addresses record-
ing quality assessment, e.g., inspecting camera shake. Video composition is seen as an
optimization problem that can be solved when investigating video quality, composition
diversity, and cut-point suitability. Diversity is interpreted so that each view needs to be
shown at least once in the composition, even when its quality is low. At the same time, the
history of views solely considers the last video shot. The optimization approach limits the
application in live streaming scenarios, as it requires global knowledge of the full videos.
Furthermore, Shrestha et al. [164, 165, 166] made contributions towards the synchroniza-
tion of different video streams using audio fingerprinting or camera flash signals, which
are used in AMGS.
Recording Position-aware Video Composition
MoviMash is a composition application designed by Saini et al. being evaluated for dance
and music performances [153]. MoviMash represents a sophisticated model as it learns
compositions using a HMM, after a video and recording quality assessment. The used
metrics for quality assessment are not validated with subjective studies and not reliant
on established objective quality metrics. As soon as a degradation is found within a view,
the view is removed from further composition. Yet, it does not offer content awareness. A
single learned model is applied to any video genre, even though it has been trained with
music video compositions only. The resulting composed video shows a superior perfor-
mance in comparison to quality-based algorithms, as, e.g., AMGS [167].
TComp was proposed by Arev et al. as no classical video composition, but as a video
summarization application, as it integrates features for video condensing [10]. It is the
only system that establishes precise location information on the basis of Structure from
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Motion (SfM) that focuses on head-mounted cameras. It uses an optimization on the ba-
sis of a trellis-graph to ensure view diversity and cut-point detection. Its computational
overhead is one order of magnitude higher than required for real-time computation. The
composition follows basic cinematographic rules, such as the ”180° rule”.
These composition applications are aware of the recording position, but no data is used
to determine the quality of each recording position. Rather, the positions are used for
ensuring diversity [153] or applying cinematographic rules [10].
Investigating the Audio Track of UGV
MoVieUp extends on MoviMash by adding an audio analysis and targeting specifically
music recordings [236]. It introduces the ”less switching principle”, which shows that in
contrast to video, the audio track should not be diverse. Furthermore, the audio track is
assessed with respect to its quality and used for determining video view switches. The
quality assessment is based on the ITU P.563 speech analysis algorithm [80]. An optimiza-
tion problem is formulated and solved for the video selection.
Motivated by the intensive analysis of the audio track, AudioCut focuses solely on au-
dio [149]. AudioCut is no complete video composition system, instead focusing on an
audio-driven video cutting algorithm. Thus, it does not determine how to select the best
view; however, it is one of the few algorithms that does not analyze the visual parts of a
video. It focuses on concert recordings and shows that the cut point can be improved when
inspecting the music meter and audio changes. Transitions between audio recordings can
be conducted smoothly when analyzing beat difference histograms. The transitions are
learned using an HMM.
The design of ViComp focuses on the inspection of the audio track as well as some vi-
sual features [14]. The approach is clearly driven by audio analysis, but it also consists of
a video analysis step using the subjectively validate no-reference image assessment met-
ric Blind/Referenceless Image Spatial QUality Evaluator (BRISQUE) [122]. Besides image
quality, camera shaking is analyzed as a quality-degrading factor (RQ). View diversity is
assumed to be sufficient if the last two video views are different from the current view.
The combined factor then determines which view is selected. The cut point is determined
using audio analysis, where a good cut is placed at a silent moment. Silence is detected
using the spectral entropy analysis of the audio track of each video. When compared to
MoviMash, this composition algorithm achieves a better quality in composition.
Auxiliary Sensor-based Composition
Cricri et al. introduced the first video composition application, which solely uses auxiliary
sensor data to make composition decisions [27]. It uses the compass to calculate on the
panning and tilting of the individual cameras, and to detect the PoI by collaboratively
filtering samples from different recording devices. Also, the audio track of the video is
inspected. Whereas the combination allows for real-time composition of videos, it does
not generate superior compositions in comparison to previously discussed work.
2.5.3 Discussion
Video composition is challenging when being realized as an automatic algorithm, as it
has to consider a multitude of features and requires a significant processing overhead. Ex-
isting applications evolved from human composition to automatic quality-aware systems.
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Especially in the area of the quality, these algorithms neglect to consider the recording
degradations or other quality effects such as the recording position. Only MoviMash ana-
lyzes the recording position in order to ensure a suitable view diversity. Their proposed
approach neglects that selecting the next video view, and thus the recording position, has
to comply with certain cinematographic rules. Today, location sensors can help to easily
identify the recording position and estimate the shot type.
Another major disadvantage of today’s composition systems is the lack of real-time
suitability. The inspection of visual features of high-quality video views is time-consuming.
Furthermore, the central approaches limit scalability. All algorithms assume the video
processing on a central server, without any discussion of the distribution of, e.g., quality
assessment tasks. Cricri et al. propose a centralized algorithm that instead focuses on
auxiliary sensor data, e.g., from the accelerometer, to compose video in real-time [27]. The
algorithm is not yet capable of achieving a quality similar to the videos composed by
approaches using visual features.
The central challenges for upcoming composition algorithms are thus to combine visual,
audio and auxiliary sensor-based features.
2.6 content-aware video delivery to mobile devices
Adaptive video streaming is able to cope with unpredictable network conditions and to
ensure the delivery of the highest achievable video quality in each streaming session. This
section discusses state-of-the-art mechanisms for adaptive video delivery and shows that
recent proposals do not address video content inspection for increased efficiency of video
delivery.
2.6.1 Adaptive Video Streaming
Adaptive video streaming allows the adjustment of the video source to the available net-
work conditions, i.e., the throughput, during playback of a video [30]. From a conceptual
point of view, different protocols have been proposed for implementing the concept, rang-
ing from server-driven adaptation to today’s predominant client-driven adaptation.
2.6.1.1 Server-driven Adaptation
For the server-driven adaptive video protocols, the media streaming server keeps track of
the state of all connected streaming clients, so it can centrally switch the video version. The
approach allows fine-granular switching as the server has full control over the media and
knows the upcoming video chunks, their bit rate, and the network throughput. This com-
plexity on the server is often a bottleneck when the number of streaming clients increases.
The server-driven adaptation schemes have less information on the effective throughput
at the client side. As a result, the client has to regularly inform the server of the current
network conditions to effectively adapt the video stream. At the same time, the processing
requirements of servers increase with the number of clients, leading to the need for server
infrastructures with high processing power. Usually, server-driven adaptation implies that
scheduling of a video stream is push-based. Different systems have been proposed which
use server-driven adaptation, mainly on the basis of push-based streaming protocols such
as RTP, Real-Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) and Real-Time Control Protocol (RTCP) [45,
113, 210].
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2.6.1.2 Client-driven Adaptation
The state-of-the-art approach for handling video streaming systems, which are used by
large-scale user groups, is client-driven [7, 155]. Each client receiving a media stream
makes its own - usually independent - decisions on which video representation to stream.
This decision is usually based on the network conditions measured at the client. As a re-
sult, streaming servers do not have to establish persistent connections to the clients and can
avoid keeping track of the client’s state. In many cases, this allows video providers to use
simple and cheap web servers. Client-driven adaptation infers a pull-based scheduling.
As no data on the streaming session is evaluated centrally, each client adapts on its
own, which may lead to individually optimal, but globally suboptimal adaptation results.
Approaches exist that establish mediating instances to gather the knowledge and optimize
the streaming across clients [187].
Client-driven adaptation is the predominant adaptive video streaming concept, espe-
cially due to HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) protocols. HAS represents streaming proto-
cols which allow a client-driven adaptation during video streaming, where the underlying
communication protocols are set. As an application layer protocol, it leverages HTTP; and
thus, TCP is used on the transport layer. It ensures reliable, in-order transfer of video
stream chunks. Artifacts in the video due to lost video chunks cannot occur. TCP’s slow
retransmission behavior and congestion control have shown drawbacks in comparison to
User Datagram Protocol (UDP)-based streaming systems. Even though the congestion con-
trol of TCP is not ideal for video streaming, many downsides can be compensated when
using content adaptation. Thus, the less efficient TCP-based streaming has been widely
adopted in the industry [7]. HAS protocols are predominant in today’s IP-based video
streaming [7]. Until June 2016, 35.2% of the North American Internet traffic is caused by
videos delivered using HAS [155]. It can be said that a majority of today’s video streams
are delivered by client-driven adaptive streaming systems, especially HAS.
2.6.2 Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)
DASH [177] is the most recent development of HAS. DASH is the standardized evolution
of proprietary HAS solutions such as Microsoft Smooth Streaming [120], Adobe’s HTTP
Dynamic Streaming11 and, it is related to Apple’s HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) [134]. DASH
standardizes the protocols for the transport of the video stream similar to HAS. It defines
the description of video versions in a manifest - the Media Presentation Description (MPD).
The different versions of a video that are used for adaptation are called representations. The
standard is agnostic to how these representations are en- or decoded, but they should
have different target bit rates representing different quality levels. Resulting bit rates are
affected by the video resolution, the signal-to-noise level (or quantization), and the frame
rate of the video. The video characteristics, e.g., the structural complexity and the motion,
affect the resulting bit rate of a video. The representations of a video are split to equal
duration segments and stored independent of each other.
A HTTP server is used for distributing video segments, as clients pull the segments
using HTTP. The manifest eases the selection of a segment and quality as it describes
each segment with the representation’s resolution, bit rate, and frame rate. Depending on
the available network resources, the client decides at runtime which quality to request by
selecting the next segment accordingly. How to come up with an adaptation decision is
not specified in the standard, but intensively discussed in research.
11 http://www.adobe.com/de/products/hds-dynamic-streaming.html; Visited on: 10/06/2016
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2.6.3 Quality in DASH
For determining the quality of individual DASH representations, it is commonly agreed
that regarding quality, the highest bit rate video representation is preferred over lower bit
rate representations. Thus, quality models depict the quality of a representation in rela-
tion to the highest bit rate representation [71]. Simple approaches see a linear relationship
between the perceived quality and the bit rate. Zinner et al. studied the relationship be-
tween the video clip quality and the bit rate, which approximately follows a logarithmic
function [246]. Besides subjective evaluations, objective FR quality metrics are used to de-
termine the perceived quality of each video representation in relation to the highest bit rate
representation. Objective quality models can be generated by objective quality assessment
metrics, which are discussed in Section 2.3.3.2.
The TCP-based delivery in DASH ensures that only a limited set of degradations can
occur in a video streaming session. Severe impact on the perceived quality was shown for
video playback freezes (i.e., video stalling), initial playback delay, and effects of adaptations
between different DASH representations.
2.6.3.1 Initial Startup Delay and Video Stalling
Video streaming clients require a playback buffer, which stores received video segments
before playback. The buffer is used to compensate throughput changes, which can lead
to video stalling. Stalling occurs when the video playback buffer of a client depletes as
the network throughput rate falls below the bit rate of the current video representation
for a longer duration. When a streaming session starts, the client has to fill the buffer to
begin playback. This initial duration is called the initial startup delay. It is affected by the
network throughput, the streamed representation, and the buffer size. The impact of this
degradation has been discussed extensively in current research. It is commonly agreed that
for HAS, stalling is the most severe quality impairment, and the initial startup delay is of
lesser importance [70, 123, 161].
The work of Pastrana-Vidall [136] is one of the first contributions showing that stalling
events - especially the frequency and duration of stalling - degrade the perceived video
quality. Their finding is that a single stalling with a long duration is preferred in compar-
ison to multiple stallings of shorter duration. Additionally, video viewers prefer a period-
ically occurring stalling pattern with stable intervals, in contrast to unpredictable stalling
patterns. This finding is supported by Moorthy et al. [125].
For HTTP-based streaming Mok et al. discusses that the stalling rate is the main cause
for a reduction in quality [123]. Their model:
MOS = 4.23− 0.0672 ∗ Lti − 0.742 ∗ Lfr − 0.106 ∗ Ltr (14)
where Lti (L1: 0-1 seconds; L2: 1-5 seconds; L3: more than 5 seconds) is the level of the
initial starting delay, Lfr is the level of frequency of stalling events (L1: 0-0.02; L2: 0.02 - 0.15;
L3: more than 0.15) and Ltr is the level of duration of the stalling time (L1: 0-5 seconds; L2:
5 - 10 seconds; L3: more than 10 seconds). They normalize the different metrics to levels in
a range from 0 to 3.
A similar model is proposed by Hossfeld et al. [69]. It differs in terms of the coefficients
but has in common with Mok et al.’s or Van Kester et al.’s model [194], that the frequency
of stallings has the highest impact on the perceived quality followed by the duration. The
models show a high correlation with subjective studies in HAS protocols. For mobile de-
vices such as tablets, stalling is identified as the major degradation by Floris and Atzori et
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al. [12, 46]. Moorthy et al. [125] extend their work, indicating that the common assumption
that video stalling should be avoided at any cost is not always true. Video adaptations to
low bit rates can have a more severe impact on the perceived quality in comparison to a
single stalling event.
2.6.3.2 Video Adaptation
A central task of adaptation schemes in adaptive video streaming systems is to plan rep-
resentation switches in a way to not distract the viewers, or decrease their viewing experi-
ence [135].
Influence of Video Dimension
We define that current video encoding standards can be adapted in the spatial (resolution),
the temporal (frame rate), and the quality Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) - or quantization -
dimension. Videos can be encoded so that adaptation is possible in each of the dimensions.
In an extensive literature review, Seufert et al. show that video dimensions should be
considered in an adaptation process [161].
Zinner et al. [246] studied the effects of adaptations in the temporal and spatial dimen-
sion of a video using objective video quality metrics. The results show that higher reso-
lutions should be favored rather than an increased frame rate. Adaptations investigated
include switches in the video resolution and the frame rate. The temporal dimension has
a significant impact on the video quality when the motion in a video is high [54]. Also, the
SNR dimension value can be estimated by using the bit rate as an indicator of the same
content, resolution, and frame rate [53, 241].
Resolution or spatial adaptation is the key dimension for small screens, and the impact
of an adaptation is related to the respective shot type [93, 94].
Toni et al. discuss how to perform encoding with an optimized set of video represen-
tations [189]. The results of the study show that up-sampled lower resolution videos can
provide the same perceived quality in comparison with higher resolution videos; however,
only certain video genres benefit from this finding.
In subjective studies by Zhai et al., it is shown that those statements cannot be general-
ized, as it is very dependent on the content of a video [241]. High-motion videos prefer a
temporal adaptation, whereas others prefer adaptations in the other dimensions.
Impact of the Adaptation
Zink et al. discuss that the adaptation process influences the perceived quality [245]. The
core findings of Zink et al.’s work include that the frequency and amplitude of an adap-
tation have an effect on the perceived quality. The amplitude defines the number of repre-
sentations between the currently played back representation and the target one. Frequent
adaptations can result in a reduced overall quality in comparison to the playback of the
lowest available video representation. The amplitude of an adaptation should be kept as
small as possible to avoid quality-degrading effects.
Garcia et al. analyze the effects of adaptation strategies on the perceived quality [52].
Studies of different types of quality switching such as encoding, spatial, temporal, and au-
dio switches are compared. They show that multiple gradual quality switches are preferred
in comparison to abrupt variations. Frequent switches are an impedance to a good user
experience, unless they allow watching the highest quality for a certain time. Nonetheless,
a consistent quality level is generally preferred to variable quality.
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In most situations, the best adaptation depends on the encoded video content [94, 107,
144, 202, 241]. When different video dimensions are analyzed for a content-aware adapta-
tion, it leads to a higher perceived quality than using a single quality dimension [193].
Moorthy et al. highlight that if quality levels exhibit a small degree of separation the
adaptation cannot be perceived by users; thus, adaptations can be performed in a seamless
manner [125]. A similar but generalized finding is made by Ni et al. [132]. Viewers accept
quality switches of up to four quantization steps for the quality dimension, a third of
the original frame rate for the temporal dimension, and only half of the original frame
resolution for the spatial dimension.
Also, Moorthy et al. and Ni et al. indicate a relationship between the frequency and the
amplitude of adaptations [125, 132]. For example, low-frequency adaptations can reduce
the perceived impact if strong quality variations occur. More frequent adaptations are
allowed if this allows a viewer to watch the higher video quality layer for at least one-
third of the overall video duration. Both research groups indicate that a constant perceived
quality is preferred in comparison to highly varying, perceivable changes.
Recently, studies show that viewers get used to adaptations in a video. A study from
2016 shows that users of a HAS stream are no longer impaired by the number of video
representation switches [129]. In contrast, it is more important that the adaptation is con-
ducted in a covert manner. Their finding is that the high amplitude adaptations should be
avoided.
2.6.4 Existing Adaptive Streaming Systems
In the existing literature and practice, it is shown that the distribution of digital video
over the Internet is driven by the demand of high bit rate content, delivered via HAS-
based systems, which encounter the challenge that performing adaptations may have an
impact on the perceived quality. The content of a video has repeatedly been reported
to have a significant impact on the perception of adaptations and the quality of video
representations [53, 54, 93, 94, 241], but no generalized rules have been reported.
Another challenge comes with the rise of mobile video streaming, leading to a clash
with these requirements, as access contracts limit the availability of high-speed Internet in
particular on mobile devices. The leading mobile telecommunications provider in Germany
recently announced that unlimited data traffic for LTE access costs approximately 159 Euro
per month12.
2.6.4.1 Categorizing Adaptive Systems
This thesis offers a discussion of the state-of-the-art adaptive video streaming systems
following certain assessment characteristics, presented here.
Mobile device (MD) support represents if the system design of an application considers
the limitations of today’s mobile devices such as reduced processing capabilities, lack of
codec support, and energy limitations. Current streaming systems should cope with vary-
ing network conditions (NW), as they affect the streaming experience. This can be achieved
by adapting between different bit rate representations of the same video. The adaptation of
the video is not limited to solely the bit rate but can adapt in the different video dimensions
including temporal, spatial and SNR dimension.
As the predominant approach for the delivery of video, it shall be investigated whether
the proposed systems can be mapped to or use HAS for media delivery - and if they infer
12 https://www.t-mobile.de/tarifoptionen/datenoptionen; Visited on: 06/09/2016.
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Table 4: Overview of related work for content-adaptive video delivery. Features used for compari-
son include – MD: capable for mobile devices; NW: respects network conditions; Content
Dimension: which quality dimensions of a video are respected (B: bit rate only; T: temporal;
Q: quantization/ SNR; S: spatial); HAS: HTTP Adaptive Streaming; Coding: Leveraging of
SVLC anf MVLC; Quality Metric: Used video quality metric; Live: Live streaming support;
Focus - Quality: Quality aware streaming; Traffic: Data traffic reduction. +: implemented;
◦: compatible; - unsupported.
Focus
MD NW
Adaptation
(Dimensions) HAS Encoding
Quality
Metric Live Quality Traffic
SARA [87] ◦ + B + SVLC - ◦ ◦ -
AGBR [32] + + B + SVLC - + ◦ -
QDASH [124] ◦ + B + SVLC ◦ + ◦ -
PANDA [110] ◦ + B + SVLC - + ◦ -
QFAS [25] ◦ + B + SVLC SSIM - + -
AMES [199] + + B - (push) MVLC - ◦ ◦ -
SVC over RTP [45] - + T/S - (RTP) MVLC PSNR + + -
CASV [8] - + T/Q - (push) MVLC custom - + -
Themis [119] - + B - (P2P) MVLC - - + -
Transit [207] - + T/S - (P2P) MVLC VQM ◦ + -
SVC over DASH [72] ◦ + S + MVLC SSIM - + -
QoE Proxy [40] + + B + agnostic PSNR - + -
QoE HAS [33] + - S/B ◦ agnostic VQM - + ◦
additions or modifications of the principles of HAS, such as client-driven adaptation and
the usage of HTTP.
Adaptive streaming systems can leverage the advantages of novel video encodings, which
can be classified into SVLC and MVLC. As a result, the system can leverage essential
properties of the respective encoding or be agnostic to it.
Users demand quality-aware streaming, which offers the advantage of delivering the
desired quality with minimal data traffic. Quality Metric describes if and which objective
quality metric is used for estimating the video quality.
The computational processing needs, which are implied by a quality-aware video stream-
ing, can be enormous. The usage of objective quality metrics, the application of MVLC and
the adaptation considering different video dimensions may lead to scenarios in which sig-
nificant preprocessing of the video content is required. Under these circumstances, it has
to be assessed if the related systems support live streaming with currently available technol-
ogy.
Finally, the two main performance criteria for mobile live streaming shall be assessed: 1)
Do the approaches focus on quality-aware streaming? 2) Do the applications consider the
reduction of data traffic for mobile streaming clients?
2.6.4.2 Discussion of Related Approaches
Literature and practice propose a set of adaptive video streaming systems, which improve
video streaming in fixed and mobile networks. Systems aiming at quality-aware streaming
are discussed in Table 4. Simple streaming systems leverage information about the bit rate
to improve the perceived quality of a streaming session. Juluri et al. introduce Segment-
Aware Rate Adaptation (SARA), an approach that integrates detailed information on video
segments in the MPD to predict the time required for the next segment to be streamed [87].
The influence of the video on the perceived quality is approximated by the relationship
between the bit rates of the played back video at its highest bit rate representation. The
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preprocessing step adds an additional delay, which can limit the scalability of the approach
in live streaming scenarios.
These approaches do not investigate the influence of streaming over mobile networks to
mobile devices, as, e.g., Adaptive Guaranteed Bit Rate (AGBR) does [32]. AGBR proposes
an optimal scheduler in cellular networks, which is run on the cell towers and optimizes
the utilization of the available throughput. The system achieves an optimal allocation when
a minimum tolerable throughput is available, and indicates a level when higher represen-
tations do not offer additional quality gains. Quality in this context is simplified to bit
rates, too, but the streaming experience is improved by avoiding frequent video adapta-
tions. The effects of adaptations are integrated into a HAS adaptation scheme by Mok et
al. [124]. The proposed QoE-aware DASH (QDASH) system ensures that the switches are
wisely planned integrating jumps to intermediate bit rate levels between representations.
In their subjective studies, it was shown that these switches are beneficial. Furthermore,
QDASH assumes a network probing proxy, which helps to better determine the available
network throughput. Similarly, Li et al. [110] assume such a central component in the net-
work for their Probe-AND-Adapt (PANDA) system, which optimizes the streaming across
different clients by ensuring a consistent quality.
Quality-Fair HTTP Adaptive Streaming (QFAS) pursues the same goal and proposes a
system which addresses cellular network delivery; and thus, mobile streaming clients, and
extends quality awareness from purely considering bit rates to applying objective quality
assessment metrics [25]. Simple and quick, but also slow, and precise objective quality
metrics such as SSIM are used to determine the effect of different video representations on
the perceived quality. The usage of SSIM limits the applicability of the system to non-live
streaming scenarios.
AMES is an example of a range of systems that leverage MVLC in combination with
HAS-incompatible protocols, as they either rely on push-based delivery or Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) assisted streaming [45, 119, 199, 207]. AMES supports mobile devices by an efficient
transcoding of MVLC to SVLC and can therefore adapt while transcoding. The client-
driven adaptation is no longer supported in such a delivery scheme. In P2P-assisted stream-
ing, especially the approaches of Transit [207] and P2PStream [2] are mentioned, which
leverage a sophisticated perceptual video quality metric and MVLC for video streaming.
Hossfeld et al. combine HAS and MVLC by modeling a Mixed Integer Linear Program-
ming (MILP) and thus an optimal quality adaptation scheme [72]. The leveraged quality
models are supported by the perceptual quality metric SSIM and are backed by a crowd-
sourcing investigation on the perceived quality of the video streaming sessions. Yielding
the optimal solution by having global knowledge of a streaming session of an NP-hard opti-
mization problem. The approach is not applicable to be used in practice. It is the boundary
of what a heuristic could theoretically achieve. The proposed models focus on fairness in
streaming to multiple users and the effect of stalling. Also, the number of quality switches
is modeled as an impact factor on the perceived quality, which has recently shown to be
controllable, as long as the quality delta is small [129].
The approach of Essaili et al. fulfills a majority of the proposed characteristics, as it
leverages video quality metrics for supporting mobile HAS clients [40]. Both leverage a
proxy to offload the task of quality assessment from mobile devices and are agnostic to
media encoding. Essaili et al. leverage a network monitoring proxy for rewriting HTTP
requests of clients and shapes the traffic between the client and the server [40]. Standard
HAS clients are used and centrally coordinated by the LTE base station. They are controlled
so that they adapt in an optimal manner to achieve a fair distribution of network resources.
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Devlic et al. propose a delivery model for video streams by optimizing video content
for a target quality [33]. It is assumed that the video content affects the perceived quality
of a video representation in a long-running video sequence. A video optimization scheme
analyzes the video sequences offline, making the approach unsuitable for live streaming
scenarios. The perceived quality is estimated by using the VQM, being highly precise but
computationally intensive. An optimization addresses the video content showing data sav-
ings are possible - yet it lacks, as an offline process, the consideration of network variations.
2.6.5 Discussion
What is obvious from Table 4 and its discussion are the lack of applying quality-aware
streaming that considers the video content. Video content affects the perceived quality in a
manner where understanding helps mobile devices to stream video at minimal data traffic.
The existing approaches focus on either ensuring that a streaming session is optimized
regarding its individual perceived quality, or regarding fair share of quality across stream-
ing receivers. These streaming systems thereby focus on network conditions alone, trying
to avoid stalling effects. Moreover, they assume that the highest bit rate representation of
a video is always beneficial for users. Video as a medium is not addressed at all - which
offers a huge potential regarding a quality-aware adaptation, as different studies show a
strong connection between the content being distributed and its potential for quality adap-
tation. Advanced adaptation schemes are used by P2P-assisted streaming systems, which
leverage quality as a good that can be shared with other clients. The approaches investi-
gate the content being streamed using recent objective quality metrics, addressing different
characteristics of a video. Those approaches are rather non-beneficial for mobile devices
in cellular networks. Currently, no content-aware HAS adaptation system addresses the
needs of mobile clients in cellular networks.
2.7 summary and outlook on contributions
This chapter summarizes the fundamentals and existing work for the quality assessment,
the recording, uploading, and the processing and distribution of live UGV, where a spe-
cial focus lies on ensuring a quality-aware content adaption. The application scenario de-
scribes smart mobile devices capturing video to live broadcast the streams to nearby and
remote devices. Two forms of content adaptation are proposed: (1) adaptive video stream-
ing, which allows a switch between video versions while keeping the same content; or
(2) video composition which dynamically selects the appropriate content at a given time.
Both concepts require a reliable and in-time video quality assessment, which is realized
by objective quality assessment algorithms. The survey on objective quality assessment
algorithms shows that existing work lacks the investigation of degradations that occur
during the process of recording a video. None of the existing algorithms are based on
validated quality models. These research gaps are addressed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4
of this thesis. The existing algorithms for quality assessment, which focus on degrada-
tions occurring during the encoding and transmission of video streams, are either slow or
imprecise. In addition, concepts are missing for conducting video quality assessment at
scale. The reduction of the runtime of the algorithms, as well as an increased scalability, is
presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
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The provisioning of adaptive video streams from smart mobile devices is an unexplored
research direction, as current protocols neglect adaptability of the system and incorpora-
tion of application requirements. A novel MBS is presented in Chapter 5.
Also, the state-of-the-art for the two content adaptation types adaptive video streaming
and video composition are discussed. Existing video composition algorithms neglect the
assessment of a video’s quality, cannot leverage knowledge available from directing, and
are incapable of performing real-time composition. A quality-aware and real-time compo-
sition approach is the main contribution of Chapter 6.
Finally, quality-aware video delivery by using adaptive video streaming is investigated.
It is found that the content of a video has a significant influence on its perceived quality.
Existing protocols lack a content-aware adaptation of digital video streams. A solution to
this gap is given in Chapter 7.
3
V I D E O R E C O R D I N G Q U A L I T Y
The first contribution of this thesis is the analysis of quality-degrading artifacts in UGV,
which are related to a recording person’s limited skills or a lack of suitable equipment
such as a tripod. Assessing the impact of these degradations on human perception leads
to a subtype of the perceived quality, the recording quality. In detail, the impact of the
degradations of camera shake, harmful occlusions and camera misalignment on the per-
ceived quality are assessed. Different characteristics of each degradation, e.g., duration and
amplitude of a camera shake, are discussed and then quantified by their influence on the
perceived quality. An in-depth understanding of the recording quality is essential for any
UGV application.
We leverage the understanding of the recording quality for content adaptation decisions,
in particular for a video composition application that is described in Chapter 6. Further-
more, video composition relies on the availability of in-parallel recorded videos from dif-
ferent devices at different positions. Our understanding of video composition requires that
recordings capture the same scene as different video views. In this context, no subjectively
approved quality models exist, which determine the impact of the recording position. The
second contribution of this work is a quality model describing the impact of the recording
position with respect to its distance and angle in relation to a PoI.
This chapter describes ideas, concepts and results presented in our peer-reviewed publi-
cations [212, 214, 216].
3.1 quality impairments
3.1.1 Recording Degradations
Major degradations occurring in UGV are camera shakes, harmful occlusions, and camera
misalignments.
3.1.1.1 Camera Shakes
Due to the lack of a stabilizing tripod, small, uncontrolled movements by the recording
user can lead to undesired motions captured by the video. If these motions occur contin-
uously with varying motion directions, they are named camera shakes. Intended motions
of the camera include tilting and panning. In contrast to a camera shake, these intended
forms of motion do not show repeated direction changes [203].
Characteristics of this degradation include the amplitude, the direction, the speed, as
well as the duration of a camera shake. These characteristics are analyzed concerning
their impact on the quality of a subjective video quality assessment. The definition of the
characteristics is as follows:
• Amplitude: The amplitude determines the amount of movement into a certain direc-
tion. It is measured in the portion of a frame as a percentage of the video frame
added to the top and bottom (or left and right).
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• Direction: Distinction on whether the shake is performed along the horizontal or
vertical axis.
• Speed of shake: A relative measure of the percentage of a video frame skipped in one
second of video.
• Duration: The delta of playback points in time between the start and the end of a
camera shake in a single video sequence.
3.1.1.2 Harmful Occlusions
Many occlusions are not perceived as distortions as they are part of a scene. In cases when
a foreground object crosses the line of sight between a recording device and a background
object the user is interested in (RoI), the occlusion becomes distracting. Thus, harmful oc-
clusions limit the possibility to record video content. Relevant characteristics of harmful
occlusions include:
• Size: The percentage of the video frame that is occluded.
• Position: In which part of the video frame does the harmful occlusion occur? The
occlusion may appear at the top or the bottom of the video frame. It may arise from
the left or the right of the video frame.
• Duration: The delta in playback time between the points in time a harmful occlusion
appears and disappears in a sequence.
3.1.1.3 Camera Misalignment
Misalignment of the camera represents an event in which the camera is not focusing on the
commonly agreed RoI, e.g., the stage during a concert. Misalignments start from slightly
drifting away from keeping the main actions in the center of a recorded sequence.
In its worst form, the recording does not capture the RoI at all. We evaluate different
misalignment types, which vary in terms of their direction, the misalignment from the RoI
of a frame (”Percentage”), and their duration. The characteristics are described as:
• Direction: The direction describes whether the camera is misaligned to the left, right,
top, or bottom of a video frame.
• Percentage: The amount of misalignment measured as the percentage of the total
video frame no longer perceivable due to the misalignment.
• Duration: The delta between the start of a camera misalignment and its end in a single
video sequence.
3.1.2 Recording Position
Different video views of the scene can be distinguished regarding the geographic position
and the orientation of the recording device. Whereas the quality models for the assessment
of the recording quality can be applied to any UGV, the models created for the recording
position assume that all video views capture a common AoI. To map the position relative
to a single event, each position can be described in relation to the PoI as the reference
point.
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This position can be acquired using location providers on today’s recording devices, in-
cluding GPS. In the proposed models, this position is simplified to a two-dimensional
model. The PoI can, for example, be the stage in a concert hall, in which performers
act. The distance is being measured in meters by transforming the GPS coordinates to
a Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) model. Distances can be classified into shot types:
close-up, medium, medium-long, and long shots [18]. These shot types were introduced in
Section 2.5.1.1. This classification allows an easier comparison than the nominal distance
in meters as the latter must be assessed in relation to the size of the PoI and the objects
that are of interest.
Besides the shot types, the distance and the angle to a PoI play a major role in the per-
ceived quality. Here, a frontal face capture is depicted by 0° whereas 90° shows a recording
from the side of a stage. The angles of the orientations are measured in 10° steps from the
origin with 0° to 90°. The assumption is that no sensible recording can be created beyond
the 90° angle. Figure 12 gives an idea of the concepts of distance and angle. A traditional,
proscenium show stage is assumed. For central staging scenarios a rectangular stage is
assumed where each side is evaluated individually.
Figure 12: Illustration of measured attributes of a recording position: distance and angle.
3.2 approach for conducting user studies
The quality models are generated using large-scale user studies. To achieve accurate mod-
els for the range of various degradations and their characteristics, the concept of crowd-
sourcing is used. Lab experiments ensure the validity of the generated models, as they are
conducted in a controlled environment. A comparable UI and the same rating methodol-
ogy and experiment setup were used for the studies.
The studies are conducted following the principles defined by ITU-R BT.500 [76] and
ITU-T P.910 [83] for making subjective video quality assessments. All users watch multiple
video sequences of a length of 8 seconds to 12 seconds. An SSCQS is used, which allows
users to assess each video individually. Details on the fundamentals for subjective studies
are given in Section 2.3.2.
3.2.1 Crowdsourcing
Ratings for quality models are gathered in large-scale studies using the concept of crowd-
sourcing. It is applied in a manner so that the quality assessments are distributed to a
random set of people mediated by a crowdsourcing platform. Users rate the quality of
impaired video sequences in relation to a reference. All users are compensated for their
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work. The crowdsourcing mediator Microworkers1 provides the respective crowdworkers.
The evaluations leverage a web-based system, which allows to play back a stall-free video
segments and offers users to rate the shown video sequences.
3.2.1.1 Recording Quality
The recording quality assessment consists of 16 crowdsourcing runs with an average of 101
workers each. The crowdsourcing task includes to watch six video sequences in random
order, including an unknown reference video. Users rate the video sequence quality on the
SSCQS [76]. Thus, the task of each worker is to detect and rate degradations in the video
sequences. Tasks are clustered in so-called campaigns. Each campaign represents a distinct
set of video clips from one specific genre, which allows us to calculate consistent results
under similar conditions. A qualification task is designed in which multiple degradations
had to be found and rated. These qualification tasks train the workers and provide quick
feedback on the reliability of the users. Only workers who successfully completed the
qualification task are invited to participate in the evaluation. These workers are granted
access to campaigns for assessing both the recording quality and the recording position.
3.2.1.2 Recording Position
The aim of this experiment is to build accurate models on the impact of the recording
position on the perceived quality. Thus, the crowdsourcing experiment asks workers to
watch eight randomly ordered video sequences of the same event. The task of the workers
is to judge the perceived video quality of each sequence using the SSCQS recommended
by the ITU [76].
Each campaign represents a distinct set of video sequences from one of the genres:
”sports,” ”music,” ”show,” or ”scenery”. Each scene is recorded from different distances
and angles that result in eight evaluated events and 79 sequences. The order of the video
sequences is randomly selected for each user. In combination with a large number of
workers and tests, this leads to a reduced biasing of the subjective ratings. In total, 451
workers watch and rate the video sequences, resulting in 3160 ratings.
3.2.1.3 Lab Validation
The lab experiments ensure that crowdsourced quality models are valid even in a con-
trolled environment, since in crowdsourcing experiments, environmental conditions and a
subject’s health condition cannot be controlled. Lab experiments are conducted under our
supervision and follow the recommendations of the ITU [76] regarding display size and
lighting conditions. After playback of a video sequence, a five-second rating time is given.
No data from the training session or qualification test is used for the final results.
Lab experiments for the recording quality assessment consist of 16 test subjects, and
15 test subjects are recruited for assessing the recording location. A well-illuminated room
with blinded windows is used in conjunction with a 42-inch display with a 720p resolution.
As lab experiments are costly, only a limited set of characteristic combinations, e.g., the
impact of the speed of camera shakes on the perceived quality, are evaluated.
1 www.microworkers.com; Visited on: 09/24/2016
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3.2.2 Evaluated Videos
3.2.2.1 Recording Quality
The videos included sequences from different datasets and from different genres. Here, the
high-definition video dataset [91] of TU Mu¨nchen as well as the JIKU video dataset [154]
provide different high-quality video sequences. Also, 349 of the video sequences are recorded
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Figure 13: SI and TI for the video sequences used for assessing the impact of recording degradations
on the perceived quality.
during a music festival and football matches in Darmstadt and Frankfurt. The JIKU dataset
is a realistic set of recordings of a live event that shows degradations, such as shakes or
occlusions. As the JIKU dataset does not include all degradations in the required fine gran-
ularity, videos from the TU Mu¨nchen dataset are artificially impaired. Traces of potential
shakes or occurrences of occlusions were retrieved from the JIKU dataset. The 720p resolu-
tion versions of the TU Mu¨nchen dataset allow using lossless video information as well as
comparisons between the reference and the impaired video sequences. All video sequences
have a duration of 9 to 12 seconds. Videos from the TU Mu¨nchen dataset are re-encoded in
a lossless manner using H.264/AVC high 4:4:4 profile. All videos are sampled down to a
resolution of 704x576 (4CIF) for the crowdsourcing experiments. In total, 1090 video clips
from the three genres of sports, entertainment (no music) and music are used. The videos
include different levels of structure and motions. The average Spatial Perceptual Informa-
tion (SI) and the Temporal Perceptual Information (TI) [83] characteristics of all reference
videos are presented in Figure 13. SI depicts the structural complexity of a video sequence
represented by the edges present in the frames of the sequence. TI gives the amount of
motion in a video sequence, described as the displacement of edges in consecutive video
frames. Details on the calculation of SI and TI are given in Section 6.4.
3.2.2.2 Recording Position
For the recording position assessment, new video sequences had to be created by record-
ing different events in parallel. The videos are recorded during a motorbike race and a
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soccer game (genre: ”sports”), a concert (genre: ”music”), two entertainment events (genre:
”show”), and points of interest in different German cities (genre: ”scenery”).
Video sequence: Sports 2
Video sequence: Show 1
Video sequence: Show 2
Figure 14: Impressions of the video datasets used to evaluate the perceived quality based on the
recording position.
Examples of the videos are shown in Figure 14. ”Show” and ”sports” videos have been
recorded during live performances in Darmstadt and Frankfurt, Germany. The videos in-
clude a circus comedy event (”Show 1”), an artistic performance, including rapid move-
ments due to jumps (”Show 2”), and a concert with a crowded audience (”Music”). Sports
events recorded include a soccer game (”Sports 1”) and a motorbike competition, including
jumps (”Sports 2”).
All recordings contain a collaboratively determined RoI, which differs regarding the
viewing angle, distance - and thus the perceivable level of detail. Scenery sequences are
taken in Paris, France showing the Eiffel Tower in different views (”Scenery 1”), in Darm-
stadt showing a historic building (”Scenery 2”) and another PoI in Darmstadt (”Scenery
3”). Similar to the videos used in the recording quality assessment, all video sequences
have a duration between 9 and 12 seconds. Audio tracks are removed from the videos.
Video sequences are compressed at their recording and have a resolution of 4CIF similar
to the other study.
3.3 results for the degradations
The results of the conducted subjective surveys are quality models for camera shake, harm-
ful occlusions and camera misalignment, as shown in Table 5. To generate the quality
models, the ratings for each video sequence are gathered, normalized, and aggregated to
ratings for all different characteristic combinations for all the three investigated degrada-
tions. A model for each degradation is fitted by a linear regression on the normalized
ratings for classified videos. R2 describes the coefficient of determination and is a metric
to show the validity of the fitted model. Values close to 1 are favored. The proposed linear
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Table 5: Linear quality models for different video genres impaired by camera shake, harmful occlu-
sions, and camera misalignment.
Camera Shake Harmful Occlusion Camera Misalignment
a0+aampl ∗x1+adur ∗x2+aspeed ∗x3 b0+bsize ∗y1+bdur ∗y2 c0+ cperc ∗ z1+ cdur ∗ z2
Genre aampl adur aspeed R2 MSE bsize bdur R2 MSE cperc cdur R2 MSE
Sports -2.572 -0.049 -2.412 0.757 0.09 -5.335 -0.109 0.92 0.057 -2.7 -0.09 0.93 0.012
Music -0.873 -0.068 -2.961 0.742 0.089 -4.35 -0.09 0.77 0.168 -1.82 -0.04 0.62 0.18
Show -0.667 -0.074 -3.098 0.827 0.082 -4.963 -0.094 0.91 0.058 -2.83 -0.12 0.73 0.13
Note: Camera shake: aampl - Amplitude [0-1], adur - Duration [0-12 seconds], aspeed - Speed [0-1]
Harmful occlusion: bsize - Size [0-1], bdur - Duration [0-12 seconds]
Camera misalignment: cperc - Percentage [0-1], cdur - Duration [0-12 seconds]
models achieve an R2 of between 0.62 and 0.93, where solely the camera misalignment
model for the music genre achieved an R2 score of less than 0.73. R2 predicts the variances
in the quality assessments of our studies depending on the characteristics being assessed.
Thus, it depicts how well the proposed quality models describe the perceived quality for
the different video genres.
In the remaining section, these models are discussed in more detail. An example of the
influence of various degradations on a single video is given in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: MOS on perceived quality reduction due to Camera Misalignment (a)-(b), Camera Shake
(c)-(d) and harmful occlusion (e)-(f). The upper row shows the reduction of the MOS de-
pending on the intensity of the degradation whereas the bottom row shows the influence
of the duration of a degradation (95% confidence intervals - video: ”PrincessRun”).
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3.3.1 Camera Shakes
Figure 15 depicts an example for the video sequence ”PrincessRun”, showing the relation
of the speed of a shake aspeed and its duration adur. In comparison with the harmful
occlusions [(e)-(f)], it shows that the decrease in the perceived quality of short and slow
camera shakes [(c)-(d)] is higher than the effect of a middle-sized harmful occlusion. The
characteristics investigated for camera shake include aampl for the amplitude of the shake,
adur as the duration of the shake, and aspeed as the speed of the degradation. Results
clearly indicate that all the characteristics discussed have a significant negative impact on
the perceived quality. As a result, one can say that the presence of camera shake alone
can reduce the perceived quality to a level not acceptable for viewers. This means that
with increasing amplitude, duration, and speed of the camera shake, the perceived quality
decreases. The duration has only a small impact on the quality decrease. This indicates
that the pure existence of a slow camera shake over a longer time does not degrade the
perceived quality in the same manner as a short but intensive shake.
Even though the different characteristics cannot be easily mapped to one another, our
results indicate that fast camera shakes quickly degrade the quality even more than other
degradations.
Impact of the Genre
Another observation is that a camera shake is perceived differently for different genres (see
Table 5). Whereas ”entertainment” and ”music” sequences have similar characteristics, the
amplitude of a shake in sports videos has a different effect on the perceived quality. The
interpretation of this observation is that sports viewers are used to shaky recordings. The
duration of a camera shake has a slightly decreased impact in comparison with other
genres. The amplitude determines whether the RoI is captured in the whole sequence.
A high amplitude means that during the shake the movement extends to a point where
the RoI is lost. A severe decrease in perceived quality is observed in sports videos which
usually focus on one distinct person, e.g., the leading ball player in soccer or a single driver
in a motorbike race. The increased amplitude leads to a loss of focus on the distinct person.
Direction of a Shake
Another factor with only a small effect on the perceived quality is the distinction between
horizontal shakes (uncontrolled panning) and vertical shakes (uncontrolled tilting).
Figure 16 illustrates that only in very few cases a difference between horizontal and
vertical shakes for the sequence ”DanceKiss” can be observed. It can be concluded that
camera shake algorithms can neglect to model the direction detection. Similar findings
are made for the other degradation types (see Figure 16). As a result, the quality models
proposed in Table 5 neglect the direction as a characteristic.
3.3.2 Harmful Occlusions
An occlusion reduces the information a viewer can extract from a video sequence. Also, it
is determined whether differences exist between different video genres. While evaluating
harmful occlusions and their effect on the quality, the first attempt targeted occlusions at
any position in the frame. Initial results show that spontaneously appearing objects at the
border of the frame do not affect the quality at all. This holds as long as the RoI of a video
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Figure 16: Influence of the location where a degradation occurs on the perceived quality for the
video sequence ”DanceKiss”. The Figure includes the MOS and the 95% confidence
intervals.
frame is not affected. Only objects positioned in the line of sight between the camera and
the RoI are regarded as harmful.
Figure 15 (e)-(f) shows the reduction of quality depending on the size of the occlusion
and the duration it is visible in a sequence. As mentioned, the size determines how much of
the RoI is occluded. The figure illustrates quite well that short, harmful occlusions or only
small sizes of the occluding object reduce the quality by a limited amount. Especially with
increasing occlusion sizes, a rapid decrease in the quality can be observed. Occlusion sizes
of 50% result, independent of their duration, in a major reduction of the MOS to values
between 1 and 2. The observation is validated for the remaining video sequences. Table 6
shows the MOS for increasing occlusion sizes of the occlusions for different video genres.
For the selected video sequences, it shows a steady decrease of the quality for increasing
sizes. The position of the occlusion has a limited impact on the perceived quality. Figure 16
XXXXXXXXSize
Genre
Sports Music Show
0% 4.6 4.5 4.4
10% 3.68 3.74 3.37
20% 2.96 3.32 3.23
30% 2.78 2.61 2.24
40% 1.96 2.15 1.63
50% 1.33 1.56 1.57
Table 6: MOS of different video genres impaired by harmful occlusions with varying size (duration:
6 seconds; position: bottom-center])
shows the difference for the sequence ”DanceKiss” and for different locations at the bottom
of the RoI. Similar results are obtained from the top of the RoI or any other region in the
frame.
3.3.3 Camera Misalignment
The camera misalignment has only a limited impact on the perceived quality. As the ref-
erence video is shown at least once during a task, it was easier for the workers to decide
when a video sequence was recorded with a misaligned camera. Still, it is remarkable that
especially the small pans or tilts of 10% - 30% result in a linear but limited decrease of the
MOS. In these cases, the perceived quality is still around 3.5, which indicates a still accept-
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able overall quality. For the misalignment to degrade the perceived quality of a sequence
to an undesirable level, the misalignment must affect the RoI of the video.
Figure 15 (a-b) shows the resulting MOS on the percentage of misalignment from the
origin of the sequence ”PrincessRun”. The figure supports this observation. For the camera
misalignment a decrease of the MOS can be observed, but especially in the range of 10% -
30%, there is no significant reduction observable. Additionally, Figure 16 shows an inves-
tigation of the difference between the vertical and the horizontal misalignment. For the
”DanceKiss” sequence, the quality degradation is higher for horizontal misalignments (at
40%-50%), i.e., a panning of the camera. The reduction of MOS is observable especially in
the range of 30% - 50%, and it results in a quality (MOS) of around 1.5 for video sequences
with up to 100% misaligned recordings.
3.3.4 Existing Quality Algorithms
As full reference metrics are not applicable, if a video is degraded during the recording,
the analysis discusses the no reference video quality metric of Yang et al. [237] and the re-
cently proposed V-BLIINDS algorithm [152]. Both metrics show reliable quality assessment
in detecting compression effects. They suffer in detecting the recording quality degrada-
tions discussed. For the most severe degradation of camera shaking, Yang et al. [237]
found a result of an average correlation of 0.31 across the genres. Even V-BLIINDS, which
outperforms established full reference algorithms, achieves a correlation with subjective
assessments on average of 0.608. These findings illustrate a need for objective, NR metrics
measuring the impact of recording degradations and underlines the importance of this
work.
3.4 models for the recording position
The results describe the distance to a recorded event, classified by the shot type and the
angle under which it was recorded.
3.4.1 Impact of the Distance
The impact of the distance to the AoI is important for the perceived quality. Figure 17
shows the distribution of the perceived quality for varying distances using a constant
angle. It indicates that the distance has an observable effect for different recordings. For
the ”show” and ”music” genre, results indicate that the close-ups are seen as the preferred
shot type for short music recordings. A close-up represents a recording showing the main
performer, e.g., in the concert recording. The quality difference between the close-up to the
other shot types is small (see Figure 17 a) and nearly indistinguishable. Distances ranging
from 5 up to 30 meters are preferred in all ”show” and ”music” sequences. Distances
beyond 30 meters lead to a significant drop in the perceived quality due to the frame size
of the videos and the technical limitations of smartphone camera sensors (genre: ”music”).
Also, the workers are asked to annotate the RoI. In most cases, it shows a larger re-
gion of the scene, but the subregion capturing the close-up is preferred in music clips. A
more significant drop of the perceived quality is observed for the sequences in the genres
”scenery” as well as ”sports”. In the case of the scenery sequences, e.g., the video sequence
”Scenery 1” (see Figure 17 b), the perceived quality increases with increasing distance, as
in the long shot, the complete RoI can be seen. ”Scenery” recordings include a wider bor-
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Figure 17: Perceived quality of recordings from different distances with the same orientation for (a)
Music, (b) Scenery and (c) Sports.
der region around the RoI in comparison to the other sequences, which indicates that the
viewers are more interested in the surroundings of the PoI. For the ”sports” recordings,
medium shots showed the main actor, e.g., the soccer player leading the ball, or the mo-
torbike rider performing stunts. This distance is preferred in comparison to close-ups or
far distant overview shots (long shots). It indicates that a preferred shot type for the user-
generated ”sports” clips is recorded in a medium shot distance, allowing a combination of
an overview as well as a close connection to central actions in a scene. The figure, as well
Table 7: Best recording distances for varying video genres.
Event Content Preferred shot
Show 1 Circus show medium (15 m)
Show 2 Artistic show medium (15 m)
Music Concert close (5 m)
Scenery 1 Eiffel tower long (100 m)
Scenery 2 Historic building long (60 m)
Scenery 3 Statue medium (17 m)
Sports 1 Soccer medium (15 m)
Sports 2 Motorbike medium (11 m)
as the evaluations of the other sequences (see Table 7), let us conclude that a sweet spot
for an optimal distance can be determined depending on the genre of the video.
In most of the cases only slight differences in terms of the perceived quality between
recording distances can be observed. The degrading effect when selecting the wrong record-
ing distance is limited.
3.4.2 Impact of the Recording Angle
The recording angle is the second characteristic being evaluated. The perceived quality
represents similar quality levels in all genres for angles between 0° and 70°. Differences
in the perceived quality may result from variations in the recorded videos that cannot be
avoided in UGV. In extreme cases, between 80° to 90°, significant quality drops can be
perceived (see Figure 18). Similar results were found for all genres, indicating that the
recording angle does not significantly increase or decrease the perceived quality.
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Figure 18: Perceived quality from different recording angles at a similar recording distance.
3.5 validation with lab study
As mentioned, a lab experiment was set up to determine if the proposed models are also
valid in controlled environments.
3.5.1 Recording Quality
We want to determine the validity of the proposed, crowdsourced models with results
from controlled experiment setups. We compare the proposed quality models with results
from a lab experiment for the video sequences ”CrowdRun” in the genre ”sports” and
”DanceKiss” in genre ”show”. A metric to describe the correlation between the two experi-
ments is the Pearson correlation coefficient. The Pearson’s coefficient calculates how much
values scatter around a linear trend. A function is derived in which the MOS determined
in the crowdsourcing experiment describes the x-values and the lab experiment results the
y-values of a linear function. The MOS of the lab and the crowdsourcing experiments must
therefore follow a linear function, when compared with each other. This linear trend is de-
picted in Figure 19 (a,c,e). From the results gathered for the video ”CrowdRun” a linear
trend can be derived. Furthermore, a high correlation is shown for all sequences, as values
above 0.961 indicate no significant difference between the results of the crowdsourcing and
the lab experiments.
From Figure 19 (b,d,f) it can be concluded that the crowdsourcing evaluation shows a
big overlap with the conducted lab experiments (video sequence: ”CrowdRun”), and thus
our results describe the relation between the degradations and video quality in a valid
manner.
3.5.2 Recording Position
Also, the models derived for assessing the perceived quality in relation to the recording
distance are validated with a lab experiment. The quality models from the genres ”music”,
”scenery” and ”show” are compared with the results from the lab experiments. We validate
only the impact of the recording distance in both the lab and crowdsourcing experiments.
Again, Pearson’s coefficient is used for describing, if a linear correlation exists between the
lab and crowdsourced experiments.
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Figure 19: Correlation: Pearson coefficient and Confidence intervals (95%) of MOS for the video se-
quence ”CrowdRun”. Correlation and overlap of MOS between lab and crowdsourcing
experiments for Camera shakes (a)-(b), Harmful occlusions (c)-(d) and Camera Misalign-
ment (e)-(f)
Especially for the genres ”show” and ”scenery” a high Pearson correlation of above
0.9854 and 0.937 is shown. The ”music” sequences show slightly differing results, espe-
cially for the reduced quality for increasing distances. As a consequence, the correlation
for the genre music drops to 0.7137. In comparison to the crowdsourced tests, increasing
distances are perceived to degrade the quality more. Even with a minimum correlation of
0.7137, it can be concluded that the retrieved quality models can be validated in both lab
and crowdsourced experiments.
3.6 conclusion
This chapter introduces the first quantified models on the impact of camera shaking, harm-
ful occlusions, and camera misalignment on the perceived quality of videos. It is shown
that camera shakes have the highest impact on the perceived quality; harmful occlusions
reduce the quality nearly as much as camera shakes, but only if they occur in the RoI. In
contrast, camera misalignments are perceived as less disturbing. Besides the impact of the
degradation, individual characteristics are also assessed, such as the duration and speed
of a camera shake. Depending on the video genre as well as degradation type, different
characteristics have a degrading impact on the perceived quality.
Also, video composition applications can leverage different video views being recorded
in parallel. These views differ regarding the device’s position in relation to the recorded
scene. In crowdsourced subjective studies with several hundred of workers, quality models
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are created for different recording positions and video genres. The models indicate that an
increasing distance to a scene degrades the perceived quality, whereas the relative angle to
the scene plays only a minor role.
The proposed models are used for the creation of automatic quality assessment algo-
rithms, which are discussed in Chapter 4, and for the video composition algorithm intro-
duced in Chapter 6.
4
S C A L A B L E A N D A D A P T I V E V I D E O Q U A L I T Y A S S E S S M E N T
This chapter introduces novel algorithms to automatically analyze and quantify the im-
pact of recording degradations on the perceived quality in a highly precise manner and
with a low runtime. The classical video-based analysis is extended by auxiliary sensor
data, such as accelerometer or gyroscope data, which is available during the recording of
a video. Whereas video-based approaches are usually highly accurate, they require signif-
icant computational time, which makes most of them useless for real-time applications.
Auxiliary sensor-based approaches offer quick results, but their performance degrades
when the readings are inaccurate. This chapter introduces novel algorithms that can adapt
between the visual and auxiliary sensor features. The first contribution of this chapter is a
set of hybrid quality assessment algorithms for UGV, which allows a real-time, NR quality
assessment for many multimedia applications. If not stated otherwise, the proposed algo-
rithms can be applied to both independent UGV streams as well as in-parallel recorded
video streams capturing the same AoI (needed for video composition).
Most multimedia applications assume a central, high-performance server for the quality
assessment [167, 244], which limits the assessment’s real-time suitability and the scalability.
While scalability is a must, resources of the mobile devices are not leveraged in this central-
ized quality assessment. Thus, the second contribution is a joint selection of appropriate
quality assessment algorithms and their optimal placement on processing devices depend-
ing on variable application requirements. Applications can specify the timing requirements
as well as the minimum precision of the quality metric to the proposed component, which
takes care of selecting the best algorithm based on a utility-to-cost ratio. We show that
the second contribution can significantly improve scalability and ensures timely quality
assessment.
The chapter revises content presented in our peer-reviewed publications [211, 220, 221].
4.1 architecture of the quality assessment framework
In the proposed scenario, a scalable and adaptive quality assessment is a precondition
for quality-aware content adaptation. Novel aspects of this proposed assessment are the
respect for varying application requirements, adaptive algorithms, and scalability by lever-
aging the resources of the mobile devices.
Varying application requirements are addressed as multimedia applications (e.g., pursuing
video composition) can specify the minimal precision required for an assessment and the
maximum runtime until it is completed.
Recording degradations have not yet been analyzed by accurate, objective quality as-
sessment algorithms. Novel recording quality assessment algorithms are proposed, which
offer high precision at a low runtime. Proposed algorithms can adapt between the signals to
be analyzed to achieve given time and precision requirements. Algorithms that can adapt
between signals are presented in Figure 20 as hybrid algorithms.
Scalability is achieved by selecting an appropriate algorithm that complies with the given
requirements and dynamically places it on a node in the entire system to efficiently lever-
age the available resources. As a result, this chapter proposes an algorithm selection and
placement.
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Figure 20: Architecture of the scalable, objective quality assessment
As depicted in Figure 20, a system architecture is proposed to achieve scalability and
awareness of application requirements for obtaining an objective quality assessment. An
application requires two modifications to integrate the scalable video quality assessment.
First, the application needs to specify its requirements for the quality assessment by setting
a deadline, when the execution needs to be completed, and the desired precision of the
algorithm. Second, the application must be able to receive the quality assessment result.
The Placement and Selection Component (PaSC) is responsible for the selection of a qual-
ity assessment algorithm and its placement on a device. All quality assessment algorithms
are designed to run on different devices (i.e., see ”Device” layer in Figure 201). Whereas
a camera, microphones, and other necessary sensors are used on a local device, other de-
vices that run the proposed system are leveraged for algorithm execution. Algorithms are
classified into classical video-based and auxiliary sensor-based ones. This classification is
applied to algorithms proposed in earlier work (see Section 2.3.3) and the novel algorithms,
which are presented in this thesis.
The PaSC also receives the quality assessment result and transmits it to the application.
Except for the central repository for statistics, the component including the algorithm defi-
nitions is available on each device. As intended, it offers a distributed usage of the system.
As depicted in Figure 20, the PaSC uses runtime statistics from a central repository. This
repository keeps track of algorithm execution times and stores device statistics on delay,
energy, Central Processing Unit (CPU) and memory utilization.
The monitoring of system characteristics happens in an event-driven manner. As soon as
the monitored device statistics change, the device pushes updates to the central repository.
4.2 recording quality assessment algorithms
The previous section introduced video-based, auxiliary sensor-based, and hybrid algo-
rithms. One major contribution of this work is a first attempt to introduce hybrid algo-
rithms, which adapt and fuse input from different sensors to improve reliability and de-
crease runtime.
1 The implementation allows the execution of Java-based systems, i.e., Android smartphones and tablets, too.
Performance metrics are gathered on a realization of the algorithms in C.
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4.2.1 Quality Assessment Stages
Figure 21 shows the various stages of processing in a quality assessment algorithm. The
steps can be classified into
• access of sensors,
• the control stage, which makes an adaptation decision based on sensor samples2 and
synchronizes multi-sensor input,
• the algorithm stage, in which the algorithm processes data from the sensors, and
• the model stage, which generates the quality score.
The different stages of algorithm processing are described in the remainder of this chapter.
Figure 21: Different processing stages running a quality assessment algorithm
4.2.1.1 Access
The access stage is responsible for retrieving sensor input. Sensors can be the camera for
video-based algorithms, the microphone of the recording device for an audio analysis, and
any other auxiliary sensor in a mobile device, e.g., accelerometer or gyroscope.
As soon as the device offers a new sample, it is received in the access stage. Many
algorithms store a series of sensor inputs because they need a temporal assessment. A
window of samples is used for n frames in video-based, or n sensor samples in auxiliary
sensor-based algorithms. In these cases, the access stage acts as a buffer before invocation
of the algorithm stage. Hybrid algorithms access multiple sensors simultaneously and
invoke the processing of sensor samples. Note that the synchronization of sensor samples
with video frames can be realized by the algorithm or the control stage.
4.2.1.2 Control
The control stage is responsible for the coordination of the quality assessment (see Fig-
ure 21). It is in charge of synchronizing different sensor inputs, i.e., for auxiliary sensor-
based algorithms or hybrid algorithms. As the samples of various sensors are not auto-
matically in sync, synchronization is required to ensure that quality scores that leverage
different inputs can be precisely mapped to the media.
Synchronization of the different sensor streams is achieved on a device using the sys-
tem clock timestamps. During a recording session, drifts in timestamps may occur due to
delays of the physical sensors as well as due to the operating system that offers the sam-
ples [62]. Related work has shown that during a recording session this drift may add up to
2 This may involve processing of the sensor values in order to make an adaptation decision.
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a maximum of 19 milliseconds per hour of recorded videos for recent smartphones such
as the LG Nexus 4 and the LG Nexus 5. This drift is negligible, as even for the different
modalities of audio and video, a human-perceivable difference occurs at a drift of around
±80 milliseconds [176].
Adaptation
An adaptation between sensors is beneficial if the single sensor algorithms perform dif-
ferently for different environmental conditions. An adaptation of a hybrid algorithm is
applied to either ensure high precision at any time or reduce the runtime at a given preci-
sion. Auxiliary sensor signals can be used to determine when environmental conditions are
good for applying video-based analysis. For UGV quality assessment, Bano et al. showed
that the precision of video-based quality assessment algorithms suffers from significant
luminance variations [15]. This finding can be mapped to an adaptation rule to determine
if a video-based algorithm is suitable for searching degradations in a video. We determine
the sensed lighting around a device for an approximation of the luminance in the video:
Vj,wi =
{
1, if Lwi(j) > TL,D
0, otherwise
(15)
Here, Vj,wi represents a binary indicator - whether the video-based algorithm shall be
considered for a specific video frame j in the sample windowwi. Lwi(j) depicts the average
light intensity for j in window wi. It is determined by samples from the light sensor
in a smartphone. A decision on if a video-based algorithm can be applied for quality
assessment is based on whether the majority of the frames in wi fulfill Vj,wi = 1 or not.
TL,D is a device-specific threshold as the sensed samples vary significantly between
manufacturers of the light sensors embedded in smartphones [15]. For example, the LG
Nexus 4 shows good ambient light conditions at around 100.0 lx, whereas under the same
conditions a Samsung Galaxy S2 senses around 20.0 lx. The values were gathered based
on the video and sensor dataset of Bano et al. [15].
If a recording device does not offer ambient light sensor values, an image-based algo-
rithm is applied. First, the RGB image is converted into a YUV representation. Here, Y
represents the luma plane and the other two are chrominance (UV) planes. The planes are
split, and solely the Y component is used as it depicts the luma intensity. The light intensity
per frame is calculated as
Lj =
1
Nr ∗Nc
Nr∑
k=1
Nc∑
l=1
YI(k, l) (16)
Here, Lwi(j) represents the average luma intensity of the luma plane (YI) of frame j. k and
l represent the pixel coordinates, where Nr gives the height (rows) of a frame and Nc the
width (columns). Based on the average luma intensity of a frame, it is determined if an
image processing algorithm should be used.
Vj,wi =
{
1, if Lwi(j) > TL
0, otherwise
(17)
Here, TL is the intensity threshold which ensures a good ambient lighting. In the parameter
study of this work, it is shown that TL = 50 offers the best results (see Section 4.4.1.2).
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4.2.1.3 Algorithm Execution
The algorithm execution stage is the execution environment for different quality assess-
ment algorithms, which differ regarding the sensors used. The algorithms significantly
differ regarding precision and runtime. As a platform for running the algorithms the pro-
gramming language Java with its Runtime Environment is available for both server and
mobile devices. Java Native Access (JNA) is used for the invocation of native code to be
build specifically for operating systems. The proposed algorithms have been implemented
using C, as they are executed significantly faster on mobile devices, e.g., for an LG Nexus
5 between 2.2 to 17.8 times faster3.
According to their input signal, algorithms are classified into video-based, auxiliary
sensor-based and hybrid ones. As they differ in their respective input, they may also differ
regarding their results. The model stage is responsible for mapping the algorithm results to
a uniform quality value, which can then be used by the application requesting the quality
assessment.
4.2.1.4 Model Stage
The model stage is responsible for calculating the quality value for all algorithms. A com-
mon step for any algorithm represents the mapping of its result to the MOS. The findings
of Chapter 3 are used to calculate the MOS for the degradations: camera shake, harmful
occlusions, and camera misalignment. The proposed algorithms do not only depict, if a
degradation is present, but also quantify their impact; e.g., for a camera shake by depict-
ing the direction, speed, and amplitude of the shake. The calculated result is sent to the
application that initially requested the quality assessment.
For hybrid algorithms the model stage is also responsible for fusing results provided
by subalgorithms. Hybrid algorithms analyze inputs from different sensors in different
subalgorithms. Instead of relying on only one sensor, the combination of results derived
from multiple sensor inputs can improve the precision [27]. An algorithm designer can
decide when to calculate a fused score SV ,AS:
SV ,AS = oV × SAV ,wi,V + oAS × SAAS,wi,AS (18)
Here, oV represents the weight for the degradation score calculated by the video-based
algorithm, and oAS the score based on auxiliary sensors. The weights oV and oAS are
normalized between [0, 1], and the condition oV + oAS = 1 must hold. wi,AS and wi,V
represent the auxiliary sensor sample window and the video frame window used in the
algorithm execution stage. Algorithms use the fusion of the algorithm output when subal-
gorithms present contradicting results.
In the remaining subsections, algorithms for detecting and quantifying degradations are
given for camera shakes, harmful occlusions, and camera misalignments.
4.2.2 Camera Shake Assessment
Chapter 3 has shown that camera shakes reduce the perceived quality of a video. As no
reliable algorithm exists to quantify its impact, it is proposed to have an auxiliary sensor-
based algorithm, a video-based algorithm, and a hybrid algorithm combining the two.
3 http://www.learnopengles.com/a-performance-comparison-between-java-and-c-on-the-nexus-5/; Visited on:
07/20/2016
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4.2.2.1 Auxiliary Sensor-based Algorithm
The identification of camera shakes during recording is based on the three-dimensional
linear accelerometer sensor. It offers a fine-grained measurement of the acceleration with-
out gravity components in m
s2
on three axes. For the camera shake assessment, a window
of m samples is used to monitor the device motion. The definition of a small sample win-
dow is based on the work on camera tilts and panning by Cricri et al. [27]. To reduce the
computational burden, the linear accelerometer gathers a subset of 15 samples (f = 15 Hz)
in a window of one second. A low-pass filter is applied to reduce the window size and
avoid noise generated by the sensitive sensors4. In contrast to camera tilts and pans, shakes
can be identified by at least two consecutive direction changes. The number of direction
changes is measured by the counter cd. If no movement is measured for the sample size m,
the counter cd is reset. The resulting algorithm (see Algorithm 1) illustrates how a camera
shake can be detected based on direction changes.
Algorithm 1 Proposed algorithm for the detection of camera shakes based on the linear
accelerometer.
function sgn(p,q): 3D-Signum-Function - calculates the sign of the difference of p to q
for each dimension of a 3D vector and returns a 3D vector.
function MAX(p[]): Calculates highest absolute acceleration in the array p[] of three-
dimensional vectors
Require: s[]: Three-dimensional sample array (x,y,z) of size m filled with linear ac-
celerometer sensor samples
Require: t: Latest sample index
Require: TS,AS: Threshold for identifying significant camera shake
cd ← 0
if st,x 6= st−1,x or st,y 6= st−1,y or st,z 6= st−1,z then
for i← 0..t− 3 do
if sgn(si, si+1) 6= sgn(si+1, si+2) then
cd ← cd + 1
end if
end for
if cd > 2 and max(s[]) > TS,AS then
return true
end if
end if
return false
A detected camera shake in a window of m samples is used to determine not only if
a shake is present but also to which extent it degrades the perceived quality. The speed
(frequency) and amplitude of camera shakes are calculated on the basis of the directional
changes. The algorithm applies a signum function to determine the direction of linear
accelerometer values. To compensate small and imperceivable changes, a threshold TS,AS =
0.2m
s2
determines the minimum acceleration for a harmful shake.
Besides this classification, a quantification is also possible solely relying on cdl(wi)
1
s ,
by calculating the frequency of the shake. Here, l depicts a length function for retriev-
ing the window size and cd gives the counter of direction changes. The amplitude of a
camera shake is determined by the time a camera movement into a specific direction is
4 The low-pass filter uses a threshold of α = 0.3 and iterates linear accelerometer samples a with index i by
applying ai = ai−1 +α ∗ (ai − ai−1).
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detected by measuring both a dense window of samples from the linear accelerometer
(> 16s ) and the corresponding timestamps for the readings. The sample window is iter-
ated to compute the average acceleration in each direction until a direction change is de-
tected. Then the distance into a specific direction is computed as D = ∆t2 ∗ LA(x,y, z)[m],
where ∆t represents a continuous movement about a specific axis measured in [s] and
LA(x,y, z) depicts the linear accelerometer values5. A mapping is still needed for the
camera model to map the distance in meters to pixels that were crossed in a given win-
dow. This mapping is based on an initial calibration step, e.g., when a new device runs
the quality assessment for the first time. A combined analysis of the correlation of dif-
ferent linear accelerometer samples to pixel movements is performed using a Canny fil-
ter [23]. After this initial calibration and synchronization step, no video-based techniques
need to be applied. The determined influence factors are then mapped to the formula
known from Chapter 3 to determine the Differential Mean Opinion Score (DMOS) as
∆MOS = 0.8739 ∗ xamplitude + 0.0682 ∗ xtime + 2.961 ∗ xspeed, or the respective genre-
dependent coefficients. The DMOS determines the absolute quality loss induced by a cam-
era shake.
4.2.2.2 Video-based Algorithm
The video-based algorithm for camera shake detection performs a global motion analysis
between the two video frames represented as intensity matrices. Based on this analysis,
repetitive changes in motion are classified as camera shakes. Figure 22 gives an overview
of the algorithm. In a window of N video frames, the algorithm extracts two consecutive
video frames per iteration. A fast intensity-based approach is used that is based on the
Fast Subblock Gray Projection Algorithm (FSGPA) [64]. For detecting motion, 64× 64 pixel
subblocks of the intensity representations are extracted from each video frame. The sub-
block detection or sifting step filters subblocks whose average intensity per pixel is below
TlowGray = 98 (see Section 4.4.1.2). All subblocks with such a low-intensity are not consid-
ered for motion calculation. The rationale behind this step is that motion cannot be reliably
determined in low-intensity frames.
The global motion between two filtered frames is estimated by analyzing the horizontal
and vertical projections of a video frame independent of each other. Vertical and hori-
zontal motion vectors are determined by finding the minimal, common movement of all
subblocks - indicated by a minimal error when mapping the two intensity frames. In a
search breadth of m = 1 for each subblock, it is determined whether it has moved up to
2 ∗m+ 1 blocks. The minimum of the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) indicates the
steps a subblock has moved, i.e., in the horizontal and vertical translation:
dx = m+ 1−wmin,h, dy = m+ 1−wmin,v (19)
Here, wmin,h indicates an alignment to compensate for motion in the horizontal direction.
Similarly, wmin,v indicates the vertical alignment. Based on this motion estimation, the
number of direction changes can be determined. The motion estimation is recalculated
for all entries in a window of video frames. As soon as at least two direction changes
are detected, a camera shake is identified. Using methods proposed by Saini et al. and
Campanella et al., pan, tilt, and shake can be distinguished using a median or low-pass
filter on the motion vectors dx and dy [22, 153]. The SAD is computed between the original
and filtered motion vectors. The absolute differences of the intensity values are summed
5 A calibration of the device is needed with approximately 100 samples to reliably determine the individual
white noise of gyroscope and accelerometer.
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Figure 22: Flow chart of the camera shake detection algorithm, relying on a video-based detection
of motion in the horizontal and vertical plane. The blue boxes detail essential steps in
the process. Pictures illustrating video frames are taken from the CMDG dataset [15].
to determine a shake score in the range of [0, 1]. SS,V represents a shake score that is
determined based on the calculated SAD in the vertical and horizontal projection of the
video frames:
SS,V =
√
SADh
2 + SADv
2 (20)
Based on the TS,V a shake can be distinguished from an intended pan and tilt. If the
detected score is above this threshold, the motion is classified as shake. This condition
triggers the calculation of the amplitude, speed, and duration of a camera shake. Similar to
the auxiliary sensor-based camera shake detection, the findings of our subjective analysis
can be used to determine the degradation impact by calculating the DMOS as ∆MOS =
0.8739 ∗ aampl + 0.0682 ∗ adur + 2.961 ∗ aspeed.
4.2.3 Harmful Occlusion
Video-based algorithms are proposed to detect and assess harmful occlusions. Addition-
ally, a contribution towards the design of adaptive video-based algorithms for harmful
occlusion detection in UGV is made. Auxiliary sensors are used to determine when to
switch between the video-based algorithms.
4.2.3.1 Edge Density-based Occlusion Detection
The proposed approach extends the research of Saini et al., who proposed to calculate the
edge density of video frame patches [153]. A harmful occlusion requires that an occluding
object must be closer to the camera than the recorded AoI. In a two-dimensional video
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Figure 23: Overview of the proposed occlusion detection algorithm showing the video-based calcu-
lation and its auxiliary sensor-based adaptation.
frame representation, an object being recorded at a close distance to the camera lense has a
higher average distance between the object’s contour pixels than the contour pixels of the
same object at a larger distance to the camera. When tracking a pixel block in a video over
time, a sudden increase of the edge distances indicates a possible occlusion.
The process of detecting these occlusions is shown in Figure 23, which calculates an
edge density for consecutive video frames in different blocks of size 8× 8. After detecting
edges using the Canny edge filter [23], the edge density is calculated using the edge frame
and convoluting it with a 3× 3 unity matrix of ones. This step strengthens edges present
in the video frame.
The edge pixels are counted per subblock:
EDj =
Nr∑
i=1
Nc∑
k=1
SBI(i,k) (21)
Here, j iterates over all subblocks of size 8× 8, and i and k depict the indices for the
subblock pixels. For each subblock j, the edge density ED is calculated by summing the
intensity SBI. As soon as a block’s edge density EDj falls below EDRM− TED, the subblock
is labeled as being harmfully occluded. This threshold helps to separate structures with
a low-edge density from harmful occlusion candidates as the edge density must signifi-
cantly drop from a reference value. These objects, containing low-edge densities, would
otherwise be classified as harmful occlusions. Also, to fill small gaps in occluded areas,
a connected component analysis is performed. Each non-occluded subblock is labeled as
being occluded, if all neighboring subblocks indicate an occlusion.
4.2.3.2 Object Tracking-based Occlusion Detection
The second algorithm applies occlusion detection by tracking foreground objects. It relies
on a background-to-foreground segmentation. A foreground mask detection algorithm
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proposed by Zivkovic et al. is used and improved for UGV with a shadow removal tech-
nique applied as proposed by Saravanakumar et al. to remove contours from the video
frame which do not belong to objects being tracked [172, 247]. This approach significantly
reduces the false classification rate. It applies a normalized cross-covariance calculation to
the frame to detect shadows. If shadow candidates reach a normalized cross-covariance of
50,6 they are classified as shadows and are removed from the frame. This approach requires
that a foreground model exists, which is achieved by using Zivkovic et al.’s approach [247].
Background objects in a certain distance are smaller than objects closer to the recording
camera. Thus, when applying a contour filter to a frame, the area with background objects
is assumed to be small in comparison to foreground objects. The results of applying the
shadow and background removal are depicted in Figure 24.
(a) Original frame with occlusion (b) Foreground mask by frame differ-
ence method
(c) Original frame with occlusion (d) Foreground mask
Figure 24: Foreground mask detection by the frame difference method [172].
The remaining foreground frame is compared to a per-frame updated reference model
(contours). From the contours, independent objects are detected and counted. An occlusion
is assumed, if in the reference model foreground objects cannot be tracked anymore.
The position, size, and duration of an occlusion can then be computed for both ap-
proaches in a similar manner and applied to the MOS as described in Chapter 3. The ratio
of patches occluded in relation to all patches is then used as the size of the occlusion. The
perceived quality reduction (DMOS) is calculated based on the quality model proposed in
Section 3.3.
In comparison to the other algorithms presented in this chapter, the harmful occlusion
detection is computational intensive as all subalgorithms rely on video analysis. The video
composition application described in Chapter 6 requires that live video streams are ana-
lyzed for harmful occlusion. In Section 4.4 we show that on high-end servers the proposed
hybrid algorithm can be processed in real-time. Existing smart mobile devices are not
suitable for a timely harmful occlusion detection in live video streams.
6 Determined as an optimal threshold in our parameter study.
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4.2.3.3 Auxiliary Sensor-based Control (Adaptation)
Adaptation is proposed between the edge-density and the object-tracking algorithm, as
lighting conditions and video motion affect the reliability of an algorithm’s performance.
Whereas the tracking-based algorithm has shown a certain robustness against small but
rapid luma changes, the edge density-based approach requires constant brightness and
high ambient lighting.
For applying the object tracking-based approach, stable recording conditions are needed,
such as no camera motion and a known orientation of the recording device. An auxiliary
sensor-based adaptation based on the linear accelerometer is applied. The tracking-based
occlusion detection is only invoked under stable conditions, so there is no movement of
the camera. Also, the auxiliary sensors are used to avoid generating reference models for
the edge density-based algorithm under motion. Motion leads to blur in the video frames,
which would lead to a significant deviation from the reference edge density values in a
frame. For detecting stable conditions the threshold TS,AS is used, which determines a
significant motion in the camera shake algorithm. In a sample window s[], the condition
max(s[]) > TS,AS indicates a significant motion.
4.2.4 Camera Misalignment and Tilt
Remaining camera degradations discussed in this thesis are categorized into (1) the camera
tilt detection: the detection if a camera is rotated about its z-axis and (2) the detection of
camera misalignment as discussed in Section 3.1. To address (1) the camera tilt detection an
auxiliary sensor-based algorithm, we propose a video-based algorithm and an adaptation
between the two. As explained in Section 4.2.1.2, an adaptation is performed to circum-
vent bad lighting conditions that could affect the results of a video-based algorithm. The
respective video-based algorithm is shown in Figure 25.
For (2), the detection of a camera misalignment as discussed in Section 3.1, the com-
monly recorded scene (AoI) is determined by leveraging an auxiliary sensor-based algo-
rithm.
Figure 25: Video-based camera tilt detection algorithm.
4.2.4.1 Video-based Algorithm
The algorithm as depicted in Figure 25 detects tilt in video recordings. The algorithm ex-
tracts horizontal edges - or vertical ones in the case of a portrait-oriented recording - based
on the Canny edge filter [23], and determines straight lines using a Hough transform. The
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Hough transform reduces the detected lines to those which are straight lines as contours of
rectangular objects. Furthermore, straight horizontal lines are required, as only those allow
for a reliable determination of an angle of the tilt to the horizontal plane. In comparison
to related approaches we do not require that the majority of edges in a video frame are
horizontal edges [153]. Also, straight lines with an angle greater than 45° will be erased as
they would misleadingly indicate a wrong orientation detected by the device. In summary,
straight horizontal lines do not need to be perfectly aligned with the horizontal plane, but
should have an angle of less or equal 45° towards the plane. Afterwards, an exact direction
for each line is determined. In a final step, the tilt score (which is normalized [0, 1]) is cal-
culated by applying a calculation of the angle of a detected line to a perfect horizontal line
as α. This angle is multiplied by the number of pixels of all horizontal lines and averaged.
Here, a measure close to 1 indicates long lines with a significantly tilted angle. A threshold
determines whether a tilt degrading the perceived quality is detected.
4.2.4.2 Auxiliary Sensor-based Algorithm
Tilt Detection
An auxiliary sensor-based approach is proposed which relies on the accelerometer7 in
smart mobile devices. The algorithm is straight-forward and leverages the x- (ax) and y-
components (ay) of the acceleration to determine the angle the y-axis of the smart mobile
device is rotated. This angle determines the deviation to an undistorted reference.
A reference model is built to determine the initial orientation of the device (OD). We
determine the tilt in relation to this initial OD. Based on the difference of the global orien-
tation of a device, the tilt is calculated as
βTilt = |αInit −α| (22)
where α is determined by α = arctan(axay ). αInit = arctan(
ax
ay
) is calculated in the first
seconds of a video recording. We assume that these initial seconds of a video are captured
without a degradation.
A drawback of the accelerometer is its sensitivity to small movements and white noise.
To improve the robustness, αInit is calculated again after the recording device has moved.
During a movement the hybrid algorithm does not use the auxiliary sensor-based subalgo-
rithm but adapts to the video-based calculation. Also, a sample window of two seconds at
a sampling rate of 4 Hz is used and averaged for calculating the tilt angle.
A tilt that degrades the perceived quality is determined by βTilt being larger than
TCM,AS. TCM,AS represents the threshold that distinguishes tilts being transparent to the
viewer and tilts representing a major degradation.
Collaborative Detection of Camera Misalignments
To detect camera misalignment, we propose a collaborative sensing approach. This ap-
proach is only applicable, if multiple recording devices record the same AoI. This scenario
is illustrated in Figure 26. Here, all users except the red one are recording the AoI. We
assume that the red user is recording an uninteresting part of a scene. As a simplification,
the three-dimensional world is simplified to a two-dimensional model. A collaborative
sensing approach is chosen to detect the AoI. Our aim is to identify users who record
7 The algorithm can be applied to the gyroscope, too. The reduced noise in the gyroscope samples and the
higher sampling rate are not required for tilt detection. An disadvantage of the gyroscope is the higher energy
footprint [96].
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Figure 26: Collaborative sensing approach for eliminating views that do not record the AoI of an
event.
non-interesting part of an event. The decision is solely based on the orientation and the
FoV of each recorder. Based on FoV border lines, the intersection points of the FoVs of all
recording devices can be calculated. Majority voting is conducted on the most inner-lying
intersection points of FoV border lines, which are in the viewing direction of the recording
devices. The FoV of each smart mobile device can be calculated based on the focal length
LF as FoV = 2× arctan(wiAS2×LF ), where wiAS represents the horizontal width of the sensor
plane. Both parameters LF and the effective focal length wiAS are measured from EXIF
tags from a captured photo on a smartphone. Also, the Android OS offers an Application
Programming Interface (API) to retrieve the FoV from camera parameters.
For detecting the AoI, a convex hull of the intersection points is applied where in-lying
points are erased8. For a quick calculation of the convex hull, the quick elimination ap-
proach (O = N) is used, which chooses a rectangle or quadrilateral of four points in the
point set. Intersection points that are obviously non-feasible (large distance) are discarded
upfront. Building the convex hull is achieved by using a Graham Scan [58], which relies on
a polar sorted list of points. It starts at the lowest vertical point and systematically erases
points which would result in a clockwise turn.
From the FoVs of the recording devices, those video streams can be determined which
do not record the common AoI. Furthermore, the deviation from the center of the AoI is
calculated, which allows to determine the characteristics of the quality model, as proposed
in Section 3.3.
4.3 joint selection and placement of algorithms
Besides novel algorithms for the detection and assessment of degradations common in
UGV, the assessment of video streams at runtime is a huge burden for centralized services.
A scalable solution is proposed, which leverages the resources of all recording devices
and dynamically allocates quality assessment processes to the most appropriate devices.
A joint selection of an appropriate quality assessment algorithm and the placement of this
algorithm on a device is proposed.
Mobile video broadcasting includes several devices for the quality assessment. The first
node is the mobile device recording the stream. Also, all close-by devices participate in
the mobile broadcasting service can be used for running a quality assessment. Besides the
8 The basis for the calculations is the location data gathered from the GPS that is mapped into a two-
dimensional coordinate system based on the UTM.
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mobile devices, the receiving server, as well as other networking elements, can potentially
run quality assessment algorithms.
The selection determines which algorithm meets given application requirements regard-
ing precision and runtime. These algorithms are classified into assessment types (AT ),
which not only include the recording quality assessment algorithms (proposed in the previ-
ous section), but also traditional video quality assessment metrics, that measure the effects
of transport artifacts or compression.
4.3.1 The Placement and Selection Component
Figure 20 illustrates an overview on the PaSC. A common, decoupled component is avail-
able for the execution of the algorithms and the selection and placement decision. It con-
Figure 27: Subcomponents of the PaSC running on each smart mobile device for using the proposed
scalable and adaptive quality assessment.
sists of the following major building blocks: a statistics repository, an algorithm processor,
and the algorithm client. Applications request the processing of algorithms and receives
the results after completion. A client consists of the respective components to manage re-
quests for algorithm execution from an application and the forwarding of the algorithm
execution results. The core element of the client is the ”Placement and Selection” compo-
nent. As it is integrated into the client, each device individually makes the placement and
selection decisions. Decision-making is based on statistics that devices regularly request
from the repository. Processing of an algorithm happens on the devices (local processing),
or relevant data is transmitted for remote processing to either other mobile devices or a
server. In case a local device is selected, the computation can be started immediately on
the device without any data transmission. For remote processing, a device receives the re-
quired sensor readings, e.g., the video. The respective components of the processor include
the algorithm execution environment necessary for running the quality assessment algo-
rithm, and components required for the result distribution. Multiple devices, e.g., the local
device and the server, can be interested in the quality assessment result. Thus, a quality
assessment request is handed to the interest manager module which allows any device to
register for assessment results of a specific video stream. Once the result is available, all
interested devices are informed. A mobile device may request a video quality assessment,
and a composition server is informed about this assessment result. After each execution
of an algorithm on a device, the repository is informed of the current device state and
statistics - including available and used energy, the runtime of the algorithm, and the avail-
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able and used memory of the device. Coordination of statistics is achieved by using the
repository block that builds a shared storage for statistics.
4.3.2 Steps for Selecting an Algorithm and a Processing Device
The steps of selecting an algorithm and placing it on a device are illustrated in Figure 28.
Once an application requests a quality assessment of a video stream, the device recording
the video requests a list of the devices available for processing and the related statistics
from the repository.
All available devices and the subset of the algorithms are then considered in the selection,
as described in Section 4.3.3.
A preprocessing step allows algorithms to determine their runtime characteristics on
any device. Usually, this preprocessing requires the execution of algorithms on a device
before it runs the PaSC, which is unfeasible in a real deployment. Thus, devices are cate-
gorized into ”device types” to reduce the preprocessing effort. A ”device type” can be the
specific model of a smart mobile device; or, as in our case, a categorization according to
high-end servers, low-end, medium-end and high-end smartphones. A device is classified
when it starts using the PaSC. The runtime measurements of other devices of the same
”device type” can then be used for a joining device. In this thesis, the devices are classified
using the results of the benchmark databases Vellamo9 and AnTuTu benchmarks10 (see
Section 4.4.2.1).
Figure 28: PaSC: From sensor values to the measured results.
Figure 28 depicts the steps and occurring events in this component for requesting (e1),
selection, and placement of an algorithm (e3 - e5), and the processing of the algorithm (e6).
The selection and placement decision-making are explained in the next section.
4.3.3 Selection and Placement Algorithm
The goal is to select one algorithm a ∈ SAT (aAT ,1...aAT ,n) to be processed by a device
d ∈ D(d1...dm). SAT represents the subset of algorithms that analyze a specific set of
degradations, i.e., recording quality, video quality, or audio quality assessment. The se-
lection of an algorithm and a processing device relies on a comparison of the utility ua
9 Qualcomm Vellamo Metal Benchmark; Visited on: 10/09/2016
10 AnTuTu Benchmark, http://www.antutu.com/en/index.shtml; Visited on: 10/09/2016
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and the costs ca,d for processing a on d. For all algorithms and all devices, the idea is to
maximize the difference of utility (ua) to costs (ca,d):
max
o∑
a=0
p∑
d=0
(ua − ca,d) ∗ xa,d (23)
It determines the maximum utility-to-cost proportion for executing an algorithm a on a
device d. The result is in the range [−1, 1] as both ua and ca,d are normalized to [0, 1].
To ensure that exactly one algorithm a is processed on one device d the following con-
dition must hold:
o∑
a=0
p∑
d=0
xa,d = 1 (24)
Here, xa,d, a binary value, shows if a is executed on d where xa,d ∈ {0, 1}. Practically
speaking, we iterate over all combinations of running each algorithm on any device and
determine the best combination.
The utility (ua) is represented by the precision of an algorithm and is described in
our case as its precision. The metric is device-independent as we assume deterministic
algorithms. The cost statistics include the processing time (t˜(a,d)), energy (e˜(a,d)), memory
(m˜(a,d)), and data traffic (d˜t(a,d)) spent by an algorithm. The costs c(a,d) are calculated
by:
wt ∗ t˜(a,d)
Nc
+we ∗ e˜(a,d)
Nc
+wm ∗ m˜(a,d)
Nc
+wdt ∗ d˜t(a,d)
Nc
(25)
Furthermore, c(a,d) uses Nc = 4 to normalize results to a range between [0, 1]. Nc rep-
resents the number of different cost components of c(a,d). Both utility (ua) and costs
(c(a,d)) are normalized to [0, 1]. Here, we define the t˜(a,d) to be the normalized scalar in
respect to the maximum runtime measured for an algorithm a on any available device in
D(d1...dm). For the execution time it results in:
t˜(a,d) =
t(a,d)
t(aAT ,max)
(26)
t˜(a,d) is calculated as the average of all completed runs of algorithm a on a device d in
comparison to the maximum runtime (t(aAT ,max)) of algorithms in SAT and the device
set D. t(aAT ,max) represents the maximum runtime of the slowest running algorithm in
the set SAT : aAT ,max = argmaxa(t(a,d)). The remaining cost components have similar
formulas and are thus not discussed in detail.
The costs can be adjusted by the weights wt, we, wm and wdt, which indicate the
relevance of different cost components where a value of zero represents no relevance and
a value of 1 represents the maximum relevance for the selection of an algorithm:wt ∈ [0, 1],
we ∈ [0, 1], wm ∈ [0, 1] and wdt ∈ [0, 1]. These weights can be set by application designers
to adjust the impact of certain cost components on the selection. E.g., for applications
where the caused data traffic is rather negligible the weight wdt can be set close to 0. For
the proposed video composition scenarios, the weights are set according to wt = 1, we = 1,
wm = 0.5 and wdt = 0.5 in order to favor algorithms with short processing times in the
selection process.
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4.3.4 Algorithm Implementation to Support the PaSC
PaSC is available for the Java Runtime Environment and Android11. Thus, all algorithms
are realized using Java (auxiliary-sensor based algorithms) or are encapsulated by the Java
Native Code injecting C code (video-based algorithms). Video-based algorithms leverage
JNA as the algorithms implemented using C run significantly faster for mobile devices.
The speed-up for a LG Nexus 5 is between 2.2 to 17.8 times. The PaSC assumes that the
algorithm implementations are available on all devices. The integration of a new algorithm
requires an update of the PaSC. A solution to this issue, which is not investigated in this
thesis, is the migration of code at runtime. Related research provides frameworks that can
be used to support code migration [6].
Each device reports the execution time, a sample on the used device memory, a measure-
ment of the energy drain, and an estimation on the caused data traffic after an algorithm
run is completed. The energy drain is only measured for mobile devices. We leverage the
implementation of the PowerTutor tool provided by the University of Michigan12 to es-
timate the energy drain caused by an algorithm execution. The usage of PowerTutor for
measuring the energy consumption of video-based algorithm has shown to provide a suf-
ficient reliability [51]. The remaining statistics (processing time, data traffic and memory)
are implemented using Java and OS functions.
4.4 setup of the evaluation
The analysis of the precision and runtime behavior of the novel quality assessment algo-
rithms (Section 4.4.1) is split from the analysis of the PaSC (Section 4.4.2).
4.4.1 Recording Quality Assessment
4.4.1.1 Evaluation Setup for the Recording Quality Assessment Algorithms
The evaluation executes recording quality assessment algorithms and compares them on
different, publicly available video datasets in comparison to state-of-the-art algorithms.
Furthermore, results are given regarding the reliability of the quality assessment prediction
and its runtime. Metrics are introduced depicting these attributes. The algorithms have
been evaluated on an Intel Xeon CPU E5-1650 with 64 GB of dedicated memory, without
GPU support.
Video Datasets
For assessing the proposed algorithms detecting camera shakes, harmful occlusions and
camera misalignments datasets are used that contain UGV and auxiliary sensor data in-
cluding gyroscope, accelerometer, and location samples.
The CMDG dataset [15] contains 24 UGVs with a total duration of 70 minutes at a reso-
lution of 480p up to 1080p, and a frame rate of 23 FPS at different brightness levels. Videos
are annotated by synchronized samples of the gyroscope, GPS, and accelerometer sensors.
The dataset contains a manually annotated ground truth for camera shake detection, but
lacks annotations on harmful occlusions or camera misalignments.
11 Details on the implementation are available from our repository Chapter A.
12 http://ziyang.eecs.umich.edu/projects/powertutor/; Visited on: 10/13/2016
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The second public dataset used for evaluation is called JIKU, provided by Saini et
al. [153]. The dataset contains UGVs from ten smartphones with 66 video clips and a total
duration of 343 minutes. Four recordings have a resolution of 480p, whereas the remaining
videos have a resolution of 720p at a frame rate of 25 FPS. The videos are annotated by
readings from the sensors compass and accelerometer. A ground truth had to be created
for the recording degradations of camera shake, occlusion, and camera misalignment.
For the parameter study and the evaluation, one additional video dataset was created
that consisted of 18 UGVs - including high and low brightness frames. Nine videos were
recorded at a resolution of 1024x480 (480p) by a Nexus 5 and annotated by the accelerom-
eter, location or gyroscope samples. Nine additional videos have a resolution of 720p and
a duration between 1− 2 minutes at a frame rate of 29 FPS. The ground truth is manually
annotated for camera shake, occlusion and camera misalignment. The recordings in this
dataset were purposely created for algorithms to easily find degradations. Also, the record-
ings lack other degradations such as compression artifacts or rapid motion of objects. In
the remaining evaluation, this dataset is called UGVD.
Evaluation Metrics
Metrics used in the evaluation describe the runtime of the algorithms and their ability to
reliably detect a specific degradation.
The total time of computation for a hybrid algorithm is as follows:
tAL=tAD + tAS + tV [s] (27)
tAL depicts the entire runtime in seconds for an algorithm, where tAD depicts the time
necessary for making an adaptation decision in hybrid algorithms, tAS the runtime of the
auxiliary sensor-based analysis, and tV the video-based processing part. If an algorithm is
evaluated that solely uses video as input, tAD = 0 and tAS = 0. Derived from the runtime
of an algorithm, real-time suitability is calculated as a fraction of tAL in respect of the
video duration: RTS = tALDV .
To determine the precision of algorithms, standard metrics are used that compare the
quality assessment result with the ground truth for each dataset. Based on this comparison,
the numbers of true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negatives (TN), and false negative
(FN) detections are calculated. As a result, the metrics of precision, accuracy, recall, and
the F1-score are used. The precision depicts the rate of truly detected degradations of an
algorithm in relation to the total number of detections in a video: P = TPTP+FP . Recall is
the number of true detections made by the algorithm in relation to true positives and
degradations missed by the algorithm, which can be described as R = TPTP+FN . Thus, the
precision depicts how many degradations were found in a video that are not degrading
the quality as annotated in the ground truth of the dataset; the recall describes the missed
degradations. Both concepts are fused in a single metric, the F1-score as F1 = 2× P×RP+R .
4.4.1.2 Parameter Study
In a first step of the evaluation, the algorithms’ parameters are determined which achieve
the highest F1-score, thus performing best. The parameters determined are used in the
remaining evaluation.
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The study was performed on a seven video subset of the JIKU dataset13. Also, due to
the absence of light sensor values in the JIKU dataset, a subset of videos from the CMDG
dataset is selected14 for empirical studies.
Parameters for Camera Shake Assessment
Table 8 gives an overview of the parameters evaluated for camera shake assessment. It
includes both video-based and auxiliary sensor-based (linear accelerometer) parameters.
Values annotated by an * give the optimal F1 score.
Parameter Description Unit
Parameter
Variations
Adaptation
TL,N5 Device-specific luma threshold TL,D for LG
Nexus 5 (N5).
lux 1.0, 2.0*, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0
TL,S2 Device-specific luma threshold TL,D for
Samsung Galaxy S2 (S2).
lux 50.0, 55.0, 100.0*, 150.0
TL,V Video-based algorithm to distinguish low
from high brightness video segments.
- 45, 50*, 55, 60, 65
Camera Shake Assessment
α Low-pass filter cut-off threshold for camera
shake detection using the linear accelerome-
ter.
- 0.1, 0.2, 0.3*, 0.4
TS,V Video-based algorithm threshold for detec-
tion camera shakes.
- 0.06, 0.10, 0.14*, 0.18, 0.22
TS,AS Threshold for auxiliary sensor-based cam-
era shake detection algorithms.
m
s2
0.1, 0.2*, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0
TlowGray Threshold for detecting low gray intensity
values in the video-based camera shake de-
tection.
- 30 - 126 (in steps of 4) 98*
Harmful Occlusion Assessment
TED Edge density for a subblock needs to be
lower than the reference models edge den-
sity minus this threshold.
none 0.1, 0.3, 0.4*, 0.5
Camera Misalignment Assessment
TCM,AS Degradation score threshold for rotation de-
tection
0, 5, 15, 25*, 35, 55, 75
Table 8: Parameter study for the proposed camera shake, harmful occlusion, and camera misalign-
ment algorithms, including thresholds for auxiliary sensor-based and video-based algo-
rithms. * depicts the parameter configuration which achieved the highest F1-score.
TL,D and TL,V are used as thresholds for the adaptation of the camera shake algorithm
based on both the smartphone’s light sensor and video-based processing. TL,N5 and TL,S2
are device specific thresholds for the Nexus 5 and Samsung S2 respectively.
Different values were tested, as stated in Table 8. It was empirically determined that
the low brightness values are TL,N5 = 2.0 and TL,S2 = 100.0 and thus very different for
different devices. As a fallback solution, TL,V , is the luma intensity threshold for pixels
which we have empirically determined to be equal to 50. It is used, when no light sensor
data is available.
For determining whether a camera shake is present or not the thresholds TS,V and TS,AS
are introduced. The threshold TS,V is responsible for classifying imperceivable and perceiv-
able shakes in the video-based algorithm. Thresholds range from [0, 1]. From enumerating
the parameter values, the highest F1-score could be achieved at a threshold of TS,V = 0.14.
13 All videos are from the event NAF 160312.
14 A total of four videos from events 2 VilanovaRambla and 3 MiniTrain
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For the auxiliary sensor-based camera shake assessment, the linear acceleration values are
used. Small values detected by this sensor are due to unintended movements, but do not
significantly degrade the perceived quality. The respective threshold TS,AS = 0.2 achieves
the most precise and reliable detection of camera shakes.
Parameters for Harmful Occlusion Detection
The adaptation used for camera shake assessment is also applied to the harmful occlusion
algorithm selection (TL,D). Whereas the tracking-based harmful occlusion assessment al-
gorithm detects the harmful occlusions without any adjustable parameters, the threshold
TED is relevant for edge density-based occlusion detection. In reference to a previously
determined value for the edge density in a subblock of a frame, this threshold gives a
safety corridor in which varying edge densities do not indicate a harmful occlusion. The
variations studied are detailed in Table 8. The highest F1-score could be achieved for a
threshold of 0.4.
Parameters for Camera Misalignment Detection
Smaller tilts will not significantly degrade the user experience when watching the video.
Thus, the threshold TCM,AS depicts a barrier, which classifies if a tilt is disturbing or not.
From the parameter study, a tilt of 25° and above is classified as a camera misalignment
which degrades the experience.
4.4.1.3 Evaluating the Camera Shake Assessment
The evaluation of the camera shake assessment consists not only of the proposed algo-
rithms, but also of state-of-the-art algorithms for comparison. After the introduction of the
algorithms, the performance is assessed regarding the F1-score and runtime.
Evaluated Algorithms
The proposed algorithms for camera shake assessment are abbreviated as CSV for the
video-based, CSAS for auxiliary sensor-based, and CSHybrid for the proposed hybrid cam-
era shake assessment algorithm. In addition, related approaches of Campanella et al. [22],
Saini et al. [153], Bano et al. [15] are used in the comparison.
F1-Score of the Algorithms
CMDG JIKU UGVD
Algorithm P R F1 RTS P R F1 RTS P R F1 RTS
CSCampa. 0.11 0.82 0.193 0.905 0.92 0.93 0.924 0.536 0.03 0.777 0.057 0.3131
CSSaini 0.1 0.7 0.175 0.904 0.92 0.81 0.861 0.534 0.29 0.77 0.055 0.31
CSBano 0.41 0.57 0.477 0.0002 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ 0.117 0.285 0.166 0.0002
CSV 0.2631 0.3061 0.282 0.96 0.923 0.969 0.946 0.6363 0.59 0.601 0.595 0.31
CSAS 0.53 0.73 0.616 0.0001 0.93 0.8378 0.881 0.0002 1 1 1 0.0001
CSHybrid 0.53 0.73 0.614 0.48 0.92 0.99 0.9537 0.317 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.156
Table 9: Camera shake assessment results regarding precision (P), recall (R), F1-score (F1) and the
runtime regarding the quota of duration of the assessment in relation to the duration of
the dataset. This is called real-time suitability (RTS), where a value below 1 indicates a
real-time calculation.
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The results of the evaluation are depicted in Table 9. The table describes different ver-
sions of the proposed algorithm using single sensor input (CSV and CSAS) and the hybrid
algorithm (CSHybrid). From the three different datasets, it is obvious that the adaptive,
hybrid algorithm leads to improved precision as well as recall - thus, generating the high-
est F1-score. For UGVD, the CSAS already achieves an F1-score of 1.0, which is met by
CSHybrid. In all other datasets, the dynamic switching between video-based and auxil-
iary sensor-based search for camera shakes results in a more reliable detection. At the
same time, the algorithms achieve a higher precision and recall compared to the related
approaches. The only exception is the video-based algorithm (CSV ) and Bano et al.’s ap-
proach [15], called CSBano for the CMDG dataset.
For the CMDG dataset, it can be observed that the higher F1-scores of the proposed
algorithms CSAS and CSHybrid are achieved by increased precision, while keeping a sim-
ilar recall rate as the related work (CSSaini). For the JIKU dataset, the precision of all
algorithms is at a similar level: between 0.92 and 0.93. The recall rates of the proposed
hybrid algorithm are close to 1 when combining the video-based and auxiliary sensor-
based algorithms, reducing false hits. Consequently, the F1-score is close to 1. Here, the
gyroscope-based algorithm CSBano outperforms the proposed video-based algorithm, as
the dataset was constructed during the development of CMDG. The scenes recorded for
this dataset suffer from bad lighting conditions and rapid, non-camera shake motion. The
gyroscope recordings have been perfectly synchronized with the video. This brings us to
the conclusion that such an algorithm will perform significantly worse in imperfect sce-
narios. As a result, the performance of CSBano degrades in comparison to the proposed
algorithms for the UGVD dataset. The devices that recorded the JIKU dataset did not offer
gyroscope sensings.
The remaining and competing video-based algorithms lack precision, and show a higher
runtime in comparison to the proposed algorithm. In conclusion, the hybrid algorithm
offers the highest potential to reliably detect camera shakes, as it can rely on a fast and
precise auxiliary sensor-based algorithm; when lacking such input, the hybrid algorithm
can apply a sophisticated video-based algorithm instead.
Runtime of the Algorithms
The runtime of the algorithms is depicted in Table 9. It shows that the purely auxiliary
sensor-based algorithms CSBano and CSAS show a high correlation and achieve a low
runtime. Here, the approach by Bano et al. [15] outperforms all proposals, but if not all
recording devices (e.g., older smartphones) have a gyroscope no calculation is possible.
The hybrid algorithm builds a good trade-off, as it offers the ability to achieve an RTS
(real-time suitability) between 0.3124 and 0.65, where a lower value is more favorable.
4.4.1.4 Evaluating the Harmful Occlusion Assessment
Harmful occlusion detection and assessment are introduced in Section 4.2.3 and is evalu-
ated in comparison to related video-based algorithms.
Evaluated Algorithms
As discussed in the related work chapter (Chapter 2), some harmful occlusion detection
algorithms exist, especially in the area of object tracking. No existing algorithm quantifies
the impact on the subjective perception of a video. The proposed hybrid algorithm, which
is discussed in Section 4.2.3, is termed HOHybrid. The approach by Saini et al. [153] is
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termed HOSaini. This algorithm analyzes each video frame in an edge representation and
classifies parts of the video frame as occluded if the edge density decreases.
Also, the approach of Saravanakumar et al. [172] is used for comparison (HOSarav). As
discussed above, they apply a continuous contour-tracking-based approach for the detec-
tion of harmful occlusions. It removes shadows and background information to reliably
detect and track objects.
F1-Score of the Algorithms
CMDG JIKU UGVD
Algorithm P R F1 RTS P R F1 RTS P R F1 RTS
HOSaini 0.471 0.053 0.096 11.25 0.614 1 0.76 1.324 0.521 0.335 0.408 0.382
HOSarav 0.222 0.145 0.175 1.012 0.121 0.6787 0.205 0.2981 1 0.1787 0.303 0.433
HOHybrid 0.88 0.988 0.931 0.942 0.615 1.0 0.762 0.6644 0.74 0.6 0.662 0.347
Table 10: Harmful occlusion assessment results regarding precision (P), recall (R), F1-score (F1), and
the runtime regarding the quota of duration of the assessment in relation to the duration
of the dataset called real-time suitability (RTS), where a value below 1 indicates a real-time
calculation.
In contrast to the other degradations, the harmful occlusion assessment solely relies on
video as input. Related approaches regarding harmful occlusion detection act similarly
to the proposed approach, analyzing either object movements or the loss of edge density.
The proposed approach dynamically adapts between different video-based algorithms and
increases their robustness against brightness changes and badly illuminated videos, which
are common in today’s UGV datasets.
For the CMDG dataset, the proposed hybrid algorithm outperforms the related ap-
proaches, both regarding precision and recall rate. In this context, the proposed algorithm
handles such situations better. It outperforms all other approaches in the CMDG dataset.
These advantages decrease when the JIKU dataset or the UGVD dataset is considered.
For the JIKU dataset, there is an advantage compared to the algorithm HOSaini, both re-
garding precision and recall. For the novel UGVD dataset, the tracking-based algorithm
HOSarav outperforms the other algorithms regarding precision. The reason is that in com-
parison to the other datasets, no camera motion such as panning or tilting disturbs the
object tracking. The algorithm wrongly classifies contour losses as harmful occlusions.
In the evaluated datasets, the proposed hybrid algorithm achieves F1-scores between
0.66 and 0.762 and still outperforms Saini et al.’s approach in their JIKU dataset. Especially,
the recall rates in the JIKU dataset reach up to 1.0.
Runtime of the Algorithms
The tracking-based approach, as proposed in HOSarav or in HOHybrid, require higher
processing times in comparison with edge density-based approaches. The proposed hy-
brid algorithm extends from the ideas of HOSarav and HOSaini. It improves precision
and omits unnecessary steps which reduces the runtime. It favors rapid processing of the
quality assessment. As a result, the hybrid algorithm always achieves real-time processing
of the content. In the presence of 480p and 1080p content as in the CMDG dataset, it is the
only algorithm that falls below the RTS of 1. For the remaining, low-resolution datasets,
processing time is lower. In general, one could say that the differences between the hybrid
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algorithm HOHybrid and HOSarav are nearly imperceivable in all cases - but the precision
of the proposed algorithm is higher.
4.4.1.5 Evaluating the Camera Misalignment Assessment
Camera misalignment is classified into the quick detection of camera tilts and the detection
of a collaboratively sensed RoI captured in a scene. Related algorithms are introduced and
compared with the proposed algorithms.
Evaluated Algorithms
For camera misalignment assessment, a video-based CMV , auxiliary sensor-based CMAS,
and hybrid algorithm CMH are proposed. The tilt detection algorithm integrated into the
Android OS is evaluated, too. It leverages accelerometer values and determines a tilt if one
of the axes of the accelerometer indicates a turn of at least 25°. This algorithm is termed
CMAD.
Furthermore, the algorithm for tilt detection introduced by Saini et al. [153] is evaluated.
It analyzes video frames for their horizontal alignment, and acts similar to our approach
analyzing the edge orientation (CMSaini).
F1-Score of the Algorithms
CMDG JIKU UGVD
Algorithm P R F1 RTS P R F1 RTS P R F1 RTS
CMAD 0.12 0.35 0.178 0.00002 0.0538 0.7783 0.1 0.00002 0.016 0.177 0.029 0.00002
CMSaini ◦ ◦ ◦ 0.9525 0.584 0.103 0.176 0.561 0.2395 0.469 0.317 0.26
CMAS 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0002 0.949 0.858 0.901 0.0001 0.865 0.866 0.865 0.0001
CMHybrid 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.952 0.945 0.86 0.9 0.561 0.875 0.933 0.903 0.2584
Table 11: Camera misalignment assessment results regarding precision (P), recall (R), F1-score (F1),
and the runtime regarding the quota of duration of the assessment in relation to the
duration of the dataset. This is termed real-time suitability (RTS), where a value below 1
indicates real-time calculation.
The proposed camera misalignment algorithms are based on either auxiliary sensor read-
ings (CMAS), specifically the linear accelerometer or a hybrid combination with the video-
based algorithm CMHybrid. CMSaini achieves no valid results for the CMDG, as low
brightness conditions seem to affect the performance of the algorithm.
For the remaining algorithms and datasets, none of the related approaches achieves sim-
ilar detection rates of camera misalignments and tilts. Except for the JIKU dataset where
the recall rate of CMAD reaches 0.7783, the metrics for the related approaches are always
below 0.5. The two related approaches thus fail when being run on the respective datasets.
Especially, for the auxiliary sensor-based algorithm, small changes could significantly im-
prove the results from the algorithm CMAD to CMAS. An auxiliary sensor-based approach
CMAS already achieves a quite reliable detection of tilts. The hybrid algorithm CMHybrid
improves the results and increases the runtime only slightly. In all cases the hybrid as well
the proposed auxiliary sensor-based algorithm achieve F1-scores of 0.86 and higher. In
many cases, the increased runtime of the CMHybrid may not be worth the only minimal
improvements in comparison to CMAS.
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Runtime of the Algorithms
Considering the runtime of the algorithms: all algorithms can be executed in real-time.
The auxiliary sensor-based algorithms are again executed most quickly, but the hybrid
algorithm CMHybrid achieves a similar performance with an RTS between 0.2584 and
0.945. The variance in the runtime can be explained by the varying dataset resolutions and
needs for applying the video-based part in the CMHybrid algorithm.
4.4.2 Assessing the Performance of the PaSC
4.4.2.1 Setup of the Evaluation
In comparison to the assessment of the precision and runtime of the quality assessment
algorithms, this evaluation is conducted in real-world, distributed deployment with multi-
ple devices. The potential for scalability of a centralized, concurrent processing of quality
assessment algorithms in comparison to a distributed execution on mobile devices and
central servers is assessed. An application is designed, which consecutively requests qual-
ity assessments from the PaSC with timing deadlines. The goal is to increase the rate of
completed quality assessments that delivered their results on time.
Algorithms
To assess the performance of the PaSC, we not only use the discussed Recording Quality
Assessment (RQ), but also available algorithms for Audio Quality Assessment (AQ) and
Video Quality Assessment (VQ). Each category of algorithms is evaluated independent of
the others, offering all resources of our setup solely to the respective assessment category.
The recording quality assessment algorithms address the degradations of camera shake,
camera misalignment, and harmful occlusions. Different algorithms were proposed to an-
alyze and measure the effects of compression in digital video. Open-source implementa-
tions of NR algorithms such as BRISQUE [122] (BR), V-BLIINDS (VB) [152], Shrestha et al.
(SHR) [167], Campanella et al. (CA) [22], and Saini et al. (SAI) [153] are used.
The analysis of the audio track of UGV is discussed. Besides video quality assessment,
algorithms were designed for quality assessment of the audio tracks [82], speech quality
analysis [80], or specifically, audio degradations in UGV [111].
Device setup
The setup of our evaluation consists of a server (Ubuntu 14.04) as well as 15 mobile devices
consisting of one Samsung Galaxy S6 (Android 5.1.1), one Sony Xperia Z3 (Android 5.1.1),
eight Nexus 5 (Android 6.0) and five Nexus 4 devices (Android 5.1.1). The devices are
categorized into high-end servers and low-end, medium and high-end smartphones. The
classification was validated by the results of the Vellamo15 and AnTuTu benchmarks16 (see
Table 12).
15 Qualcomm Vellamo Metal Benchmark; Visited on: 10/09/2016
16 AnTuTu Benchmark; http://www.antutu.com/en/index.shtml, Visited on: 10/09/2016
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Table 12: PaSC Evaluation: Performance benchmark results for Vellamo and AnTuTu and catego-
rization of the devices.
Vellamo AnTuTu Class No
LG Nexus 4 (N4) 600 16749 low-end 5
LG Nexus 5 (N5) 1166 26340 medium 8
Sony Xperia (Z3) 1551 43911 high-end 1
Samsung Galaxy S6 edge (S6) 1569 68830 high-end 1
Server
Intel Xeon (6 cores)
64 GB memory
server 1
Network Setup
The evaluation setup ensures that the server hosting the algorithm repository is located in
the same geographic region - but remote from the mobile devices. All runtime statistics
are collected on the server, too.
Traffic shaping is used to set the maximum data rate to 50 MBits and a randomly selected
minimum latency between 100-300 milliseconds per transmission [101]. Higher latencies,
e.g., as invoked by the access or backbone network, are included in our results. To achieve
reliable results, the evaluations were re-performed ten times each. Furthermore, evalu-
ations were scripted with the same configuration parameters, under similar conditions
using the same videos.
Scenario
The evaluation describes an experimental setup in which quality calculation requests are
sent continuously by the devices to trigger the selection of an optimal combination of al-
gorithm and device. At any time 15 assessment requests are processed - thus one request
per device. Once completed, another request is created. The deadlines and accuracy re-
quirements are normalized in the range [0, 1]. 0 represents the lowest and 1 the highest
processing time. The statistics are offered by the algorithm repository of the PaSC. PaSC is
compared in both evaluations with an assessment of all algorithms on a central server.
Furthermore, assessments of different quality assessment categories (AT ) can be run in
parallel. For each of the evaluated cases metrics are determined - including the average
runtime of the quality assessment, the number of successful runs in a given time, and the
average utilization. For the assessment of the runtime, the total time from the request for
a quality assessment until the delivery of the result (including transmission and algorithm
execution times) is given. Successful runs are defined as algorithm calculations processed
in time for a given deadline. The number of successful runs and its relation to the com-
pleted runs are metrics indicating if system load and application requirements allow a
timely completion of the assessment. The utilization metric indicates how many resources
of the individual devices are used in average.
4.4.2.2 Utilization of the Devices
The results of this evaluation are depicted in Figure 29. In a first step, the increased utiliza-
tion by an intelligent selection and placement of the algorithms is shown. For comparison,
a central server instance as described in the system setup section is used. As quality as-
sessment requests are made by the application, the average utilization of this single server
setup is close to 100% (97.1%). The rationale behind this is quite obvious: As the number
of devices requesting quality assessments is higher than the number of available proces-
sors, the resources of the single server are exhausted. For the calculation of total system
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Figure 29: (a) Average utilization of the different devices when using the PaSC - S: Samsung Galaxy
S6 edge, N4: LG Nexus 4, N5: LG Nexus 5, Z3: Sony Experia Z3, S: Server; (b) System
utilization averaged and normalized across all devices in the evaluation setup in compar-
ison with a single server; (c) Number of successful quality assessments when hard-timed
deadlines are given; (d) Calculation overhead in [ms] for making and distributing a de-
cision in PaSC of which algorithm to run on which device.
resources, the CPU utilization of all devices is sampled with Network Time Protocol (NTP)
synchronized clocks. The different processor features (architecture, clock rate, the number
of cores) were normalized to retrieve a total utilization score.
In comparison to the single server calculation, Figure 29 illustrates that the PaSC dis-
tributes different quality assessment tasks to the mobile devices and thus causes a high
utilization of resources. Figure 29 (a) illustrates the average utilization per device and as-
sessment category when using PaSC. The most obvious observation that can be drawn
from this figure is that quality assessment tasks are assigned to the devices independent of
specific device capabilities. None of the devices reaches its utilization limit (1.0). Especially,
weaker devices such as the N4 have only a limited amount of quality assessment tasks in
the categories VQ and AQ, as all algorithms rely on resource-intensive video- or audio-
based algorithms. The PaSC is given timing deadlines, which a device must comply with.
Thus, weaker devices are rather not selected if the algorithm would require a significant
processing time.
As the proposed algorithms for RQ are using auxiliary sensor input and the related algo-
rithms are computationally less expensive, the quota of assessments on N4 is significantly
higher. At the same time, average utilization of the remaining devices drops. For RQ, it
is obvious that offloading works well as the average utilization of the server drops below
0.4. One of the reasons for the utilization for RQ algorithms is that many requests can be
executed locally without distribution to remote devices.
Figure 29 (b) depicts, as a result, an average system utilization normalized for all devices.
It depicts the utilization of a single server as a red, dotted line in comparison to the av-
erage utilization when using the PaSC. As the number of highly accurate yet lightweight
algorithms increases, total system utilization increases significantly. The total utilization
increases to around 60% for RQ in comparison to a single server installation where only
14.4% of the system resources are leveraged. Even for the VQ algorithms, the total sys-
tem utilization increases to above 40% - thus, more than doubled. In all cases, utilization
increases significantly and the high number of N5 and N4 devices boosts the average uti-
lization for RQ in comparison to AQ and VQ. Still, one can conclude for the utilization that
for all assessment categories, PaSC finds sufficient assessment requests to be run on the
mobile devices, which significantly reduces the load on the server and enhances scalability.
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4.4.2.3 Increased Completion of Quality Assessments
A measure for the effectiveness of the PaSC is the number of completed quality assess-
ments. PaSC is perceived as beneficial, if the number of completed quality assessments
is significantly higher compared to the centralized processing. Figure 29 (c) illustrates a
comparison of the single server and the proposed solution regarding successful quality
assessments. Following the description in Section 4.4.2.1, a successful quality assessment
represents a complete execution of an algorithm and the reporting of the quality result to
the requesting application.
An obvious result is that the ratio of successful (in-time, processed) assessments increase
significantly. In particular, the complex quality assessment categories VQ and AQ benefit
from the distributed calculation, increasing their rate of successful assessment by 0.2937
and 0.3371. Even though they can place only a small number of runs on the weak devices
(especially the N4), the more powerful devices such as the S6 and Z3c help to increase the
total number of completed assignments. For the computationally inexpensive algorithms
of the RQ category, the ratio increased by 0.1498.
This offloading allows to process more quality algorithms in time. Note that to allow a
fair comparison for evaluating the single server and PaSC the total number of assessments
is kept constant between the two scenarios. The PaSC would have achieved a significantly
higher number of completed assessments in a given time.
4.4.2.4 Influence of Device Heterogeneity
Besides the effectiveness of the PaSC, its efficiency shall be evaluated by inspecting the
costs of running the PaSC in terms of processing delay and caused network traffic. Fig-
ure 29 (d) shows system processing times, which consist of processing statistics to select
an algorithm and the time needed to decide on the algorithm placement. The time of
informing a device to start the processing is also included.
Interestingly, the deployment to different devices affects this decision. Especially, the
low-end devices (N4) need considerably longer time (with a mean of 40 milliseconds) than
the high-end devices (S6, Z3c). Yet, all devices show a significant proportion of outliers
which result in selection times of up to 250 milliseconds. Such high processing times sig-
nificantly affect the quality assessments if they are needed for real-time assessments. In
most cases, the selection and placement processing times take less than 50 milliseconds,
which is negligible in comparison to the processing times of the algorithms. For exam-
ple, the delay invoked by transmitting sufficient video for algorithm execution lies around
137.5 milliseconds (σ2 = 27.2) per video. The coordination data overhead necessary for us-
ing the PaSC is rather small at around 20.18 kB to 20.41 kB per request. If we consider an
average bit rate of 1500KBits for a video stream, the coordination overhead is considerably
lower than the video data.
4.5 conclusion
An essential step for many multimedia applications is assessing the quality of video
streams. This chapter discusses a scalable and adaptive quality assessment module. It can
run arbitrary quality assessment algorithms on mobile devices or servers in a way, that
multimedia applications can set requirements for the execution. The PaSC is a module
that selects from a set of algorithms the best one according to specified requirements. The
selected algorithm is placed on a processing device which ensures in-time completion and
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fulfillment of application requirements. PaSC offers a scalable solution to achieve the se-
lection of the best algorithm and device at a given time to perform a quality assessment.
While inspecting the different quality assessment algorithms, a significant lack of algo-
rithms for the detection and assessment of degradations was identified. PaSC offers a set
of algorithms to detect and assess the impact of the degradations: camera shaking, camera
misalignment, and harmful occlusions. A set of algorithms was proposed, which rely on
either a single sensor input (i.e., a camera) or a combination with other auxiliary sensors,
such as an accelerometer or a gyroscope. The proposed algorithms show superior perfor-
mance and reduced runtime - and they are the first to quantify the decrease in quality of
recording degradations.
5
M O B I L E V I D E O U P L O A D
This chapter describes a novel MBS that offers content-adaptive uploading of media streams.
Many existing MBSs rely on the unadaptive video transmission using RTMP, which results
in the need for consistently high throughput rates. The proposed Live Video Upload Sys-
tem (LiViU) uses adaptive video streaming to deal with changing network conditions. In
addition, LiViU reacts to changing application requirements and different scenarios by
switching mechanisms. The term mechanism is derived from the Future Internet project
MAKI1, and specifies single or multiple protocols offering a specific function within a
communication network [59]. In this thesis, the replacement of a running mechanism with
another mechanism offering a similar functionality is called mechanism adaptation [49]2.
Mechanism adaptations are necessary, as LiViU has not only to deal with varying network
conditions but also heterogeneous streaming scenarios (i.e., remote, in situ and hybrid
streaming), and support for different applications. The various applications discussed in
this thesis are the PaSC, which leverages in situ and remote devices for efficient qual-
ity assessment of media streams (see Chapter 4), and the video composition proposed in
Chapter 6. By combining the content and mechanism adaptation, LiViU better copes with
unsteady, resource-capped networks and changing application requirements.
Mechanisms used in LiViU are selected based on a study of different upload protocols.
To select the most beneficial mechanisms, simulative studies with state-of-the-art MBSs are
performed. It is shown that existing mechanisms have different strengths as well as weak-
nesses depending on the environmental conditions. The strengths of different mechanisms
influence the design of LiViU, that can dynamically adapt between mechanisms to not only
allow a high bit rate, but also a low delay in streaming. A prototype on the Android OS is
proposed and evaluated, which combines mechanism and content adaptation.
Concepts and ideas discussed in this chapter revise the peer-reviewed publications [181,
213, 229, 228].
5.1 mbs system model
The MBS scenarios discussed in Section 2.4.2 are classified into remote, in situ, and hybrid
streaming. What the scenarios have in common is that they consist of at least one recording
device transmitting video to a receiver, which can be either a smart mobile device or a
remote server.
5.1.1 Recording Device
The recording device consists of two important components: the video recording API and
the recording buffer.
1 Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft Collaborative Research Cluster 1053 on Multi-mechanism Adaptation in
the Future Internet (MAKI)
2 According to the terminology of the Future Internet project MAKI, the mechanism adaptations described in
this chapter can also be termed as a transition between mechanisms.
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Figure 30: Example of a Media Recording API and Recording Buffer.
5.1.1.1 Media Recording API
Each MBS has access to media capturing sensors. It is assumed that these sensors map
potentially analog signals into digital data. This step requires the support of a video codec.
A digital video stream is made available in an encoding step that ensures a suitable com-
pression of the data, so that it is feasible to be streamed in today’s mobile networks. Typical
encodings supported by smart mobile devices are H.264/AVC [209] or H.265/HEVC [183].
An additional requirement is that available smartphones have the capability to encode
and decode video in real-time. This is possible if the devices posses a video codec circuit,
which enables en- and decoding in hardware. Today, such a hardware support is available
for many devices when using H.264/AVC [209]. A final requirement describes that a video
codec supports streaming - meaning that parts of a video can already be played without
possessing the complete video. This is essential for live streaming, but not supported by
many video containers. The non-encapsulated, raw H.264/AVC and H.265/HEVC, as well
as the video container MPEG transport stream (MPEG-TS), support this requirement. As
a result, the media recording API provides a streamable, compressed video stream to the
recording buffer.
5.1.1.2 Recording Buffer
The recording buffer is the interface to the MBS. It is constantly filled with video from the
media recording API (see Figure 30) and read by the MBS. A circular buffer is used, which
processes data in First-In First-Out (FIFO) order and does not consume more memory
than the smart mobile device can offer. The size of the video recording buffer is limited
to wSB video chunks. A filled buffer is overwritten in FIFO order, resulting in the loss of
to-be-transmitted video chunks. Thus, each available chunk in the recording buffer must
represent an independently decodable video segment.
The media recording API consecutively writes video chunks to the recording buffer, e.g.,
when recording a video frame. As soon as a decodable chunk is available, the recording
buffer informs the uploading mechanisms in the MBS to transfer the video chunk. In most
cases, this video chunk is passed instantly, but stored in the recording buffer in order to
allow retransmission if a message is lost. Thus, the buffer supports random access, which
allows for up to the last wSB chunks to be retransmitted. If the upload rate is below the
bit rate of the recorded video, data can be consumed by the MBS as soon as all preceding
chunks are processed.
5.1.2 Receiver
Receivers of the video stream have a buffer for storing incoming video chunks. It builds
the abstraction to the higher layer application sink, which processes video chunks.
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5.1.2.1 Receiver Buffer
Similar to the recording device, a buffer is assumed on the receiver side. It stores video
chunks until they are consumed by a multimedia application. The receiver has a limited
window of cached video chunks of size wRB. The processing is similar to the recording
side in FIFO order and uses a circular buffer. In contrast to the video sending device, the
receiver manages multiple buffers in relation to the number of actively streaming senders.
All receiving buffers are available to the application sink and have to be kept in sync.
5.1.2.2 Application Sink
An application sink accesses a video buffer, and further processes the video. On the re-
ceiver side, applications consuming the video stream can be video players, video stream-
ing servers, or sophisticated multimedia applications such as video composition systems.
Video players consume the video stream instantly by decoding and visualizing it on a
display. This is a common approach for the in situ streaming scenario as discussed in
Section 2.4.4. The video stream can also be received by a video streaming server, which
ingests it into a distribution network for remote receiving and playback. As an example
for a multimedia application, a video composition system is discussed in Chapter 6 and in
the previous chapter describing the PaSC.
5.1.3 Further Assumptions for the System Model
It is important to know that modeling of lower layer protocols is not part of this thesis - as
it focuses on the MBS design on the application layer of the ISO/OSI model. Furthermore,
standard protocols are used on the transport layer, i.e., TCP and UDP. No modifications
on the lower layers are required. It is assumed that the functionality is managed by an OS
and can be accessed by standard Berkeley sockets [73].
5.2 study on adaptations in mbses
In a study of the advantages and disadvantages of different MBSs, mechanisms and con-
cepts are identified which should be supported by LiViU. The study is performed in a
simulation environment, allowing for a large-scale analysis of the potential for adaptation.
5.2.1 Video Upload Protocols
Five upload protocols, including industry standards and research proposals, are investi-
gated for their use in an adaptive manner. The focus lies on the leveraged transport mech-
anisms, scheduling of video chunks, and coordination of streaming session participants.
Aspects such as security, encryption, and Digital Rights Management (DRM) are out of the
scope of this thesis.
5.2.1.1 Real-Time Messaging Protocol (RTMP)
The first protocol investigated is the de-facto standard for MBS, as they are used by the ma-
jor platforms YouNow, Twitch.tv, Periscope, YouTube.Live and Facebook.Live. A detailed
discussion of RTMP is given in Section 2.4.6.2. For the classification of the protocol, it is im-
portant to know that it uses TCP as the transport layer protocol and relies on a push-based
delivery of media chunks from the recording device.
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5.2.1.2 Real-Time Media Flow Protocol (RTMFP)
Derived from RTMP, the RTMFP [188] replaces the connection-oriented TCP transport
mechanism with the datagram-oriented UDP. Video streams are transmitted on top of
a connection in flows that are pushed from a recording device to a receiver. Similar to
RTMP, these media flows are message-based. It provides a higher speed for connection
restoring and IP mobility support which is not supported by the connection-oriented TCP.
In contrast to the RTMP design, RTMFP has been designed for client-server as well as for
P2P systems. Underlying the unidirectional flows are bi-directional connections, which are
established in an initial handshake procedure.
RTMFP is session-based and establishes the session in two round trips [188]. A sender
initiates the session by sending a single IHello (”Initiator Hello”) message. The response
contains a cookie, which allows the second round trip and final session establishment,
known as keying. Another send-and-response round establishes an optionally encrypted
video session. After the response is received, the initial video chunks can be exchanged.
The behavior for session establishment is quite similar to the procedure of RTMP, but
RTMFP has to handle message losses in the application layer.
To ensure a reliable transmission over UDP, RTMFP assumes that the receiver acknowl-
edges all messages. RTMFP implements a congestion control that needs to comply with
Internet recommendations [47] and which is not allowed to be more aggressive than TCP’s
slow start algorithm. The protocol requires application layer solutions for coping with
packet losses and an in-order transmission of video chunks. Due to the reduced overhead
and latency of UDP-based protocols, we assume that it is better suited for the live stream-
ing applied in MBS.
5.2.1.3 DASH Upload (DASH-U)
In recent years, HTTP-based video streaming approaches have gained significant interest.
The MPEG DASH [177] standard defines network communication using HTTP (TCP) as
well as the description of the video in a manifest, called the MPD. This pull-based video
streaming scheme is used for the design of DASH-U. Using DASH in an MBS requires
that the receiver requests video segments. These requests can regularly be planned, e.g.,
with a fixed frequency, or they can be event-based, e.g., after a DASH segment is received.
Also, the video stream receiver can specify rules to request only specific video segments.
Each client transmits segments of a video only if they are requested by the receiver. The
underlying request-response (pull-based) communication pattern is very costly in terms
of overhead. On the other hand, the method is well-suited for scenarios where the receiver
requires only a few video segments from each source. The control of what video stream is
requested at which point in time lies at the server.
5.2.1.4 HTTP POST-based DASH Upload (DASH-P)
Seo et al. [159] propose the DASH-P as a prototypically evaluated upload protocol. As the
name implies, communication in DASH-P is based on the transmission of video segments
via HTTP POST requests, i.e., the device pushes video segments. Whereas in DASH-U
the server requests individual segments using HTTP GET requests, DASH-P continuously
pushes the video segments to the receiver. The overall delay until a segment is available
on the streaming server is lower when the two approaches are compared. An advantage
of using HTTP instead of a dedicated streaming protocol such as RTMP is that no session
or state has to be established before a new segment is transmitted.
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5.2.1.5 UDP-Pull (UDP-PL)
The majority of the existing algorithms rely on TCP as a transport mechanism. UDP has
certain advantages when it comes to live video streaming, as the overhead and latency is
lower in comparison to TCP. Pull- and UDP-based streaming protocols are neither widely
used nor standardized. We propose a minimal video upload protocol which allows a client
to inform a server about an available video stream. The server immediately starts pulling
available video segments over UDP. Also, only minimal modifications are made to com-
pensate for the weaknesses of UDP. To allow for the compensation of transmission er-
rors, an Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) concealment technique is implemented (see
Section 5.3.3.3). In comparison to RTMFP, this protocol operates with pull-based schedul-
ing and leverages only a minimal session management, i.e., no congestion control, and no
encryption or state management.
5.2.1.6 ”Adaptive”
Also, a protocol is implemented which encapsulates the protocols RTMP, RTMFP, DASH-U,
UDP-PL, and DASH-P to always select the best protocol for a given performance metric.
The performance metrics implemented and evaluated are described in Section 5.2.2.1. An
application can specify the performance metric and triggers the evaluation runs to deter-
mine the performance of each protocol. If multiple metrics are defined and evaluated, this
allows an application to switch the used performance metric at runtime. The adaptive
usage of the protocols is called ”Adaptive”.
Extended System Model
Derived from the system model described in Section 5.1, a component for coordinating and
executing the adaptation between the different MBSs is required. On both the sender and
the receiver side, buffers act as a decoupling feature from the application, i.e., the video
recording API or application sink consuming the video stream. Buffered video chunks are
accessed by the transmission layer which is an artificially introduced layer for all mech-
anisms of an MBS. The transmission layer allows the adaptation of scheduling schemes -
either push- or pull-based streaming. In this context, the transmission layer is only aware
of the currently used transport protocol, which can either be UDP or TCP. The concept of
the transmission layer for the adaptive MBS is depicted in Figure 31.
Figure 31: Concept of the transmission layer including the adaptation of MBS upload protocols.
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Contact Management
Different upload protocols operate within the transmission layer. They have in common
that they have to manage their contacts. To establish a transmission, the remote addresses
are managed as so-called contacts. A contact is a remote device that participates in a
streaming session, e.g., by receiving the stream. Contacts represent a unique combination
of an IP address and the port of the upload protocol. When run in parallel, different
protocols are distinguished by the used network port address. Each protocol has its own,
often standardized, port for communication.
Adapting between the Protocols
”Adaptive” is configured to switch to a protocol which performs best for a given perfor-
mance metric (Section 5.2.2.1). A requirement is expressed as a performance metric, which
can be measured during the runtime of a protocol. Based on the result of a performance
metric, ”Adaptive” decides which protocol to choose. The measurement of the metrics and
configuration of ”Adaptive” to pursue differing requirements at different points in time is
discussed in the simulative evaluation in Section 5.2.2.1.
Adaptive Video Streaming
”Adaptive” includes the creation of multiple video representations with differing bit rates
and their transmission to a receiver. The concept of adaptive video streaming as a form
of content adaption has been discussed in Section 2.2.2.1. For the discussion of MBS, it is
assumed that the recording device encodes n video representations differing in the bit rate.
Each representation is encoded by an SVLC, such as H.264/AVC or H.265/HEVC. At any
given moment, only one representation is chosen for transmission. The selection is based
on the measured application layer throughput rate for a device, so that the bit rate of a
video must be below the available throughput rate.
5.2.2 Assessing the Potential of Transitions between Upload Protocols
A simulative analysis of the proposed system model is conducted to understand which
mechanisms of the upload protocols show superior performance under varying environ-
mental conditions. The findings derived from this simulative study are used for the design
of a new MBS in Section 5.3. For simulation purposes, the scenario of remote streaming is
chosen.
5.2.2.1 Performance Metrics
The used performance metrics of an upload protocol are the overhead of a protocol, the
goodput of the protocol, the join time, and the latency for each recorded video segment.
The overhead (O) of an upload protocol is calculated in [bits] and is affected by the
number and size of the control messages of a protocol as well as the headers of video
messages. The average overhead per time unit is used in the MBS, which uses the unit
[ bitss ] and is calculated as O¯ =
O
tS
, where tS represents the total session time.
The goodput (GP) is measured in terms of the effective application layer throughput
of video data in [bitss ]. For a single media track transmission the goodput represents,
the average bit rate of the video stream. This excludes protocol overhead or coordination
messages. Duplicate video messages are not considered in the calculation of the goodput.
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Table 13: Parameters used in the simulative evaluation of different MBSs.
”Adaptive”
Video Representations: 500, 750 and 1000 kbit/s
Video Adaptation: every second
Scenario: Concurrent Video Upload
Parallel recorders: up to 1000 (trace-based)
Number of recorders per Region: up to 200 (randomly assigned)
Number of Regions: up to 10
Networks: LTE
Upload Bandwidth: max. 50 MBit/s
Latency: 300± 200 ms
To depict the fraction of redundant messages, the duplicate chunk quota DC is calculated
as DC = NDNVM , where ND is the count of chunks received multiple times, and NVM the
number of video messages sent in a complete session.
The join time (TJ) measures the time between the first video frame being recorded until
it reaches the server. This delay is very much dependent on the time a protocol needs for
establishing a streaming session. The join time is a lower bound for the latency and it is
measured in milliseconds. The rationale behind introducing the join time is that MBS users
want to quickly share their videos to an audience. The join time is the lower bound for the
video streaming delay until it can be watched by a client.
Besides the initial join time, the different protocols may cope differently with changing
upload bandwidths. This is addressed by the current latency (TL) which measures the time
between capturing a video chunk on the recording device and the chunk is completely
received on the server: TL = tR − tS.
Continuity Index (CI) represents the quota of a video stream that is stall-free. An optimal
streaming session has a CI of one. The CI is represented by: CI = 1− NDLNUVM , where NDL
is the number of the delayed video chunks. Here, NUVM represents the total number of
unique video chunks available. Duplicate messages are not considered.
5.2.2.2 Simulation Setup
A simulative analysis is chosen to assess the strengths and weaknesses for hundreds
of streaming users. The simulative analysis is performed using the Simonstrator plat-
form [145]. The metrics introduced in Section 5.2.2.1 are used for evaluation. The experi-
ments are repeated 10 times using varying simulation seeds. Depicted figures that include
confidence intervals indicate a confidence of 95%. Table 13 shows the simulation setup for
the concurrent upload scenario.
Adaptive Video Streaming
”Adaptive” integrates adaptive video streaming capabilities and is thus capable of switch-
ing between different versions of a video. Recorders transcode three video representations
in parallel at bit rates of 500, 750 and 1000 KBits . An adaptation between video segments is
possible every second. The adaptation interval has been proposed in the upload protocol
DASH-P [159] as a suitable duration for video segments. All unadaptive upload protocols
stream at 750KBits .
The concurrent video upload scenario is based on real traces derived from the MBS
YouNow for derived broadcaster sessions between 06/27/2015 and the 07/05/2015. From
the traces, session start and end times are derived. Each simulation run represents 24 hours
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of operating time of the MBS, and is capped to 1000 concurrent streaming sessions. Differ-
ent users are assigned to different regions, where each region has a single LTE cell tower
as a connection to the streaming destination. This is the bottleneck, as it is limited to an
upload bandwidth of up to 50 MBits that is shared across all recording devices in a region.
The delay is modeled to be between 100 and 500 milliseconds to show the robustness of
the protocols under high latency conditions. The recording devices are randomly assigned
to up to 10 regions, where a region consists of 200 devices maximum.
The adaptive scheme adapts initially to the quick-joining upload protocol. As soon as
an upload streaming session is established, the ”adaptive” scheme aims for increasing the
goodput. A decreasing throughput will lead to an increased rate of stalling. As a result,
the adaptive scheme switches to the protocol inducing the minimal overhead to reduce the
load on the network.
5.2.3 Results for the Remote Streaming Scenario
Different upload protocols are evaluated one by one and set into comparison to the adap-
tive scheme. The aim of each comparison is to improve the evaluation metrics, thus min-
imizing the join time, latency, overhead traffic or maximizing the goodput for each recorder.
The average stalling time and effective bit rate for each protocol are evaluated. Figure 32
summarizes the performance metrics of the different MBSs.
5.2.3.1 Non-adaptive Protocols
Join Time and Latency
In respect to the initial join time, the RTMP, RTMFP and DASH-U protocols are the slowest
in establishing a streaming session due to their multi-step join procedure. RTMP uses a
three-way handshake that requires multiple messages to be transmitted until the first video
segment is sent. DASH-U requires the creation and delivery of a manifest file to the server
and the selection of an appropriate bit rate until streaming begins. Both rely on TCP, which
itself requires a session establishment procedure. Thus, two uncoordinated join procedures
on the transport and the application layer are performed. This initial procedure is slower
than the regular request-response behavior of DASH-U. The quickest joining procedure is
achieved by DASH-P, as it immediately starts uploading video using HTTP POST requests;
it does not negotiate the streaming session, but the underlying TCP session has to be
established first. Here, UDP promises to be quicker for initial contact with a node. In
general, push-based delivery schemes, without initial handshake procedures (DASH-P),
outperform more complex schemes. RTMFP fulfills both UDP support and push-based
delivery, but suffers from a complex joining procedure.
The latency in the remaining streaming session is insignificantly different for the pro-
tocols, where RTMFP shows a slightly lower session delay. Even though it relies on UDP,
RTMFP awaits acknowledgments of each message sent. This artificial delay of RTMFP
slows down and mitigates the advantages of UDP. As a result, more efficient packet loss
mechanisms shall be investigated that do not generate the higher overhead and more
quickly send messages. Latency differences are insignificant, but RTMP shows a slight ad-
vantage, due to its efficient scheduling and compact message structures. Pull-based MBSs
suffer from an increased latency, as the server has to first request the delivery of the video
chunks.
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Overhead
In Figure 32, overhead costs are normalized [0,1] between no cost and the maximum over-
head observed in the evaluation. The chosen normalization allows for retrieving small
differences more easily. Especially in relation to the video bit rate, the overhead measured
is negligible. Both HTTP-based approaches produce by far the highest overhead. The over-
head of pull-based protocols, e.g., DASH-U is significantly different to all others. For the
push-based protocols, DASH-P suffers from leveraging HTTP. The headers contain plain
text information that is neither streaming-specific nor compressed as, e.g., for RTMP. From
the remaining push-based protocols the overhead difference between RTMP and RTMFP
is minimal - where RTMFP suffers from coping with increased coordination overhead and
packet loss compensation due to UDP.
Goodput
Under challenged network conditions, the average goodput of the protocols is essential.
DASH-based approaches are less efficient due to their HTTP overhead, including its ver-
bose headers. Under situations with increasing and highly varying error rates, RTMFP
outperforms RTMP, due to its flexibility and as it is based on UDP, which allows handling
erroneous situations on the application layer in a way unaffected by the transport layer.
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Figure 32: Utility and costs of the different MBSs and the adaptation between the protocols. (a) The
achieved join time and delay is depicted, whereas in (b) the normalized goodput and the
normalized overhead of the protocols are shown.
5.2.3.2 ”Adaptive”
The results for using adaptations between protocols are also depicted in Figure 32. Major
findings that can be drawn when using an adaptation are a slightly increased overhead
and the advantage of always selecting the best protocol available.
Adaptive Video Streaming
One of the major advantages of ”Adaptive” is the support for adaptive video streaming. It
affects both the average bit rate and the stalling rate positively. The average bit rate of the
complete video streaming session increases on average by 24.4%, because ”Adaptive” can
switch to a higher bit rate representation of a video when the throughput conditions are
good. At the same time, a low bit rate version of the video may reduce the video quality,
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but allow a decrease in the average stall time by around 6.2% to the next best protocol. As
a result, the CI is close to one (0.98) for ”Adaptive”.
Advantages of the Protocol Adaptation
As Figure 32 shows the adaptive scheme is always close to the best protocol. Due to its
design of switching between existing protocols, the adaptive scheme never significantly
outperforms existing schemes. In comparison to RTMP, adapting protocols generate 3.1%
more overhead, as duplicate messages and coordination overhead are generated. The adap-
tations between protocols achieve a similarly low join time as DASH-P, but it saves approx-
imately 9.47% of the overhead. The additional overhead of the ”Adaptive” is rather low
in relation to the average video bit rate, i.e., 0.89% of the average traffic represent proto-
col overhead. Only 0.67% of this overhead represents redundant messages or additional
coordination operations.
Switching between Protocols
In the described scenario, adaptations are invoked every 58 seconds. The average adap-
tation time is related to the new protocol after the adaptation, and it mainly consists of
the join time. Thus, whereas a switch to DASH-P is possible with a negligible delay, the
remaining upload protocols need up to 1.4 seconds for establishing a streaming session. By
design of the application, an adaptation between two upload protocols is done by running
them in parallel until a switch can be achieved.
5.2.3.3 In Situ Streaming
The focus of this study lies in the remote streaming case for analyzing the potential of
different MBSs and the adaptation between them. All the existing models assume a con-
stantly available device acting as the receiving server, where persistent, mostly TCP-based
connections are established. This is contrary to the proposed ”in situ streaming” in which
spontaneous connections to any device in the vicinity can be established. Due to device
mobility and the lack of infrastructure-based networks, frequent bandwidth changes and
connection losses can occur. Here, UDP-based protocols such as RTMFP are advantageous.
The discussed protocols cannot cope with the lack of central coordination, communication
range loss, and an increased device mobility.
5.2.4 Findings of the Study
The central findings of the conducted study will be summarized, as they are essential to
understand the design of LiViU discussed in the next section. It is the aim that LiViU
supports varying scenarios, i.e., remote, in-situ, and hybrid streaming, as well as changing
application requirements.
UDP offers superior performance in error-free conditions, but even the standardized
and widely used protocols such as RTMFP neglect the advantages and show similar is-
sues as the TCP-based protocols, e.g., a slow join time. A novel MBS should leverage the
advantages offered by UDP.
The push-based UDP transmission has more superior performance in the concurrent
streaming scenario for goodput. RTMFP requires an in-order sending of messages, which
are all acknowledged. This adds overhead and leads to additional delay if a message is
lost. As soon as the sender does not receive an acknowledgment, the message is sent again.
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In general, the scheduling mode (either push- or pull-based) has a higher influence on the
performance metrics than the transport layer protocol (either UDP or TCP). Pull-based pro-
tocols are suitable when a centrally executed application requires specific chunks of video
streams. Switching between these scheduling mechanisms shows promising potential. To
conclude the findings for scheduling, different schemes promise to support varying appli-
cation requirements, as, e.g., pull-based delivery allows a central coordination by a server,
whereas push-based delivery supports low-delay streaming.
Two other findings are made that address the joining procedure and content adaptation
usage. The joining procedure has a major influence on the liveliness of a video stream. It
varies significantly between the protocols and should be designed in a manner to quickly
distribute the video stream and avoid long-term joining procedures. Also, none of the
protocols leverages adaptation of the video on the mobile device; thus, they cannot cope
with changing upload conditions as efficiently as ”Adaptive”. The simulative evaluation
has shown how beneficial adaptive video streaming is.
For the in situ streaming, the number of connections per device is higher, as a single
device has to stream to all receivers instantly. Even though it has not been validated in the
simulations, the challenges are obvious, and it is clear that no discussed protocol offers
solutions.
5.3 design of a novel mbs
The proposed adaptation between different video upload protocols results in significant
costs, as, e.g., the receiver side needs to maintain all protocol stacks in an active state.
Derived from the previous study, a novel, adaptive MBS called LiViU is proposed.
5.3.1 Features of LiViU
LiViU relies on a set of features which are derived from the discussed application scenarios
and the conducted simulative study:
DP1. Support for multiple streaming scenarios.
DP2. Support for content and mechanism adaptation.
DP3. Leveraging UDP as a transport layer protocol.
DP4. Support for auxiliary data transport.
DP5. Encapsulation of transmission functionality.
LiViU supports remote, in situ and hybrid streaming scenarios and aims for reliable and
efficient video collection. Mechanisms have to be proposed that aim at (1) a high bit rate
but rather high delay - e.g., several seconds - for remote streaming as well as (2) low-delay
- e.g., milliseconds - and rather low bit rates for in situ streaming. LiViU must be capable
to support receivers of both remote and in situ streaming at the same time.
LiViU allows adaptations of both the content and the scheduling mechanisms. Content adap-
tation should be realized using adaptive video streaming. Each device produces multiple
representations in parallel. Adaptation of the networks addresses the usage of scheduling
mechanisms, i.e., either push- or pull-based delivery. The different scheduling schemes
have shown varying benefits depending on multimedia application requirements and en-
vironmental conditions. Whereas push-based delivery shows a minimal delay in delivery
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and generates reduced overhead, multimedia applications such as video composition bene-
fit from a centrally controlled, pull-based media upload. In relation to the scenario, remote,
in situ, or hybrid streaming, the management functions of LiViU have to adapt as well.
As a result of the superior performance for live streaming scenarios, LiViU uses the unre-
liable UDP in the transport layer and compensates its weaknesses by additional application
layer mechanisms. LiViU is message-oriented. It copes with the degraded reliability by en-
suring the processing of messages in the correct order and integrates error compensation
mechanisms.
The protocol shall be able to transport media streams, as well as auxiliary data, which can
be monitoring data such as performance metrics as well as auxiliary sensor data such as
locations, accelerometer or other device sensors. Auxiliary data can be leveraged by the
multimedia application, which consumes the media streams and is essential if the PaSC
(see Chapter 4) is used. The protocols shall be used to transport both media, i.e., audio and
video, and auxiliary sensor data.
An overview of the architecture of LiViU is given in Figure 33. It depicts the concepts
of media management, which addresses all video and auxiliary-data-relevant functionality,
as well as the transmission functionality, which addresses concepts introduced in LiViU to
send and receive data. The yellow boxes depict modules required for the remote (as well
as any other) scenario, the gray boxes indicate functionality needed for in situ streaming,
which is discussed in Section 5.4.
Figure 33: Architecture of LiViU for supporting remote and in situ streaming scenarios.
5.3.2 Video Management
On the recorder side, the media management is responsible for creating one or more valid
media streams.
5.3.2.1 Audio-Visual Streaming
LiViU understands media streams as audio-visual data, which are recorded from a record-
ing device’s internal sensors, i.e., cameras and microphones. The media streams are de-
livered in either a single media container or in two media containers independent of each
other. The media container encapsulates the media tracks and ensures that the receiver can
initiate the video stream playback and an in-order consumption of the video stream. As
the visual part of the media stream constitutes a significantly higher portion of the gener-
ated data traffic, as well as the computational complexity, the focus for the remainder of
this chapter lies solely on video - and thus, video streams.
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To enable today’s mobile recording devices to stream video in real-time, hardware im-
plementations for compression are used3. The support of hardware encoding capabilities
allows for considering the H.264/AVC encoding in this work. The concepts can be mapped
to the recently proposed H.265/HEVC. Both encoding standards rely on the encoding of a
Group of Pictures (GoP), which defines an independently decodable video chunk. Further-
more, as an abstraction from the network, the so-called Network Abstraction Layer (NAL)
units are used. They encapsulate video segments, which can be streamed over a network,
and independently interpreted by a decoder. Receiving of a single NAL unit does not
mean that one or multiple video frames can be decoded, whereas a complete GoP allows
the same. Thus, a GoP usually consists of many NAL units, when a video is being trans-
mitted over a network.
A video receiving device needs meta information to setup a video decoder. This meta-
data produced by the widely supported H.264/AVC codec includes the Sequence Param-
eter Set (NAL unit type 7) and Picture Parameter Set (NAL unit type 8). The Sequence
Parameter Set contains information to understand a sequence of encoded video frames,
whereas the Picture Parameter Set defines parameters to understand how an individual
frame can be decoded. Both NAL units parameterize the decoder on the receiver side of a
stream to be able to decode a GoP without any further information [77, 78]. This enables a
receiver of a video stream to instantly play back or process the video stream - even if parts
are lost.
5.3.2.2 Adaptive Video Streaming
Adaptive video streaming allows one to record from a single camera and encode the stream
in different bit rate representations. During a streaming session, the transmission compo-
nent decides, what representation should be streamed depending on current network con-
ditions. Until now, this concept is solely available for the delivery of video streams and
not on the recording device. Industry solutions as well as research proposals [159] do not
assume that it is feasible to create multiple representations to instantly switch between
them.
This thesis discusses the extension of the media recording API on Android phones to set
up different encoding threads on the mobile device. A realization is achieved, as the hard-
ware encoding of current smartphone generations can be leveraged for the transcoding of
video. Transcoding means the translation of video attributes (i.e., codec, frame rate, bit rate,
resolution) from an incoming video stream to one or many output representations. This is
a computationally intensive process. The video codecs are set up with similar parameters
but may differ in the target bit rate, frame rate, and video resolution. Each received video
frame is handed over to the video encoding thread. As the sequential encoding of different
resolutions and frame rates would be too time-consuming on the CPUs of a smart mobile
device, the graphics rendering API of Android is used to run the transcoding on the GPU.
Each raw video frame retrieved by the camera is converted into a two-dimensional texture,
which is represented as a three-dimensional texture for multiple frames. Using a texture,
the GPU on the mobile device allows quick manipulation of the resolution and frame rate.
The Open Graphics Library for Embedded Systems (OpenGLES) library on the mobile de-
vices is used4. Each encoding thread operates on a copy of the texture and manipulates it
3 Supported hardware implementations for mobile devices are defined by the OS, as, e.g., for An-
droid: https://developer.android.com/guide/appendix/media-formats.html; Visited on: 08/30/2016, or iOS:
https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/technotes/tn2224; Visited on: 08/30/2016.
4 https://source.android.com/devices/graphics/arch-egl-opengl.html; Visited on: 09/23/2016
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Figure 34: Generation of adaptive video streams on a smart mobile device.
according to the desired frame rate and resolution properties. The final step hands the tex-
ture buffer to the respective video encoding object which leverages the built-in hardware
to encode the representation at the desired bit rate. The resulting H.264/AVC raw video
representations are consecutively written to the recording buffer in the main memory of a
smart mobile device.
A real-time capable video parsing service analyzes the consecutively written video files
and offers them to the transmission functionality of LiViU. The complexity of understand-
ing when a switch can be conducted without any artifacts on the receiver side is hidden
in the parsing service. This is possible, as the NAL unit types 7 and 8 allow for deter-
mining the position of independently decodable video chunks. Video chunk boundaries
are determined by the GoP. These GoPs can also be quickly identified while parsing the
video stream using the NAL unit of type 5 as they represent the start of a GoP [77, 78].
The proposed approach transcodes a limited number of NRep representations on the mo-
bile devices during the streaming session in real-time (NRep = 4 on an LG Nexus 5 with
1080p).
Whereas video representations of different bit rates can be easily stitched, the frame
rates and resolutions need a mapping by interpolating the dimensions to each other. All
resolutions that a mobile recorder generates need to be an integer multiple of the width
and height of the lowest resolution. Similarly, the frame rate needs to be an integer multiple
of the lowest frame rate.
5.3.2.3 Auxiliary Data
Auxiliary data is required by many multimedia applications, especially for the video com-
position application discussed in Chapter 6. This data consists of monitoring data such as
performance metrics (i.e., overhead, goodput, join time and latency) as well as auxiliary
sensors. Both describe environmental conditions when recording a video stream.
Auxiliary sensor readings are required for the quality assessment discussed in Chapter 4.
Sensors commonly in use are location providers such as the GPS, accelerometer, gyroscope
or the light sensor.
The data is stored in individual monitoring and sensor messages and transmitted inde-
pendent of the video streams. The scheduling of the respective messages can be defined
by the application, but it ensures that readings are aggregated and sent at an adjustable
frequency. This frequency is chosen to address the requirements of the application, i.e., for
just-in-time data processing, and should simultaneously reduce the overhead by sending
as few messages as required. All auxiliary data is annotated by timing information, which
is required to link the reading to the respective video time.
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5.3.2.4 Synchronization of Streams
To allow synchronization of the auxiliary data with the audio and video streams, NTP is
used. It is assumed that all devices synchronize their clocks using central timing servers [21].
A constant Internet connection is assumed, which can then guarantee accuracy at an error
of 10 milliseconds. Synchronized clocks are used to annotate each message and each video
chunk with timestamps to allow a resynchronization of video and auxiliary data streams.
5.3.3 Transmission
Devices using LiViU record video streams and upload them in a content-adaptive man-
ner by using a reliable transmission layer. This layer offers adaptive scheduling of video
streams, coordination of the devices which generates a minimum of overhead, and capa-
bilities to cope with the unreliability of UDP. Derived from the system model - proposed
in Section 5.2.1.6 - the contact management module is integrated into LiViU. It runs on
each device and allows remote devices to be represented as contacts: a combination of an
IP address and a port. The contact types represent the roles of each device in a remote
streaming scenario. A device can either be a sender or a receiver of a video stream.
5.3.3.1 Message Scheduling
The message scheduling can be classified into the quick stream joining procedure, schedul-
ing type - either push or pull-based - and the timing of message sending.
Push or Pull
For different scenarios, a pull-based delivery is beneficial to cope with rapidly changing
application needs. LiViU can adapt between different scheduling schemes: push-based
(a) Remote Upload
(b) In Situ Upload
Figure 35: Push and pull scheduling for uploading video streams in remote and in situ streaming
sessions.
delivery of media messages and pull-based retrieval of the same (see Figure 35). By default,
LiViU uses a push-based delivery to allow a low-delay streaming at a minimal overhead.
The switch between two modes can be initiated by a ”Pause Request Message” sent by
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the receiver of a media stream, which indicates that the default mode - push-based - is
stopped. This message includes a hint to reply to the request. As soon as the request
is acknowledged by the media recorder, the media receiver requests subsequent media
chunks. The pull-based delivery of chunks is controlled by the application on the receiver
side, which can determine when to request the appropriate media chunk.
Quick Stream Joining Procedure
By default, a push-based delivery is chosen, which allows a minimal join time. Existing
protocols rely on long-lasting join procedures and thus increase the join time. LiViU applies
quick streaming by assuming that a session can be successfully established without an
initial handshake procedure. The join procedure is not executed in a first step; instead,
the recording device assumes, that the remote end can be reached, and instantly starts
recording and sending video chunks. By using UDP, a connection-establishing procedure
as known from TCP is avoided. As the network conditions are initially unknown, the
minimal representation is chosen to be streamed to achieve the highest likelihood of timely
video stream processing on the receiver side.
The joining procedure is still required to establish a reliable connection state, and to coor-
dinate desired streaming properties such as the resolution frame rate and desired bit rate,
as well as encryption or DRM mechanisms. This is achieved as the join procedure is ini-
tiated after the first video chunk is transmitted. As no reliable throughput measurements
are available before the streaming begins and to avoid congestion, the join procedure is
not executed in parallel to the video transmission, but slightly delayed.
Timing
The push-based delivery enables LiViU to instantly hand over messages provided by the
media recording API to lower communication layers.
Two exceptions exist for timing video and ”leave” messages. Once a mobile recorder
indicates that it is time to stop streaming, the ”leave” message transmission is postponed
until the remaining video chunks are transmitted. The leave message indicates that the
video sinks on the receiver’s side can be closed, and no more video chunks will be sent.
Timing of video messages can be adjusted by a request on the receiver side to either
continue or pause the transmission. This indicates to LiViU to switch to a pull-based de-
livery scheme. Here, the multimedia application on the receiver side determines when to
request a video chunk, e.g., requesting only every n-th video chunk. Video chunks contain
segments that can be independently decoded; this allows for a video quality assessment of
parts of a stream (as proposed in Chapter 4) and needed by a video composition system
(as proposed in Chapter 6).
5.3.3.2 Messages
LiViU is a message-oriented media streaming protocol. Each message consists of a header
and a body element. The body contains the payload, which is specific to the message type
but can be empty. The header is used by the LiViU protocol to steer the protocol and enable
routing on the lower layers (see Figure 36). Each header is designed to generate the least
possible overhead, which is also the reason why the headers differ in remote streaming
and ”in situ streaming”.
The header of each message consists of at least the sender and receiver contact informa-
tion. Each LiViU header can also have a notification if a reply is required, and a timestamp
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Figure 36: Format of a LiViU message including header fields.
that represents the message creation time. Whereas the sender and receiver contact in-
formation are required for communication, the timestamp and reply requests are specific
to the LiViU protocol. As the protocol overhead shall be kept low, not all messages are
acknowledged automatically. Not discussed further is a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)
checksum which indicates the validity of each message. Additional header fields are avail-
able depending on the message type. The different message types for a remote streaming
session are described below.
Join Message
A join message indicates to a video stream receiver that a new streaming session begins.
Usually, it is received after the server already received some video chunks due to the
integrated quick stream protocol. A join message includes the video information that is
transmitted including the representation descriptions, i.e., number of representations, their
frame rates, resolutions, and bit rates5. Also, a list of available auxiliary sensors is added.
Once processed by the receiver, a reply is sent to the sender of the join message to acknowl-
edge that the streaming session is completely established.
Leave Message
The leave message indicates that all media files related to a recorder can be closed and state
information established on the receiver side associated with the recorder can be deleted.
After the leave message is received and processed, no further messages from this sender
can be processed.
Media Message
The main purpose of LiViU is to transmit video and audio streams to remote receivers. Me-
dia messages contain chunks of the media as a payload, with variable sizes. As metadata,
these messages contain header information on the streamed representation, the current
chunk identifier, and the media type. The representation information is a single integer
indicating the representation index. The chunk identifier is unique per device and me-
dia type. It is an increasing integer, which indicates the sequence of a media stream. The
type of message indicates whether the current stream consists of an audio or video con-
tainer. Media messages additionally contain information on the latest chunk available on
the recorder side to allow a receiver to estimate the delay.
5 When a server receives the first video chunk, it does not have to know the video encoding used as it can parse
the initial bytes of a video stream.
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Auxiliary Data Message
Auxiliary data messages consist of sensor messages and monitoring messages. Only the
auxiliary sensor messages are explained here. As auxiliary sensor data is comparably small,
if possible multiple samples from a sensor are packed into a single message for trans-
mission. The timestamps indicate when the sensor generated those samples. A type flag
indicates what sensor produced the sample. The typical sensors used by multimedia ap-
plications are location providers, e.g., the GPS, gyroscope, accelerometer and light sensor.
Pause and Record Messages
Devices that are recording a video can decide to stop streaming video to a remote receiver,
e.g. if the network conditions are too poor to stream the lowest representation. Pause
and record messages allow the client to coordinate to actively use or stop LiViU. Pausing
the MBS indicates that no additional messages are sent until a record message is received
again. This temporarily disables the scheduling, but keeps track of active contacts. A pause
message is necessary if the push-based delivery of a video shall be replaced by a pull-based
receiver side retrieval of video. These messages contain no additional header fields.
Request Message
As LiViU can operate in both pull- and push-based scheduling, it allows the receiver to
request all video chunks individually. Also, the coordination messages - except for join and
leave - can be requested. Thus, in pull-based scheduling, the receiver of a media stream
would regularly send request messages containing the chunk identifier and a reply request
to the recording device. The receiving device determines the rate in which video chunks
are requested. Request messages contain the same header fields as the respective message
type being requested.
Some special forms of requests are available for controlling the LiViU scheduling. Rate
control requests are introduced for video streams to determine at what intervals chunks
will be pushed, and which representation index is used.
5.3.3.3 Coping with the Unreliability of UDP
UDP is unreliable regarding congestion avoidance, in-order message delivery and packet
losses or payload errors. Whereas the avoidance of congestion is out of the scope of this
work, our focus lies on the in-order processing and compensation of packet losses. It is
assumed that payload errors can easily be detected by a checksum (CRC) transmitted with
the message.
The loss of a message can be compensated by encoding the content in a redundant
manner in the remaining messages, as, e.g., proposed by Forward Error Correction (FEC),
or by solving the problem using a re-request of the messages in a manner as proposed by
ARQ. In ARQ, packet losses or errors in messages, e.g., detected via CRC, are compensated
using a retransmission of the messages. Also, it ensures in-order processing, as a sliding
window is assumed on both the sender and receiver side of messages, which annotates
individual messages by a sequence number. Thus, ARQ assumes a duplex channel for
communication.
The realization of a selective repeat mechanism for LiViU uses a sliding window on the
sender and receiver side. If a message is found that is not received in the correct order
- or that is erroneous - subsequent messages are buffered. A negative acknowledgment
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Figure 37: The proposed method for compensating transmission errors using unreliable UDP con-
nection: a request-repeat ARQ scheme.
(request message) is sent to the sender to request the missing video chunk. As soon the
message is received correctly, the subsequent, buffered messages are also processed.
Figure 37 depicts the sliding window which can store M packets on the receiver and
sender side. The order of the messages is not guaranteed by UDP, so the sliding window
reestablishes the order and detects if packets in a sequence are missing or if a message is
corrupt. In contrast to other selective repeat implementations, no messages are acknowl-
edged. Only missing or corrupted messages are requested again from the sender. The
correctness of a message is validated using the CRC. Missing packets are identified by
the sequence numbers created while recording. If a media chunk message with an index
> i is received but i is missing, a singleton deadline timer of Dt + 2× σDt is set, after
which the chunk is requested, assuming a normal distribution of the delay. Dt represents
the last sampled end-to-end delay measurement. This approach ensures a reliable deliv-
ery of messages and an in-time and in-order processing of messages. A detected error is
compensated similarly to a packet loss by requesting the message again.
5.3.3.4 Goodput-related Media Adaptation
The link between transmission functionality and the media management is the video rep-
resentation adaptation based on the current throughput measurements. From the metrics
defined in Section 5.2.2.1, the current application layer throughput is derived. It is used for
deciding which video representation to choose, and is thus calculated each time a video
adaptation can be executed. Bit rates of the representations are compared with the current
throughput, and the representation index (idR) is chosen whose bit rate is equal or slightly
below the current throughput:
argmax(B(idR)) where B(idR) 6 TPt (28)
where B() represents the bit rate of representation idR. It is assumed that a higher identifier
indicates a higher bit rate. TPt represents the throughput measured at time t. Independent
of the throughput, a multimedia application, e.g., for video composition, can request to
deliver a specific representation.
5.3.3.5 Monitoring
The transmission layer, especially the media adaptation, requires a continuous and reliable
measurement of the end-to-end throughput and delay. An independent monitoring service
conducting active throughput measurements is chosen, as proposed by Stohr et al. [180,
181]. The monitoring service has been modeled, designed and evaluated using LiViU but
is not in the focus of this work.
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5.4 liviu for in situ video transmission
An aim of in situ streaming is a low latency streaming to close-by receivers, who instantly
decode and play back the video stream. This section gives insights on additional concepts
needed for LiViU to support in situ streaming scenarios.
5.4.1 IEEE 802.11 Ad-hoc Communication
As an underlay for the LiViU protocol, an IEEE 802.11 network is assumed which operates
in Independent Basic Service Set (IBSS) mode [235], called ad-hoc communication in the
remaining work. The ad-hoc mode requires no central infrastructure [150]. In IBSS mode
the device listens for beacons containing a specified Service Set Identifier (SSID). The SSID
defines the unique name of a wireless network. Individual devices use the Basic Service
Set Identification (BSSID) for identification. If a device received no beacons with the same
SSID, it starts sending beacons to advertise the network.
In case a device receives beacons with the same SSID, it initiates a connection estab-
lishment procedure. In order to do that, the device sends a probe request. As soon as it
is acknowledged, a time synchronization is initiated. This network merge happens when
one group of devices meets another group of devices with the same SSID. A device that
receives a probe response will also take over the BSSID of any other station. The device
which recently established an SSID takes over the BSSIDs of the older network. A device
will start sending beacons periodically when it does not hear a beacon from other de-
vices anymore. As soon as a device returns into communication coverage, it automatically
establishes a connection to the ad-hoc network.
The ad-hoc network illustrates the challenges for the design of LiViU. LiViU is designed
so that all devices coordinate communication parameters between each other. The limited
communication range of each wireless device requires that each device can solely commu-
nicate with nearby devices. For communication over larger distances, intermediate devices
need to route data to the respective receivers [150]. LiViU copes with these challenges on
the application layer.
5.4.2 Device Roles
Derived from the used network technology, devices using LiViU may have different roles.
The roles of recorder and receiver of a video stream are extended by a ”relay” node, which
receives a media stream and sends it to other interested devices. The role management
module allows the instant switch between the roles as well as enables and disables the
respective functionalities. Its functionality is linked to the contact management, which
keeps track of the sender and receiver addresses. Whereas scheduling uses the contact
management to identify the video stream’s recorder and receivers, the role management
actively triggers scheduling to perform an action.
At the same time, a recorder represents a video recording device, which uses LiViU to
distribute a video stream. Recorders retrieve from the media recording API chunks at a
constant rate. The video chunks are encapsulated in messages and sent to at least one
receiver. At the same time, the recorder is listening to local devices interested in receiving
the video stream. A single recorder can thus distribute a video up to nS nearby receivers,
where nS 6 TPtB(idR) , where TPt represents the current bandwidth on the application layer,
and B(idR) the bit rate of the video representation streamed. At the same time nS should
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be chosen in a way that guarantees the computational burden does not exceed the capacity
of the recording device.
Receivers retrieve and decode a video stream. At a point in time, receivers have exactly
one incoming video stream. Because of device mobility, spontaneous disconnections to a
recorder can occur. Thus, the new role of a relay is to retrieve a video stream and redirect
it to the receivers. Relays are former sinks, which are not only interested in receiving a
video stream for decoding and playback, but also offer the stream to other sinks.
As shown in Figure 33, the role management module is part of the software stack avail-
able on each device running LiViU. This role management module is required in the case
of in situ streaming only, as users of the devices may quickly switch roles. At the start,
users decide on choosing the role of a sender or a receiver. During the streaming session,
receivers continuously evaluate whether to become a relay for the received video stream.
The concept for scheduling the senders and relays is described in the next section.
5.4.3 Contact Management
From the perspective of a video recording device, a major change is the switch from a
1-to-1 communication pattern to 1-to-n. Similarly, the role of a relay is new in which a
single recorder transmits the same message to multiple sinks. In the contact management
module, only senders and receivers are distinguished. The recording device and a relay
keep track of the receivers of a stream in the form of an ordered list and the respective
delivery mode: direct or using a relay. In contrast to the remote streaming case, this can be
a list of multiple receivers.
A central aspect of creating an in situ MBS is the initial connection setup. To achieve
this, LiViU applies a continuous heartbeat signaling of actively participating devices in the
overlay. As soon as a device starts the LiViU application, it uses a network layer broadcast
address to continuously inform (every 5 seconds) other nearby devices on the available
video streams.
LiViU maintains connections, even though the receiver leaves the communication range
of the recorder, by establishing a multi-hop communication. An association with a video
stream is only possible if the devices are in direct communication range with the recorder.
The join message has annotations on the respective video stream information. The remain-
ing node types include information on which stream they are receiving and the current
location in the form of an accurate location provider, e.g., in outdoor scenarios by GPS.
The position information is required by the scheduling and routing maintenance.
5.4.4 Routing Media
To distribute a video stream to close-by receivers LiViU proposes a novel routing scheme.
5.4.4.1 How LiViU Routes a Media Stream
A device recording a video stream regularly publishes announcement messages for ad-
vertising the video stream. Newly joining devices can subscribe to an announced video
stream. Figure 38 shows the concept of the video chunk dissemination concept applied by
LiViU.
A join message for in situ streaming contains the sender’s contact addresses as well as
the geographic location of the device. To balance the load, a recorder does not directly
deliver video streams to all interested receivers, instead it attempts to build a geographi-
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Figure 38: Example for LiViU in situ routing of media chunks in relation to sectors.
cally distributed delivery tree. Figure 38 depicts a typical in situ streaming scenario using
LiViU. The recorder determines the relative bearing in degrees (0°, 360°] and the distance
to each interested receiver and relay it knows. The bearing indicates the orientation dif-
ference to the geographic north; between 0° and 360° is divided into sectors of equal size.
Categorizing neighboring devices in an ad-hoc network according to their geo-location is
a well-established method, e.g., used for decentralized monitoring systems [60].
In the remaining work, four sectors are assumed with a bearing of (0°, 90°] for sector
one, (90°, 180°] for sector two, (180°, 270°] for sector three, and (270°, 360°] for sector four.
A higher number of sectors increases the potential number of first hop deliveries, and
thus offers a reduced average streaming delay. The reduction of the number reduces the
computational load of the single device. A receiver or relay is selected from each sector
based on the closest distance. Each video chunk is distributed to the individual sectors.
A message contains a list of the intended receivers - the so-called recipient list. Upon re-
ceiving a message, the receiver annotates the message and forwards it in a similar manner
as the recorder, i.e., selecting the closest recipient in each sector. If a receiver knows that
interested devices are not listed in the recipient list, it adds them.
Position updates, and thus a recalculation of the distribution topology, are initiated with
regularly sent advertisement messages. Each device advertises at least its position and the
unique video stream identifier it is interested. Also, the advertisement signals a device’s
online state to all receivers. When an interested node no longer wants to receive the stream,
it sends an unlink message to the relay node (see Section 5.4.4.3).
5.4.4.2 Example for Routing Media
Figure 39 illustrates the video dissemination strategy in a second example scenario. Perfect
localization of the devices is assumed, but an imperfection will not significantly harm
performance. The devices are represented as D0 representing the recorder and D1, D2, D3,
D4 and D5 as devices consuming the video stream. Again, the sector with a bearing of
(90, 180] does not contain any interested device and is not considered in the remaining
discussion of the example.
A video stream is sent to a first hop from D1 to D2, D3 and D4. Upon receiving and
processing, the recipient list solely contains the remaining devices [D5, D6, D7]. In a next
step, the device D2 forwards the video streams to D5 in sector (180°, 270°], where the
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Figure 39: In situ routing scheme of LiViU when using unlink messages to reduce the message
overhead.
remaining sectors are skipped. The device D2 forwards the video streams to the recipients
in the list: [D6, D7]. D5 is omitted as it has received the video from D3. The device D3
furthermore processes the recipient map [D6, D7]. At the same time, D4 forwards a chunk
to D5 and D6 with the recipient list solely containing [D7].
Thus, the device D5 receives three copies of the same chunk at times t1, t2 and t3. It is
assumed that t1 < t2 < t3. When a video chunk is received at t1 from D4, it is forwarded
toD7 with an empty recipient list. At t2, when a chunk is received fromD3, it is forwarded
to D6 with an empty recipient list. As D6 is closer, the chunk is forwarded only to D7, as
the distance is smaller. Finally, at t3, when a chunk is received by D2, it is not forwarded
at all.
5.4.4.3 Linking and Unlinking Devices
The sector routing prevents unnecessary, redundant routing of video streams to a receiver.
Due to imprecise positioning data and the design of the routing, mobility situations can
occur when a device receives redundant video chunks from multiple senders.
In such a scenario, the push-based delivery of single devices can be stopped by sending
an unlink message. The unlink message, if received, stops any further relaying of incoming
video chunks to the sender of the unlink message. On the other hand, the link message
allows a device to initiate a new stream from a relay, which receives the stream it wants to
decode. The link message acts similarly to a join message, but is instead directed to a relay.
Link messages are used if a device runs out of video chunks in the playback buffer. As a
result, it is possible that a device temporarily receives chunks from multiple devices.
5.4.4.4 Reasons for a new Routing Protocol
Different research groups have proposed routing protocols for ad-hoc streaming. This
paragraph describes why LiViU proposes a new approach instead of using protocols
such as Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) [138] or Optimized Link State Rout-
ing (OLSR) [26]. As major OSs for mobile devices, Android and iOS, have no native support
for ad-hoc routing protocols, none of the routing protocols can be run on the lower layers.
Any ad-hoc routing protocol has to be implemented and executed on the application layer.
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Thus, a potential efficiency increase in comparison to LiViU by running the routing on
lower layers is not given.
Also, LiViU aims to support in situ streaming, which implies that the devices may be
out of communication range but still in the vicinity of a recording device. In situ stream-
ing implies that the receivers of a stream are on the same event space. Whereas ad-hoc
networks have to cope with large multi-hop scenarios, LiViU copes with one or two hops.
One implication is that for a small number of hops a timely propagation of routing infor-
mation to all devices is possible. The efficient propagation of routing information across
multiple hops is a central goal of ad-hoc protocols. LiViU’s routing protocol is light-weight
as each device routes messages without any consultation of other nodes.
As LiViU distributes live video streams, data is sent continuously. It is very likely that
a route is used often in a short time, but the proactive establishment of static routes is
infeasible due to device mobility. LiViU acts reactively for the video chunks that are trans-
mitted but leverages geo-location information for the routing. In contrast to other reactive
protocols such as AODV, no unnecessary coordination overhead by flooding the devices
route request messages occurs, and the route finding time is minimized.
One key attribute of LiViU for in situ streaming is risking redundant delivery for the
sake of a quick distribution of recorded video chunks. This is contrary to OLSR which
informs neighbors on the next hop in order to avoid redundancy. In contrast, for LiViU
the receiver of a redundant chunk ”unlinks” from its sender to reduce unnecessary data
traffic. A video stream’s source has not to care about the intermediate hops but only about
sending a recorded video chunk to the closest receiver in each sector. Also, more sophis-
ticated routing protocols in ad-hoc networks such as Better Approach To Mobile Ad-hoc
Networking (B.A.T.M.A.N.) [130] do not promise a reduced streaming delay in comparison
to LiViU.
For LiViU only devices that are interested in a video stream participate in the network.
Thus, no complex coordination is required to motivate devices to participate in the ad-hoc
network.
Another feature of LiViU is that each device can set the number of sectors it supports
individually. We thereby aim that each device can limit the computational load to its ca-
pabilities. The playback and routing of a 1 MBits video stream can cause a 100% CPU
utilization on smart mobile devices [63]. Thus, we avoid to implement one of the protocols
and propose with LiViU a protocol for efficient low-delay in situ streaming.
The usage of a broadcast of media chunks is avoided, as strong limitations exist in
practice. The smart mobile devices used during the design, implementation and evaluation
phase of LiViU limit broadcast transmission to 1 MBits . Even with recent video encoding
standards, high-quality videos have a higher bit rate [183].
5.4.5 Message Modifications
In comparison to the previously mentioned scenario of remote stream receivers, the in
situ streaming scenario is based on communication with multiple receivers. This results
in additional coordination overhead, which is required as the routing of video streams
addresses multiple receivers, and the devices can be on the move. The previous sections
have illustrated the concepts of allowing LiViU to stream in situ. The remaining section
discusses the required message modifications for enabling the in situ communication.
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5.4.5.1 Header Modifications
As a result, all messages contain a source field that contains the recorder address. The
source field in comparison to the sender address depicts the origin of a video stream,
whereas the sender is different if a receiver retrieves the video from a relay.
5.4.5.2 Ad-hoc Messages
All devices keep local knowledge on their neighboring devices. The neighborhood is de-
fined as all devices in communication range.
Advertisement Message
To know which devices belong to the neighborhood, an advertisement message is period-
ically sent every TBC,A = 5 seconds. It contains the role of the device and the identifier
of the stream, which is currently recorded or received. The advertisement is sent by each
device via broadcast. It allows retrieving which device is active, providing or consuming
video.
Link and Unlink Messages
Two additional messages are required for the coordination of LiViU devices: the link and
unlink messages. These messages are sent to indicate that a device shall start or stop
relaying a video stream to the requesting device. The message is acknowledged by the
receiver to indicate to a device that no upload capacity is left. Unlink messages are used
to reduce redundant delivery of messages.
5.5 supporting different scenarios
The combination of mechanisms for remote and in situ streaming allows LiViU to support
multiple scenarios. It is assumed that the smart mobile devices support cellular networks
and WLAN in parallel. The remote streaming is using the cellular network, whereas the
in situ communication is realized using the WLAN. From a recording device perspective,
the contact management module allows to distinguish which contact is remote and which
is reachable in ad-hoc communication. As a result, LiViU supports hybrid streaming sce-
narios in real deployments, if two network interfaces can be used in parallel.
5.6 evaluation
In this section, the performance of the novel MBS LiViU is evaluated using a prototypical
evaluation in two different, realistic streaming situations. The first streaming situation
analyzes the remote streaming case over cellular networks, whereas the second performs
an analysis of in situ streaming.
5.6.1 Evaluation Setup
The evaluation consists of different runs repeated under similar conditions. The experi-
ments are realized using 13 different devices from different smartphone generations, split
into two evaluations: remote and in situ streaming The mobile devices and network con-
nection settings are shown in Table 14.
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The evaluation is conducted to assess LiViU’s performance regarding goodput, over-
head, duplicate messages, join time, and video stream continuity (CI), as described in
Section 5.2.2.1.
Table 14: Device setup for evaluating LiViU.
Scenario Count Network
LG Nexus 4 (N4) Remote 2 3G
LG Nexus 5 (N5) Remote 3 LTE
Samsung Galaxy S6 (S6) Remote 1 LTE
Samsung Galaxy S7 (S7) Remote 1 LTE
OnePlus One (OPO) In situ 6 802.11, LTE
5.6.1.1 Remote Streaming
For the remote streaming evaluation, three LG Nexus 5, two LG Nexus 4, one Samsung
Galaxy S6, one Galaxy S7 and six OnePlus One are used to assess the performance of
LiViU. Video streams are transmitted using the cellular network of Deutsche Telekom in
Darmstadt. The remote streaming scenario was evaluated at different PoIs in Darmstadt:
a university building, Herrengarten, and Marktplatz. In any scenario, the movement is
limited to pedestrian speed. All devices are in the same communication cell and share
the bandwidth. The setup consists of a heterogeneous device set connected to different
network types, with varying performance. Additional traffic by other devices was not con-
sidered. The recording side buffer is set to 50 MB to compensate for situations where the
recorder captures video faster than the network can transport it. All devices use synchro-
nized clocks achieved by using NTP with a single clock server.
As a streaming end-point, the ”streamlet.de” server is hosted in a data center near Nu¨rn-
berg, Germany. Each run lasts for approximately twenty minutes, where the initial five min-
utes leverage the available throughput of the LTE network, and the remaining throughput
is shaped on the ”streamlet.de” server according to an upload trace of the MBS YouNow
from 06/27/2015.
The videos are recorded and then encoded into three representations at a resolution of
720p at 3 MBits , 1.5
MBit
s and 750
KBit
s at 30 FPS. The GoP length is set to 15 frames. Thus,
an adaptation could occur every half second.
All experiments are repeated five times. The focus of the remote streaming evaluation is
illustrating the advantages of adaptive video streaming.
5.6.1.2 In Situ Streaming
For evaluating the in situ streaming scenario, OnePlus One devices were used, as the
other devices do not allow to establish IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc connections. The OnePlus One
devices allow in ad-hoc mode using the IEEE 802.11b standard with at most 11 MBits of
physical layer bandwidth. They can reliably stream in ad-hoc mode, without any undesired
connection resets. Six devices were used in a stationary device setup and in a mobile
setting. At any time, exactly one sender is active. LiViU has been tested to support multiple
senders in close vicinity, too. A single limitation can be the capped physical bandwidth of
the used IEEE 802.11 standard.
Similar conditions as for the remote streaming scenario are used. If not stated otherwise,
the produced video representations are encoded at 480p at 250 KBits , 500
KBit
s and 750
KBit
s
at 30 FPS. The buffer is configured to store up to 250milliseconds of the video. It is ensured
that video chunks of approximately 100 milliseconds can be decoded independently.
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All experimental runs are repeated six times with a similar setup, where the in situ
streaming is evaluated in a stationary and a mobile setup. The focus in both setups lies on
the evaluation of the network characteristics of the system. Note, that for the mobile setup
the same environmental conditions as in the stationary one cannot be guaranteed.
Stationary Setup
A stationary setup is chosen consisting of six mobile devices with stable positions and
within IEEE 802.11 communication range. Each evaluation run is performed for 10 min-
utes. Figure 40 shows the device setup and intended communication between devices. The
experiments are performed in a closed room so that no valid position information can be
retrieved. Thus, we manually set the location coordinates in the OS.
Figure 40: Static topology used for the evaluation of LiViU in the in situ scenario.
The stationary setup is chosen to conduct a parameter study on both the effect of the
streaming bit rate on the effective latency and the influence of an increasing number of
devices. The evaluation is conducted at different bit rates - from 250 KBits over 500
KBit
s
to 750 KBits - to study the effect of bit rate on performance. Also, the number of devices
receiving a stream varies from 1 to 5. In this second experiment, the bit rate is kept constant
at 500 KBits .
Mobile Setup
In a mobile setup, the in situ streaming functionality is evaluated in six repetitions of sim-
ilar movements in a limited area. In a user study a perfect reproduction of movement pat-
terns, and the environmental conditions, could not be achieved. The experiments consist
of 18 minutes per repetition, which is split into three phases of six minutes each. During
the phases, different mobility patterns are evaluated. In the first phase the movement of
solely the receivers is evaluated, where the sending device holds a central position. The
second phase includes stable positions of the receivers, whereas the sending device is in
motion. In the last phase, all devices are in free motion. Due to the mobility of the devices,
connections can be lost at any phase. All motion is at pedestrian speeds, thus 6 7kmh . A
fixed bit rate of 500 KBits is utilized in this scenario. During this evaluation, locations and
movement speeds are calculated using GPS. Figure 41 depicts an overview of the evalua-
tion space for the mobile setting and depicts the second phase of the described scenario, in
which the sender continuously moves. It indicates that potentially disturbing 802.11 access
points may limit communication between the devices. The illustrated access points are not
supporting the device-to-device communication, but act as disturbing elements, as their
provided networks compete with ad-hoc networks on the physical bandwidth. Thus, in
this realistic setup, access points can lead to increased packet drops or connection losses
in the in situ, ad-hoc communication.
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Figure 41: Sketch of the evaluation setup for evaluating LiViU’s performance considering mobility.
Figure shows phase 2 of the evaluation in which the sending device is in motion.
5.6.2 Performance for Remote Streaming
The remote streaming scenario is evaluated in cellular networks with the aim to illustrate
the advantages of adaptive video streaming concepts in an MBS. To indicate the perfor-
mance in comparison to other MBSs the initial join time, the continuity of a video stream,
the goodput, and the overhead of a streaming session are discussed.
5.6.2.1 Effect of Content Adaptation on Join Time
Part of the join time is the preprocessing of the recorded video for transcoding into dif-
ferent representations, the processing of the LiViU application, the transmission and the
processing on the server. The delay is measured from capturing a complete video frame
until its storage on the remote server. The focus lies on the discussion of the processing
times on the mobile device running LiViU as well as the buffer size on the LiViU server.
Transmission delays invoked by the cellular network are not discussed in detail, as LiViU
does not influence them.
Transcoding Adaptive Video Streams
The transcoding process ensures that the lower bit rate representations are available first,
whereas encoding at the highest bit rate lasts longest. The time between the first and the
last representation is available depends on whether recent H.264/AVC encoding hardware
is used. Figure 42 (a) gives an overview of the difference of leveraging software and hard-
ware encoding. Whereas for hardware-support (HW) the time difference between the first
and the last representation is below a second, the software-based encoding (SW) requires
8.41 times longer to encode all three representations. Even the hardware encoding needs
an average of 0.61 seconds to have a video frame encoded in all three representations, and
thus enable the receiving device to perform an adaptation. Thus, as soon as a video chunk
is encoded at the lowest representation, it is transmitted to the server. A switch to a higher
bit rate representation can be performed as soon as throughput conditions are suitable,
higher bit rate chunks are available. Even under good throughput conditions, an initial
upload of the lowest bit rate representation is performed to minimize join time.
Minimal Media Chunk Size
The size of video chunks being transmitted has an impact on the delay until a stream can
be consumed on the receiver side. At the highest bit rate (3 MBits for remote streaming),
a LiViU message could transport around 3 milliseconds of video, and at the lowest bit
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Figure 42: Overview of the performance when using LiViU for a remote streaming scenario. (a)
Transcoding speed for adaptive streaming representations on the video encoding hard-
ware (HW) in comparison with software encoding. (b) Average video bit rate using LiViU
in the given scenario. (c) Stalling-free upload using LiViU (CI=1) in comparison with non-
adaptive streaming approaches on different devices. (d) Percentage of overhead when
using LiViU in comparison to the representation bit rate.
rate representation around 12 milliseconds. Independent of a segment length the minimal
video chunk to be sent should be chosen wisely on the basis of the packet size that can be
sent using UDP. There is a trade-off between immediate transmission, encoding efficiency,
and minimum bit rate. When video chunks to be transmitted are smaller than the packet
size, the overhead of packet headers will increase detrimental to the goodput. In the remote
streaming scenario, a packet size of up to 950 bytes is chosen. At a frame rate of 30 FPS,
this requires that the minimal bit rate of a representation > 228KBits . Any bit rate lower
than 228KBits would create an unnecessarily high number of messages, which are only
partly filled. The delay is sacrificed to obtain efficient delivery, which keeps the overhead
of messages and headers low.
Remaining Components of the Join Time
Remaining operations of the LiViU protocol accounted for 119.78 milliseconds on average,
where a single outlier required 692.46 milliseconds. It could not be clarified what caused
this huge increase. The cellular network caused an additional delay of 79 to 103 millisec-
onds for LTE. As a result, the delay on the remote streaming side is around 1.7 seconds on
average, where a maximum delay of 3.8 seconds has been observed. Delays related to the
serialization of the messages, buffer and main memory operations of the protocols, and
the storage of the stream on the hard disk are not discussed in detail.
5.6.2.2 Effect of Content Adaptation on Continuity and Goodput
The protocol overhead is negligible, as the content adaptation and throughput estimation
is solely conducted on the client with local resources. No coordination is required for the
content adaptation, as throughput measurements are offered by an independent monitor-
ing service [180, 181].
Under similar conditions, yet with competing devices, the goodput of the adaptive
streaming upload achieved 1259.1 KBits on average with a standard deviation of 7.554
KBit
s . The differences in repeated runs were mainly caused by uncontrollable environmen-
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tal changes, such as, e.g., slight variations of the throughput. They are shown for the five
different device types used in the evaluation in Figure 42 (b).
At the same time, the adaptive video streaming concept on the uploading side of a
smart mobile device helps to avoid stalling. The stall time would have been enormous if
no adaptive video streaming approach had been chosen. The achieved CI of 1 is compared
with the different devices in Figure 42 (c). It can be seen, that when streaming constantly
at 3 MBits the CI decreases to between 0.4841 and 0.5014 if no adaptive video streaming is
used.
The adaptation could achieve consistent streaming without stalling, requiring 9 to 11
adaptations per 10 minutes of video streaming. All devices streaming in parallel have
shown a similar adaptation behavior at similar points in time. This available throughput
drop is caused by the used network trace.
5.6.2.3 Overhead
Per 10 minutes of streaming, the quota of the number of control messages to the total
number of messages is below 0.12% on average, where the size of these messages in com-
parison to the total traffic generated accounts for only 0.027% (see Figure 42 d). This omits
the overhead caused by the message headers. If the lowest bit rate representation (750 KBits )
is considered, the total control message traffic as well as the message header, accounts for
less than 0.9% of the total traffic.
5.6.3 In Situ Streaming Results
The in situ streaming under challenging conditions, i.e., with mobility, is discussed regard-
ing the bit rates of the streamed video, the effect of mobility on the continuity of the stream
as well as the overhead caused by the decentralized organization of the devices.
5.6.3.1 Influence of the Representation Bit Rate
In the stationary setup evaluation, the effect of the video representation’s bit rate is evalu-
ated in respect to different performance metrics. The influence of the bit rate is given for
CI, the protocol overhead regarding the number of messages, and the delay. As a result,
the CI for this stable condition stays nearly constant, variations below 1% are observed.
The minimum CI still achieves a continuity of above 99%. A low CI indicates that the pro-
tocol is not capable of delivering media chunks in real-time. Rather hard constraints are
given for the recording buffer, which stores approximately 250 milliseconds of the received
video stream. If packets are lost due to collisions, LiViU will request and has to receive the
respective video chunks within this window to avoid stalling. It is obvious from Table 15
that the average and maximum delay do not always allow an in-time delivery of the media
stream within the receiver’s buffer capacity.
Table 15: In situ streaming: Performance of LiViU for varying bit rates.
CI [%] Delay [ms] Overhead [%]
Bit rate [KBits ] mean min σ mean max σ mean max σ
250 KBits 99.87 99.74 0.041 62.9 101.54 16.64 1.33 1.361 0.028
500 KBits 99.83 99.62 0.091 80.13 117.06 21.19 1.52 1.65 0.08
750 KBits 99.67 99.41 0.11 175.03 315.86 98.42 1.79 1.91 0.07
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The delay increases with the bit rate. This indicates throughput limitations of the IEEE
802.11b network, as the maximum effective bandwidth is achieved at a bit rate of 500KBits .
The control overhead quota indicates a slight increase to 1.79%. The quota has been chosen
to be based on the number of messages and not on the message size, as the control traffic
accounts for less than 0.2% of the total traffic.
This is reliant on the given environmental conditions as well as the number of devices
participating in the network. Especially in the 2.4 GHz 802.11 network, a significant in-
crease of in situ devices will limit the bit rate. The limitation is given by the physical
medium and the processing and scheduling capabilities of the devices. The total join time
in the case of in situ streaming is calculated from the availability of a video frame until
its playback on the receiver device for a single hop and is 817.83 milliseconds on average
(σ = 31.88 milliseconds). In general, LiViU offers robust streaming under highly changing
video bit rates.
5.6.3.2 Influence of Increasing Interest
If, during a session, devices join and leave the network, performance metrics may by af-
fected. Therefore, the topology depicted in Figure 40 is set up by joining the devices in a
specific order, and leaving the network in the reverse order. From a single node offering the
video stream to the topology depicted in Figure 40, the topology is built up as shown in
Figure 43. Each topology stage is kept for two minutes to achieve stable results. The main
Figure 43: In situ streaming: Performance of LiViU with changing device numbers.
finding of the experiments is that LiViU achieves a stable CI, which is not reduced until
step 3, when D2 can receive video chunks from multiple devices. The communication of
both D1 and D3 leads to an increase of packet losses or error(s) in the packets, and thus a
reduced continuity index. It decreases slightly for N3 at an average 99.91% to N4 at 99.81%
and stays stable in N5 at 99.83%, which represents the complete topology.
Similarly, the topology induces a pattern for the control overhead and the quota of re-
dundant chunks received. For the overhead, the maximum is reached at N3 at a control
overhead of 1.81%, and in the remaining rounds it is either stable or it declines. As the over-
head is calculated in relation to the total number of packets, a peak is reached when most
devices are in close range and need to coordinate themselves. Redundant video messages
are received when a new device joins the network to quickly retrieve the stream - and if
uncoordinated senders in close vicinity to each other do not know of each other as the
distribution tree becomes deep, as e.g., for D2, D4 and D5. Due to the proposed routing in
LiViU which sends messages based on the distance and bearing between devices, no clear
indication is available, which device should deliver video to D5. As long as the receiver
does not unlink from one device, it will send video chunks. Whereas the redundant video
chunk rate increases for D5 up to at a maximum of 48.74% and in average 23.29%, the pro-
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posed unlinking coordination by the receivers limits to a maximum of 8.2% of redundant
messages.
5.6.3.3 Influence of Mobility
In the second experiment, the mobility of devices (in three phases) is evaluated, consisting
of solely receiver mobility, sender mobility only, and a combined evaluation if all devices
move.
LiViU’s reliability and costs are assessed in environments where devices leave the com-
munication range due to mobility, delays vary, and streaming quality as measured by CI
degrades. Also, different IEEE 802.11 access points compete with the ad-hoc network es-
tablished by LiViU.
Table 16: In situ streaming: Performance in the mobile scenario. Phase 1: Receivers are moving,
Phase 2: Sender is moving, and Phase 3: all devices in motion.
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
Run mean max min mean max min mean max min
Delay [ms] 116.57 172.71 79.8 98.86 174.26 41.35 138.56 188.29 94.77
CI [ms] 97.66 99.82 94.15 98.81 99.9 95.65 96.74 99.32 91.25
CO [%] 4.03 5.54 1.81 2.99 7.67 0.93 6.05 11.49 2.34
Speed Receivers [ m
s2
] 0.811 0.927 0.599 0 0 0 0.917 1.038 0.735
Speed Sender [ m
s2
] 0 0 0 0.974 1.03 0.924 0.959 1.04 0.895
The results, including the speeds of the devices, are shown in Table 16. Mobility has a
significant impact on the CI, which in the case of all devices in motion drops to a minimum
of 91.25%, where the average in the session is 96.74%. Still, in spite of potential connection
losses and re-routing requirements in the scenario, it is ensured that > 90% of the stream
is received and played back in time. The delay from recording until playback is < 650
milliseconds and thus comparably faster than infrastructure-based approaches with delays
around 1 second [34]. The increased control overhead (especially in phase 3 where all
nodes are moving) depicts that the required coordination leads to more messages being
exchanged.
In the mobile scenario, the likelihood of redundant delivery of video messages from
different senders to the same receiver is high. The receiving devices can determine, which
devices shall stop sending using unlink messages. This mechanism ensures that the dupli-
cate chunk ratio reduced to in average 1.9% at a maximum of 6.03%.
5.6.4 Discussion
The proposed MBS LiViU achieves efficient streaming both to remote and close-by devices.
For remote receivers, the benefits include reliable streaming while coping with rapidly
changing throughput conditions, a quick connection setup, and adaptation to different
scenarios. The in situ streaming achieves minimal delay between devices while indepen-
dently organizing the streaming topology at the cost of redundant messages. The evalua-
tion shows that reliable streaming can be achieved despite mobility.
In comparison to other work [34, 133], LiViU achieves a lower delay with considerably
less overhead. Furthermore, Niraula et al. show for mobile scenarios that stall-free stream-
ing is possible at a bit rate of 128 KBits , which is lower than the bit rate that LiViU supports
(500 to 750 KBits ). Furthermore, adaptive video streaming is supported by LiViU on the
mobile device. In contrast to the work of Seo et al. [159], the proposed system achieves a
reduced delay with similar video recording settings, but in cellular networks. Whereas, the
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proposed LiViU system achieves a reliable streaming of 720p content in cellular networks
without any control of the network, Seo. et al. [159] ran their experiments in private IEEE
802.11 networks without competing traffic. Thus, for high resolutions of up to 720p and
non-recent devices, live streaming was not possible. In contrast to their approach, LiViU
achieves in-parallel encoding of three 720p videos in real-time, as well as their delivery
to remote servers and close-by devices. The availability of different video representations
allows adaptation according to the network conditions smoothly. It can be concluded that
LiViU achieves reliable video streaming in the different streaming scenarios.
5.7 conclusion
This chapter introduced the content- and mechanism-adaptive LiViU, which allows for the
efficient delivery of video streams to both remote and close-by receivers. The mechanisms
supporting an efficient upload are gathered in an initial simulative study investigating
existing MBS protocols. It is shown for remote streaming, that UDP-based protocols in
combination with quick application-layer join procedures are most favorable to achieve
low join times. The initial join time is critical, as it defines a lower bound for the liveliness
for the remaining streaming session. The scheduling of the video stream messages can be
either push- or pull-based. Which scheduling should be favored depends on the context,
but especially on the application.
From the findings gained in the simulative study, the novel LiViU system has been
designed. In the remote streaming case, LiViU achieves high bit rate video streaming with
minimal overhead. The proposed protocol includes an on-device transcoding of different
video representations, and brings adaptive video streaming to the upload side. Content
adaptation in LiViU ensures high continuity of the streaming session without stalling. It
is supported by a scheduling mechanism adaptation, which allows LiViU to specify which
parts of which video stream shall be transmitted using push- or pull-based delivery. This
functionality is offered to the multimedia application. This allows a high flexibility for the
proposed multimedia applications in this thesis (PaSC and video composition), but also
for future developments.
For in situ streaming scenarios, LiViU achieves a reliable streaming experience even un-
der motion without infrastructure support. In the in situ streaming case, LiViU pursues
a geographic distribution of the streams avoiding unnecessary redundancy in the mes-
sage delivery. As a result, with LiViU a superior MBS is proposed, which is used for the
PaSC proposed in the previous chapter as well as the delivery of media streams for video
composition, as discussed in the next chapter.

6
V I D E O C O M P O S I T I O N
LiViU leverages the concept of video and network adaptation to both increase the quality
of a video upload session and limit the generated data traffic. Still, LiViU is not capable
of mitigating recording quality degradations in a single video stream. Another form of
content adaptation, the video composition, can compensate for these quality degradations
by always selecting the best parts of different video streams. Video composition assumes
that multiple video streams are generated in parallel. A video composition application ana-
lyzes different views of a scene and fuses them into one single video stream, depending on
the video availability and quality. At any given moment, only one source view is selected
to be streamed to the receivers.
A video composition as a form of adaptation between different video views has sev-
eral advantages. Live UGV is often rather short in duration and cannot cover an entire
real-world event in a single source video [179]. Video composition can ensure that at all
available videos are leveraged to retrieve a complete coverage of an event.
Also, the composed video stream can be of a stable quality as the highest quality parts of
all source videos are used. Video stream quality is determined by the quality assessment
algorithms proposed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. If we assume that quality assessment
steps are realized on the mobile device during recording, a video composition application
can further reduce the generated data traffic as only the high-quality video streams need
to be uploaded.
This chapter proposes a combination of a semi-automatic composition that leverages
human knowledge to compose videos near real-time and train a novel, automatic video
composition system. The basis for our video composition application is a filter stage, which
ensures that high quality video views are considered for composition. This thesis proposes
two composition applications: a semi-automatic and an automatic composition. The semi-
automatic composition relies on crowdsourcing minimal tasks to a group of distributed
users and leverages system support to ensure a timely composition. This composition -
as human assessment is involved - copes easily with different video genres and content.
Derived from manually generated composition models, AutoCompose allows for a fast,
automatic composition of video streams. AutoCompose is based on the machine learning
mechanism Support Vector Machine - Hidden Markov Model (SVM-HMM), a sequence-
tagging machine learning approach that can efficiently compose videos.
The concepts and evaluation results presented in this chapter are a revised and extended
version of our peer-reviewed publications [213, 220, 228].
6.1 concept of the proposed video composition
Automatic video composition aims at creating a single video stream (called composed
video) from the abundance of a scene recorded in different video recordings. The com-
posed video includes the most desirable video segments from different recordings [167].
Figure 44 shows the automatic video composition and discusses the two central questions
which are answered in a video composition:
1. Which video view will be selected next for the composed video?
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2. When will a switch from one view to another be executed?
Figure 44: Tasks of automatic video composition algorithms to receive several in-parallel recorded
video streams and select one at any given moment for the output.
The first question addresses a point that the composition application has to understand
what kind of a scene is recorded, and select the next appropriate video view. This also in-
cludes that the continuity of the composed video shall not be broken. The second question
discusses that a switch from one view to another is placed in a manner to not degrade the
viewing experience or distract viewers. Answers to these questions have to be given for
live video streams in real-time and to scale automatically with the increasing amount of
UGV.
In Section 2.5.1.2, we discussed how quality is perceived in composed videos. It is com-
monly agreed that a composed video can achieve a higher perceived quality in comparison
to a single video view. Video composition needs to consider the concepts of event coverage,
event continuity, the quality-aware selection of video views, the diversity of the selection
and cinematographic rules. This chapter discusses these aspects in three different modules:
1) Filter stage, 2) CrowdCompose and 3) AutoCompose.
The filter stage preselects videos that should be considered for composition. Not con-
sidered are video views at a given point in time that either suffer from a significantly
degraded quality or conflict with a cinematographic rule.
CrowdCompose is a semi-automatic composition application, which is explained in Sec-
tion 6.3. It is a semi-automatic approach, as a group of humans make composition deci-
sions, i.e., which view will be selected next and when to switch to it. To enable a cost-
efficient and especially quick decision making - complying with real-time constraints -
crowdsourcing is chosen as a paradigm. In this context, crowdsourcing implies the design
of small and well-defined tasks that can be completed in a short time by a wide range of
remote users. Tasks are provisioned to an anonymous group of people using a mediating
web platform, and users are compensated for completing the tasks by micropayments. The
results of CrowdCompose are a composed live video stream and models that can later be
used by AutoCompose to ”learn” human directing styles.
AutoCompose learns the composition model proposed by CrowdCompose and thus mim-
ics human composition styles. As video composition relies on an understanding of the
decisions in a temporal dimension, i.e., current and previously selected views determine
which view is selected next, a sequence-tagging machine learning algorithm relying on the
SVM-HMM is used. It conducts video compositions completely free of any human interac-
tion. CrowdCompose and AutoCompose are interchangeable modules, where only one is
used at a time.
6.2 filter stage
The filter stage is executed before the composition decisions are made by CrowdCompose
and AutoCompose. It determines which views do not comply with the quality constraints
as well as cinematographic grammar rules, and removes them from further consideration.
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It is set up as a sample-based sequential pipeline. Sample-based implies that the filter
stage inspects a video view at two points in time, t0 and t1, where t0 < t1, the filter stage
assumes if the sample at t0 represents the quality for the time between t0 and t1. It is a
sequential pipeline, as individual assessment tasks are organized in a sequence. As soon
as one step indicates that the view should not be considered further for composition, the
remaining tasks within the pipeline need not be triggered (see Figure 45).
Figure 45: Filter Stage: Quality assessment pipeline for position quality, video quality and recording
quality assessment as well as cinematographic rules.
6.2.1 LiViU for Video Upload
Before a quality assessment can be executed in the sequential pipelines shown in Figure 45,
LiViU is used for the upload of video streams. The main task of LiViU in the context of
video composition is to upload a stream to the video composition component, which is
run on a central server. During the process of uploading a video stream, the filter stage
of the video composition application is triggered, determining the views that will not be
selected for composition. The filter stage of the video composition application leverages
LiViU’s capabilities to push or pull video streams.
6.2.2 Quality Assessment using the PaSC
The PaSC and related algorithms proposed in Chapter 4 are used for quality assessment
in the categories recording quality assessment and video quality assessment. The reader
should be aware, that the sequential pipeline of quality assessments is executed in a dis-
tributed manner which means that individual assessment steps are performed on different
devices.
The sequential pipeline is constructed in a prioritized manner, with the most distracting
degradations (i.e., in the recording quality assessment) analyzed first. The recording qual-
ity assessment algorithms discussed here were introduced in Chapter 4. The video quality
assessment uses two complementary algorithms for under-/overexposition detection of
video frames, as proposed by Saini et al. [153] and the V-BLIINDS algorithm [151].
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Figure 46: Mapping of recording location based on the recording distance and angle from event to
a relative scene model, including the impact of the recording position on the perceived
quality [DMOS].
6.2.3 Recording Position Quality Assessment
Recordings of the same scene differ regarding the distance to a scene and the recording
angle. Chapter 3 proposed novel models that quantify the perceived quality in relation to
its position.
Detection of a scene location is conducted using the novel AoI algorithms as proposed
in Section 4.2.4.2. It leverages the compass readings from the recording smartphones and
camera lense information to determine the FoV of all recording devices. On the basis of the
FoV of many devices, the AoI can be determined. For determining the position of devices
such as smartphones, a location provider is assumed, which offers reliable detection rates,
such as GPS. To compensate for varying reliabilities of the location providers, the quality
models are mapped into a relative scene model (depicted in Figure 46). It classifies the
distances of recorders in the audience in relation to each other into close to the scene (f),
central (c) or in the back (b); and the angle into left (l), right (r) and central (c). Zones are
annotated with genre-specific quality values on the basis of the discussion in Chapter 3.
This complete model gives no precise information on absolute positions and distances, but
allows for a relative localization to cope with small imprecisions in smartphone sensors.
Indoor events require additional processing for retrieving the relative location of the
recording devices. Systems that achieve a suitable detection of relative positions rely on
Structure from Motion (SfM) and have been evaluated in the context of video composition
by Arev et al. [10].
6.2.4 Cinematographic Rules
By the scene model discussed in the previous section, the cinematographic rules ”con-
tent, then form,” ”180° rule,” and ”jump cuts” are validated. The camera misalignment
algorithm as proposed in Section 4.2.4.2 is leveraged for scene localization. It relies on
a majority consensus decision, which excludes recordings which do not capture the AoI.
The agreement on an AoI allows to ensure that cinematographic rules are not broken for
automatic video composition.
”Jump cut” detection relies on the zones determined in the scene model. As a result,
when switching from one recorder to another, the new view shall not be captured within
the same zone as the current recording. Also, it is combined with the ”30° rule,” which
ensures that the relative angle between two recording positions should be at least 30°.
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Similarly, for detecting if the recorded views comply with the ”180° rule,” the filter
stage leverages the scene model and the orientation used by the built-in compass of the
recording devices. On the basis of this information, those views are detected which have
been captured from an opposite direction. These views are discarded from composition.
6.3 crowdcompose
The set of filtered video views can either be composed by the semi-automatic composition
engine CrowdCompose or the trained model of AutoCompose. CrowdCompose leverages
the concept of crowdsourcing to recruit a large group of human workers, who complete
predefined and small tasks to compose a video. These workers work in parallel on the
small jobs and receive a monetary compensation for a successful completion.
The aim of CrowdCompose is two-fold:
1. To compose a video stream which achieves a perceived quality superior to existing
automatic algorithms, and
2. to create composition models, which can later be used by the automatic composition
algorithm AutoCompose.
6.3.1 Architecture of CrowdCompose
Figure 47 depicts the components required in CrowdCompose, which are distributed
across several server instances to cope with a high number of concurrent users composing
a video stream.
Figure 47: Architecture of CrowdCompose for conducting a semi-automatic video composition.
6.3.1.1 Overview on Different Servers
CrowdCompose outsources the task of composing live video to a large workforce medi-
ated by an online crowdsourcing platform, such as Microworkers1. It is assumed that this
mediating platform offers a pool of workers which are instantly available to complete tasks.
CrowdCompose assigns tasks to these workers and tries to keep them bound to the system
as long as possible. The service consists of one central registration server as well as a scalable
number of composition servers, which offer the composition UI. The infrastructure implies
1 www.microworkers.com; Visited on: 09/02/2016
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that all servers are connected by high-speed networks, ensuring both low delay and an
exchange of multiple parallel video streams. In the current setup of CrowdCompose, this
is achieved by deploying all servers in a single data center. All servers share a dedicated
storage on which incoming video views are stored.
Registration Server
The registration server is the initial point of contact for both the workers composing a video
stream as well as LiViU when it starts streaming a video. For LiViU, the registration server
mediates the recording device to the composition server, which receives the video stream.
At any given moment, LiViU streams the video to only one server.
For both the workers and the recording devices, the registration server is used to ensure
both a load and user balancing across the composition servers. Furthermore, the regis-
tration server is used to execute the video composition by stitching video streams to the
composed video. Thus, the different composition servers submit the workers’ decisions to
the registration server.
Composition Server and Clients
The composition servers provide the web client UI. They receive the various synchronized
video streams, segment them, and provide them to the clients in a single UI, which shows
up to four video views of the same event in parallel (see Figure 48). The simplistic UI
design was shown to be beneficial by Lasecki et al. [104]. Minimal interactions possibilities
are offered to the user to allow workers to focus on a fast task completion. The respective
tasks that are mediated to the workers are discussed in Section 6.3.2. Decisions made by
the workers are transferred to the registration server to execute the video stitching.
As crowdsourcing implies mitigating streams to an anonymous crowd of people that
could be located around the world, their Internet connection speeds may vary. A connec-
tion which does not allow one to stream multiple video views without stalling effects
would reduce the speed of the composition and may lead to wrong decisions of work-
ers. Each session is thus monitored to ensure that solely workers with sufficient network
capacity use the system. This approach is discussed in Section 6.3.5.2.
6.3.1.2 Software and Libraries
A single MySQL2 database handles the storage of decisions and metadata of the streaming
clients. All servers run a Web- (HTTP) and Java Application server3 that enables running
the web-based UI and allows inter-server communication. The web-based UI is imple-
mented using standard Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) 5 and JavaScript.
Inter-server communication is achieved using Representational State Transfer (REST)
web services, which encapsulate the public functionality of registration and composition
servers. The registration server can access all videos in a shared storage space, which
allows quick stitching into the composed video. The stitching of videos is achieved by
using OpenCV 34, the open source framework for computer vision, and the video coding
library FFMPEG5.
2 http://www.mysql.com/; Visited on: 09/02/2016
3 http://tomcat.apache.org/; Visited on: 09/02/2016
4 http://opencv.org/; Visited on: 09/02/2016
5 https://ffmpeg.org/; Visited on: 09/02/2016
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Similar to LiViU, it is assumed that NTP allows suitable synchronization of different
video streams. The challenge of synchronizing media streams from different sources is
intensively discussed in related work [61, 62, 164, 165].
6.3.2 Task Design
CrowdCompose pursues the atomization and parallelization of the tasks to 1) select the
next, best video view for a composed video, and 2) determine the point in time to switch
to this new view.
A sequential pattern of the two tasks has been chosen in which Task 1 is generally
responsible for agreeing on the next video view, whereas Task 2 is in charge of deciding
when to switch views.
6.3.2.1 Task 1: Selection of the Best View
Task 1 is split into two parts discussing the video and the audio track. Task 1a is assessing
the video views and Task 1b the audio tracks. Task 1a and 1b rely on assessing based on
the SSCQS for subjective quality assessment as discussed in Section 2.3.2. As a result, the
MOS annotates each video view.
Task 1a - Video View Selection
Task 1a - Video View Selection asks workers to select the most suitable view. To reduce assess-
ment times, the video stream is segmented into rounds of duration tr (round time). The
selection is based on up to four synchronously played back video views for tr seconds. A
reference view represents the media stream currently selected for composition. The refer-
ence view is used to normalize ratings across view groups in a round. Each view group
contains at least two and up to four video views. The reference view is part of each view
group. Our empirical study determined the maximum number of video views, as it allows
users to retrieve the videos in an appropriate size and without the need to scroll6. Thus, at
most four parallel views are clustered into view groups identified by an index. The video
views are reduced in size to allow parallel viewing and timely decision making. The ref-
erence view is highlighted accordingly in the UI (see Figure 48). Assessment of different
video views is possible during the playback of a video segment. The mean of the assess-
ments of the workers is used to select the best view in each round and to annotate it with
a quality value (MOS).
Task 1b - Audio Track selection
In Task 1b - Audio Track Selection, the appropriate audio stream is selected for the composed
video. The aim of this approach is to ensure mostly noise-free audio in the composed video.
Whereas the audio quality assessment algorithms aim at finding compression artifacts
or technical degradations in a track, CrowdCompose aims to find noisy and clamorous
recordings.
Only a subset of at most four audio streams is selected. The location in the scene model
is used to determine those views recorded from a central position and that are at a close
distance to the AoI (scene model: fr, fc or fb). Workers are asked to listen to the reference
audio track and a single, new audio track - each of at most tr2 seconds.
6 For the design the mediating platform Microworkers was used which defines the UI size.
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In comparison to the video part - where diversity is intended - maintaining stability is
important for audio. This has been shown to be beneficial for video composition by Wu
et al. [236]. A switch is only invoked if the reference audio track achieves an MOS of less
than 3.
6.3.2.2 Task 2: Timing of a View Transition
Task 2: Timing of a view transition allows workers to give an answer to the question of when
to switch from one view to another. The UI for Task 2 is illustrated in Figure 48, which
includes the reference view on the left and on the right the best-rated video view. The
worker selects the point in time when to switch from the left to the right video view.
User Interface and Selection
The timeline at the top shows both the time since task initiation and the decisions of other
workers. Workers could jump back in time up to bc seconds and replay the video seg-
ment. Audio playback stems from the reference video view to determine a comprehensive
overview of the best point in time to switch. Workers have the possibility to abort a switch
from one view to another and thus indicate that the composition should play back the
reference video view longer. If the reference video view is rated best in Task 1a, a switch
to the second best-rated view is possible to ensure diverse compositions. For Task 2, the
total time to find a suitable point for a shot transition is defined by dmax = dG + 2× σdG,
where dG represents a video-genre-dependent threshold (see Section 6.5.3).
Refinement of a Decision
Workers may select very diverse switch points. This may indicate personal optima for
placing a switch, where CrowdCompose needs a collaboratively agreed decision. To reach
a common decision on when a switch shall be placed, a refinement approach is integrated
into this task.
CrowdCompose monitors how many workers are currently working on Task 2 and the
current time of assessment from a given, synchronized point in time when Task 2 started.
This point in time continuously increases to dmax. Every second, it is evaluated if a win-
dow of 25% of the duration can be identified in which a majority of workers agreed on
placing a switch. At least three workers have to place the switch point accordingly. As soon
as this window is identified, the current round for Task 2 is completed, and no further de-
cisions are accepted.
This design is a modified version of the crowdsourcing algorithm ”rapid refinement” by
Bernstein et al. [16]. In contrast to ”rapid refinement”, the proposed modification allows
workers to see the selections of other workers on a timeline, with the ability to rewind
playback and rethink a decision. The identified window is then used for a refinement
of the task. Workers repeat the task for the previously determined video segment. The
process is terminated either after two refinements or if a majority of all votes are within
a three-second window. Video cut points are automatically determined by averaging all
human decisions. No switch is conducted if the majority of workers decided not to switch.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 48: UI of the different CrowdCompose tasks: (a) UI of the CrowdCompose Task 1 - Assessing
the quality of video views (b) UI of CrowdCompose Task 2 - Determining the suitable
time for a switch in views.
6.3.3 Round System and Playback Delay
Timings and durations are important for understanding CrowdCompose, as the time work-
ers need to make decisions delays the broadcast of a video. This delay is known as the
broadcast delay and is calculated as BD = n× tr + bc + 5[s] .
For Task 1a the live stream is divided into segments, called rounds, of tr seconds of
video. A number of n rounds can be processed in parallel. bc describes the composition
buffer in seconds which allows workers to rewind the video in Task 2 for placing a switch.
Five seconds are reserved for stitching the composed video.
Increasing values of tr and n delay the creation and playback of the composed video.
Depending on the timing requirements, which can be specific to the video genre, both
parameters n and tr are adjusted (see Section 6.5.2). Thus, the parameters can be used to
define thresholds that workers need to comply with. If they repeatedly break the given
thresholds for executing the tasks, they can be excluded from using the system (see Sec-
tion 6.3.5.2). Workers’ ratings are discarded if they are not able to complete the task in
time.
Figure 49 depicts the concepts of in-parallel processing of video streams. n different
rounds are depicted with each containing a fraction of the video stream. Five seconds
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Figure 49: CrowdCompose’s round system for parallelizing the video composition.
before the broadcast time, the decisions (Task 2) for a round have to be gathered, and the
last assignment of workers is consequently possible tr + 5 seconds before the live edge.
BD can thus be adjusted to plan the delay between the reception of a frame on the servers
and its distribution to the viewers of a video stream.
6.3.4 Worker Balancing
CrowdCompose integrates automatic balancing of workers across different tasks (see Fig-
ure 50). It pipelines workers to conduct the composition in parallel in two ways.
First, workers are split across different rounds and, second, across different tasks. By
using this approach, a quick decision can be made when the number of workers is high
enough. Task assignment prioritizes the evaluation of the video content quality in Task 1a.
After receiving three valid assessments in Task 1a, the assignment of Task 2 is initiated.
If more than four parallel video views exist, the views are grouped into view groups,
always containing the reference view and three more video streams. Each view group is
assigned to a distinct CrowdCompose server to ensure an equal server load. Balancing
checks upon the arrival of a worker if at least three ratings are gathered in the urgent
round. The urgent round represents the segments for which no final switch decision is
made, and which is closest to the live edge.
If this is ensured, the workers are assigned to the rounds in a round-robin manner.
Groups of three workers are chosen as they allow at each time to retrieve biased assessment.
To compare the ratings of different view groups, the ratings of the reference view are taken
as anchor points.
6.3.5 Challenges
Two challenges can occur when using CrowdCompose: a varying number of available users
in the worker pool and a varying reliability of the worker’s decisions.
6.3.5.1 Varying Workforce
Mediating crowdsourcing platforms are used to get access to the workforce. Depending on
the time of day the number of workers which start composing a video may change - even
within a video composition session.
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Figure 50: Worker assignment strategy of CrowdCompose to different tasks and, if available, view
groups.
Queuing in Overcapacity Scenarios
To compensate for this, the retainer model is used, which keeps workers in the system even
though they are not assigned to a task [16]. When a video composition session is initiated,
and workers are not immediately assigned to a task, the CrowdCompose website is kept
open in a web browser to alert workers when a new task arrives. As long as the user is
queued a minimal compensation is earned per minute - while no task has to be completed.
It is not intended to ”over”-assess the views. Assessment in Task 1a and 1b is assigned
up to M workers per round and task. M may range from 3 to 15 or even higher. If more
than half of the assessors agree on the ranking of the best views, the assignment is stopped.
Skipping Rounds in Undercapacity Scenarios
If multiple view groups exist and no workforce is available, the completion of all tasks for
one view group is favored over a partial processing of all view groups. Thus, a decision
has to be made which views are selected for evaluation.
Based on the historic assessments of the previous round, the best views are selected. If
they are dispersed across different servers, synchronization of the specified views is initi-
ated to allow workers to make assessments on a single server. This is technically achieved
as the server shares common storage space.
A switch to an automatic composition can be invoked if not enough workers are avail-
able to complete the composition.
6.3.5.2 Reliability and Training of Workers
The subjective assessments conducted in CrowdCompose require a reliable assessment
from the majority of the workers. To ensure that both workers are well trained, and work-
ers who cheat the system are detected, a qualification task is conducted that familiarizes
each workers with the different task types. Gold standard questions, which ask workers
about the content of the video stream, are used in this qualification task; this helps to de-
tect workers who do not pay sufficient attention to the video streams. Only workers who
achieve 100% correct answers are assigned to the worker pool of CrowdCompose.
Monitoring of the workers’ response times and their assessments is essential in Crowd-
Compose. Regarding response times, too quick responses imply that the worker has not
been watching video views, whereas too high ones imply that the worker is not focused.
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Thus, after each round, a threshold is determined by tr+ 2×σtr to potentially identify too
slow answers.
If a worker breaks this threshold for two consecutive rounds, they receive a penalty.
Penalties describe an increasing back-off time until the next task assignment for the mis-
behaving worker. After five back-off penalties, the worker is disallowed to contribute to
the system. The basic principle of CrowdCompose assumes that the majority of workers
perform well and that such a mechanism allows for detecting outliers.
As network speeds can highly vary during a streaming session, sessions are continuously
monitored. Recurring stalling during the composition would slow down the decision pro-
cess. Thus, workers are automatically withdrawn from a round if the stall duration is more
than half a round (tr2 seconds).
6.4 autocompose
AutoCompose takes the decisions generated by CrowdCompose and learns the composi-
tion patterns. Composition decisions are split into two separate steps, according to the
pattern described in Section 6.1: first, into the selection of the next video view, and then
the time when it should be integrated into the composed video. For automatic prediction,
the machine learning algorithm SVM-HMM, a support vector machine combined with a
hidden Markov model, is chosen.
6.4.1 SVM-HMM
As an efficient sequence tagging learning algorithm, an SVM-HMM is selected to under-
stand the temporal sequence of shots in a composed video. The concept of SVM-HMM
relies on the work of Altun et al. who show that it can outperform HMM for sequence
prediction in both learning time and accuracy [9]. In recent years, further proposals have
been made to increase the speed [190, 191] and improve SVM internals such as a novel
cutting plane approach for the SVM-HMM [85].
Sequence tagging as video composition requires an analysis of the historic decisions to
predict the next, best view and a suitable shot duration. The focus of AutoCompose lies
on the video track, as it is assumed that the audio track shall only be switched if the audio
quality suffers from major degradations [236]. This is ensured using the filter stage.
An SVM-HMM trains a model for an input sequence of feature vectors x = (x1, x2, ..., xn)
which can predict the sequence of tags y = (y1,y2, ...,yn). The SVM is used for the for-
mulation of the HMM. The trained model of an SVM-HMM is isomorphic to a k-th order
HMM. A major advantage of an SVM-HMM in comparison to the classical HMM is that
the observation variables x1, x2, ..., xn can be feature vectors and not only atomic values.
This is leveraged as the input vector for the proposed composition algorithm consists of
multiple input features.
A trained model predicts the next tag sequence y as:
y = argmaxy
n∑
i=1
[
k∑
j=1
(xi ×wyi−j...yi) +φt(yi−j, ...,yi)×wt] (29)
Here, wyi−j...yi represents the emission vector, which is known from HMM and learned for
each tag sequence yi−j...yi. The transition vector, also known from HMM, is represented
by wt and gives the weights for the transitions between different tags. φt(yi−j, ...,yi)
represents a single value vector set to 1 to solve the sequence yi−j...yi.
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6.4.2 Features for AutoCompose
Different features are used in an SVM-HMM to describe the video views. These character-
istics are chosen as they influence how a video is composed. In detail, they influence the
selection of the next view and its duration in the composed video. In an initial step, the
view selection fuses the location of the current view, the genre of the video composition,
and content characteristics. The video quality and the recording location determine the
shot duration in the second step.
6.4.2.1 Location in the Scene Model
Inputs for the SVM-HMM (see Figure 51) are the location and the orientation of a recorder
classified in the scene model, as proposed in Figure 46 and Section 6.2.3. This represents
a 3 × 3 field, including outlier regions with 11 states for the location. The value of the
distance and angle are combined into atomic string values, e.g., a recording at the front
right side as ”fr”.
6.4.2.2 Genre
From professional compositions, it is known that the genre of a video has a major effect on
the composition that is conducted. This affects the length a video view, as well as which
video view shall be selected next. A limited set of genres are selected that are common in
today’s UGV: Sports (s), Music (m), Performing Arts (pa), Speech/Lecture/News (le), and
other (o). The genres are represented as a single atomic genre string. The set of genres can
be extended but that would require a retraining of the models. Each composition can be
initially classified into a genre, e.g., by workers in CrowdCompose or by automatic genre
classification algorithms [29]. During a composition, the genre type may change, e.g., from
music to speech.
6.4.2.3 Visual Features
To train the composition model, the composed video as well as all available views from
CrowdCompose, are analyzed using computer vision algorithms. These algorithms extract
features and combine them with the data from the filter stage to learn composition pat-
terns. Thus, the features assume that the content of the recorded scene and each view
significantly affects the composition decision. The filter stage has ensured that a suitable
quality is available in each view, and cinematographic rules are followed.
Visual features are chosen that describe video views for a certain duration. The ITU-T
P.910 [83] and Hasler et al. [65] have shown for video quality assessment that a classifi-
cation of different video sequences is possible by describing the structure, motion, and
colors. This motivates the selection of the SI for the description of structural information,
TI for describing the motion, and the Color Perceptual Information (Co) for the number of
colors. SI and TI, as proposed by ITU-T P.910 [83], and the colorfulness of selected video
frames [65] represent the content of a video by classifying each video view according to
the amount of structures (edges), the motion and the different colors it captures.
SI applies a Sobel filter on each video frame Fn from which the standard deviation of
the pixel values is calculated when inspecting its luminance plane.
SI = maxt{σspace[Sobel(Fn)]} (30)
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TI is calculated in a similar manner by considering the motion between to Sobel-filtered
frames as Mn(i, j) = Fn(i, j) − Fn−1(i, j). The indices i and j represent the row and the
column of the frame pixel inspected.
TI = maxt{σspace[Mn(i, j)]} (31)
As a third criterion, the Co shows the perceptual differences in terms of colors in video
sequences. It was proposed by Hasler et al. [65]:
Co =
√
σ2rg + σ
2
yb + 0.3
√
rg2 + yb
2 (32)
The calculation is performed in the Red Green Blue (RGB) color space of a video frame. In
the above formula, rg is the difference between the red and the green channel of a frame
(rg = R − G) and yb subtracts the blue channel component to the other two channels:
yb = 0.5× (R+G) −B.
The three metrics can be quickly calculated in parallel for a large number of views using
either CPU or GPU support. The values of the metrics usually range between 0 to 100, and
small deviations depict only imperceivable differences. In order to ease the learning phase
of the SVM-HMM, features are rounded to the nearest multiple of 5.
The view is then selected based on the available highest quality that was measured in
the filter stage. Furthermore, the filter stage excludes poor quality video views as well
as recordings in conflict with cinematographic rules. In order to ensure diversity in the
selection of the views, the composition algorithm switches to the second-highest quality
view if the last composed view from this region is the highest quality view.
6.4.3 Shot Duration
For a selected view, the length of the segment is determined that is put into the output
stream. The assumption when applying an SVM-HMM is that the positions and durations
of previous shots affect the next shot duration. The duration of a shot is represented by
integer values in seconds.
Features that allow the description are the location of the previous and current views
in the scene model, as well as the genre of the current composition. The position of the
current view is the result of the prediction of the recording position.
Also, the quality of the video view influences the duration. The filter stage ensures that
all video views have a quality of at least of 3 or higher (MOS). To ease the training of the
SVM-HMM, the quality determined in the filter stage is rounded to an MOS of 3 (sufficient
quality), an MOS of 4 (good quality) and an MOS of 5 (high quality) before training. Saini
et al. propose a similar idea [153]. In contrast to their approach, which adds a fixed bonus
time on high quality video views, the proposed model learns the impact of quality on shot
durations in relation to the recording position.
Considerations When Using SVM-HMM
The implementation of SVM-HMM7 models and learns up to 400,000 different features, but
suffers in training speed when non-binary features are used. The aforementioned features
have been modeled in a manner to represent binary values. The quality feature as described
in the previous subsection can originally be mapped to the set of Q ∈ 3, 4, 5. For training
the SVM-HMM, it is translated into the three binary features: Q3, Q4, and Q5.
7 https://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/tj/svm light/svm hmm.html; Visited on: 09/06/2016
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(a)
(b)
Figure 51: Concept of AutoCompose for automatic video composition: (a) Overview on the process
of early fusion-based view selection in comparison with the late fusion for determining
the next view and (b) Process to determine the video shot duration.
6.4.4 Learning the Video Composition
Each composition decision of CrowdCompose is used to train the SVM-HMM. As input
for the SVM-HMM, SI, TI, and Co are calculated for the respective video views and stored
for each shot.
Also, the genre label of each sequence and the position of each video view in the scene
model are derived from the location provider on the recording devices. These annotations
are stored for the training for each composed video. Based on the values the classification
step of the SVM-HMM is started and consecutively used to update the composition model.
When AutoCompose is used for composition, an once-trained model is used. For retriev-
ing either the next view or the shot duration, a prediction relies on the same features for
all video views that are received from the filter stage. Views need to be processed quickly
for the video content characteristics and be annotated by the respective recording loca-
tion and genre tag. The composition of AutoCompose, similar to CrowdCompose, allows
a view switch every second. Thus, the characteristics SI, TI and Co are calculated for ev-
ery second of each video view. The characteristics are continuously calculated and kept
up-to-date.
6.4.5 Early Fusion versus Late Fusion
Figure 51 depicts different approaches for learning and predicting video compositions.
The approaches are based on the concepts of early and late fusion of feature vectors [170].
A fusion decision has to be made if features stem from different modalities. Early fusion
combines the different features in a single feature vector representation and trains the
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SVM-HMM. This combination is achieved by concatenating the features [169]. For the
recording position selection, this would mean that the genre, content characteristics, and
recording location are depicted in a single model. The trained SVM-HMM can then be
used for predicting the next compositions.
The late fusion separates the features into their modalities, e.g., the location independent
of video characteristics, and trains different SVM-HMMs. Thus, individual models first
learn in an initial stage the semantics of the video composition, independent of each other.
Probabilities or tag sequences retrieved from the first-stage SVM-HMM are then fused in
a second stage SVM-HMM. The second stage gives the final result of the prediction. Early
fusion is also described as the fusion of modalities in the feature space, whereas the late
fusion is described as a fusion in the semantic space [170].
In the conducted evaluations, late fusion has shown a negligible improvement of the
correct classification rate for the JIKU video dataset [154]. The correct classification rate
slightly decreased from 81.3% in the early fusion to 80.9% in the late fusion. At the same
time, the learning and prediction time nearly doubled - making such an approach unfeasi-
ble for live video composition. The evaluated version of AutoCompose relies on the early
fusion approach.
6.5 evaluating the video composition
This section describes the evaluation of the semi-automatic CrowdCompose and the auto-
matic AutoCompose. Both approaches are discussed regarding the achieved quality of the
video compositions, using subjective studies.
Finally, the performance of the contributions discussed in earlier chapters towards the
video composition scenario is shown. The quality assessment using the PaSC and LiViU
are discussed in Section 6.5.6.
6.5.1 Experimental Setup
The experiments performed for CrowdCompose and AutoCompose rely on the recording
of five small- to mid-scale live events in 2014 in Singapore and Germany. Events E1 and E2
are used for evaluating parameter settings used in CrowdCompose. E3, E4, and E5 are the
bases for evaluating the composition quality of both CrowdCompose and AutoCompose.
6.5.1.1 CrowdCompose Users
Details of the users recording video and taking part in the composition on CrowdCompose
are given in Table 17. Prepared recording devices using LiViU are used for streaming.
Devices are either the LG Nexus 4, LG Nexus 5 or OnePlus One smartphones. Training
was conducted right before the events, and included a description of the event and how
to use LiViU. Users are allowed to select the recording position freely and to move as they
desire. A common scene, e.g., the playing field of a soccer game, is given for orientation.
During the evaluation, up to 30 concurrent workers on each CrowdCompose server
instance are permitted. Three composition servers and one registration server are used. In
the evaluation section - unless stated otherwise - 10 minutes of the events E1 and E2 and
20 minutes of the events E3, E4, and E5 are evaluated. The statistical data for workers in
CrowdCompose is given in Table 17. Additionally, the geographic region of the workers is
included: 46.29% have their origin in Asia, 39.9% in Europe and 8.7% from North America.
The remaining share is distributed over the rest of the world. Training of CrowdCompose
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Table 17: Evaluation statistics for CrowdCompose and AutoCompose.
LiViU CrowdCompose
No. Age
Male
Users
No. Age
Male
Users
Parameters
E1-Sports 4 20-28 4 46 16-42 36
E2-City 7 19-32 7 72 18-51 58
Evaluation
E3-Music 8 18-35 6 247 16-58 218
E4-Sports 12 20-32 10 277 17-55 233
E5-News 10 20-38 8 183 18-51 158
workers is standardized by both a tutorial and a qualification task, as described in Section
6.3.5.2. Training included the description, testing of the tools, and the explanation of the
payment scheme of ”punishments” and bonus.
6.5.1.2 Videos
The recordings from event E1 last 12:23 minutes; for E2 13:45 minutes. Event E1 records
different sports activities at the central university sports day from different perspectives.
The event E2 is a tour in Darmstadt, Germany, showing PoIs and explanations by a guide.
The evaluation video dataset includes recordings from a regional soccer stadium (26:59
minutes), a regional Music Festival (23:39 minutes) and the University Festival Report
(22:33 minutes). The university festival report shows the annual celebration of the school.
A speaker acts as a guide throughout the video, and diverse recordings are made - rang-
ing from a stage including musicians to speeches by faculty members as well as an art
exhibition.
6.5.1.3 Questions Discussed in this Evaluation
Central questions in the evaluation of CrowdCompose are:
1. How can the parameters of CrowdCompose be set to allow workers make reliable
assessments?
2. How much delay between the composition and the live event is needed for a good
composition?
3. Which perceived quality does CrowdCompose achieve in comparison to automatic
composition algorithms?
4. Can a sufficient worker pool be established to timely compose video?
From the composed video streams, AutoCompose learns how to compose a video. The
central research question for AutoCompose is if the composed video streams achieve a
superior quality in comparison with existing automatic composition algorithms.
6.5.2 Parameter Study
The first question for evaluating CrowdCompose addresses the optimal configuration to
achieve a trade-off between the ”liveness” of the composition and reliable assessments.
CrowdCompose uses two parameters that need to be discussed: the length of a round tr
and the number of parallel rounds n.
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6.5.2.1 Broadcast Delay
Both parameters have an influence on the broadcast delay. A high broadcast delay affects
the composed video’s perceived quality. Artificial delays are technically required and com-
mon in today’s broadcasting environment.
To understand which delay is acceptable, an experiment with 33 assessors mediated over
the crowdsourcing platform Microworkers8 is set up. Different video genres are selected
for the composition ranging from sports, news and music. A web page that includes a live
newsfeed illustrating important events and a video being delayed by several seconds is
shown. Users were asked to judge the impact of the delay on their viewing experience.
Sports broadcasts suffer immediately, as starting with delays of 20 seconds nearly the
half of all viewers (43.1%), and for 40 seconds 68.4% of the viewers rated the delay as
being distracting. Contrarily, for news broadcasts, more than half of the assessors accepted
30 seconds of delay or more.
The music performance was rated even less critical. For a majority of the assessors, a
delay of 40 seconds was still acceptable. IPTV broadcasters such as Magine.TV9 have a
delay of 53 seconds for sports broadcasts10. CrowdCompose has to comply with the delay
requirements. CrowdCompose’s task design can be adjusted to comply with the findings
and achieve a guaranteed broadcast delay of 20 to 40 seconds by setting the values for n
and tr accordingly.
6.5.2.2 Reliability of the Assessment
The second research question addresses the reliability of the judgment of the workers.
tr describes the round time, but additionally the time of the video segment which can
be accessed by workers. It is thus a time limit for allowing workers to judge the quality
of different views. Setting the value allows for complying with given subjective quality
assessment rules (see ITU-R P.910) [83]. Videos shall be shown for around 10 seconds to
allow a reliable assessment of the quality.
tr is evaluated for 5, 10 and 15 seconds. Table 18 shows the average required time for
an assessor to complete Task 1a and the consistency on judgments for E1 and E2. The
consistency of judgments defines the percentage of common judgments across all workers
on the best video view.
For CrowdCompose a round time between 5 seconds and 10 seconds performs best.
Whereas for E1 half of the workforce could complete the assessment in 6.8 seconds this
took longer for E2 (8.3 seconds).
For E1 the consistency is highest at tr = 10. In contrast to this, for E2 the system performs
best at tr = 5. Longer tr shows no improvement. Depending on the genre of the video, the
round time is chosen with 5 or 10 seconds, respectively.
The number of rounds n determines how many video segments of a view are assessed in
parallel. An increase of n - the number of parallel rounds - enhances the rating consistency.
The consistency increases by 11% until three parallel rounds.
With more than three rounds no increase in the consistency of judgments could be ob-
served. The broadcast delay is chosen as a constant, independent value for each genre.
Assessments of workers which require more than n ∗ tr + bc are discarded. The combina-
tion of n ∗ tr is chosen to comply with BD = n ∗ tr + bc + 5 being equal or less than the
8 www.microworkers.com; Visited on: 09/02/2016
9 www.magine.tv; Visited on: 10/06/2016
10 www.heise.de/newsticker/meldung/Zahlen-bitte-Euro-2016-Manche-jubeln-erst-nach-56-Sekunden-
3228756.html; Visited on: 09/25/2016
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Table 18: CrowdCompose: Rating time and consistency of judgments across workers. Consistency
of judgments depicts how many users agreed on the same view. The system was evaluated
with two video views.
tr
5s 10s 15s
Rating time
Median [s]
E1 6.8s 13.1s 14.9s
E2 8.3s 10.9s 15.3s
Consistency [%]
E1 59% 68% 67%
E2 63% 54% 56%
Table 19: CrowdCompose: Fraction of agreements in a three-second window (>50% of the votes
need to be in a window).
M 3 6 9
Initial Assessment
E1 7.9% 10.2% 3.9%
E2 19% 18.3% 8.1%
Refinement 1
E1 48% 54% 28.4%
E2 31.1% 27.4% 24%
Refinement 2
E1 39.6% 26.8% 38%
E2 37.6% 45.4% 49.6%
No window found
E1 4.5% 9% 29.7%
E2 12.3% 8.9% 18.3%
accepted delay for the genres music: BD 6 30; sports: BD 6 20 and news: BD 6 30. It
affects the overall broadcast delay. The feature was used in Task 2 at least once by 71.4%
of all workers. If used, the average rewind time of workers is around 3.8 seconds. The
parameter bc is set to 5 seconds for the system evaluation. It allows workers to rewind the
playback by 5 seconds.
6.5.2.3 Assessing the Costs
Workers cost money, so they should be wisely assigned to the individual tasks. The parame-
terM defines the maximum number of workers assigned to a task.M is a multiple of three.
Table 19 shows the refinement tasks for view switches in Task 2 of CrowdCompose with
different numbers of M per refinement for the events E1 and E2. It can be observed that
the refinement steps allow a rapid agreement on a three-second window for determining a
video view switch. Second, an increase of workers takes longer to agree to the window at
least for M > 6. Additionally, Task 2 converges after two to three refinements, even with a
low number of workers completing. M = 6 is chosen for the remaining evaluation to obtain
reliable results in a short amount of time.
6.5.3 Perceived Quality of the Composed Video
Each of the composed videos is compared with automatic algorithms for composition
AMGS, MoviMash and the presentation of the single, best video view [153, 167]. The ap-
proach of Shrestha et al. optimizes the diversity of the shot selection and the overall quality
using video quality assessment algorithms [167]. For improving the quality, it leverages an
objective quality metric. In contrast to Shrestha et al.’s algorithm, MoviMash not only an-
alyzes the video quality, but also introduces diversity regarding the recording position. It
is thus the most similar algorithm to CrowdCompose. Both algorithms are described in
Section 2.5.
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Each event is assessed in a subjective quality study on the crowdsourcing platform Mi-
croworkers11 by 35, 36 and 48 assessors12. From each composition, 60 seconds representing
the same content are shown in random order. The assessors are asked to judge the com-
position on an SSCQS. The assessors do not know which composition algorithm created a
video sequence.
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Figure 52: Evaluation results for CrowdCompose and AutoCompose: (a) Evaluation of the per-
ceived quality for compositions of events E3-E5. (b) Cumulative Distribution Function
on the response times of workers for a 10 minute segment in event E4.
The results of this assessment are shown in Figure 52 (a). It depicts that the human com-
position and the proposed CrowdCompose outperform an automatic composition using
AMGS [167] and the presentation of a single view. The improvements can be achieved as
the CrowdCompose composition achieves a stable video quality comparable with the one
of the AMGS but places view switches better. The diversity of the CrowdCompose compo-
sition is higher, and shot durations are more stable in comparison to the automatic algo-
rithms. Considering the third research question, CrowdCompose generates a high quality
video composition which is superior to existing automatic composition algorithms.
The accuracy of the video switch placement (Task 2) is discussed to understand if the
placement and resulting shot durations are suitable. A comparison with professionally
produced content is made (see Table 20). Ten professional live TV broadcasts from the
two public German TV stations ARD and ZDF are used. Shot lengths are determined in
a manual annotation step. All recordings included video of more than 15 minutes and
represented live footage of the genres ”Entertainment,” ”News & Talks” and ”Sports”.
In Table 20 CrowdCompose achieves comparable shot durations but with a higher vari-
ance for news and music video. For professional sports broadcast the variance is higher
compared to the composition of CrowdCompose, as, e.g., the minimum shot durations of
0.6 seconds cannot be achieved by CrowdCompose. The approach achieves the mean shot
duration of ”News & Talks” and ”Sports” live streams, but not of ”Music” videos. An ex-
planation for the reduced average shot length in ”Music” live streams is that even though
they are streamed live, most of the show is scripted. The director thus knows in advance
when to switch to which camera view. In contrast to this, sports events have a higher un-
certainty and thus can only be composed with a significant delay. Due to the three-second
window in which the shot transition is determined, it is nearly impossible to achieve video
shots of one-second length. An additional factor is that CrowdCompose generates outliers
11 www.microworkers.com; Visited on: 09/16/2016
12 Reliability check excluded the assessments of 9 (E3), 3 (E4) and 7 (E5) users.
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with long shot durations. Especially for recordings close to the stage (”fr,” ”fc,” and ”fl”)
the manually determined shot durations are significantly higher than for those recorded
at larger distances. This finding goes in line with the findings on the recording position
discussed in Chapter 3.
Nevertheless, the median of 7 seconds (genre: sports) shows that CrowdCompose is not
yet able to ensure a timely composition for sports. For the remaining genres, the round
time of ten seconds is a good choice.
Table 20: Shot durations in professionally edited live streams in comparison to CrowdCompose and
AutoCompose.
Professional CrowdCompose AutoCompose
Mean Median Min Mean Median Min Mean Median Min
Sports 11.4s 6.4s 0.6s 8.4s 7s 2s 11.1s 6s 3s
News 17.9s 13.9s 1.1s 13.6s 12s 3s 15.9s 8s 3s
Music 6.5s 5.7s 1.1s 7.1s 6s 2s 9.01s 6s 2s
6.5.4 Worker Task Times
The response times for different task types in a real deployment of CrowdCompose are
discussed now. For the event E4, a round time of five seconds at a total number of three
rounds is chosen. As mentioned earlier, the broadcast delay is kept static over the complete
broadcast. For the majority of workers, the successful completion of any task type is not
a problem. Most workers completed Task 1a in less than seven seconds. The more time-
intensive task of assessing the different audio tracks (Task 1b) is less time-critical. Only a
small fraction (< 25%) of workers require longer to complete. A majority of the workers
complete the task successfully.
Task 2 also shows diverse response times. This is closely related to the refinement tasks.
Workers of a first composition round watch the live stream and make their decision on a
shot transition in a window of one second up to DG + 2× σDG. As the window length
is reduced, refinement decisions must be given in shorter times as the window length is
reduced.
6.5.5 AutoCompose
AutoCompose achieves a classification of a once trained composition model in real-time
for the given models by leveraging content characteristics, a scene model and a filter stage
that ensures cinematographic rules. It learns the composition styles for placing shot bound-
aries and selects views by composition results presented by CrowdCompose. The videos
composed by AutoCompose are not part of the video set used to train the composition
algorithm.
Events E3, E4 and E5 have been chosen to assess the performance of not only the Crowd-
Compose composition but also the AutoCompose composition. The resulting MOS is de-
picted in Figure 52 (a). It shows that the AutoCompose composition achieves a similar
quality for events E3, E4, and E5 in comparison to CrowdCompose, and it outperforms
MoviMash [153] in one of three events. At the same time and in contrast to MoviMash, Au-
toCompose conducts the composition in real-time. Also, MoviMash suffers from a quality
decrease if the genre of the video changes. MoviMash was developed for music recording
compositions as in E4, but suffers from reduced quality in the remaining genres.
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As the differences are not significant for some of the events a second, independent forced
choice evaluation is performed. Assessors are asked to compare two video sequences and
to select the better one. The focus lies on the compositions by AutoCompose, CrowdCom-
pose, and MoviMash. The sequences of 1) AutoCompose and CrowdCompose and 2) Au-
toCompose and MoviMash are compared. As a subjective quality metric, JND is chosen, as
described in Section 2.3.2. The results show that CrowdCompose’s composition is signifi-
cantly better (JND > 1) for event E3 and E5, and slightly better for E4 (JND=0.31). Except
for the composition of E3, AutoCompose shows a significant improvement in perception
compared to MoviMash (JND > 1). Thus, it can be concluded that the perceived quality is
different for most genres and superior to the presentation of a single video view without
quantifying the difference. It is important to know that the results of forced choice experi-
ments are not transitive; thus, it cannot be said that CrowdCompose achieves better results
than MoviMash.
Furthermore, Table 20 depicts the resulting shot durations, which are in the case of Au-
toCompose different for each genre. This is intended for AutoCompose. AutoCompose’s
shot durations are slightly longer than those of the professional composition and the com-
position based on CrowdCompose.
6.5.6 Supportive Applications
During the setup of CrowdCompose and AutoCompose, the filter stage was used to elim-
inate poor quality video views. An essential part of this stage is the usage of the scalable
quality assessment algorithms and the PaSC. Furthermore, the delivery of video streams
is achieved by using LiViU.
6.5.6.1 PaSC within the Video Composition
For the PaSC the video composition shows the real necessity for distributing quality as-
sessment requests to mobile devices. As a result, the number of parallel video streams
and their encoding parameters (resolution, frame rate and bit rate) is heterogeneous. The
number of videos being processed lies between 4 and 12. The composition algorithm sets
the deadline for processing requests.
In comparison to the synthetic work traces evaluated in the evaluation of the PaSC (see
Section 4.4.2) the generated load on the devices and the server is lower. The potential
for leveraging resources of the mobile devices is still huge. Using the devices for quality
assessment nearly doubled system utilization (measured in CPU load) to around 28.3%
in comparison to a single server setup. This allows the in-time processing of algorithms
to be increased from around 68.8% (single server) to an average of 93.22%. For any video
composition application, the usage of a PaSC system has the advantage of timely and more
accurate quality assessments.
6.5.6.2 LiViU in the Video Composition
LiViU achieves the upload of video streams. Due to its design principles, if videos do
not pass the checks for quality and compliance to cinematographic rules, the composition
server can significantly reduce generated data traffic. As soon as a video view breaks
the constraints of the filter stage, the video stream does not have to be submitted. In the
aforementioned events E3 to E5, this achieves an average data traffic reduction by 23.9%.
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6.6 conclusion
The proposed composition system consists of a filter stage, the semi-automatic Crowd-
Compose and the automatic AutoCompose. The proposed solutions comply with cine-
matographic rules and ensure a minimum video quality of the considered video views by
using a filter stage in a first step. It achieves its real-time suitability by applying the con-
cepts for video quality assessment as presented in Chapter 4.4.2 and allows a distributed
execution of the algorithms. It leverages auxiliary sensor reading to construct a model of
the scene, which ensures that basic cinematographic rules are not broken.
In a second stage, the composition is realized using CrowdCompose or AutoCompose.
Both algorithms give answers to the central composition questions: ”Which video view is
selected?” and ”When should a switch be realized?” CrowdCompose, a crowdsourcing-
based algorithm, allows the near real-time composition by delegating the tasks of view
selection and cut point placement to a group of people. Based on a majority consensus
of the assessments, the best video view at any time and the ideal switching point are
detected. To ensure a timely composition and to allow live streaming, the concepts of rapid
refinement and pipelining of workers are introduced. The results for CrowdCompose show
that a superior quality is achieved in comparison to automatic algorithms.
From the models generated with CrowdCompose, AutoCompose learns how to automat-
ically construct a composed video in a quality-aware manner. It leverages an SVM-HMM
to learn composition rules based on both content that is composed, and the location of
recordings in a scene model. The composed videos lack quality in comparison to Crowd-
Compose, but are still preferred in comparison to other automatic composition algorithms.
Video composition allows constructing video not only in a quality-aware, but also in an
efficient manner. By using the LiViU, the generated data traffic is significantly reduced,
allowing to furthermore reduce the uploaded data traffic under challenged network con-
ditions and distribute solely one quality enhanced composed video.

7
C O N T E N T- AWA R E V I D E O A D A P TAT I O N
This chapter introduces the Video Adaptation Service (VAS), a support service for video
streaming sessions, which considers both network and content characteristics of a video
to improve the streaming quality and reduce the generated data traffic. By adding content-
awareness to adaptive video streaming, VAS can achieve a better understanding on what
is encoded in a streamed video, and which bit rate is necessary to achieve high quality for
the user.
The contributions of VAS are two-fold. First, the system introduces adaptation support
methods for content-aware video adaptation that are specifically designed for mobile de-
vices. Current adaptation schemes are limited to a network-aware adaption - neglecting
video content characteristics. VAS’s adaptation schemes ensure a consistent quality level
over long streaming sessions at lower bit rates than network-based adaptation schemes.
They achieve this as in many situations higher bit rate representations do not offer per-
ceived quality gains. It is shown that VAS is most beneficial for mobile streaming sessions
which are executed in mobile networks. Cellular network users are usually bound to data-
capped volume contracts, which allow them to access the Internet at high speeds for a
limited amount of traffic per month. Users are interested in saving data traffic without
sacrificing video quality.
Besides new adaptation schemes, VAS introduces a scheme that can easily categorize
video content according to structural, temporal and color characteristics, enabling VAS
to react quickly to changing content. VAS is suited for both VoD and live video stream-
ing scenarios. The live streaming support is required for videos delivered by LiViU and
video composition systems like CrowdCompose and AutoCompose. It is shown that this
classification correlates well with subjective impressions of different video quality levels.
The description of the VAS revises our peer-reviewed publications [215, 226, 227]. Also,
we co-authored the quality assessment framework RT-VQM mentioned in this chapter [208].
7.1 concept of vas
7.1.1 Goals of VAS
The vision for VAS is to enable high-quality streaming sessions with a minimum of gener-
ated data traffic. VAS is designed for HAS clients and focuses on mobile playback clients.
In the remaining work, it is assumed that VAS leverages the video streaming protocol
MPEG DASH. However, the proposed concepts can easily be mapped to other HAS proto-
cols such as HLS [134] or Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming1. Three subgoals are derived
for VAS.
First, VAS aims to ensure a stable perceived quality during the entire video streaming
session. Each streaming client can specify this desired perceived quality. VAS components
are responsible for analyzing the video to determine the perceived quality of different
representations and ensure that the video is played back at the desired quality level. If the
1 http://www.adobe.com/de/products/hds-dynamic-streaming.html; Visited on: 10/06/2016
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content changes, e.g., after a shot switch, the perceived quality of a video representation
may also change. VAS stabilizes the perceived quality and not the bit rate of a streamed
video.
Stabilizing quality may introduce additional adaptations. The second goal of VAS is to
perform adaptations between different video representations in an imperceptible manner.
If adaptations between representations are performed too abruptly, the perceived quality
may be additionally degraded [125, 245].
Third, VAS aims at reducing data traffic by selecting the MPEG DASH representation
that offers the desired perceived quality at a minimal bit rate. Users benefit from a re-
duction of monetary expenses in data-capped cellular networks. Data traffic in cellular
networks is rather expensive compared to fixed network contracts, and it is often capped.
For example an unlimited data traffic contract for LTE access costs approximately 159 Euro
per month2.
7.1.2 Design Principles
To achieve the aforementioned goals, VAS follows five design principles (DP):
DP1. VAS supports clients in adapting video. VAS is not executing adaptations on its own
and complies with the MPEG DASH standard.
DP2. VAS requires only minimal client modifications to allow its quick adoption.
DP3. VAS recommends adaptations based on the perceived quality of the video and not
the bit rate.
DP4. VAS uses image processing algorithms to estimate the perceived quality. This is a
computationally intensive task that should not be performed on the mobile devices.
DP5. VAS’s adaptation strategies should integrate existing research on video quality and
adaptation effects on mobile devices.
VAS is designed to support video adaptation on mobile clients (DP1). Thus, the VAS
server acts as a quality assessment proxy for a mobile device that wants to adaptively
stream video. Videos are directly streamed from the video server to the client, as any
additional streaming delay should be avoided - which would be introduced by content
inspection and video quality estimation in the path. As a support service, one core prin-
ciple of VAS is to allow MPEG DASH clients to request and execute adaptations on their
own. Thus, VAS is not breaking the standard of MPEG DASH as it only offers an addi-
tional information source for making adaptation decisions [177]. The MPEG DASH clients
need a small modification that contacts VAS and integrates the returned data into their
decision-making process (DP2).
Another reason for deploying VAS as a support service is the large number of calcula-
tions that it requires. The calculations are a result of VAS’s perceived quality estimation of
different video versions (DP3). The quality is objectively estimated with a high reliability
using image processing algorithms (DP4).
The analysis of the perceived quality enhances existing adaptation services (DP5), which
usually solely respect network conditions. Related research introduced new insights re-
garding how to execute adaptations (see Section 2.6.3). The adaptations introduced by
VAS shall not degrade the viewing experience (DP5).
2 https://www.t-mobile.de/tarifoptionen/datenoptionen; Visited on: 06/09/2016.
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7.2 the architecture of vas
An architecture for VAS is derived from the design principles, as depicted in Figure 53.
It shows the distinction between VAS servers and MPEG DASH clients which require
minimal modifications to use VAS.
Figure 53: Components of VAS in relation to a MPEG DASH client.
7.2.1 VAS Server
The VAS server integrates the module for adaptation assistance and video retrieval, as well
as the image processing-based video shot detection, quality calculation, and classification
components.
7.2.1.1 Adaptation Assistance
VAS is loosely coupled to the MPEG DASH client. To request the service’s assistance, a
MPEG DASH client accesses the VAS as a RESTful web service. This web service offers
methods to
• initiate a new streaming session by providing the video’s Uniform Resource Locator
(URL) and display properties for retrieving a unique session identifier,
• request upcoming representations that offer the desired perceived quality by provid-
ing the session identifier and the desired quality; and
• request an adaptation plan for switching from a source MPEG DASH representation
to a target MPEG DASH representation by providing the current application layer
throughput and the buffer fill state.
With an initialization request of a streaming session, the client notifies the service about
the client’s available streaming resources and device characteristics - including its display
resolution, decodable frame rate, and encoding support. The device properties determine
the highest representation that VAS will recommend. Thus, the proposed service considers
device specific requirements such as display resolutions, supported video encoding, and
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the maximum decodable frame rate. Additionally, the client redirects the MPD URL to
VAS.
The second method allows the client to determine which perceived quality it wants to
stream. The Target Quality Adaptation (TQA) requires that for the whole streaming ses-
sion, the perceived quality is known for each video representation.
Furthermore, TQA assumes that the throughput conditions are good for streaming the
desired perceived quality. Based on the available network resources, the third request
method allows retrieving an optimized adaptation plan when a client requires an increase
or decrease of the video quality. VAS conducts these adaptations in a quality-aware and
smooth manner using the Smooth Quality Adaptation (SQA). Both the TQA and the SQA
are explained in detail in Section 7.4.
7.2.1.2 Video Retrieval and Pre-processing Stage
As an independent service besides the video streaming server and client, VAS requires
retrieving a copy of the video for analysis. The video copy is used to conduct a video shot
detection and to estimate the perceived quality. If the video server and VAS are deployed
in the same data center with a high-speed connection, downloading of all representations
of a video is triggered. If this is not the case, or if VAS has to analyze the video of different
content providers, only the highest available bit rate representation is transferred. This rep-
resentation is used to re-encode all lower representations based on the parameters stored
in the MPD.
Figure 54: VAS preprocessing steps are necessary for classifying videos with similar content char-
acteristics.
VAS offers adaptations in three quality dimensions of a video: frame rate, resolution, and
SNR, which is solely influenced by the quantization parameter during the encoding. The
SNR is approximated by the target bit rate of the video, whereas frame rate and resolution
are usually described in the MPD, an MPEG DASH manifest.
The VAS analyzes the video which allows for adapting at runtime in a content-aware
manner. To generate adaptation plans for mobile clients, VAS leverages a preprocessing
stage that is triggered upon the first request of a video URL (see Figure 54).
As content characteristics may change over the course of a video, VAS determines
chunks in a video stream in which the perceived quality level of a single MPEG DASH
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representation is constant. Figure 54 illustrates the preprocessing steps described in the
following sections.
The depicted preprocessing steps show VAS’s answers to the questions of a) What part of
the video shall be analyzed? b) How can it be analyzed to quickly determine its perceived
quality? and c) How can the process be improved regarding speed?
7.2.1.3 Chunk Preparation
VAS estimates the perceived quality of different representations, but not for an entire video,
as it is assumed that quality models may change over time for long-running videos. A qual-
ity model depicts the quality of a video chunk (e.g., regarding the MOS) for a given set
of MPEG DASH representations. Thus, chunks of a video are prepared for which quality
models are built. It was decided that video shots or MPEG DASH segments are chosen to
determine these chunk boundaries. Whereas the MPEG DASH segment boundaries are de-
scribed in the MPD, video shots are usually not signaled by streaming services. If MPEG
DASH segments are chosen as a chunk for quality analysis, no additional preparation
step is needed. Reliably creating quality models for video chunks is difficult for two rea-
sons. First, perceived quality estimation using objective metrics (such as those proposed
in Section 7.2.1.4) usually requires a minimal video duration. VQM requires a duration of
more than three seconds which would not allow supporting MPEG DASH sessions with
smaller segments. The second reason is the assumption that the perceived quality of a
video changes with the content. Another disadvantage of MPEG DASH segments is the
missing ability to map content-characteristic changes. Figure 55 compares the estimated
quality models based on MPEG DASH segments with a duration of four seconds and
based on video shots. MPEG DASH segments as video chunks have the disadvantage that
the generated quality models are rather uniform over multiple segments.
In contrast, quality models change significantly over time for video shots. The per-
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Figure 55: Comparison of the video quality models evaluated for the video sequence Big Bucks
Bunny from the MPEG DASH dataset [105] using VQM. (a) Quality model calculated
per four-second MPEG DASH segments and (b) Quality model calculated per video
shots. Figures show every second representation.
ceived quality of different encoded representations of an MPEG DASH video shot is stable,
whereas the perceived quality of different shots varies significantly. This is not a new phe-
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Figure 56: Essential steps of a VQM measurement between a reference representation and other
MPEG DASH representations (inspired by Pinson et al. [139]).
nomenon, but is supported for other multimedia applications by Adzic et al. and Akyol et
al. [5, 8]. The advantage of using video shots is that they quite reliably map content changes
with the downside of an additional preprocessing time. This disadvantage is avoided if the
video shots are already known from a composition service such as CrowdCompose or Au-
toCompose. If video shot boundary information is not available, VAS uses the edge-change
ratio algorithm proposed by Zabih et al. [239]. The algorithm classifies the soon to-be ana-
lyzed segments with a hit rate of 86.95% for hard cuts [112]. In the remaining work, video
shots are chosen for our quality models.
7.2.1.4 Quality Calculation
VAS needs to understand the subjective perceived quality of each video representation
over time. The service leverages an FR objective video quality metric, which can decode
and analyze different MPEG DASH representations in parallel and build quality models
for video chunks. An objective FR quality algorithm is used to determine the perceived
quality of different video representations. Besides a reliable prediction of the perceived
quality, a short algorithm runtime is favored to support live streaming or video conferenc-
ing scenarios. None of the existing algorithms combines reliable quality prediction and
fast algorithm execution.
The VQM algorithm by Pinson et al. is selected to be used in VAS [139]. The essential
steps of VQM are depicted in Figure 56, and are described in Section 2.3.3.2. In contrast
to the discussion in the background chapter, the quality of each MPEG DASH representa-
tion in relation to the highest bit rate representation is assessed. An algorithm execution
starts with a selection of two different MPEG DASH representations: a reference and a
representation to be assessed. The highest bit rate representation acts as a reference to de-
termine the perceived quality of the lower bit rate representations. Remaining steps in this
approach are similar to the previous discussion.
The quality assessment is repeated for each representation of a video, and quality values
are calculated for individual video shots. The VQM values range from 0 (no differences
between two video sequences to 1 (significantly impaired video sequence). For understand-
ing what thresholds classify video into good and bad quality, a mapping is introduced to
the well-researched MOS concept. This mapping was studied by Zinner et al. [246].
The VQM implementation is not able to compare reference and test sequences in dif-
ferent resolutions and frame rates internally. A real-time quality assessment of VQM is
developed which allows scaling of videos by leveraging the execution on a GPU. This
version is called RT-VQM [208], but is not part of the discussion in this thesis.
7.2.1.5 Classification of Video
As the video quality calculation is computationally intensive, VAS classifies the content of
a video by visual features and links them to quality models. Three content characteristics
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are used for classifying video chunks: colorfulness, structural intensity, and the amount
of motion. By classifying video chunks, quality models for one video chunk can easily be
mapped to any chunk with similar characteristics - even for different videos. A detailed
explanation of the contribution of the classification of video chunks is given in Section 7.3.
7.2.2 VAS-enabled MPEG DASH Clients
MPEG DASH clients that want to use VAS must allow a minor modification of the video
adaptation module. It is assumed that the MPEG DASH client stores streamed segments in
a playback buffer to compensate for unstable delivery times of video segments. The filling
of the buffer and the adaptation logic of the player are not affected by using VAS; however,
they can be supported.
Upon starting a streaming session, the client redirects the MPD location to the VAS
server. This triggers the VAS server, which starts evaluation of the video stream to support
adaptation. The mobile device decides when to consult the service. For example, the device
contacts VAS in cases of throughput fluctuations that force a client to adapt. In any case,
an initialization request is sent to the VAS server, triggering the video classification and
preprocessing.
For assistance during the streaming session, MPEG DASH clients regularly request assis-
tance by the VAS via a RESTful web service. The web service offers methods (as explained
in Section 7.2.1.1) for recommending adaptations to reach the desired quality, and the
imperceivable adaptation between representations. The remote VAS server is used for cal-
culating content-aware adaptation plans and returning them to the MPEG DASH client.
7.3 characterization of video content
7.3.1 Idea of the Categorization
The main contribution proposed in this section is the reuse of existing quality models
generated for a specific video for other videos. To understand which existing quality model
should be used for an unknown video, VAS classifies videos. It is assumed that videos in
the same class have similar quality models, and thus require similar quality adaptations.
A classification of the video characteristics simplifies quality estimation.
The classes are characterized by visual features that represent the video content. To
reduce VAS’s operational costs, these features should be much easier and faster to produce
in comparison to the execution of VQM. To support live video streaming scenarios, a real-
time calculation of the features is necessary.
7.3.2 Features for Classification
We select features which are inspired by existing knowledge of the human visual system.
As mentioned above, the features that are selected represent the structures in a video
frame (SI), the motion between video frames (TI) and the colorfulness (Co) of a video [83,
230]. These characteristics, which are calculated for each video chunk, are analyzed as they
indicate how the human vision system perceives video quality [230]. The ITU recommen-
dation has shown that specific metrics are reliable for classifying short video sequences in
the context of subjective video estimations. VAS leverages the recommendations of the ITU,
which are introduced for the video composition application in Section 6.4 for SI, TI, and
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Co [83]. These metrics are calculated for individual video shots. VAS leverages the metrics
to select appropriate quality models from the VAS database. It stores for each video shot
the content characteristics along with the generated quality models. An advantage of SI,
TI, and the quality estimator VQM is that they share a Sobel filter calculation to detect
edges. Thus, a Sobel-filtered video frame can be reused in multiple processing steps.
7.3.3 Selection of Characteristics
Based on this classification, suitable adaptation plans are generated as VAS assumes that
perceived quality differences of video representations encoded with the same resolution,
frame rate, and bit rate are similar if the SI, TI, and Co values of the video shots are similar.
The calculated adaptation plans, available video representations, and SI, TI, and Co profiles
of a video are stored in a database of VAS (see Figure 53). The stored combinations are used
to ensure the timely calculation of adaptation plans. As it cannot be guaranteed that video
quality estimation of different representations can be achieved in time in any situation,
previous quality estimations and their SI, TI, and Co values are stored in the database.
Unknown video sequences can be classified solely based on retrieving the SI, TI, and
Co profiles. The profiles are then compared via nearest-neighbor matching (i.e., Euclidian
distance of SI, TI and Co values) with existing profiles from the VAS database. To select an
appropriate video shot from the database, the closest match is determined by the Euclidian
distance:
EDSI,TI,Co =
√
(SIDB − SIVideo)2 + (TIDB − TIVideo)2 + (CoDB −CoVideo)2 (33)
In this equation, SIDB represents the SI value for a video shot stored in the VAS database,
whereas SIVideo represents the respective value of the currently played-back video stream.
The aim is to minimize EDSI,TI,Co and to choose the reference with the smallest difference
to predict the adaptation behavior. The adaptation plans of the match in the database are
applied to the new video sequence.
The Euclidian distance weighs all features (SI, TI and Co) equally and does not prioritize
any feature. Winkler et al. report that no clear preference to a feature can be given when
classifying video content [230].
This is the basis for selecting an appropriate adaptation plan based on the perceived
quality, as shown in Subsection 7.4. In the preprocessing stage, the SI, TI, and Co calcula-
tions can be massively parallelized across different video shots and different representation
combinations.
7.3.4 Video Characteristics and Quality Models
The assumption is that MPEG DASH videos showing similar content have alike quality
models, and thus benefit from the same adaptation plans.
7.3.4.1 Quality Model Prediction Error
The assumption that VAS can use existing quality models from videos with similar content
characteristics is validated by investigating the average error when conducting such a
mapping. For a video shot, the average error regarding the DMOS shows the average,
absolute distance between another shot’s quality model with a similar SI, TI, and Co profile
and the MOS predicted by VQM. The similarity between the video shots is measured using
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the Euclidian distance, as described for VAS in Section 7.3.3. The videos from the MPEG
DASH dataset - provided by University of Klagenfurt, Austria - are used for validating the
assumption [105, 106]. The dataset contains seven long-running videos encoded in 17 to 19
representations from 320x240 (240p) to 1080p resolution. All MPEG DASH representations
of a video have the same frame rate. The characteristics of this MPEG DASH dataset are
extensively discussed in Section 7.5.1.1.
The complete preprocessing stage is applied to all representations of all videos in the
dataset to retrieve the SI, TI, and Co profiles and quality models for all video shots. Fig-
ure 57 depicts the average error when predicting a quality model for a video shot in
relation to the Euclidian distance of both the predicted and the real quality model.
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Figure 57: Average error for the prediction of a quality model with similar content characteristics.
If a shot can be found with exactly the same content characteristics, the quality model
fits best. In this case, the average error is close to zero and below any noticeable difference
for a human observer. With increasing distance, the error also increases. This shows that
a single quality model is not suitable for all video shots. Up to an Euclidian distance of
approximately 10.5, the average error stays below a DMOS of 1. Still, VAS needs to find
similarly encoded video shots, where the average distance of content characteristics is as
small as possible. Euclidian distances below 3 lead to only negligible deviations from the
correct quality model.
7.3.4.2 Influence of Video Dimensions on Reliability
Content characterization is further beneficial if the necessary calculations are made as
quickly as possible. One possibility to reduce processing time is to limit the maximum
resolution, bit rate and frame rate of the video.
The SI, TI, and Co profiles can be calculated not only from the highest representation
but also from any other. The question arises: how inaccurate are calculations when a lower
representation is chosen? Using the ITEC MPEG DASH dataset from Klagenfurt, the error
in predicting the SI, TI, and Co values is calculated. The reference is the highest available
representation, which is not depicted in the graphs. The representations are sorted by an
increasing resolution and bit rate, meaning, that two representations with similar resolu-
tions differ regarding the quantization used for encoding. The frame rate is held stable
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Figure 58: Average error for predicting the SI, TI and Co characteristics at low bit rate MPEG DASH
representations for the (a) VBBB and (b) VRBPS videos.
as a decrease in frame rate results in a high average error for predicting the video’s TI
characteristics. Results are depicted in Figure 58 for the videos VBBB and VRBPS, which
can be mapped to all other videos in the dataset. The processing time is calculated based
on the sequential processing of the SI, TI, and Co on a single dedicated CPU core of an
Intel Xeon CPU E5-1650 v2 @ 3.50GHz for one second of video.
The results illustrate that an increase in the resolution significantly reduces the predic-
tion error but a linear relation between the resolution and the processing time exists. The
quantization or bit rate has no significant (95% confidence intervals) impact on the process-
ing time, but it slightly reduces the average error (red bar) as more details can be encoded.
The increased processing time is a result of the data increase that needs to be loaded
from the hard disk to the memory. A resolution of 720p for a 1080p reference video, or
480x360 (360p) for a 576p reference video, sufficiently shows both low prediction errors
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and more than half on the required processing time. These findings coincide with the re-
sults on the reliability of extracting other visual features from lower resolution videos as
described by Manweiler et al. [118].
It can be concluded that a classification of MPEG DASH videos can be quickly and
reliably done for low resolutions, and a complete quality model can be mapped by only
inspecting a single MPEG DASH representation.
7.4 adaptation strategies
The previous sections describe the architecture of VAS and the concepts necessary for
quality- and content-aware adaptation for video streaming. This section describes the pro-
posed VAS adaptation schemes, beginning with an optimal adaptation model that relies
on global knowledge. The proposed MILP model guarantees stable quality with minimal
data traffic.
Also, two adaptation heuristics are realized, which help MPEG DASH clients to adapt:
1) TQA and 2) the SQA. The TQA implies that a MPEG DASH client specifies a minimum
level of quality regarding the MOS for the streaming session. VAS calculates an adaptation
plan over different video shots, maintaining exactly the specified level of quality with only
minimal fluctuations. This adaptation plan can be device-specific, i.e., including a certain
maximum resolution, frame rate, or a specific set of encodings. To adapt across multiple
MPEG DASH representations, the Smooth Quality Adaptation (SQA) adapts as covertly as
possible. SQA is introduced in Section 7.4.2.2.
7.4.1 Optimal Adaptation
To determine what is potentially possible, the proposed adaptation heuristics are com-
pared with an optimal adaptation scheme having global knowledge. An optimal adap-
tation scheme is formulated for a single playback device, in the form of an MILP that
extends the work of Hossfeld et al. [72]. In comparison to their work, we focus on a model
for MPEG DASH and we do not leverage the advantages of MVLC. Furthermore, our aim
of the proposed model is very different, as it stabilizes the perceived quality level and min-
imizes the data traffic generated. It aims at streaming the lowest bit rate representation,
which provides the maximum quality.
As a result, a two-step optimization approach finds a solution that achieves a video
adaptation aimed at a target quality level (MOS) with minimal switching.
The aim of the first optimization is to maximize the streamed video quality W for a
streaming session represented by the MPEG DASH segments that are received at the client
(i = 1..n) and for the representations of the MPEG DASH video (j = 1..rmax). The objective
to maximize the quality of a streaming session W is formulated as:
max(W =
n∑
i=1
rmax∑
j=1
wij ∗ xij) where xij ∈ {0, 1} (34)
The weight wij represents the MOS value of the representation j and segment i. In this
optimization model, it is assumed that the representations for a segment index i are in an
ascending order with respect to their perceived quality (MOS).
In additions, conditions are applied to the optimization model:
subject to :
rmax∑
j=1
xij = 1 ∀i = 1, ..,n (35)
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k∑
i=1
rmax∑
j=1
Sij ∗ xij 6 V(Dk) ∀k = 1, ..,n (36)
Here, xij represents a binary value indicating if a representation j is streamed for a seg-
ment i or not. The first condition ensures that only one representation is downloaded per
segment (see Equation 35). Equation 36 illustrates the sum of streamed data. Here, Sij de-
scribes the data traffic generated when streaming a segment at index i and representation
j. Note, Sij can be simplified to Sj if a constant bit rate per representation is assumed. By
using the segment k, we ensure that only the amount of data can be streamed that is avail-
able up to segment k. This amount of data is determined by a data trace and described as
V(Dk).
wij−1 ∗ xij < wij ∗ xij ∀i = 1, ..,n and ∀j = 2, .., rmax (37)
Finally, equation 37 ensures that the minimum bit rate representation for a given MOS is
selected.
With the given quality W the second optimization step is executed. The aim is to stream
video with a minimal data traffic for a given quality and a minimal number of switches.
The optimization goal is set as
min(
1
2
n−1∑
i=1
rmax∑
j=1
(xij − xi+1j)
2) where xij ∈ {0, 1} (38)
This equation implies that the number of switches for a given MOS is kept minimal. In
addition to Equations 35, 35, 36, and 37, one additional condition is
n∑
i=1
rmax∑
j=1
wij ∗ xij >W (39)
This formula ensures that the chosen representations in the second optimization step are
of at least the quality determined in Step 1.
The optimal model is evaluated in the evaluation section together with the adaptation
heuristics explained next.
7.4.2 Heuristics for Quality Adaptation
7.4.2.1 Target Quality Adaptation (TQA)
In comparison to classical bit rate-based adaptation methods (see Figure 59 - left), VAS
assumes that the perceived quality does not necessarily increase with an increase of the
bit rate. The TQA acts similarly to the optimal adaptation scheme but relies solely on
local knowledge of the current and past throughput rates and perceived qualities of the
adaptation.
The TQA aims at serving an MPEG DASH client exactly at the desired perceived quality
level independent of the bit rate. An MPEG DASH client can specify the target quality in
terms of the MOS during the initialization request, which triggers VAS to analyze a video.
Over the remaining course of a video, the strategy tries to keep this perceived quality level -
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Figure 59: TQA in contrast to classical bit rate-based adaptation logics.
which may result in switching representations even if the throughput conditions are stable
(see Figure 59 - right). Thus, the proposed scheme may introduce additional switches.
The chosen representations are dependent on the streamed video’s content characteristics.
In video shots with little to no motion, even representations encoded at low frame rates
such as 6 FPS may be sufficient to achieve a high perceptual quality; whereas within the
upcoming video shot, the motion may increase which requires one to scale the frame rate
up to the highest possible representation. Similarly, the amount of structures and colors in
the video shot influences the need for high resolutions to display the video in high quality.
Ideally, those adaptations are placed at the shot boundaries identified by VAS. Note that if
the shot boundary is not equal to the end of an MPEG DASH segment, adapting at a shot
boundary can usually be achieved solely by an MPEG DASH client that supports HTTP
GET requests for byte ranges (partial HTTP GET requests).
7.4.2.2 Smooth Quality Adaptation (SQA)
Adaptations in a video stream can significantly impact the perceived quality, especially if
an adaptation reduces the bit rate. Intensive research has been conducted on the impact
of adaptations on the perceived quality (see the discussion in Section 2.6.3.2). Ideally, the
adaptations decreasing the quality should be planned to be as covert as possible. These
decreasing adaptations are executed when the end-to-end throughput decreases and thus
the current quality representation cannot be streamed anymore.
At the beginning of a smooth adaptation, the MPEG DASH client informs VAS of both
the currently played back representation and the target representation it needs to adapt to.
The core idea of the scheme is to slowly adapt towards the target representation by integrat-
Figure 60: Example of using SQA as proposed by the VAS.
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ing intermediate adaptations which are nearly unnoticeable. VAS relies on the findings of
subjective studies of Moorthy et al., which offer thresholds on the perception of quality
differences on mobile device displays [125]. Also, the playback buffer is leveraged to delay
adaptation as much as possible, to keep the streaming experience high without risking
stalling effects. The playback of video streaming at the highest quality representation has
been shown to be beneficial [71, 125]. It leverages both the available buffer and the current
throughput to determine the point when the complete adaptation must be completed. To
reduce the risk of stalling, the threshold Bc is defined, which limits the amount of buffered
data to be used for delaying the adaptation.
In a second step, an adaptation model is chosen by VAS, which represents the perceived
qualities between the current and target representations. All intermediate representations
are skipped until the representation with the index i is found which lies between the
source representation RS and target representation RT . Thus, for an adaptation with quality
decrease, the following condition must hold: RS > Ri > RT .
The representation i is chosen so that the quality difference is nearly unnoticeable:QRi −
QRS < QND, where QND is the MOS value that defines a barrier when an adaptation
between two representations is perceivable for the given content characteristics. This step
is repeated for as many intermediate adaptations as necessary. The generalized function
can be represented QRi −QRRLV < QND, where RRLV represents the representation which
was visited in the last planned adaptation. The QND values for different combinations are
backed by the dataset provided by Moorthy et al. [125]. In the experiments, QND usually
ranges between 0.05 and 0.19.
Ideally, this approach results in a list of unnoticeable adaptations between a source repre-
sentation and a target representation, called the adaptation plan PS,T . As those adaptations
can be triggered by a decrease in network throughput, the danger of stalling is imminent if
too many adaptations are conducted over a time period. As stalling events usually severely
degrade the perceived quality, it is the aim to avoid their occurrence during a streaming
session [194]. A time constraint is defined based on the available buffer fill state (FRB), the
measured throughput (TPt) and the bit rate of the current MPEG DASH representation
(BRRi):
tPS,T = (FRB −Bc ∗ tBmax)× (1+
TPt
BRRi
) in [s] (40)
Here, Bc represents the fraction of the complete buffer length (tBmax) that is preserved to
ensure continuous playback.
For each adaptation at index j in PS,T the time of the adaptation tj is determined by:
tj = t+ j ∗
tPS,T
NPS,T
(41)
NPS,T is the number of necessary adaptations.
Adaptations are distinguished between those that aim at decrease the quality level and
those that increase it. The aforementioned approach is valid for decreasing adaptations.
Following the findings of Hossfeld et al. and Moorthy et al., VAS aims to stay at high-
quality representations as long as possible but also smoothly adapt to lower representa-
tions [71, 125]. Furthermore, Lewcio et al. show that a quality-increasing adaptation im-
proves the streaming experience [108]. Thus, VAS performs a direct jump from the source
to the target representation for a quality-increasing adaptation.
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Figure 61: Integration of VAS adaptation schemes.
7.4.3 Integration into Existing Adaptation Schemes
The concept of VAS is to support existing adaptation schemes that solely consider the cur-
rent network conditions or the playback buffer level, in adapting in a content- and quality-
aware manner. As mentioned, VAS does not introduce a new throughput-related adap-
tation scheme, but it can be plugged into existing adaptation modules of MPEG DASH
streaming clients (as depicted in Figure 61).
The decision of the adaptation scheme introduced by the MPEG DASH client is used
as an upper bound for the VAS decision, i.e., the maximum bit rate to be selected by
the VAS adaptation scheme. The decision of which representation to choose is based on
comparing throughput conditions of the network, the current playback buffer fill state, or
a combination of both metrics. As a result, one representation, and an optional timestamp
when to switch, are the output of VAS to the client.
The client’s VAS component leverages information of the bit rate of the recommended
adaptation and makes it an upper bound. The upper bound is known as rt,max, where
r represents the representation index, max depicts the highest representation index to be
selected, and t depicts the current timestamp. The adaptation plan generated by VAS does
not include any representation with a higher bit rate; however, VAS first applies the TQA
to select a representation with a lower bit rate which offers the desired quality level of the
streaming session or an equal (or higher quality) than rt,max. As the quality may change
over upcoming video shots, VAS gives an adaptation plan to the adaptation execution
component, which may consist of a list of representations to switch to and the adaptation
timestamps.
7.5 evaluation of the vas
The evaluation of VAS is structured into two parts. First, the possible data traffic reductions
and then the quality gains when applying VAS’s adaptation schemes are evaluated in a
prototypical evaluation setup. Then, subjective user studies are used to assess the impact
of the proposed adaptation schemes on the streaming experience.
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7.5.1 Objective Analysis of VAS’s Adaptation Schemes
The data required for streaming video is determined in this section for VAS’s adaptation
schemes in comparison to state-of-the-art algorithms and the optimal adaptation scheme
proposed in Section 7.4.1.
7.5.1.1 Setup of the Evaluation
This section describes the experimental setup using a prototypical implementation of the
concepts discussed in previous sections. The first paragraph of this section shows the
physical setup, with mobile devices receiving video streams as well as network traces
used for mimicking different real streaming sessions.
To mimic a real deployment of VAS as a support service, different state-of-the-art adap-
tation schemes are implemented for the MPEG DASH reference client, DASH.js3. The used
adaptation schemes are discussed in the second paragraph.
The third paragraph describes the used MPEG DASH videos with different content
characteristics specific for this evaluation.
Setup of the Network Experiments
The evaluation setup consists of the prototypical implementation of VAS, a video hosting
server, and three mobile devices (Google Nexus 5) that receive the video streams. Wireless
connections are available between all devices using an IEEE 802.11g access point. Mobile
Android devices allow us to use the full network stack of a mobile device. The setup is
depicted in Figure 62.
Figure 62: Evaluation setup for the VAS which shapes the data traffic for video segment delivery.
A single Ubuntu 14.04 server is used to host a web server that provides VAS and various
videos. Even though the web server and VAS run on the same physical machine, they do
not exchange any information locally. The quality models are generated online using the
RT-VQM algorithm, which is run on three different Amazon Web Service (AWS) machines
of type ”g2.2xlarge”4 [208]. Using the IEEE 802.11g access point, any VAS-enabled client
can communicate without limitations with VAS.
Requests to the web server are not restricted, but MPEG DASH segments underlie a
traffic shaping component for both the respective throughput and the latency. To mimic
3 https://github.com/Dash-Industry-Forum/dash.js; Visited on: 06/30/2016
4 Intel Xeon E5-2670 CPU with 16GB of memory and dedicated NVIDIA GRID GPUs with 1536 Compute
Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) cores.
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real streaming sessions and allow reproducible results, openly available network traces
gathered by Eittenberger et al. and Riiser et al. are input for a traffic-shaping component
on the server [39, 148]. The throughput and latency on the path from the video server is
limited on a per-client basis. Eittenberger et al.’s traces are based on monitoring YouTube
streaming sessions in the UMTS network in the area of Bamberg, Germany. The network
traces are sampled in an interval of 10 seconds in the network of the mobile operator T-
Mobile using two different mobile Android devices (Huawei S7-301u MediaPad, Samsung
Galaxy Tab GT-P1000). Two traces include video streaming sessions of a moving device
with a speed of up to 50 km/h (TM1 and TM2) on a track of 3.6 km in the city center. The
average throughput of the trace is 0.258 MBits for TM1 and 0.822
MBit
s for TM2. Two other
traces are created with static device positions that show average throughputs of 0.194 MBits
for TS1 and 0.569 MBits for TS2. One additional, synthetic trace with a constant throughput
of 90 MBits (TO1) was added, which depicts mobile streaming under ideal conditions.
The network traces of Riiser et al. [148] include mobile streaming sessions in 3G net-
works in Northern Europe. The sessions are captured using the proprietary Opera Netview
Media Client on Laptops using a Huawei Model E1752 HSPA USB stick, while streaming
video from a dedicated video server. The trace is sampled approximately every second.
The video streaming sessions used a HAS protocol for streaming video. Different vehicles
are used including, bus, metro, tram, and car. The traces’ average throughputs are depicted
in Table 21.
For each evaluation run, a starting point of the trace is randomly selected while keeping
the trace’s characteristics. Ten evaluation runs are conducted for each video sequence and
trace while its main characteristics - the average throughput and variance - deviate only
slightly. At any time, a minimal throughput of 1 KBits is guaranteed. The traces are tailored
so that the throughput shaping is refreshed every 200milliseconds. If the streaming session
lasts longer than the available trace duration, the trace is repeated.
Table 21: Overview of the network traces used for evaluating VAS.
ID Application Category Duration Avg. throughput
Eittenberger et al. [39]
TM1 YouTube Mobile (Car) 12:13 min 0.258 Mbit/s
TM2 YouTube Mobile (Car) 6:39 min 0.822 Mbit/s
TS1 YouTube No Mobility 12:42 min 0.194 Mbit/s
TS2 YouTube No Mobility 10:26 min 0.569 Mbit/s
Riiser et al. [148]
TM3 Opera Netview Mobile (Bus) 8:14 min 2.765 Mbit/s
TM4 Opera Netview Mobile (Bus) 22:44 min 2.617 Mbit/s
TM5 Opera Netview Mobile (Bus) 9:47 min 1.992 Mbit/s
TM6 Opera Netview Mobile (Bus) 7:24 min 2.447 Mbit/s
TM7 Opera Netview Mobile (Metro) 3:15 min 1.451 Mbit/s
TM8 Opera Netview Mobile (Metro) 17:10 min 0.584 Mbit/s
TM9 Opera Netview Mobile (Tram) 23:48 min 0.777 Mbit/s
TM10 Opera Netview Mobile (Tram) 23:27 min 0.921 Mbit/s
TM11 Opera Netview Mobile (Tram) 25:11 min 0.679 Mbit/s
TM12 Opera Netview Mobile (Tram) 21:13 min 0.791 Mbit/s
TM13 Opera Netview Mobile (Tram) 25:09 min 0.838 Mbit/s
TM14 Opera Netview Mobile (Ferry) 19:22 min 1.568 Mbit/s
TM15 Opera Netview Mobile (Ferry) 9:15 min 1.829 Mbit/s
TM16 Opera Netview Mobile (Car) 123:20 min 0.727 Mbit/s
TM17 Opera Netview Mobile (Car) 203:44 min 0.726 Mbit/s
TM18 Opera Netview Mobile (Car) 7:16 min 1.761 Mbit/s
TM19 Opera Netview Mobile (Train) 40:42 min 1.393 Mbit/s
TM20 Opera Netview Mobile (Train) 36:42 min 1.123 Mbit/s
Artificial
TO1 - No Mobility 60:00 min 90 Mbit/s
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Figure 63: Network traces TS1 from Eittenberger et al.’s dataset [39] and TM3, TM9 of Riiser et
al. [148] are shown for the first 900 seconds of a streaming session.
Adaptation Schemes
VAS is designed to support any existing MPEG DASH adaptation scheme, which ful-
fills the requirements discussed in Section 7.4.3. For making adaptation decisions, those
schemes rely either on playback buffer information or a measurement of the current
application-layer throughput. Schemes using the playback buffer analyze the playback
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buffer fill state, i.e., the ratio between the available video segments in the playback buffer
in seconds and the size of the playback buffer in seconds.
Different state-of-the-art schemes of both categories are implemented. These are selected
either from an experimental study of Thang et al. or from widely used MPEG DASH
streaming clients [186]. The Threshold-based Buffer Adaptation (TBB) scheme assumes that a
playback buffer is split into zones, which are defined by thresholds that initiate different
adaptation behaviors. The TBc represents the critical zone of the buffer, TBl defines the
zone in which the buffer fill state is perceived as low; TBn is the desired buffer fill state
and TBmax shows the buffer capacity. In this evaluation, the approach of Miller et al. is
used in which a buffer fill state between TBc and TBl adapts to the next lower representation
index [121]. A buffer fill state below TBc initiates an adaptation to the lowest representation.
The adaptation scheme maintains the current representation as long as the buffer fill state
is between TBl and TBn , while the representation index is increased when the buffer fill
state is above TBn .
A Throughput-based Adaptation (TB) measures the current throughput of the network on
the application layer and decides when and how to adapt based on this measurement [185].
The MPEG DASH representation to download is determined by its bit rate, which should
be equal or below the current throughput of the network. The TB may lead to disturb-
ing oscillation effects if the measured throughput suffers from adaptation oscillations. An
approach to mitigate peaks in the measured throughput is to use the Smoothed Throughput-
based Adaptation (ST) as: TPsmooth(t) = ((1− ρ) ∗ TP(t− 1) + ρ ∗ TP(t)) ∗ (1− β), where ρ
represents the weight between t−1 and t and β is a safety margin. t and t−1 are measured
as the average throughput after the download of a complete MPEG DASH segment.
Combinations of throughput-based and buffer-based adaptation schemes are proposed,
e.g., with Miller’s Buffer-based Throughput Adaptation (BTR) [121]. BTR triggers adaptations
according to the thresholds of the TBB, but determines the representation to switch to
depending on the current throughput.
Akhshabi et al. show another hybrid method relying on the ST and the buffer levels TBc
and TBl , which is called Threshold- and Smoothed Throughput-based Adaptation (TBST) [7]. For
a buffer fill state below TBc the lowest representation is chosen. In contrast, an adaptation
to the next lower bit rate is performed if the measured throughput is below the current
representation bit rate and the buffer fill state is between TBc and TBl . Similarly, when
above TBl the representation index is increased by one, if the smoothed throughput is stable
or increasing and the next representation’s bit rate is below the smoothed throughput. This
adaptation scheme smoothly adapts when the available throughput changes. The method
is called threshold-based smoothed throughput measurement adaptation (TBSTA).
Mu¨ller et al. propose a hybrid model (Aggressive Threshold-based Adaptation (ATB)) [127].
ATB performs an aggressive adaptation where a buffer fill state below TBc triggers an adap-
tation to a representation with a bit rate which is below 0.3 times the current throughput.
A buffer fill state between TBc and TBl defines the desired bit rate to be below half of the
measured throughput, and a fill state between TBl , and TBn adapts to a bit rate equal or be-
low the current throughput. Above TBn , the current throughput is multiplied by γ, where
γ > 1, to determine the next representation.
The last scheme discussed is the QoE-aware DASH Adaptation (QD) [124], which aims
for quality-aware streaming but neglects content characteristics during adaptation deci-
sions. To improve the perceived quality, QD [124] decreases the representation index if
network conditions degrade. This behavior follows the same idea as the proposed SQA
scheme but is rather static, as the intermediate representation is chosen to be one index
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above the target representation. If the network conditions allow a higher representation
than the current one, a direct jump to the possible representation index is performed.
All the above adaptation schemes are evaluated with and without support of the VAS
adaptation support. The optimal adaptation scheme is implemented using the optimiza-
tion software Gurobi 6.5.25.
Video Dataset
The videos used for evaluation are from the publicly available MPEG DASH datasets
provided by Lederer et al. consisting of the sequences: The Swiss Account (VTSA), Big
Bucks Bunny (VBBB), Valkaama (VV), Of Forest and Men (VOFM), Redbull Playstreets
(VRBPS), Tears of Steel (VTOS) and the Elephant’s Dream (VED) [106]. The characteristics
of frame rate, bit rate in KBits , and resolutions for different MPEG DASH representations
are shown in Table 22.
Table 22: Video encoding profiles of different videos from the MPEG DASH dataset [106] with static
frame rates for each video and variable resolutions (S) and bit rates (B) in KBits . R shows
the MPEG DASH representation index.
VBBB
24FPS
VED
24FPS
VOFM
24FPS
VTOS
24FPS
VTSA
30FPS
VV
30FPS
VRBPS
30FPS
R S B S B S B S B S B S B S B
0 240p 46 240p 46 240p 47 270p 255 240p 91 240p 46 240p 101
1 240p 89 240p 91 240p 91 360p 508 240p 131 240p 88 240p 151
2 240p 131 240p 131 240p 135 360p 811 360p 174 240p 123 360p 201
3 360p 178 360p 180 360p 186 544p 1113 360p 216 360p 175 360p 251
4 360p 222 360p 222 360p 232 720p 1516 360p 257 360p 214 360p 301
5 360p 263 360p 261 360p 277 720p 2427 360p 337 360p 250 480p 501
6 360p 334 360p 328 360p 366 1080p 3020 480p 431 360p 310 480p 600
7 360p 396 360p 382 480p 462 1080p 4028 480p 602 480p 439 480p 700
8 480p 522 480p 523 480p 553 1080p 6045 480p 764 480p 516 480p 896
9 480p 595 480p 594 480p 644 1080p 10068 480p 967 480p 587 480p 1180
10 720p 791 720p 796 576p 825 720p 1318 720p 812 720p 1499
11 720p 1033 720p 1033 576p 1006 720p 1727 720p 989 720p 1994
12 720p 1245 720p 1231 576p 1268 720p 2056 720p 1237 720p 2475
13 720p 1547 720p 1495 576p 1519 1080p 2714 1080p 2996
14 1080p 2134 1080p 2118 576p 1765 1080p 3500 1080p 3993
15 1080p 2484 1080p 2445 576p 2159 1080p 3995 1080p 4982
16 1080p 3079 1080p 2980 576p 2529 1080p 5943
17 1080p 3527 1080p 3431 576p 3206
18 1080p 3840 1080p 3791
These sequences are encoded using H.264/AVC, with a stable frame rate but varying res-
olutions and quantization parameters [209]. The described dataset represents the common
number of representations and encodings available for MPEG DASH streaming sessions,
e.g., on YouTube or Netflix. Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) distribute even more rep-
resentations than used in the MPEG DASH dataset. These representations differ in terms
of their bit rates, resolutions, and frame rates and are available for different device cate-
gories [99]. Therefore, we transcode a video sequence into 60 representations with varying
frame rates, resolutions and quantization levels. The result is the MPEG DASH video
VHEVC, which is encoded in all combinations of spatial dimension (resolutions: 180p,
360p, 540p, 720p, 1080p), temporal dimension (frame rate: 15, 30, 45, 60 FPS ) and quality
dimension (quantization: 21, 27, 33). The bit rate of the lowest representation is 116.504
KBit
s , the highest representation is 26.71
MBit
s .
5 http://www.gurobi.com/index; Visited on: 06/30/2016
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Figure 64: Classification of test videos regarding SI, TI, and Co.
The video set used for evaluation offers a broad variety of structure, motion, and color
information in order to show that VAS achieves significant data traffic savings for different
videos. The videos differ in terms of the content features SI, TI, and Co. Figure 64 shows
histograms on a subset of five videos (VBBB, VED, VOFM, VTOS, and VTSA). The features
are calculated per video shot and the occurrence of the feature values are normalized
between 0 and 1. Figure 64 illustrates that the video shots cover a broad range of the
feature spectrum.
7.5.1.2 Data Traffic Reduction
This section describes the achieved data traffic reductions using VAS for different adap-
tation schemes. The metric used for assessing data traffic reductions is the relative data
traffic generated (Q = DTVAS,ASDTAS ), where DT represents the amounts of bits transferred.
VAS,AS indicates that a VAS scheme is used, whereas AS indicates a non-VAS scheme.
The relative data traffic reductions are expressed as R = 1−Q.
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Different Adaptation Schemes
Using VAS allows streaming clients to specify a target quality for adapting video. In con-
trast to bit rate-based adaptation, this does not mean that the highest bit rate representation
is always streamed. This offers the potential to save data traffic.
A first scenario describes how much data traffic can be saved for a common mobile
streaming client in an overcapacity scenario (network trace: TO1) for all videos. For TO1,
all evaluated schemes will eventually adapt to the highest bit rate representation, while
VAS solely adapts towards the lowest bit rate representation offering the desired quality.
For this scenario, the target quality is set to an MOS of 5, representing the highest available
quality of a video stream. The remaining parameters are kept static for this evaluation:
HTTP Partial Get: Off, Playback Buffer Length: 20 seconds, Segment Duration: 2 seconds,
and Session Time: 60 minutes6.
The results depicted in Figure 65 show achieved data traffic quota (Q) for the three video
sequences VTSA, VRBPS, and VHEVC - and all adaptation schemes. Also, the optimal
adaptation is depicted as a red, dotted line.
Obviously, in the overcapacity scenario the data traffic quotas for all adaptation schemes
are similar, but the data saving potential is very diverse for different videos. As in an over-
capacity scenario, none of the adaptation schemes invokes a quality decreasing adaptation.
Thus, TQA and SQA achieve a similar data traffic quota (Q). For the evaluated MPEG
DASH video sequences (see Table 22), the data traffic quota is in the range of 17.17%
(HEVC) to 72.64% (VRBPS), meaning that even for VRBPS at the highest target quality
level, the data saving potential lies at around 27.36%. For videos similar to HEVC that
have a multitude of representations, different video dimensions allow adaptation across
frame rate, resolution, and quantization level. Those adaptation schemes achieve data sav-
ings of up to 82.83%. As external conditions are similar for all videos, data traffic ratio
differences are related to the encoded content, especially the volatility of the content char-
acteristics. Especially, highly varying video sequences such as HEVC, VTOS, or VV achieve
large data savings, whereas VOFM or VRBPS have a low number of video shots that are
usually rather long. VRBPS achieves the smallest reduction of around 27.36% due to the
variability of motion, structure, and color characteristics being comparably low between
different video shots (see Figure 64). This effect is related to higher encoding efficiency if
video characteristics stay similar over longer times. VAS heuristics, such as TQA, benefit
from videos with more representations, and thus, more fine-granular adaptation options.
Another reason for high data traffic savings is the availability for high bit rate and reso-
lution representations. For example, the low maximum resolution and bit rate of VOFM
(576p, 4 MBits ) limits VAS’s potential for data traffic reduction.
Also, the optimal adaptation is depicted for the videos VHEVC, VRBPS, and VTSA in
Figure 65, and for all videos in Table 23. It is shown that the achieved data traffic quota of
the adaptation scheme ATB is close to the optimal adaptation. Other adaptation schemes
show similar results for the overcapacity trace (TO1). On average, the difference between
the proposed heuristics and the optimal adaptation in the overcapacity case ranges from
3.47% to 7.14%. VAS’s heuristics are close to the optimal results achieved with global
knowledge of the network trace and video characteristics. Differences can be explained as
the adaptation schemes supported by VAS slowly adapt up to the highest quality represen-
tation in the beginning, whereas the global knowledge of the optimal adaptation allows an
6 The segment length has been studied with values of 2 seconds, 4 seconds, 6 seconds and 10 seconds and the
playback buffer length of 4 seconds, 12 seconds and 20 seconds. Small but significantly improved results could
be achieved using a small segment length, i.e., 2 seconds, and a large playback buffer size (20 seconds).
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Figure 65: Overview of the data traffic quota of VAS’s TQA and SQA in relation to the pure adap-
tation scheme without VAS for the network trace TO1. The plots represent the videos (a)
VV, (b) VTSA, and (c) VHEVC.
immediate switch to the highest quality. VAS’s gap to the optimal adaptation is different
for each video, as video representations differ in terms of bit rates, and VAS is not aware
of the video characteristics of future MPEG DASH segments. Again, VAS heuristics such
as TQA benefit from videos with more representations and adaptation options in all three
video dimensions. In the case of the HEVC sequence, the 60 encoded representations show
a lower relative gap between the heuristics and the optimal adaptation.
Table 23: Data traffic quotas when VAS is applied to an adaptation scheme for different video
sequences in comparison to the optimal adaptation model (Trace: TO1).
VBBB VED VOFM VTSA VV VRBPS VTOS VHEVC
ATB supported
by VAS
46.08% 45.01% 55.04% 52.95% 27.48% 72.63% 31.83% 17.17%
Optimal Adaptation 40.5% 39.4% 47.9% 47.3% 21.9% 65.6% 26.2% 13.7%
Difference 5.58% 5.61% 7.14% 5.65% 5.58% 7.03% 5.63% 3.47%
Significant data traffic savings can be achieved in an overcapacity scenario, but mo-
bile streaming clients often suffer from either a lack of throughput or highly fluctuating
throughput scenarios. The TS1 and TS2 traces were recorded by mobile devices without
mobility in UMTS networks, and TM1 to TM20 were recorded in different moving vehicles
in UMTS networks. Challenging network conditions will lead to different behaviors of the
adaptation schemes. Thus, different data saving potentials were observed.
Figure 66 depicts the results of applying VAS on the network trace TM9, which contains
an average throughput of only 777 KBits . This is not a sufficient throughput for any of the
video sequences to stream the highest bit rate representations at all times.
Note that Figure 66 shows the data traffic reductions of TQA and SQA. The differences
are minimal as SQA is only invoked if an adaptation to a lower quality level is required. In
comparison to the overall streaming session length, SQA is only active for a rather short
time. Thus, only small differences of TQA and SQA are observed. A detailed discussion of
the SQA scheme is given in Section 7.5.1.3.
VAS TQA scheme achieves data traffic reductions, even under these challenged condi-
tions, of at least 3.32% for adaptation scheme TBB and the sequence VED, and up to 84.4%
for the video sequence VHEVC and the adaptation scheme QD. For most of the videos
(VBBB, VED, VOFM, VRBPS, VHEVC, and VTOS), QD benefits most from the application
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Figure 66: Data traffic quota of using VAS’s TQA and SQA in relation to the pure adaptation scheme
for a trace in a challenged network: TM9. The aim is to stream the highest available
quality (MOS: 5). The different plots represent the videos VBBB, VED, VOFM, VTSA,
VV, VRBPS, VHEVC, and VTOS.
of VAS. This can be explained, as in comparison to the other schemes QD risks stalling
in a video for the sake of streaming a high quality representation. Thus, in challenged
network conditions QD requests higher bit rate representations. Thus, the potential for bit
rate savings is higher when using VAS in comparison to other adaptation schemes. The
other adaptation schemes benefit differently from the VAS.
Table 24 gives an overview on achievable data traffic savings for the TM3 trace, which
has an average throughput of 2.7 MBits and is highly fluctuating over time due to a bus
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ride with many throughput reductions losses (see Figure 63 (b)). Also, the table shows the
average data traffic quota achieved for all network traces. Again, QD benefits most from
applying VAS in the trace TM3 with data traffic quotas between 16.2% and 80.4%. For
TM3 ATB shows the lowest data saving potential with a data traffic quota of 94% for the
VRBPS sequence, and thus a saving potential of only 6%. Table 24 also depicts the average
data traffic quotas for different videos (last row) and all adaptation schemes (last column)
for all evaluation runs. The highest saving potential exists for the VHEVC (44%) and the
lowest for VRBPS (19.6%). For all traces, QD has a data traffic quota of 62.3% on average,
and has the highest potential to save data traffic (37.7%), whereas TBB achieves data saving
of 19.2%. On average, VAS is able to achieve data traffic savings of 27.7% independent of
Table 24: Data traffic quota of VAS-supported and VAS-unsupported adaptation schemes for trace
TM3 and aggregated over all traces for all video sequences. The variances or confidence
intervals are not shown as the variance is below 10−3 for TM3 in all cases.
VBBB VED VOFM VTSA VV VRBPS VTOS VHEVC All Videos
TM3 All Traces
TBB 64.6% 62.8% 73.4% 75.3% 45% 88.4% 88.8% 82.3% 81.8%
TB 57.6% 55.7% 70.5% 54.9% 40.4% 85.5% 89.4% 69.7% 68.5%
ST 57.8% 55.5% 71.4% 54.3% 40.4% 87.2% 89.6% 68.8% 69%
BTR 63.4% 60.6% 73.1% 69.7% 43.4% 85.8% 90.3% 77.6% 74.3%
TBSTA 60.7% 58.6% 74% 65.1% 43.1% 83.4% 89% 75.8% 73.6%
ATB 58.7% 57.9% 70% 69.9% 42% 83.9 94% 71.5% 76.6%
QD 44.6% 42.8% 53.3% 71.8% 45.8% 80.4% 36.8% 16.6% 62.3%
All Traces
Avg. 71.7% 66.3% 78.5% 70.5% 57.3% 90.5% 78.7% 56% 72.3%
the video sequence, adaptation schemes or network trace. One should note that the traces
used in this evaluation represent challenging conditions for mobile video streaming. Under
these difficult conditions, VAS achieves considerable data savings across video sequences
and adaptation schemes. These savings are thus higher when inspecting, e.g., the recently
available 2160p videos or network traces from mobile networks with high throughput
rates.
How does VAS achieve the savings?
To better understand achieved data traffic savings, session playback of streaming video
with and without VAS support is shown in Figure 67 for trace TO1. For the overcapacity
scenario, the VAS-unsupported adaptation schemes switch quickly to the highest bit rate
available (gray line), whereas VAS induces additional adaptations to stream the highest
available quality at the lowest possible bit rate. The red area indicates the achieved data
gains over time. For the trace TM3, VAS adapts accordingly and achieves considerable
data savings, too. Another advantage of VAS is shown in the buffer statistics of the figure.
Whereas the classical adaptation scheme runs out of buffer frequently, VAS achieves a
higher average fill rate of the playback buffer for challenging network conditions (see
Figure 67 b).
This principle is illustrated in Figure 68 (a). The figure illustrates a comparison of the
session times streamed on different MPEG DASH representations for the different adap-
tation schemes with or without VAS. A higher representation index represents a higher
bit rate. It is obvious that in the overcapacity situation, the proportion of lower representa-
tions during streaming sessions increases for all videos. Even for the trace TM3, the time
is reduced on higher index representations. At the same time, it already indicates (as in
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Figure 67: Comparison of the session traces of the video VBBB for the network traces: TO1 and
TM3. In each plot the blue line depicts the bit rate streamed using VAS in comparison
to the standard adaptation scheme. A red area indicates throughput savings of the VAS
scheme. Plots at the bottom shows the buffer fill rate, where a blue area shows a higher
buffer filling rate achieved by VAS.
the case of TM3) that VAS uses saved data traffic to stream higher representations, when
the standard adaptation scheme has to stream the lowest representation.
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Figure 68: Time on MPEG DASH representations when using VAS’s TQA and SQA scheme for
TM3 and video VV: (a) shows a reduced time on higher bit rate representations for
all videos in an overcapacity situation (TO1), while (b) shows the achieved quality of
different MPEG DASH representations over video shots.
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Influence of SQA on Data Savings
So far, the results discuss the TQA scheme that neglects the influence of SQA. It achieves a
perceived quality gain by delaying quality-decreasing adaptations and thus staying longer
at higher bit rate representations than TQA. In the case of TO1, SQA generates no addi-
tional traffic at all. For the remaining traces, e.g., as depicted for TM9 in Figure 66, an
average data traffic quota increase of 0.7% can be observed.
Section 7.5.1.3 and Section 7.5.2 report on the advantages of SQA for the perceived
quality of a streaming session.
Segment-based Adaptations and Partial HTTP GET Requests
An additional data traffic reduction can be achieved if the DASH client supports partial
HTTP GET requests, thus requesting individual byte ranges from a video segment. This
allows adaptation not only at segment boundaries, but also within a DASH segment, offer-
ing rich potential to adapt for either improved perceived quality or a data traffic reduction.
Adaptations occur at GoP boundaries, but within a DASH segment. A shot boundary could
lie within such a segment, resulting in different quality requirements for different parts of
the DASH segments. A partial HTTP GET request can extract a byte range from a DASH
segment that represents an independently decodable frame range, which is determined at
encoding time by the GoP.
Table 25: Data traffic quota of VAS-supported and unsupported adaptation schemes for trace TM3,
aggregated over all traces for all video sequences. The table depicts the results for both
the segment-based HTTP GET requests and partial HTTP GET requests separated by ”/”.
Data Traffic Quota: HTTP GET / partial HTTP GET
VBBB VED VOFM VV VHEVC All Videos
Trace:TM3 and TQ: 5 All Traces
TBB 64.6%/58.8% 62.8%/57.4% 73.4%/70.1% 45%/41.9% 82.3%/69.9% 81.8%/76.3%
TB 57.6%/57.8% 55.7%/55.1% 70.5%/70.8% 40.4%/40.6% 69.7%/68.1% 70.6%/66.7%
ST 57.8%/57.9% 55.5%/55.2% 71.4%/71.1% 40.3%/40.7% 68.8%/68.1% 71.2%/67.4%
BTR 63.4%/58.5% 60.6%/56.7% 73.1%/70.4% 43.4%/41.9% 77.6%/65.7% 74.6%/73.5%
TBSTA 60.7%/58.6% 58.6%/56.7% 74%/69.6% 43.1%/41.8% 75.8%/65.1% 74%/73.7%
ATB 58.7%/58.8% 57.9%/56.8% 70%/69.2% 42%/41.7% 71.5%/69.1% 76.4%/73.5%
QD 44.6%/44.3% 42.8%/42.4% 53.3%/53.2% 45.8%/45.8% 16.6%/15.7% 62.3%/62.1%
All Traces and Quality:5
Avg. 71.7%/69.1% 66.3%/64.1% 78.5%/75.3% 57.3%/55.7% 56%/53.9% 73%/70.5%
Table 25 compares for streaming the videos VBBB, VED, VOFM, VTSA, and VHEVC
using VAS TQA via HTTP 1.1/GET requests (adaptation at segment boundaries only) and
partial HTTP 1.1/GET requests (adaptation within segments). When partial GET requests
are used, results indicate a potential of 2.5% in additional data traffic savings. In none of the
traces or video sequences did partial GET requests decrease the data saving potential. The
impact on the perceived quality is discussed in Section 7.5.1.3. Partial HTTP GET requests
can achieve lower data savings, when no potential for additional adaptations exist. The
overhead for using VAS with partial HTTP GET is higher, as more requests are sent to the
video server and the VAS server is consulted more often. Table 25 shows two examples.
For video VV and the two adaptation schemes TB and ST the best result is achieved when
streaming without partial HTTP GET requests.
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7.5.1.3 Achieved Quality during Streaming Sessions
VAS aims at stabilizing the perceived quality during streaming while achieving significant
data traffic reductions. For assessing the achieved quality the objective quality assessment
metric RT-VQM is used [208]. Note, that current video quality assessment metrics do not
assess the impact of adaptations. Assessing the impact of adaptations is evaluated in Sec-
tion 7.5.2.
This section describes the effect of VAS on the objectively estimated quality by compar-
ing classical adaptation schemes with VAS TQA and SQA schemes, which describes both
the influence of video shot-accurate adaptation using partial HTTP GET requests and the
influence of SQA on stalling.
Different Adaptation Schemes
The results for determining the average quality per adaptation scheme are illustrated in
Table 26. This shows an averaged, estimated quality value per adaptation scheme over
all network traces and video sequences. Quality is measured in terms of MOS. The table
describes the performance of each adaptation scheme with and without VAS support, but
neglects additional quality impairments such as adaptation effects (see Section 7.5.2) and
stalling (see Section 7.5.1.3).
It can be observed that significant differences in the qualities of the unsupported adap-
tation schemes exist. Adaptation schemes such as TBB, which represent buffer-based de-
cision making, perform worst but in close range to the hybrid scheme BTR which repre-
sents an extension of TBB (difference in MOS: 0.02). Whereas TBB solely relies on buffer
thresholds for deciding when and how to adapt, BTR answers the question of which repre-
sentation to switch to using instant throughput estimates. Solely buffer-based adaptation
schemes show the worst performance. A good performance in terms of improving the av-
erage quality of a streaming session is achieved by the adaptation schemes TB (MOS: 4.17),
ST (MOS: 4.14), and ATB (MOS: 4.18). With TB and ST, two adaptation schemes solely
relying on the throughput measurements are proposed, which outperform buffer-based
adaptation schemes. Superior performance is achieved by hybrid models, which integrate
both buffer-based and throughput-related adaptation decisions - as ATB already shows. Su-
perior quality is achieved by TBST (MOS: 4.29) and QD (MOS: 4.69). Thus, QD and TBST
especially indicate that considering both metrics, buffer fill state and throughput, can be
beneficial. Additionally, QD adds a quality-aware adaptation scheme, which achieves an
MOS increase of up to 0.4 in comparison to ATB. In Section 7.5.1.3 it is shown that QD in
particular has significant problems to ensure a stall-free playback.
Table 26: Perceived quality using VAS-supported and unsupported adaptation schemes for the TM3
trace and aggregated over all traces for all video sequences. The variances or confidence
intervals are not shown as the variance of the results is below 0.02.
HTTP GET Partial HTTP GET
Quality [MOS] Traffic Quality [MOS] Traffic
Standard TQA SQA Quota Standard TQA SQA Quota
TBB 4.08 4.36 4.35 81.8% 4.03 4.41 4.42 76.3%
TB 4.17 4.3 4.33 70.6% 4.15 4.3 4.41 66.7%
ST 4.14 4.32 4.36 71.2% 4.26 4.34 4.41 67.4%
BTR 4.1 4.29 4.33 74.6% 4.18 4.37 4.37 73.5%
TBST 4.29 4.31 4.32 74% 4.31 4.39 4.39 73.7%
ATB 4.18 4.48 4.5 76.4% 4.27 4.54 4.63 73.5%
QD 4.69 4.98 4.99 62.3% 4.74 4.99 4.99 62.1%
4.23 4.43 4.45 73% 4.28 4.47 4.52 70.5%
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VAS support improves the average MOS of all adaptation schemes, independent of
whether the TQA or SQA scheme is used. Especially for challenged network traces, the
saved data traffic in times with high throughput can be efficiently used to keep a high
buffer fill ratio. For the adaptation schemes TBB, ATB, and QD, an MOS increase of approx-
imately 0.3 is achieved, whereas TB, ST and BTR only benefit from an increase of 0.13 to
0.19. Both schemes benefit most, as they allow for a rapid increase in the representation in-
dex in situations when the measured throughput rises. The majority of network traces used
for the evaluation show throughput increases and decreases due to mobility. In addition,
both schemes slowly decrease representation indexes, thus allowing VAS to stream high
quality representations over a longer period of time. By design, VAS never recommends
a representation, which is higher than the one proposed by the pure adaptation scheme.
The TBST scheme achieves the smallest improvement. TBST by design solely allows for
small increases and decreases by one representation index. Especially for situations with
a rapid increase in throughput, TBST only slowly improves quality. The buffer-based or
purely throughput-reliant schemes achieve higher gains.
The introduction of partial HTTP GET requests offers the opportunity to not only adapt
at MPEG DASH segment boundaries. On the one hand, this allows data traffic reduction by
more accurately streaming the desired bit rate by switching within MPEG DASH segments
- bound to an independently decodable GoP. On the other hand, this allows for improving
quality when network conditions rapidly change. The adaptation control loop - measuring
the buffer fill state, the throughput or both - is more frequently triggered and thus allows
for adaptation decisions with a higher precision. Consequently, the results indicate an
increase of 0.19 in comparison to the standard adaptation schemes at a significantly lower
data traffic quota - i.e., higher data saving potential. In comparison to standard adaptation
schemes without the support of partial HTTP GET requests, an improvement of around
0.29 is observed. Both results indicate a human-perceivable difference in the resulting video
stream.
Comparing TQA and SQA
For most schemes (see Table 26), a rather small improvement can be observed using SQA
in contrast to TQA; this is possible as no direct quality-decreasing switches are introduced
but more time is spent on higher representations, which brings the risk of playback buffer
depletion. The average effect for all adaptation schemes lies at approximately 0.02 in com-
parison to TQA. With the introduction of partial HTTP requests, SQA achieves a more
granular adaptation option when decreasing representation indexes. As a consequence,
MOS improvements rise from 0.02 to 0.05 on average, where especially TB, ST, and ATB
benefit most with an average increase of 0.09 in comparison to 0.03 for classical HTTP GET.
Based on the aforementioned results: In comparison to TQA, a superior SQA perfor-
mance can be observed for most adaptation schemes using HTTP GET requests and for all
using partial HTTP GET requests.
Influence of Stalling
Previous discussions report on the advantage of VAS as measured in terms of perceived
qualities averaged for the streaming session, neglecting stalling effects. Different adapta-
tion schemes may more or less efficiently avoid playback buffer underruns. Thus, Table 27
depicts in the ”Standard” column the average quality achieved when using an adapta-
tion scheme and the impact of occurring stalls during streaming sessions as well as the
resulting quality scores.
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For estimating the impact of stalls, the model of Mok et al. [123] integrates the mean
stalling time (LT ) and the frequency (LFR) of stalls in a time window of about 90 seconds,
and measures the impact in large subjective studies for HAS. The model was explained in
Section 2.6.3.1.
Table 27 depicts the quality scores estimated by the objective quality assessment metric,
the effect of stalling on the perceived quality and and the resulting quality scores. The ta-
ble shows only the results of partial HTTP GET requests as it is superior for VAS-assisted
adaptation. For standard adaptation schemes, an initial surprise is a significantly reduced
quality achieved by QD. Even though it is designed to support quality-aware adaptation,
its design does not reliably avoid stalling. It achieves streaming high quality representa-
tions at the cost of risking stalls. In contrast, a superior performance can be observed for
ATB, ST, and TBST (MOS of 4.07, 4.07 and 4.12). In general, the stalling impact is rather low
when averaged over all sessions. On average, the MOS decreases by 0.38 when averaged
across all adaptation schemes.
Table 27: Influence of stalling proposed by Mok et al. on the quality scores for using VAS’s TQA
and SQA schemes in comparison to standard adaptation schemes. Results solely depict
streaming sessions using partial HTTP GET results.
Quality [MOS]
Stalling Effect [MOS]
by Mok [123]
Quality Score [MOS]
Standard TQA SQA Standard TQA SQA Standard TQA SQA
TBB 4.03 4.41 4.42 0.17 0.11 0.1 3.86 4.3 4.32
TB 4.15 4.3 4.41 0.19 0.08 0.08 3.96 4.22 4.33
ST 4.26 4.34 4.41 0.19 0.08 0.09 4.07 4.26 4.32
BTR 4.18 4.37 4.37 0.18 0.09 0.09 4.00 4.28 4.28
TBST 4.31 4.39 4.39 0.19 0.06 0.06 4.12 4.33 4.33
ATB 4.27 4.54 4.63 0.2 0.05 0.05 4.07 4.49 4.58
QD 4.74 4.99 4.99 1.51 1.4 1.42 3.23 3.59 3.57
4.28 4.47 4.52 0.38 0.26 0.27 3.9 4.21 4.25
The resulting impact of stalling is reduced using VAS by an MOS of 0.12 when applying
TQA and around 0.11 using SQA. These quality improvements are an additional side effect
of VAS’s bit rate savings, which can now ensure more stable playback of a video stream.
In situations when the available throughput is scarce, any saved bit can be leveraged to
ensure a suitable fill rate of the playback buffer. An example is given in the previous section
in Figure 67 (b). The figure shows that due to saved data traffic over a long period of
time, the buffer level can be kept at 100%, whereas the standard MPEG DASH adaptation
schemes encounter stalling. Thus, the number and duration of stalls decrease, resulting
in a reduced impact of stalling when VAS is used. This improvement can be observed for
any adaptation scheme. The slightly worse performance of SQA in comparison to TQA is
related to the risk of delaying decreasing adaptations, at the risk of additional stalling. For
five of the seven adaptation schemes, no additional stalls using SQA could be observed.
However, the average quality, including stalling events, is approximately 0.04 higher than
in TQA. The effect of adaptations on the perceived quality is not considered, it is discussed
in Section 7.5.2. In particular, the adaptation schemes reacting quickly to a throughput
benefit most from applying VAS, i.e., hybrid and throughput-based adaptation schemes.
But independent of the adaptation scheme used, VAS improves the streaming experience
by increasing the average quality of the streamed representations and stabilizing the buffer
fill ratios which avoids stalling.
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Figure 69: Perceived quality measured by the JND when using the VAS SQA ensuring a consistent
quality placing the adaptations (a) at segment boundaries and (b) at video shot bound-
aries.
7.5.2 Subjective Studies on the Impact of Adaptations
The VAS service may introduce additional adaptations between different MPEG DASH
representations. Table 26 indicates that the VAS SQA scheme achieves a slight increase
in the objectively measured video quality. Note that the impact of an adaptation on the
perceived quality is not measured by an objective video quality metric. In contrast to clas-
sical MPEG DASH adaptation schemes, VAS respects the content properties; also SQA is
capable of leveraging intermediate representations when switching between quality levels.
As available quality metrics do not yet consider adaptation effects, subjective studies are
conducted to analyze the real gains when using SQA. SQA is investigated in respect of the
perceived quality when users watch an adaptive video. Adaptations at segment boundaries
(HTTP GET requests) and at shot boundaries (partial HTTP GET requests) are compared
in terms of their effect on human perception. The subjective study includes 23 test subjects
watching selected video segments on a mobile device mediated by the crowdsourcing
platform Crowdee7. The users’ age ranged from 17 to 34. 18 of the assessors are male. The
SQA smooth adaptation scheme is compared with the standard TB adaptation scheme.
The maximum duration of each video segment used in this evaluation is a 30 seconds. It
represents adaptations induced by the trace TM2 with a difference from the source to the
target representation index of at least five index steps.
The differences in perceived quality are determined using the JND [204] in combina-
tion with a forced choice experiment, as described in Section 2.3.2. Adaptation assistance
is evaluated by using three sequences: stable subjective quality, and the increase and de-
crease of quality. The video sequence selection is made based on varying SI, TI, and Co
characteristics. Figure 69 shows the results of the subjective study in terms of the absolute
JND.
In a second step, the difference is determined for the perceived quality between a video
streaming session that keeps a high bit rate representation. The analyzed situation is when
a stable perceived quality results in a significant decrease of the MPEG DASH representa-
7 http://crowdee.de allows for conducting crowdsourcing studies on mobile devices; Visited on: 09/25/2016
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tion index. This gives an impression on how the impact of the adaptation is perceived. The
experiment is conducted for all five video streams from which eight segments of at most 30
seconds are extracted. VAS performs MPEG DASH representation adaptations to ensure a
stable perceived quality experience while minimizing data traffic. During the evaluation, it
is ensured that no quality-degrading effects occur other than the adaptation (e.g., stalling
or packet loss induced artifacts). Each subject has to evaluate 24 randomly selected com-
binations containing a reference video with a stable bit rate, and a video sequence using
either SQA or TQA.
In addition, video adaptation schemes are placed either at MPEG DASH segment bound-
aries (see the results in Figure 69 a) or at the shot boundaries detected by VAS (see Figure 69
b). The depicted results give an idea on which adaptations are perceivable by humans. A
JND of one is depicted as a red barrier when it is assumed that an adaptation is strongly
perceivable by human observers on a mobile device.
For the case where adaptations are executed only after a complete MPEG DASH segment
was played back (as evaluated in Figure 69 a), users notice considerable quality differences.
It can be concluded that abrupt switches between a source and a target representation are
observable on a mobile device. The VAS smooth adaptation scheme decreases the JND
for the video sequences VBBB, VOFM, VED, and VV significantly. If the MPEG DASH
client supports partial GET requests, adaptations should be planned to be executed at shot
boundaries as this makes the adaptation transparent to the user. Executing adaptations at
shot boundaries allows for adjusting the bit rate of the video stream with abrupt switches,
which are nearly imperceivable for VBBB, VED, and VV. It can be concluded that VAS
smooth adaptation ensures that for most evaluated videos, adaptations can be executed in
a nearly imperceivable manner.
7.6 conclusion
This chapter introduced VAS, a system to support video adaptation on mobile video
streaming clients in a content- and quality-aware manner. The rationale behind VAS is that
current MPEG DASH clients do not investigate the content encoded in a video. Especially
in situations when a network has sufficient throughput to stream the highest representa-
tion, huge data savings are possible when VAS is used. VAS leverages image processing
algorithms and an objective video quality metric to understand what is encoded within a
video and how it is perceived by humans. VAS analyzes the video content on its structural,
temporal and color characteristics to classify segments of videos with similar characteris-
tics. It was shown that quality models can be mapped between segments of different video
sequences without significant loss of precision. Both concepts allow real-time calculation
of live video streams and scalability to a multitude of different video streams, which was
demonstrated in a real deployment [215].
VAS allows clients to express the desired quality regarding the MOS and links it to
MPEG DASH representations. Besides an optimal adaptation scheme, two adaptation sup-
port heuristics are introduced which support MPEG DASH adaptation schemes: TQA and
SQA. The TQA allows to clients stream a specific target quality level, whereas classical
adaptation schemes solely rely on bit rates. It aims for saving data traffic by not selecting
MPEG DASH representations that surpass the desired quality. SQA adds an adaptation
support method, which mitigates adaptation effects introduced by TQA and MPEG DASH
adaptation schemes. SQA leverages the knowledge of the video content to execute adapta-
tions in a covert manner. The evaluation indicates that significant data traffic savings can
be achieved (up to 82.83%) without any decrease in quality.
8
C O N C L U S I O N
This thesis discusses the advantages of integrating content adaptation into the design of
networked video applications. Specifically, it discusses the scenario of an Mobile Video
Broadcasting Service (MBS) that records video on smart mobile devices and uploads them
using Internet Protocol (IP)-based network connections as a live stream. The scenario also
includes the distribution of the generated live stream to viewers. Systems were designed
and implemented that improve video adaptation significantly, and they were carefully
evaluated. This chapter summarizes the thesis and shows its major contributions to the
field of multimedia research. Finally, it gives an outlook on future research directions.
8.1 summary of the thesis
The thesis aims at the design, realization, and evaluation of a live User-Generated Video
(UGV) uploading, processing, and distribution system that leverages quality-aware content
adaptation. Content adaptation is used at different steps of the video streaming process in
the form of adaptive video streaming and video composition. Adaptive video streaming,
as understood in this thesis, is the representation of a digital video in different quality
versions, which differ regarding their average bit rate. During a streaming session, the
video version is selected which suits best to the available throughput rates. By this, a
video stream can be played back continuously without interruption.
In contrast, video composition assumes the availability of different video sources which
record similar content as different video files. The result of a video composition is not a
multitude of different video streams, but a single one consisting of selected video segments
from each source. Thus, a video composition algorithm does not select a representation of
a single video stream but which video to stream at any point in time.
Both content adaptation forms are used within this thesis in a way to enable quality-
aware video streaming. The quality awareness depicts that the perceived utility for a user
watching the stream should be improved when using content adaptation. The efficiency
ensures that a video stream is produced at minimal costs for a given quality. This thesis
uses the perceived quality determined by objective quality assessment algorithms as an
indicator for quality awareness, and the generated data traffic as a metric for costs.
Chapter 1 introduces the scenario of a live upload of User-Generated Video (UGV), its
processing, and delivery. It discusses challenges such as the unpredictable conditions of
IP-based networks for a single device, the reduced quality of UGV productions, and the
devices used to create the digital video streams. The chapter introduces the main goal of
the thesis: to design and realize a live UGV uploading, processing, and distribution system that
leverages quality-aware content adaptation.
Specific characteristics of digital video and its streaming are discussed in Chapter 2.
Furthermore, it builds upon the scenario discussed in Chapter 1 by elaborating on how
content adaptation can help to improve the quality of video streams. As UGV is different
from professional content, there is a discussion about the perceived quality in UGV in a
novel area, the so-called recording degradations. Whereas existing objective quality metrics
inspect video for compression and transmission artifacts, UGV mainly suffers from poor
recording conditions and human mistakes. During recording, degradations occur such as
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camera shakes, objects occluding the view, and camera misalignments. In a discussion of
related work, Chapter 2 shows that a research gap exists in this area. On the basis of a com-
mon understanding of quality, the chapter also introduces the Mobile Video Broadcasting
Service (MBS), which aims at a live upload of videos. The chapter introduces different
scenarios in which an MBS is used, and discusses the strength and weaknesses of existing
systems. These systems usually lack the capability of content and mechanism adaptations,
making them unreliable for efficient media provisioning. Video composition is introduced
as the second form of content adaptation which is a novel understanding on quality in
videos. Besides the technical and recording quality, composed videos gain a significant
proportion of their quality from the influence of diversity and the observation of cine-
matographic rules. Existing work in this area is discussed to gain an understanding of
the missing pieces provided by this thesis. Finally, Chapter 2 introduces background in-
formation and a discussion of existing work in the area of adaptive video delivery. It is
shown that an adaptive video streaming approach usually neglects the content of a video
and focuses on network conditions to make adaptation decisions. In summary, the chapter
discusses the major differences of existing work and the novel contributions of this thesis.
In Chapter 3, new quality models are given for quantifying the impact of recording
degradations. The most imminent degradations of camera shakes, harmful occlusions, and
camera misalignments are discussed. Their impact on the perceived quality is quantified in
a crowdsourced study with more than 1600 assessors. Besides the impact of degradations,
the chapter discusses a study on the perception of different views of the same scene. The
availability of such views is an essential requirement for video composition. The study
shows that the recording position has a significant impact on the perceived quality and
should thus be considered in the video composition.
These quality models are used for the design and development of the quality assess-
ment framework Placement and Selection Component (PaSC), accompanied by novel algo-
rithms. As introduced in Chapter 4, PaSC copes with the unscalable, centralized quality
assessment by introducing a method to leverage the resources of arbitrary smart mobile
devices and servers to conduct a distributed quality assessment. The PaSC achieves increased
resource utilization by parallelizing quality assessment processing. As existing, efficient
algorithms for the assessment of recording degradations are missing, the chapter intro-
duces novel quality assessment algorithms that inspect recording degradations. To handle
the tradeoff between the algorithm’s high precision and a reduced runtime, hybrid algo-
rithms are developed that not only consider time-intensive video analysis, but also inspect
auxiliary sensors that record the context of a recording session. The proposed algorithms
outperform existing work regarding the F1-score and the runtime, as well as offer a more
fine-grained determination of video quality.
Chapter 5 describes how videos are uploaded, e.g., to a video composition server, in an
efficient and content-adaptive manner. Live Video Upload System (LiViU) is introduced
that is the first prototype for a live streaming application which supports the parallel cre-
ation of video representations and ensures their live upload for further processing. LiViU not only
supports content adaptation, but also integrates the adjustment of the stream scheduling to
cope with varying application and scenario requirements. The proposed system shows ro-
bustness against network condition changes, mobility, and copes with varying application
requirements at runtime.
The findings and system components of Chapters 4 and 5 are used in the design and
realization of a novel video composition algorithm. Video composition is one of two content
adaptation concepts discussed in this thesis. It aims at creating superior quality composed
video by selecting the best segments from a range of source videos. The videos are com-
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posed on a central server in real-time, based on video streams provided by LiViU. In a
first stage of the proposed composition algorithms, Chapter 6 describes the filter stage,
ensuring that video views considered for composition have a minimal perceived quality
using PaSC. Furthermore, the stage ensures that basic cinematographic rules are not bro-
ken when switching between segments of different video sources. As a result, a limited
amount of video views is considered for composition in a second stage. The second stage
either runs the semi-automatic CrowdCompose system or the real-time, automatic Auto-
Compose algorithm. CrowdCompose is based on the principle of crowdsourcing, which
splits the complex task of video composition into several atomic tasks and mediates them
to a group of anonymous users. Users compose the stream by conducting these tasks in
parallel and create a superior quality video by leveraging human understanding of the
scene. The composed videos and decisions are used to train the machine learning-based
AutoCompose, which creates composed videos based on the decisions of CrowdCompose
combined with a multi-feature analysis of a video stream. The resulting, composed videos
have a lower quality in comparison to the manual video mixes but are superior to compa-
rable video composition algorithms.
The composed video is transmitted to interested viewers. The delivery of the video
stream leverages the second content adaptation principle, namely adaptive video stream-
ing. Adaptive video streaming allows for leveraging different quality versions of a video
to compensate for varying network conditions by switching between the versions. Existing
work conducts this adaptation of video representations in a network-aware manner, but
neglects considering the content of the transported video. The proposed Video Adaptation
Service (VAS) allows a content-aware video adaptation by categorizing videos using Spatial
Perceptual Information (SI), Temporal Perceptual Information (TI), and Color Perceptual
Information (Co) descriptors. The features are linked to an objective quality metric to real-
ize a quality lookup datasets, which allows for real-time adaptation of new video streams.
As a result, not only can the perceived quality be kept, but also data traffic to mobile
devices is reduced by up to 82.83%.
8.2 contributions
The contributions of this work start with fine-granular quality models for the degrading im-
pairments of camera shakes, harmful occlusions, and camera misalignments. These models
are the first, published quantification of the degradations’ impact on human perception. A
second contribution of Chapter 3 is the analysis of different recording positions and their
influence on the perceived quality of, e.g., a composed video. Novel quality models are
proposed which assess the quality of the recording position in relation to the distance and
angle to a Point of Interest (PoI). These models are the basis for the contributions in the
remaining chapters.
In addition, Chapter 4 leverages the models to design novel quality assessment algo-
rithms for real-time detection of degradations. The proposed algorithms decrease the run-
time by fusing visual and auxiliary sensor-based features while analyzing the videos. On
several different UGV databases, it was shown that this hybrid analysis outperforms com-
parable work. Also, Chapter 4 discusses how to increase the scalability of quality assess-
ment by introducing the PaSC. The PaSC allows for the distributed execution of quality
assessment algorithms on servers and mobile devices to achieve increased scalability and
reduced runtime of a complete assessment of a video stream.
Chapter 5 introduces the first prototypically evaluated MBS, which allows for adap-
tive video streaming and network mechanism adaptation. For content adaptation, the pro-
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posed LiViU achieves an in-parallel creation of different video representations by leverag-
ing hardware-accelerated transcoding on Android devices. Different representations can
then be used to adapt the streamed video bit rate according to current network conditions.
In combination with an adaptive scheduling of video stream messages, LiViU copes with
changing network and application requirements. This allows LiViU to stream both to re-
mote and close-by receivers. The proposed system achieves a reliable, in-time upload of
live streams from mobile devices, despite mobility and varying network conditions.
Chapter 6 discusses contributions of the first semi-automatic, crowdsourcing-based video
composition algorithm as well as an automatic composition application. By splitting and
atomizing both the video composition task CrowdCompose shows how an improved qual-
ity video stream can be created. The resulting composed videos are leveraged to train the
AutoCompose system, which achieves a real-time, automatic composition of UGV. It is the
first composition algorithm that achieves a comparable quality to an amateur composition
of a video for live streams.
The last contributions are discussed in Chapter 7, which introduces the quality-aware
adaptive streaming system VAS. It offers the first content-aware adaptation system for
Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) clients that supports live streams. Also,
it shows that the perceived quality models can be mapped between different videos as long
as some sophisticated, yet easily calculated features exist for classifying video content. In
the discussed version of the VAS spatial, temporal, and color features are discussed. As a
result, the data traffic of streaming media can be reduced significantly.
Thus, in total, the thesis offers contributions towards the design, realization, and evalua-
tion of a live UGV uploading, processing, and distribution system leveraging quality-aware
content adaptation.
8.3 outlook
Based on the contributions of this thesis, further steps to improve content adaptation can
be taken.
8.3.1 Personalization and Distribution of Video Composition
Existing video composition algorithms rely on the inspection of the video. In recent work
by Stohr et al., an early-stage prototype towards the auxiliary data-based composition of
videos is shown [181]. A central element in this prototype is the idea of preprocessing the
composition on mobile devices as proposed by the PaSC. The next step is a decentralized
composition, when different mobile devices are coordinated to compose the video stream.
This decentralization allows the placement of video composition functionality on mobile
devices to support a composition in situ as well as in the fixed network, in which pro-
grammable network elements can support video composition as the media is transmitted
through the network.
A second extension of our work considers the concept that a single video is composed
of multiple streams. A composition is conducted to increase the perceived quality for an
average viewer. As individual users can have different expectations of a video stream, a
single composed video may not be enough. The personalization of the video composition
can generate a multitude of composed videos, depending on user expectations and view-
ing habits. An assessment of how personalized videos should be composed as well as their
efficient transmission over challenged networks, is still missing.
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8.3.2 Adaptive Upload of Video Streams
The proposed LiViU system focuses on content adaptation and proposes adaptation of net-
work mechanisms such as scheduling. Other mechanisms can also influence the perceived
quality. Stohr et al. gave an interesting analysis on the effect of the congestion control mech-
anisms (e.g., in Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)) on the video streaming experience
for distributing video [178]. It is shown that varying environmental conditions affect the
performance of congestion control variants. Future MBSs may inspect the advantages of
congestion control adaptations for video uploads.
8.3.3 Context and Quality
The perception of quality and its understanding are central concepts in this thesis. Still,
little is known about the perception of video on mobile devices in different contextual sit-
uations, e.g., movement. These models are required as mobile video consumption grows
tremendously. Ideal viewing conditions, as evaluated in current lab setups, are thus only
of limited help to understand quality in mobile streaming sessions. The aspects of unstable
viewing conditions have been integrated into the prototype of an environmentally-aware,
video-streaming client [224]. Further research is needed to understand and leverage the
context and environment when streaming video to mobile clients. This research can lever-
age the existing understanding of network conditions and content characteristics as offered
by VAS.
8.3.4 Information Centric Networks
Novel paradigms are proposed to solve the existing challenges of the Internet by its com-
plete redesign. Information-centric Network (ICN) is a novel concept which replaces host-
centrality in the current Internet by information-centrality. Addressing of information or
content becomes independent of the location of the data. The focus on information or con-
tent offers new opportunities for content adaptation for both adaptive video streaming
and video composition. For example, the proposed VAS has to cope with some additional
challenges as video segments can be distributed in an ICN on different servers. Moving
Pictures Expert Group (MPEG) DASH leverages the throughput measurement of a video
segment to select the the appropriate representation for the next segments. This can be
dangerous if the segments are requested from different servers. An overview on upcom-
ing challenges when combining ICNs and adaptive video streaming is presented by We-
sphal et al. [206]. Video composition on the other hand benefits from a native support of
content provider mobility in ICNs. Especially, when a large set of smart mobile devices
produce live video streams, addressing and routing in ICNs promise to ease the selec-
tion of video streams for composition, as a virtual director sends a request for a desired
video stream into the network. This request may include information such as the desired
minimum quality and recording location. This would reduce the computational burden
of video composition applications, which promises an increased scalability which is not
available today.
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